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his book is a new stage of my reflec
tions on the Quran and historical sub
jects found therein. "Historical" is used
above in the same sense as in Remb
randt's day to a genre of Dutch paint
ing: to include all stories about the past,
primarily those pertaining to holy his
tory. lt all started with a hundred of my articles in the fa
mous Myths of the Peoples of the World encyclopaedia.
The discussion there was limited and fettered by the very
genre, as well as by some editorial stance. Despite my vig
orous protestations I was never able to get the editors capi
talize the word Allah, although the words God and Lord
were used with upper-case initial letters in the same book.
Yet it was exactly then that I felt that Islamic materials
should be discussed in universal context as part of a global
process and of a system of Weltanschauung.
Then followed my series of articles on the prophet
Muhammad, where, among other things, I tried to under
stand how the personal circumstances and, most signifi
cantly, the feelings of the founder of Islam were reflected in
the text of the Quran. The personality of the Prophet be
came an integral part of my analysis of historical legends.
Later my Quranlc Legends book appeared. Its key note is
that the Quranic text contains one side of the dialogue, or
argument, between Allah and Muhammad on the one hand,
and Meccans on the other. The book pursued the goal of
gauging the basic set of historical knowledge that existed
among Muhammad's listeners and of understanding what
known "facts" the Quranic sermon points at. The second
objective was to trace how parallels with Muhammad's own
life and the specific situation in Mecca are interwove with
the Quranic story. Two global tasks pursued by the Quranlc
Legends are discernible behind this: to use the existing
knowledge and notions about history in order to prove the
idea of Allah's omnipotence and omnipresence, and de
monstrate the verity of Muhammad's prophetic mission by
means of parallels from the lives of other prophets.
The book brought to your attention today contains al
most everything that has been written before, with new
sides and aspects brought into play. One of them deals with
visual imagery. I wittingly refused to use illustrations in the
Quranic Legends or reproduce Islamic miniatures depict
ing Biblical and Quranic characters figuring therein. That
book was consistently maintained in the austere style of the
Quran and Quranic manuscripts. In the present book, by
contrast, a vast number of illustrations, some of them being
manuscripts from St. Petersburg's collections and pub-

lished for the first time ever, have been included. Among
them there are such rarities as the already famous Quran
manuscript in Kufa script, E 20, from the collection of
St. Petersburg's Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies
of the Russian Academy of Sciences. 1 This change is of fun
damental nature and its theoretical aspects are discussed in
the last chapter of this book. All the miniatures are second
ary, for they illustrate not the Quran, but various Muslim
writings dedicated to the same personages as in the Holy
Book. There are historical chronicles among them, books
about miracles of nature, and, most significantly, poetic
works featuring historical characters. Both these writings
and illustrations for them form, as it were, a peripheral ring
of Quranic knowledge, but it is exactly these works that
possessed tangibility, which is so important to popular
Islam. They made Quranic characters more tangible. And
even more importantly, they link Quranic stories with pre
Quranic and ancient history. In a sense, they contributed to
the development of the Quran's "oratorical" device of inter
preting known historical plots in the "right" spirit. Poets
were increasing the number of these stories. Alongside the
poem about Alexander the Bicornate, who is mentioned in
the Quran, there were poems about ancient Persian kings,
written , apart from their poetical expression, from the
standpoint of devout Muslims.
The poetic word was in the service of both aesthetic and
ideological ends, aided in this function by illustrations. In this
book we have endeavoured to use the miniatures included
not as illustrations, but as an integral part of the discourse
and analysis inasmuch as they are indispensable to their
manuscripts. The word is not supplemented by the picture
but is in colloquy with it.
The present work deliberately avoids those highly em
bellished legends and myths that are additions to the Qu
ranic text and are contained in commentaries on the Book:
tafslrs and stories about prophets. They constitute an en
tirely different world, from which we have borrowed only
those pictures that represent "popular" ramifications of the
Quranic stories; this enabled us to deal only with the text of
the Quran itself and its contexts. This attempt on our part to
exercise strictness of discourse should distinguish this
book from the majority of writings on the historical Quranic
legends, where, frankly speaking, the Quranic world is
frequently drowned out by fables of quite a different type
and style.
----
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Reproduced are those sheets of the manuscript that contain mentions
of the characters the respective chapters of the book deal with.
1

This book is intended for non-Muslims. Muslims have
their own characteristic emotions arising from their own
spiritual experience. They do not need any analysis for
practising their religion. The analysis offered below is based
on a universally acknowledged scholarly approach em
ployed by us in order to understand a minor, yet important
part of the Quranic message in the context of the other cul
tures surrounding Islam at the moment of its birth, prior to it
and following it.
We proceed from the notion implicitly present in the
Quran that it was "the Third Testament" granted after the
Thora and the Gospel, confirming their truths and "correct
ing" those points, brought into them by generations of
Jews, that are incompatible with true theism. In this context
it is particularly important to understand the mechanism
whereby knowledge of the past was employed and trans
formed to create a new message, or sermon. That new ser
mon would afterwards create new historical knowledge
shared by the peoples of the Muslim world. At present we
live in an epoch when it can and should become common
knowledge to the non-Muslim world as well as part of the
world's cultural (not necessarily religious) heritage. In this
connection, the book also performs a modest educational
mission. To a non-Muslim the reading and understanding of
the Quran is difficult, whereas an analytically arranged
presentation of its historical stories and their contexts may
provide an aid for their entrance to the world of the Quran.
The response from those who have read my previous works
shows that this is exactly what happens.
lt is to my readers and chance acquaintances in different
parts of the world that I am grateful for the stimulus to con
tinue my work. I cannot but reiterate my thanks to those

Arabic scholars who helped me with their advice, criticism
and the very atmosphere of informal friendly intercourse
that exists in the world of Arabic studies. They are P.A. Griaz
nevich, A.B. Khalidov, O.G. Bolshakov, S.M. Prozorov, Sergio
Noya and A. B. Kudelin. I am very grateful to E.A. Rezvan
for his assistance, advice and enthusiasm. The book would
have been virtually impossible without the kind support of
A.A. lvanov and O.F. Akimushkin, brilliant experts on illus
trated manuscripts. I greatly appreciate the work of my editors
N.V. Posuvaliuk and N.D. Mikhaliova, as well as of all those
involved i n the publishing of this book, in which words
and images are peers. My special indebtedness is due to
E. I . Kychanov and David Chilli for their courteous permission
to make use of the manuscripts from the collection of the
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies,
Russian Academy of Sciences, and the David Khalili
Collection in London. I am sincerely grateful to Russia's
National Library for granting me permission to have some
of the manuscripts from its collection reproduced.
To sum up, this is a book about what history was known
to those Meccans the sermon of the Quran was addressed
to. We have reconstructed it from the texts of the Quran it
self, pre-lslamic poetry and prose and from Christian and
Judaic scriptures. This is a book showing how the Quran
employed all that joint knowledge to convince the Arabs of
the verity of Islam and the mission of Prophet Muhammad
and how he invested that knowledge with a new purport.
That purport has become part of the universal cultural,
philosophical and historical heritage. It is my sincere hope
that this thorough analysis of the Quranic text will at the
same time introduce the reader to the great Book's beauty
of style and thought.

Ornament. Quran. The Khalili Collection. Manuscript QUR 372
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he seventeenth sura of the Quran is
called The children of Israel; it begins
with a famed ayat:
"Glorified be He Who carried His ser
vant by night from the Inviolable Place
of Worship to the Far distant place of
worship the neighbourhood whereof
We have blessed, that We might show him of Our tokens!
Lo! He, only He, is the Hearer, the Seer" ( 1 7: 1 ) .
The "inviolable place of worship" (al-masjid al-haram)
is the reserved territory around al-Ka'ba. As for the "far dis
tant place of worship" (al-masjid al-aksa), some modern
interpretations feel that this refers to a place near Mecca or
a journey to that place. But the dominant view in the
Muslim tradition and in oriental studies presumes that the
ayat speaks of a journey to a place in Jerusalem. The text
does not mention Jerusalem directly, but this view is con
firmed by the expression "whereof We have blessed" . This
is a standard Quranic cliche equivalent to the Biblical
"promised land", or Palestine. 1
Behind the clipped phrases of this ayat lies one of the most
important events in Muhammad's spiritual biography - his
vision of being transported to Jerusalem to speak with the
prophets and Allah. Muslim tradition embroidered the scant
information about what Muhammad felt and experienced
with numerous details, creating a complete narrative of
al-isra ' wa-l-ml 'raj, the " nighttime voyage and elevation"
of Muhammad. Folk tales about this event (and especially
the visit to heaven and hell) reached medieval Europe and
possibly influenced Dante's Divine Comedy. In the modern
Muslim world, one of the official religious holidays com
memorates this "elevation ".
The tradition preserved in the Life of the Messenger of
God by lbn lshaq - lbn Hisham ( Sira) recounts that one day
Muhammad was sleeping by al-Ka'ba when he was awak
ened by Jibril. The angel had brought with him an unusual
riding animal called the Buraq; it had at one time carried all
of the prophets before Muhammad. Muhammad mounted
the Buraq, that conveyed him by the air to Jerusalem.
Muhammad met through with his predecessors - lbrahim,
Musa, ' lsa, and the other prophets. He led them in prayer.
They then asked him to drink from one of three vessels water, wine or milk. He chose the vessel with milk, and this
meant that the community would move down the right
path. From that time on wine has been forbidden to his fol
lowers. By morning, Muhammad was home.

This j ourney to Jerusalem b y Al l a h ' s w i l l is c al led
al-lsra'.
Another tradition, also included in the Sira of lbn Ishaq,
expounds a second episode of the journey to Jerusalem
that is not mentioned by the Quran. This is the ascent to
heaven called al-mi 'raj (literally, 'steps', 'stairway ' ) .2 After
Muhammad prayed with the prophets, a sta.irway appeared
before him and he ascended, accompanied by the angel
Jibri l , rising in turn to each of the seven heavens. In the
lowest, he saw Adam deciding the fate of the deceased.
The angels showed Muhammad one small part of hell: he
felt the unbearable heat of the fire, saw the terrible suffering
of the usurers, adulterers, and people who had been steal 
ing from orphans. Rising from one heaven to another, he
once again encountered prophets: in the second, 'lsa; in
the third, Yusuf; in the fourth, ldris; in the fifth, Harun; in the
sixth, Musa; in the seventh, lbrahim. Muhammad then vis
ited paradise, where he saw the bliss of the believers.
Allah then spoke with him, imposing on Muslims the ob
ligation to pray 50 times a day. As Muhammad was return
ing to earth, Musa convinced him to go back and ask that
the number of prayers be reduced. This was repeated sev
eral times and the number of obligatory prayers fell to five.3
The story is fantastic and seems improbable. But the na
ture of the tale suggests that the prophet in fact experi
enced certain ecstatic experiences similar to those de
scribed. When he hastened to share the details of his
journey with the Meccans, they had a natural reaction they did not believe him. Some Muslims even abandoned
their faith . People were reasoning: if a caravan took an en
tire month to reach Jerusalem, how could someone possi
bly fly there and back in a single night? Even the most faith-

----
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Paret, Kommentar, pp. 295, 296. This problem is not merely textological.
The recognition of the fact that it is Jerusalem that is mentioned is a most
important argument of the original sanctity of the city for Muslims, which is
at times disputed in the polemics on the historical right of different peoples
to the possession of Palestine.
2 From different Quranic texts it is clear that the Arabians knew and cher
ished the Middle Eastern notion of a celestial ladder one can ascend and
make contact with God in Heaven (see: Quran 6:35: " ... then if you could
seek an opening in the earth or a ladder to heaven so that you should bring
them a sign"; 52:38: "Or have they a ladder from which they listen?" See
also 1 5: 1 8).
3 Legend al-lsra ' va-1-ml 'radj in various older versions. See: lbn Hisham,
Slra, pp. 268-276.

ful of Muhammad's followers, Abu Bakr, asked him to de
scribe Jerusalem so that he could compare the description
with his own recollections of the city. Allah had raised
Muhammad up, and the prophet began to describe w.h at he
had seen. His descriptions matched Abu Bakr's memories;
Muhammad's trustworthiness was upheld. From that day
on, Abu Bakr received the honorary sobriquet as-Siddiq,
usually translated as "truthful", but a more accurate transla
tion is "he who deems [something] truthful" or "he who
confirms the truth" .
Tradition recounts yet another episode of confirmation.
Muhammad told the Meccans a story about a caravan still
en route to Mecca. When it arrived, his story was confirmed.
This does not, of course, mean that Muhammad actually
flew to Jerusalem and back. What is clear is that he was not
afraid to share his anxieties with his fellow countrymen,
even if at first this threatened to weaken the support he had
secured for himself. As the story goes, this is why Muham
mad's inner circle tried to convince him to remain silent
about the miraculous vision.
The prophet's relatives made certain adjustments to the
story, stressing that the journey had come to Muhammad in
a dream; his soul traveled, while his body remained in one
place. This in no way tarnished the miraculous nature and
significance of the event, for Allah communicated with his
prophets in all states, sleeping and waking, and all visions
were divine in origin.
Everything we know about the circumstances in which
Muhammad announced to others the revelations that came
to him indicates that he was sincere. Muhammad's sincerity
was often questioned, both by his contemporaries and by
the enemies of the faith. The famed European medieval
freethinking treatise De Tribus lmpostoribus ( 'The Three
Impostors' ) treated his prophecies as a deception, also un
masking Moses and Jesus. The concept of the three im
postors arose in a Muslim context as well, appearing among
the lsma'ilites. Some European scholars also paid tribute to
this view, relying in particular on several episodes where
"revelations" arrived as suspiciously convenient solutions
to problems in the political struggles, or even personal life,
of the prophet.
But we have no truly serious grounds to doubt that
Muhammad was absolutely sincere in his experiences,
that he believed and knew that the texts of the Quran had
come to him "from without" . The style of the Quran
changed, of course, over time, becoming more measured.
But everywhere the Quran preserves the specific charac
teristics of ecstatic speech, setting it apart from all pre
ceding or subsequent works of Arabic literature. Not only
Muhammad, but his contemporaries were easily able to
distinguish speech "from without" ( later retold as parts

of the Quran) and Muhammad 's own words ( later re
corded as hadith) .
Muhammad's ecstatic experience, his feeling of commu
nication with divinity, is not in principle anything very un
usual in the spiritual history of mankind. Similar figures
of varying stature have appeared on numerous occasions.
The typology of Muhammad's prophecy is akin to a sha
manic trance,4 but at an infinitely higher level of spiritual de
velopment. This is why Muhammad the prophet is at once
close to both the Arabian shaman- kahins, and the Bible's
dogmatic prophets. Prophecy as a phenomenon where
divinity speaks through a human form, was a widespread
element of Near Eastern and Mediterranean culture in an
tiquity. But none of the major or minor prophets became
the sole, individually memorable founder of a unique world
religion, as did Muhammad.5
One can gain a good sense of Muhammad's prophetic
experience through the text of the Quran and the Muslim
tradition. The revelations sometimes came to him unex
pectedly, sometimes announced their arrival with sounds
akin to the tinkling of small bells. The prophet could await
revelations, thereby "eliciting" them. Trances occurred in
both sleeping and waking states, and were accompanied
by a heavy feeling. They exhausted the prophet. Chills some
times forced Muhammad to wrap himself in a shawl.
A characteristic feature of prophetic trances was the pre
dominance of utterances over visions. Allah or Jibril spoke
with Muhammad, who usually could not see his interlocu
tor. Visions are typical of the earliest phase of the Quran's
revelation - the figure of Jibril on the horizon, the image
of a tree in the heavens. Words later came to the forefront.
Vision, in brief verbal reflection, reappears at the end of the
Meccan period with the nighttime journey. This vision in
some ways crowns many aspects of the development of
Islam in Mecca. It comes as the conclusion of an entire
group of Quranic narratives, both those sent down earlier,
and those that would follow in Medina. Muhammad meets
with his "doubles"; they pray together and recognize the
superiority of the last prophet.
Quranic narratives occupy an important place in Mu
hammad's prophetic, unconscious creative endeavor.
The connections and images that existed in the world
around him were transformed into something new. Enter
taining stories long familiar not only to Muhammad, but
to his l isteners, were unexpectedly transformed i nto

----
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4 See: Vinnikov, The Legend.
5 See: Piotrovsky, Muhammad; Piotrovsky, Prophets ' Movement.

a reasoned -throug h , convincing narrative a bout the
greatness of Allah. The Meccans had always loved tales
of the past. Not for nothing was Muhammad accused for
recounting not divine revelations, but asatir al-awwalin
"stories of the first ones", "tales of the ancestors ". The
Quran says of this: "when Our revelations are recited
unto him, he saith : Mere fables of the men of old" (68: 1 5 ;
see also 83 : 1 3, 8:3 1 , 6:25; 25:5/6 ) . According to tradi
tion, the famed Meccan storyteller an- Nadr ibn al- Haris
lured listeners away from Muhammad with stores of the
ancient kings. 6
The Arabians' traditional interest in tales of the past not
only did not hinder Muhammad, but was a significant aid
to him. Enthralling his listeners with what they liked, he
gradually, insistently, yet unobtrusively, introduced in the
guise of familiar tales new ideas and concepts that were
not a part of the old culture, but rather the components of
a new ideology.
The Quran's sagas were addressed not only to Muham
mad's listeners, but to Muhammad himself. They were in
tended also to convince him, assure him of the truth and
success of the mission Allah had placed upon him. After
the first revelation Waraqa ibn Nawfal comforted Muham
mad with a reference to Musa-Moses. The stories of earlier
prophets were used to support Muhammad's morale at dif
ficult moments.
The Quran was Muhammad's unconscious creation, a
thing removed from its creator. Yet the person of the
prophet marked it quite clearly. Elements that come both
from without and within, from the soul, intertwine and di
verge in the text. " Popular culture" merges with the divine
interpretation of the same. Allah transforms and explains
the personal experience and knowledge of the prophet.
This dual nature of the Quran makes it a literary work that
falls between folklore and authored creation.
The Quran is a religious message with several important
oratorical and artistic features and devices. Some of them
are especially evident in Quranic tales. Above all we en
counter new ideas attired as something familiar, the procla
mation of the new through the restoration of the old. The re
sult is a constant parallelism of the past and present,
achieved through the easily visible devices of a "Quran
within the Quran" and "doubles". Both are heavily stressed
and function as more than a mere device. They are a part of
the general "multidimensionality" of the Quran. Each story,
each utterance can function and does function in several
contexts, frequently contradicting one another. This multi-

----
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6 lbn Hisham, S/ra, p. 125.

dimensionality is one of the most important features of the
Quran as a whole.
The Quran uses sagas of prophets and catastrophes to
inculcate the image of the law-governed, linear develop
ment of mankind toward a definite end - the Day of Judg
ment. Thanks to the sagas, the prophet of this final catas
trophe is Muhammad, who brings to its conclusion the
entire religious history of the sons of Adam.
Quranic tales thus depict a forward-moving historical
process. But that is not all they depict. The repetitiveness
and parallelism of the events and utterances that surround
Muhammad 's "doubles" fuse all eras into one general
mass of time. They enrich world history with other dimen
sions, underscoring the continuity of ties, situations, and
phenomena. This continuity is akin to the eternity and
constancy of God. The "historical" tales vividly illustrate
this aspect of the Quran's "multidimensionality", the in
terpenetration of the linear and cyclical historical con
sciousness.

The Nabatean tomb in Madain Salih

e sought solitude on the mountain of Hira'
near his native Mecca. He was called
Muhammad, son of 'Abd Allah. And in
6 1 0 (or 608) , he was 40 years old.
One night during the month of Ra
madan, someone appeared to him in a
dream with a book bound in brocade
and said, " Read!" "I do not know how to read", he replied.
The vision began to choke him with the book (or scroll ) ,
then let him g o and said, " Read!" " I d o not know how to
read". The vision began to choke him again. Fearing for his
life, Muhammad finally asked, "What do I have to read?"
He heard:
Read: In the name of thy Lord who createth,
Createth man from a clot .
Read: And thy Lord is the Most Bounteous,
Who teacheth by the pen,
Teacheth man that which he knew not . (96: 1-5) 1
Muhammad repeated this and was left in peace. He later
recounted, "I awoke, and it was as though an inscription
had been made on my heart"2 •
He went out onto the mountain where he had spent the
night and suddenly hear9 a voice from the heavens: "Oh,
Muhammad, you are the messenger of Allah, and I am
Jibril". His nighttime visitor stood in the heavens, his legs
resting on the horizon. Wherever Muhammad turned, he
stood before him. Then Jibril disappeared.

----
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1 Quotations from the Quran in this book are from The Meaning of the Glo
rious Quran translated into English by Mohammed Marmaduke Pikthall (New
York; Moscow, 1 961 )-Translations from the present writer, M. B. Piotrovsky,
are included only when it is necessary to render a shade of meaning missing
from the Krachkovsky text; specific mentions of such supplementary trans
lations are made in the notes. The numeration of verses is binary, but unlike
I.Yu. Krachkovsky, we have put first the numbers according to standard con
temporary editions, which follow the Egyptian models.
I.Yu. Krachkovsky had no time to thoroughly prepare his translation for
publishing. In effect what we have is his legacy. Therefore one occasionally
comes across certain misprints in the translated text, as well as passages
in need of editorial attention. I. Vu. Krachkovsky's work is very scholarly
and is based on the Quran itself rather than on its later-date commentaries.
The latter, as has been repeatedly demonstrated by researchers, provide
a coherent and clear interpretation of the text, yet they often (to a varied
extent) distort its original sense. This is particularly true about the Arabian
local colour of Muhammad's epoch, from which the writers of commen
taries were far removed both chronologically and psychologically. For this
reason I.Yu. Krachkovsky's translation may differ from those made into
European tongues by today's Muslims on the basis of the commentaries
mentioned and addressed to those Muslims whose Arabic is not very good.
See: P.A. Griaznevich's preface to the second edition of the Quran ( Krach
kovsky), pp. 3-14.

According to Muslim tradition, this is how the divine rev
elations were first sent down. Gathered together, they make
up the Quran, the Sacred Book of Islam. The Quran ( more
correctly, ai-Qur'an) means 'reading', or 'reading aloud ' .
This is what one o f G od's (Allah's) trusted angels de
manded that Muhammad read, and then read aloud to him.
He was Jibril, called the archangel Gabriel by the Christians.
God made him the intermediary between himself and
the man he selected to be his prophet and messenger to
humankind . Muhammad was to hear the word of God,
remember it, and repeat it to people, preaching to others
faith in what God taught him.
The city of Mecca where Muhammad l ived is located
in the western part of the Arabian Peninsula in a hilly place
called Hijaz. Muhammad was born there around 570 and
grew up in the home of his grandfather, 'Abd ai-Muttalib. He
lost his parents as a child. Like the majority of Mecca's res
idents, Muhammad was active in the caravan trade. He be
came the manager of affairs for a wealthy widow, Khadija,
and soon married her.
Mecca was an important center of commerce and reli
gion. One of Arabia's best-known markets, that of 'Ukaz,
was held annually near Mecca . The city itself was home
to al-Ka'ba, one of Arabia's holiest Sanctuaries. Walled into
the eastern corner of the building was the "black stone",
a melted meteorite that was seen as a magical message
from the heavens. It was an object of veneration and yearly

----
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This story found in the Life of Allah's Messenger by lbn lshaq - lbn
Hisham (lbn Hisham, Slra, pp. 1 55, 156) cannot be accepted as abso
lutely true. There exist numerous versions describing Muhammad's first
revelation. They are collected in a large number of authoritative medieval
writings, in particular, in the History by at-Tabari, in the same writer's
Commentary on the Quran and in lbn Sa'd's Book of Categories_ All these
are fragments of the reminiscences of Muhammad himself and his wife
Khadija, handed down over several generations. Yet in the main it is true. lt
gives a general picture of the experiences of a man who feels he is capable
of communicating with superior forces. lt contains veritable details of vari
ous types of a mystical trance: the vision, inner and external speech and the
sensations of fear, burden and violence. J.N_ Vinnikov, the famous specialist
in Semitic studies, convincingly showed in his article specifically address
ing the problem that various versions of Muhammad's revelation reflect
the different stages and forms of mystical illumination; they have parallels in
the practice of shamanic trance, which is akin in its nature to various mys
tical experiences and sensations of communion with a deity (see: Yinnikov,
The Legend. See also: Piotrovsky, Prophets: Movement; Piotrovsky,
Muhammad; Bolshakov, History, pp. 68- 72; RezvaA, Quran and Its World,
pp. 116-138).
Muhammad's answer, "I cannot read", is contained in the most detailed
description of the first revelation in lbn lshaq / Hisham's Life (lbn Hisham,
Slra, p. 156). In Arabic it sounds as ma akra'u, and allows another transla-

pilgrimage. Inside ai-Ka'ba was a depiction of the local de
ity Hubal surrounded by idols of other deities worshipped
by pagans in various parts of the Arabian Peninsula. Not far
from the city was the sanctuary of the pan-Arabian go�dess
al-'Uzza. Jews and Christians also lived in Mecca. The city
was also home to the so-called hani[s, righteous men who
had rejected pagan polytheism without choosing to affiliate
themselves with any of the then-extant religions. Solitary
reflection, fasting and care for the poor were all part of
Meccan religious life. Muhammad valued this aspect of his
kinsmen's beliefs and frequently sought solitude in Mecca's
vicinity. He experienced his first vision there on the moun
tain of Hira'.3
More visions followed. Muhammad experienced both joy
and fear. He was thrilled by the fact that God (Allah) spoke
to him, sometimes through Jibril, sometimes directly. And
he feared that this was not a true divine revelation, but
merely possession or the trance of a soothsayer ( kahin).
His wife, Khadija, and her cousin, Waraqa, helped him to
overcome his doubts. They convinced Muhammad that he
was experiencing what Moses had once experienced - God
was speaking to him.
His confidence grew, and Muhammad decided to do what
Allah asked of him. He went out to the people and proclaimed
to them the word of God, the Quran. The true religion
spread through simple transmission of the divine words.
The Quran is not a story about Allah and people who Jived
at some time in the past; it is the direct speech of Allah. lt is
sometimes addressed to Muhammad, sometimes directly
to people, and sometimes Allah speaks of himself in the
third person. But the words a re al l sacred, stemming

---
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tion: "What should I read?" The former interpretation is traditional with the
Muslims and appears to be confirmed by the existence of the phrase maza
akra 'u for "What then should I read?" This widely-spread interpretation is
connected with the general Muslim concept of prophesying, according to
which Muhammad was illiterate and therefore especially pure and open to
divine revelation. Central to this conception was the an-nabt al-umml
Quranic formula [7: 1 57/ 1 56, 1 58/ 1 57- 1 58; see Quran ( Krachkovsky):
"prophet, simpleton"]. The word umml in this interpretation has commonest
everyday meaning of 'blockhead', 'illiterate'.
Meanwhile, neither this Quranic ayat, nor what we know about the life of
Muhammad gives us grounds to consider him unequivocally illiterate. In
the Quran umml means a person not belonging to a nation possessing
divine scriptures. The Judaists and Christians of Arabia apparently used
the word to refer to a pagan Arabian. The term reechoes the then current
idea that the messiah was to come from non-Jews (see: Paret, Kom
mentar, pp. 2 1 , 22; Quran (Krachkovsky), p. 546; Rezvan, Studies, p. 229,
note 2 1 .
Consequently, the translation " I cannot read" proves to be optional rather
than mandatory, and therefore as plausible as "What should I read?" This ex
ample should give the reader at least some idea of how many problems,
questions and contradictions are contained in the history of Islam, which is
seemingly so well studied and repeatedly described.

Medjnun at the door of ai-Ka'ba.
Nizami, Khamsa. Manuscript, SH, VP 1000, fol. 175 a

--- �
3 Numerous scholarly and popular biographies of the founder of Islam exist.
The main sources for them were the Quran, hadis stories about Muhammad's
deeds and sayings brought together in more or less authentic collections and
finally, The Ll{e o{Allah s Messengercompiled by lbn Hisham (d. in 768) on the
basis of the work of lbn lshaq (d. 768) (see: lbn Hisham, Slra) . There is also an
English translation of this oldest biography of the prophet [see: lbn lshaq (Guil
laume)]. The most authoritative publications of recent years are: Blachere, Le
probleme; Watt, Mekka; Blachere, Medina; Widengren, Muhammad; Paret, Mo
hammed; Hamidulla, Le prophete; Gaudefroy- Demombynes, Mahomet;
Noja, Maometto; Cook, Muhammad. A lively and engaging book on a solid
scholarly basis was written by M. Rodinson (see: Rodinson, Mahomet) . A
Muslim approach to Muhammad's life is predominant in: Ungs, Muhammad.
A fine concise biography of Muhammad in Russian Is included In the book
entitled /slam by V.V. Bartold, the most eminent Russian authority on Islam.
lt is complemented by his own article About Muhammad (see: Bartold,
Collected Works, vol. 6, pp. 89- 1 03, 630-647) . A thorough analysis of
the sources and a detailed account of the facts are found in the first volume
of the History of the Khaliphate by O.G. Bolshakov (see: Bolshakov, His
tory). A brilliant biography of Muhammad was written by the philosopher
V.S. Solovyov (see: Solovyov, Mahomet) . He was not an Orientalist, but he
made use of serious scholars' advice and in my opinion he was able to gain
a deeper insight into Muhammad's inner world than many others did.
'

Mount Arafat. Muhyi ad-Din Lari, Futuh al-haramein. Manuscript, SH, VP 94 1 , fol. 17 a

Main mosque in Medina with the Prophet's grave.
Muhyi ad-Din Lari, Futuh al-haramein.
Manuscript, SH, VP 94 1 , fol. 21 6

AI-Aks Mosque and Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem.
Muhyi ad-Din Lari, Futuh al-haramein.
Manuscript, SH, VP 94 1, fol. 25 6

Pillars in the valley of the Min.
Muhyi ad-Din Lari, Futuh al-haramein.
Manuscript, SH, VP 94 1 , fol. 1 3 a

View of Mecca.
Muhyi ad-Din Lari, Futuh al-haramein.
Manuscript, SH, VP 94 1 , fol. 1 6 a

Mecca. Sai, venue of the pilgrims' ritual running race.
Muhyi ad-Din Lari, Futuh al-haramein.
Manuscript, SH, YP 94 1 , fol. 1 5 a

Cemetery in Medina.
Muhyi ad-Din Lari, Futuh al-haramein.
Manuscript, SH, VP 94 1 , fol. 23 a
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Mount Uhud. Muhyi ad-Din Lari, Futuh al-haramein. Manuscript, SH, VP 94 1 , fol. 24 6

Buraq, the saddle-animal
that flew Muhammad from Mecca to Jerusalem.
Nizami, Layla and Madjnun.
Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, A 20, fol. 1 1 a

directly from the divinity who chose the Arabic language to
communicate with humankind. The Quran was both ser
mon and dialogue. It instructed people and answered their
questions, objections and actions, explaining what they had
long known but failed to understand properly. We do not
know the details of what transpired during the preaching,
and we often do not know the past and present events re
ferred to in the Quran. Much in the text was already unintel
ligible to the grandchildren and great-grandchildren of
Muhammad's contemporaries. One cannot simply read the
Quran; one must study it, grasp it, and then reread it, listen

to it, read it aloud again and again. It then reveals, gradually
and continuously, new meanings, new felicities of style and
feeling, yet another reason for the Quran's enormously im
portant ritual and magical role.
Thus, Muhammad began to proclaim the Quran to his
fellow countrymen. The ideas were simple. He called on
the Meccans to relinquish their faith in a multitude of di
vinities and worship a single God - Allah. The Meccans
had known this god previously, but only as one among
many. Now they were told that this was the name of God
the one and only. There simply were no other divinities;
those who believed in them were mistaken and would be
punished. Allah created the world - the heavens, earth,
stars, mountains, plants. And man. He favored man, giv
ing him means of sustenance and welfare. But man fell
victim to his own pride, deeming himself the creator of all
earthly blessings. But all things on earth take place by the
will of Allah. He giveth, and He taketh away. He decrees
punishment for hubris and impiety, rewards for humility
and faith.
Human life is finite. The world must end. All things shall
be overturned and destroyed. The dead will rise to be
brought before Allah and face his judgment. Each will an
swer for his deeds. Those who believed in Allah and acted
piously and righteously will forever dwell in the gardens of
paradise, reposing in bliss amid shady trees and cool
springs. Those who were unjust and believed in pagan
gods will taste the fire of Gehenna, dreadful agonies of heat
and cold.
These ideas were not especially new. The Jews and
Christians espoused monotheism and punishment for
one's sins. The Christians told colorful tales of the end
of the world, of heaven and hell. Muhammad himself said
that his Allah was the same God as that of the Jews and
Christians. But they, after receiving the true revelation
through their prophets Musa (Moses) and ' lsa (Jesus) ,
forgot i t and distorted it. Muhammad hoped that the Jews
and Christians would gladly heed his preaching, which puri
fied their religion, and see in him the long-awaited Messiah.
Of course, this did not happen.
Muhammad's fellow countrymen also rejected him. At
first, the Meccans merely laughed at the man who disturbed
their everyday life with emotional outbursts and stern calls
to relinquish what had become a familiar part of their way
of life. They considered him a lunatic, if not a particularly
dangerous one.
But Muhammad's preaching gradually began to attract
followers. Taking shape around him was a group of people
who listened attentively to his revelations and found in them
answers to their own questions and expectations. The core
of the future Musfim community appeared - those who

gave themselves over to Allah. They were a varied lot:
slaves, manumitted slaves, kinless paupers and young men
from noble Meccan lineages. The Meccan elite began to see
a danger in this small group that threatened to destroy one
.
of the bases of Meccan commerce, the cult of Arabian
divinities.
Disputes began . Muhammad was loudly accused of
being possessed, he was challenged maliciously to work
miracles. He was condemned as a teller of worthless, hack
neyed tales, a man who opposed what was most sacred,
respect for the faith of one's ancestors.
Ever more Quranic sermons rang out i n response.
They grew less ecstatic and more informative. Muham
mad told of his god, who acquired a second name Rahman {the Merciful ) . He was mighty and all-powerful,
well-inclined toward people, always doing good things for
them despite their ingratitude. Narrative elements - tales
of the past - began to occupy more and more space in the
sermons. Speaking through Muhammad, the Quran but
tressed and proved all of its main ideas with direct refer
ences to the past. The prophet enumerated peoples and
individuals who had received astonishing gifts from Allah.
Allah endowed king Sulayman with miraculous qualities
and the ability to command jinn spirits. He made Da'ud a
marvelous singer of songs. The tales told how Allah pun
ished those who wavered in their faith or forgot Allah. The
Quran spoke of the pious men of old - l brahim (Abra
ham), Musa {Moses), ' lsa (Jesus) , all prophets of Allah.
They brought people the same message as Muhammad.
Like Muhammad, many of them were not believed, and en
countered expulsion and oppression. But however great
were the sufferings of his prophet, Allah never forgot him.
Retribution always descended sooner or later on the ene
mies of true faith. Allah destroyed them. People some
times heeded the calls of the prophet at first, only to distort
them later. For this they were also punished, or should be
punished.
A particular view of world history emerged. Peoples came
and went, achieved prosperity by the will of Allah, but then
forgot God, disregarded Allah's prophet and for this perished
in catastrophes decreed by God.
Such narratives of the past were intended to confirm
the truth and rightness of Muhammad's mission and warn the
Meccans that punishment awaited them.
But the Meccans did not fear retribution. The majority
did not want to believe in the God of Muhammad, let alone
recognize him as a prophet, a man raised by divinity above
his kinsmen. The first persecutions began. Muslims were
expelled from public places, beaten, prevented from gath
ering and praying. Clan elders forbade young people from
meeting with Muhammad and other Muslims. Muhammad

himself was relatively secure. The head of his clan, the
prophet' s uncle Abu Talib, did not accept Islam but consid
ered it his obligation to protect a member of the clan from
hostile outbursts. Muslims in other clans were not as lucky.
Muhammad then decided that a group of Muslims should
make their way from Mecca to Ethiopia, ruled by a Chris
tian king with faith in a single god. They hoped to find there,
and found, refuge from persecution at the hands of the
Meccans.
Muhammad continued to prophesy and struggle in Mec
ca. He gained new followers and became an ever greater
danger to Mecca's established way of life. Nearly all resi
dents of the city were members of the tribe of Quraysh,
which had at one time arrived in Mecca from the desert.
The tribe was divided into various clans. The clan to which
Muhammad belonged was called Hashim, and it also drew
the hostility of the Meccans. The Hashimites were even
forced at one point to fight off a siege and a boycott from
other Qurayshites. They acquitted themselves honorably
and did not forsake Muhammad, but their patience was at
an end.
Muhammad had been preaching for around ten years
(the revelations began in 6 1 0) without success. Abu Talib
died, and Abu Lahab became the new head of the Hashim
clan. He was an active foe of Muhammad and leaned toward
depriving him of the clan's protection. Khadija died after
bearing Muhammad four daughters and constantly sup
porting him in the difficult moments that were so common
in his life.
He decided to seek his fortune outside of Mecca. After
all, Allah had addressed himself not only to the Quraysh!
An attempt to bring the word to the city of Ta' if was unsuc
cessful. The followers of the local goddess Allat threw
stones at the prophet of Allah. Muhammad began to preach
to the Arabians who came to the market in Mecca. His fame
spread beyond his native city, and his hopes gradually
grew. People from the oasis of Yathrib, to the north of Mec
ca, began to listen to Muhammad's words. Muhammad had
a distant familial tie to the tribes of Yathrib and had lived in
the city for time during his early years.
The bulk of the population in Yathrib belonged to two
tribes, Aws and Khazraj . They fought each other constantly.
Over the years, the list of mutual resentments had grown so
long and complex that even a desire for reconciliation was
not enough to bring peace. They needed an outside arbitra
tor, unbiased and authoritative.
The Yathribis felt that Muhammad was well suited to the
task. Outside of Mecca his authority as a pious, wise man
linked to certain higher forces was apparently greater than in
his native city. The Yathribis agreed to recognize Muham
mad as the prophet of Allah and to place the administration

Muhammad on the eve of the battle of Badra.
Rashid ad-Din, Jami at-tawarikh. Manuscript from the Khalili Collection, fol. 66 a

of their city in his hands. Yathrib was also home to three
small tribes that professed Judaism - Kainuka', Nadir and
Kurayza. Muhammad hoped that their faith in a single god
would guarantee him their support and recognition.
The Yathribis concluded an agreement with Muhammad
and sealed it with an oath in the town of 'Aqaba. The
Muslims slowly began to leave their native city for Yathrib.
They performed the hijra relocation to a secure place and earned the sobriquet al-muhajirun ( 'those who have
performed the hijra' ) . Yathribis who adopted Islam came
to be known as ansar ( 'the helpers' ) . The last to leave
Mecca was Muhammad, accompanied by his faithful com
rade-in-arms, Abu Bakr, one of the first Muslims. They left
in secret; rumors were rife that the Meccans were plotting to
kill the prophet.
On September 20, 622,4 Muhammad arrived in Yathrib.
His hijra (relocation) is one of the most important events in
the history of Islam. The Muslim calendar begins on the first
day of that year as calculated by the lunar calendar. Yathrib
came to be called Madinat an-nabi - the City of the Pro
phet, or simply al-Madina, 'the city'.
-

A house was built for Muhammad, and near it the first
mosque. Gradually, the obligatory rules of devout conduct,
rights and duties of Muslims took shape. Allah sent down to
people the laws of life. He continued to inspire Muhammad
with new ayats of the Quran; they explained in detail how
society should be organized, how people should act toward
the prophet, how property and the spoils of war should
be divided. Prohibitions rang out against usury, games of
chance, intoxicating drinks, and consumption of pork.
Various episodes from ancient history were cited and re
counted to confirm the rules and expand on earlier tales
from the lives of the prophets.
A new union of people arose, one bound together not
by blood kinship, but by faith in a single god. This was the
Muslim community, the umma. Muhammad led it as its

----
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4 Muslim tradition has preserved differing information about the date of hljra.
In addition to the date given above, which is the most commonly ac
cepted and corresponds to the eighth day of the Arabian month rabt'l, the
twelfth day of the same month (September 24) is also suggested.

Muhammad leading Khamsa and Muslims to the Banu-Kainuka.
Rashid ad-Din, Jami at-tawarikh. Manuscript from the Khalili Collection, fol. 67 a

prophet, the only man capable of communicating with Allah
and receiving from Him instructions and orders. The entire
population of Medina was subordinate to him, including
pagans, who were gradually converting to Islam, and Jews.
Muslims prayed five times a day, fasted and professed
their faith with the ritual formula: "There is no god other
than Allah and Muhammad is the messenger of Allah ".
They were obligated to surrender a portion of income de
rived from commerce, agriculture and war for the needs of
the community and to support paupers with alms. Interest
on debts incurred before Islam was cancelled and collection
of interest was forbidden. Yet another of history's many
attempts to create a just society of equals had begun.
Equality did not last long, but in the beginning it drew many
to the faith.

munity moved to Medina, Muhammad began to prepare for
armed struggle with the inhabitants of his native city.
Military clashes and raids began; they were intended to dis
rupt the regular movement of Mecca's commercial cara
vans. The Meccans set about defending themselves. In 624
a battle took place at the wells of Badra. A small group of
Muslims headed by Muhammad clashed with a Meccan
force that had ridden out to defend a caravan. Despite the
numerical superiority of the Meccans, the Muslims tri
umphed. "You did not kill them, Allah killed them",5 is how
the believers, and many non-believers, interpreted this vic
tory. Islam began its triumphant procession.

The example of a thriving community, however, was not
enough to ensure in all places the victory of Islam, the reli
gion of Allah. To convince the heathens, it was necessary
for Allah to prove through strength His superiority over
other gods. The prophecy of the Meccans' punishment
would have to come to pass. From the moment the corn-

Quran, sura Booty ( al-An{al 8: 1 7 ) . The entire sura describes in different
forms the battle of Badra. The sura also contains references to legends
about the past. The Quran recalls the defeat of the army of Fir'awn, who
chased prophet Musa-Moses and his people. The battle of Badra and the
Muslims' first major victory was regarded by them as a miracle granted
by Allah and similar to the Jews' march across the Red Sea. The legend
sanctified and uplifted the contemporary event (see: Piotrovsky, About
Nature, pp. 9- 1 1 )

----
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The Meccans swore vengeance, and in the next year a
large force moved against Medina. Battle was fought on the
slopes of Uhud not far from the city. The Muslims gained
the u pper hand initially but were then forced to retreat.
Muhammad was wounded in the face. The military defeat
stemmed in part from difficulties within the Muslim com
munity. An internal opposition to the prophet had taken
shape in Medina. It consisted of Medinans who had adopted
Islam but were dissatisfied with Muhammad's absolute
power. The Quran terms these enemies hypocrites ( al
munaflkun) and condemns their scheming on several oc
casions. The "hypocrites" had an interest in seeing the
Meccans win, or at least in preventing Muhammad from
gaining a complete victory.
The Jewish tribes were also hostile. Muhammad's hopes
of gaining their recognition proved to be baseless. More
over, the Medinan Jews began openly to mock Muham
mad's prophetic ambitions. They ridiculed his references to
the Old Testament, calling him an ignoramus. Relations
slowly broke down. Anti-Jewish themes grew more promi
nent in the Quran, stressing that the followers of Musa
(Moses) had distorted his teaching. Tales with Biblical
figures highlighted episodes where the Jews disobeyed
the prophets and failed to carry out divine injunctions. The
forefather lbrahim (Abraham) was proclaimed neither Jewish
nor Christian. Islam's singularity and distinctions between
Islam and other forms of monotheism were expressed more
consciously.

Another response to Jewish hostility was a strengthen
ing of the Arabian element in Islam. When they first moved
to Medina, Muslims faced Jerusalem when they prayed.
Beginning with the second year after the hijra, the qibla
(the direction one must face while praying) was changed
forever to the Meccan ai-Ka'ba, which became the holiest
shrine in Islam. The Quran proclaimed lbrahim the builder
of al-Ka'ba, and pilgrimage to ai-Ka'ba became obligatory for
Muslims. As a consequence, one of the community's main
religious and political tasks became the liberation of Mecca
from polytheists and the purification of al- Ka'ba of pagan
idols and rituals.
Direct clashes with the Jews led to punitive measures.
The Jews of Medina were either killed or exiled in several
stages.
Supported by the Medinan opposition, the Meccans con
tinued to exert military pressure on Muhammad. In 627
they approached Medina again. But the attack stalled when
the enemy ran up against a trench that the Muslims had dug
in their path on the advice of the Persian Salman. No one
achieved a decisive victory.
Having strengthened his position in Medina and gained
the s u p port of many nomadic tribes, Muhammad soon
deemed it necessary to march on Mecca. In the spring of
628 a large force left Medina and halted at a place near
Mecca called Hudaybiyya. They announced that the Mus
lims wished to perform a pilgrimage ( hajj). The Meccans
feared the suddenly invigorated and emboldened Muslims

Muhammad receiving signs of allegiance from the Nadir tribe.
Rashid ad-Din, Jami at-tawarikh. Manuscript from the Khalili Collect,ion, fol. 72 a

and entered into negotiations with Muhammad. An agree
ment was reached at Hudaybiyya that established a cease
fire between the Muslims and Qurayshites. Muhammad
agreed to halt the attack and break off military operat!ons
against Mecca. He also promised to return Qurayshi turn
coats and to continue doing so in the future. In return the
Qurayshites were obligated to quit Mecca for three days
the next year to give the Muslims an opportunity to per
form the hajj in peace. I n the spring of 629, the Muslims
performed the " lesser p i lgrimage" ( not in season) to
ai-Ka 'ba.
The cease-fire was used to recover strength, subdue the
oases to the north of Medina and convert new nomadic
tribes to Islam. Toward the end of 629, when he was sure of
victory, Muhammad moved on Mecca. The Meccan nobility
assessed the situation in cold blood and realized that defeat
was inevitable. The prophet's chief enemy, Abu Sufyan,
came to him to ask forgiveness and announce his submis
sion. The remaining Meccans gave themselves up readily
at the beginning of 630.
Muhammad was favorably inclined toward their actions.
He forgave all and even appointed his fellow tribesmen to im
portant posts. Only a few of the most fervent enemies of
Islam were executed. Former enemies immediately gained
a prominent place in the elite of Muslim society. Al- Ka'ba
reconciled itself and accepted Islam. The pagan idols were
cast out. After a time, pagans were forbidden to make a pil
grimage to al-Ka'ba. New rules for the hajj were proclaimed
through the Quran, although they had their roots in the
old rules.
Medina remained the capital of the Muslim community.
Muhammad did not return to Mecca to live. From Medina
he sent ambassadors to all corners of Arabia and to the
leaders of the great powers on Arabia's borders - the Sas
sanid Shahinshah and the Byzantine emperor. Of course,
neither Khosrow 11 nor Heraclius replied to the prophet, but
the Arabian rulers realized that a dynamic new force had
announced its arrival on the Arabian Peninsula. The Mus
lims' rout of a large group of nomadic tribes in 630 and the
subsequent capture of Ta'if commanded notice. As word
of Muhammad's victories spread, delegations arrived in Me
dina from various places in Arabia. Tribal leaders and minor
rulers expressed their readiness to conclude agreements,
and, frequently, to adopt Islam. Gradually and to varying
degrees, the entire Arabian Peninsula bowed down before
Medina.
Sure of the future success of his mission, the prophet
dreamed of broadening Islam's sway. He was especially
occupied in the last year of his life by preparations for a cam
paign against the Transjordan, where Muslim forces had
already endured one defeat at the hands of local Arab-

Prophet Muhammad with Ali, Hasan and Husein.
Firdousi, Shahname. Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, C 822, fol. 1 1 6
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Christians allies of Byzantium. A force equipped for a north
ward campaign stood at the ready near Medina when the
prophet took ill and died on June 8, 632. According to le
gend, he fell victim to a poison to which he had once been
exposed.
The armies set out to the north and to the east. The hin
terland kingdoms of Arabia were gradually conquered; after
them, Syria, Iraq and Egypt; later, Northern Africa, Spain,
Iran and Central Asia. A vast state and millions-strong reli
gious community arose. It lived in the main by the princi
ples proclaimed by Muhammad and preserved in the text of
the Quran and hadiths, traditional accoun.ts of his utter
ances and deeds.

he foundation of the religion that Mu
hammad bequeathed to humaAkind is
the Quran, the " Reading" of what the
Merciful and Munificent Lord, Allah, im
parted to his messenger over a twenty
year period. 1
Muhammad conveyed the divine
revelations to people as they came to him. He sometimes
prophesied, but usually reproduced what he had heard ear
lier. What had been said before was frequently repeated.
The Quranic texts were easy to memorize. Their form was
ideal for the purpose: short sentences in rhythmic, rhymed
prose. They contained ringing formulas which unified and
bound the text together through repetition. These formu
laic combinations, so characteristic of oral literature, per
meate the Quran, embodying a specific style that Muslims
consider unique and inimitable.
The Quran was memorized and cited from memory by Mu
hammad himself and by his comrades-in-arms. Notes were
sometimes made as a mnemonic aid on palm cuttings, goat
bones and parchment.
When Muhammad died and his fellow-fighters began
gradually to perish in ba�tles for the faith, it became clear
that the text of the Quran must be preserved in written
form. Under the first khaliph { "deputy" of the prophet) ,
Abu Bakr (632-634 ) , the best experts o n the text wrote
down and dictated what they knew. It soon grew obvious
that existing copies of the text and oral versions differed
from each other in many important and petty details. The.
third khaliph, Uthman (644-656), ordered an authoritative
codex drawn up. The text that remained after the study and
selection of variants was pronounced the only true text. All

other versions were to be destroyed. They were not de
stroyed at once, but only fragmentary reports have reached
us of what they contained. All of the oldest manuscripts and
fragments of the Quran reflect the Uthmanic codex.
The text of the sacred book that is now used in the.
Muslim world reproduces this same codex. There are, how
ever, various "readings" of the Uthmanic codex. The vari
ants concern certain vowelings and grammatical points;
they stem mainly from the fact that Arabic writing usually
indicates only consonants, long vowels and diphthongs.
Short vowels are reproduced from memory in accordance

'·
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1 The most important scientific translation of the Quran into Russian was the
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work of I.Yu. Krachkovsky. A good translation that followed Muslim commen
taries had been produced by G.S. Sablukov, an Orientalist from Kazan, in the
mid-nineteenth century [See: Quran (Sablukov)J. lt was "the only direct
translation from Arabic" available to the Russian reader before Krachkovsky's
translation appeared in 1 963. Other translations into Russian were made from
European versions [see, for instance: Quran (Nikolayev)J. For information
about Russian translations of the Quran see: Griaznevich, Quran In Russia;
Rezvan, Quran and Its World. The most authoritative translations of the Quran
into European languages are the following: Quran (Bell), Quran (Biachere),
Quran ( Paret). The most popular Muslim translations are Quran (Hami
dullah) and Quran ( Pickthall). The most important research works dealing
with the history of the Quranic text are these: NOideke, Geschlchte; Blachere,
Introduction; Bell, Introduction and Paret, Kommentar.

Quran, sura 7. Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, E 20, fol. 1 6 6

Quran, suras 1 , 2. Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, C 1 689, fols. 1 6, 2 a

with grammatical rules. In order to avoid mistakes, the Qu
ran, unlike other Arabic texts, always contains the special
signs that indicate short vowels and other subtleties of pro
nunciation. The variant readings, however, arose before
these voweling marks were introduced.
There is a group of universally recognized variant read
ings for the disputed sections. They are all permitted, as they
do not distort the meaning of the Quran. At present the
"reading" of Hafs from 'Asim is accepted almost every
where in the Muslim world. The "reading" of Nafi' is popular
in Northern Africa. The differences between the "readings"
are mino r and in most cases they do not change the
meaning of the text.
It goes without saying that the process of oral transmis
sion and editing changed the original text of the Quran.
Some things fell by the wayside, others were added. Mere
versions became alternative texts. In Muhammad's time
there was no entirely codified text of the Quran. Instead,

there was a mobile concatenation of phrases and excerpts
that was only transformed into a definite system after the
death of the prophet. Nonetheless, the majority of scholars
who analyze the text of the Quran feel that the Uthmanic
codex contains a relatively reliable text. The bulk of the
codex consists of words spoken by Muhammad that have
reached us in virtually the same form in which they were
uttered.
In its current form the Quran comprises 1 1 4 chapters,
called suras. The suras consist of ayats, the rhymed
phrases that are the building blocks of the Quranic text.
There are various systems for dividing the Quranic text into
ayats, so their numbering within suras can vary. The suras
are arranged in the Quran in vaguely mechanical fashion,
from longest to shortest. The Quran opens with the short
sura al-Fatiha ( The Opening) , which briefly summarizes
the main ideas of Islam. Its text forms the basis of Muslim
prayer:

Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds,
The Beneficent, the Merciful.
Owner of the Day of Judgment,
Thee (alone) we worship; Thee (alone) we ask for help.
Show us the straight path,
The path of those whom Thou hast favoured;
Not (the path) of those who earn Thine anger nor
of those who go astray. 2
Next comes the longest sura, al-Baqara ( The Cow).
The formal division of suras by length partially overlaps
with their chronological organization. At the beginning are
texts "sent down" to Medina at the end of Muhammad's life.
His preaching was then calmer, more rational, and hence
longer.
At the beginning of his prophetic mission, Muhammad
spoke briefly in sharp, abrupt phrases. Thus, the earlier
suras are at the end of the book. Especially popular among
them is the sura al-lkhlas ( The Unity, 1 1 2) . Like al-Fatiha,
its short phrases summarize the Muslim understanding of
God:
Say: He is Allah, the One!
Allah, the eternally Besought of all!
He begetteth not nor was begotten.
And there is none comparable unto Him.
The Quran ends with the sura an-Nas ( Mankind, 1 1 4) :
Say: I seek refuge iri" the Lord of mankind,
The King of mankind,
The God of mankind,
From the evil of the sneaking whisperer,
Who whispereth in the hearts of mankind,
Of the jinn and of mankind.
Each chapter
sura
usually treats several themes.
They combine direct appeals for belief in Allah with threats
of punishment on the Day of Judgment, descriptions of hell
and paradise with reproaches of Muhammad's fellow coun-
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2 This Is the

English translation of the poetic Russian translation made by

the Arabic scholar V.A. Eberman, see: Quran ( Krachkovsky), p. 5 1 6. Cf. the
English translation of the scholarly translation in prose by I.Yu. Krachkovsky:
In the name of Allah, The Beneficent, the Merciful,
All praise is due to Allah, the Lord of the Worlds.
King of the Day of Judgment.
Thee do we serve and Thee do we beseech for help.
Lead us along the right path.
The path of those Thou granted favours.
Not of those who caused
Thy wrath, nor of those who go astray.
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trymen, tales of the Biblical prophets with everyday rules
for the Muslim community, theological polemics with Jews
and Christians with consolation for ·the despairing Mu
hammad.
The conventional view is that the ayats are connected
m echanically within the suras. This is, however, a wide 
spread fallacy. The contextual juxtaposition of suras and an
analysis of matching contexts show that various narrative
passages within the chapters are in fact linked with each
other with the help of semantic allusions that are at times
extremely complex or unintelligible to modern readers. The
care Muslims took to keep the ayats in chronological order
ensured that in the majority of suras one finds grouped to
gether ayats uttered in the same period. Exceptions are
specially noted in Quranic commentaries.
lt is very likely that the ayats were gathered into suras
not by Muhammad, but by his comrades, who joined vari
ous verses together. They followed their own memory, of
course, and their sense of the internal connection between
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motifs and plot lines. This tie rests on the similarity of ideas
expressed in the Quran in various forms. Careful reading
reveals in most cases the combinational logic behind the
ideas, plots and allusions. The interconnectedness of a sura's
parts, in turn, allows one to grasp the true meaning of each
individual section. In analyzing individual tales, I will try, where
possible, to explain their meaning in the context of the cor
responding sura.
Some say that the titles of the suras are entirely arbi
trary and were selected mechanically on the basis of a rare
word that occurs in the sura itself. This is both true and
false. As we shall see, the key words foregrounded in the
title are usually linked with the most striking phrases or
plot lines in the suras. They very often point to a narrative

passage central to the sura. For example, the title of the
sura The Cow ( al-Baqara) refers to the story of Mu sa
(Moses) . The Jews demanded of him a detailed descrip
tion of a cow suitable for sacrifice to god. This demand was
an expression of their disobedience and fickleness, their
revolt against the prophet. The motif of condemning the
Jews for their refractoriness and hostility even toward their
own prophet was prominent in the Medinan period. The
sura al-Anbiya ' ( The Prophets) contains the most elegant
and artistically rounded account of the ancient prophets.
The title of the sura an-Naml ( The Ants) underscores the
lack of independence exemplified by the primary plot, the
story of the Queen of Sheba. This entire tale, which makes
up the bulk of the sura, is but one element in a large cycle

t
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of tales, absent in the Quran, about Sulayman (Solomon ) .
Hence, the story of the Queen begins with the King speak
ing with ants.
A specific and original style is characteristic of the
Quran. It is the sermon, where plot lines and motifs inter
rupt one another, direct speech and third-person narra
tion intermingle. The rhythmic nature of the text and the
rhymed structure of most ayats create a delicately and
carefully organized type of oratorical prose akin to an in

The constant repetition of phrases, and often plot lines,
is a fundamentally important part of the Quran, which con
sists of numerous "parallel passages" that interact with
other Quranic passages similar in plot or mode of expres
sion. Several dimensions of the Quranic text emerge. We
will see examples of this combination on a number of occa
sions when we link narrative plot lines taken from several
suras.
Many of the ayats in the Quran contradict one another.

cantation even in the most severe sections. The Arabs call
rhymed prose of this type saj'. It was the accepted form in

These contradictions, however, are dialectical and mutu

which pagan soothsayers ( kahlns) delivered their revela

world and of God. Some of the contradictions that con

tions.

cern questions of law and ritual are quite concrete.

ally complementary, describing a complex image of the

According to indications given by the Quran itself, in such
cases the ayat occurring later abrogates the earlier ayat.
Muslim theology developed a special science of abrogat
ing and abrogated verses for just such cases of mutu�lly
contradictory ayats.
For such an analysis one needed to know which ayats
had appeared earlier, and which later. This pious obligation
stimulated the study of the Quran's chronology. An entire
set of treatises deals with the "circumstances of the revela
tion" , studying the conditions and times when various
parts of the Quran appeared. All of the suras are divided
into Meccan and Medinan. We know of cases where ayats
of one period were included in a sura of a different period.
There is a mechanism (not always accepted without ques
tion, it is true) for determining the sequence of the suras'
revelation.
Muslim dating, of course, is not without fault. It often re
lies on a general Muslim sense of the logic behind the devel
opment of Islam rather than actual information about the
real circumstances in which this or that ayat was first ut
tered. European scholars have attempted to provide their
own chronology of the suras and ayats. The question was most
thoroughly investigated by T. Noeldeke and F. Schwally.3
But in those cases where there is no accurate data (and
these are the majority) , European chronology also relies on
the logic behind the development of the religious system
(in its own, Christian, understanding of the subject) .
All of the extant chronologies are open to dispute. Each
concrete study requires that special attention be paid to the
chronological ties between the ayats in question. They fre
quently do not correspond to the general chronology that
links the suras in which the ayats are found. It is not always
advisable to succumb to the temptation of using a general
approach to distribute chronologically the various versions
of a story.4
Paying careful attention to detail, one can and should
refer to the general chronology. It reflects the history of the
Quran's emergence as a text and the particular features of
its contents. The first major period of revelation is the
Meccan. It is usually subdivided into three smaller periods.
The earliest contains the brief suras reminiscent of incanta-
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3 NOideke, Geschlchte; see also: Bell, Introduction, pp. 1 08-1 20. For a criti·
cal comparison of the Muslim and European chronologies see: Blachere,
Introduction, pp. 240-262. In some European translations suras are
arranged in "chronological order": Quran (Bell), Quran ( Blachere).
4 On the whole the Muslim and European chronology scales are relatively
close to each other. For the most common sura succession order (according
to T. Noldeke) see: Quran (Krachkovsky), p. 5 1 2.

tions. They provide a concise summary of the precepts
of monotheism, colorful and impressively murky images of
Judgment Day, the hellish suffering that awaits sinners, and
abuse for the foes of Islam. These suras are succinct, with
short phrases and abrupt rhythms. In many cases the words
were selected more for their expressiveness than their mean
ing; in places they were clearly elicited by the rhyme and
rhythm. It was these suras that reminded the Meccans of
the mysterious prophecies of the kahins and the incanta
tions of sorcerers. They form the most artistically memo
rable part of the Quran.
The second period is usually termed "rahman", as at that
time the term Rahman (Merciful) was frequently used to refer
to Allah. The severity of the "master of the Day of Judg
ment", as Allah appears in the first· period of preaching, is
softened somewhat. The same assertions, incantations,
curses and warnings become more expansive, pointed, and
thus softer. The phrases are longer and the words less
abrupt. Ideas gain greater detail. The first narrative texts
appear, the first stories.
Next begins the "prophetic period". It covers the bulk of
the narrative texts. Demonstrating the historical logic that ex
plains his own emergence, Muhammad tells and retells the
stories of the ancient prophets. The exposition becomes
more coherent; large sections of the text make up a com
positionally unified whole. The connections between ideas
and events gain logic and body. The rhythm is smoother.
The language captivates us with a serene beauty yet be
comes no less ecstatic. These are the most elegant suras,
and the most elegant of them, by general consensus
among Muslims, is Yusuf ( 1 2) .
The entire way of life of the Muslim community changed
in Medina. The content and style of the Quran changed as
well. The preaching became longer and more monotonous.
Rules and laws bursting with earthly details occupied more
and more space. The prosaic nature of the Medinan suras is
sometimes exaggerated, however. Their ecstatic origins are
still evident. Muhammad was true to himself to the end. The
laws, rules and exceptions noted for Muhammad himself
came to him "from without" in an ecstatic state as an un
conscious creative act. The Medinan ayats are more com
plex and longer than their Meccan counterparts, but they
maintain the same tense balance between an inner and
outer rhythm. They contain poetic hymns of great beauty
(for example, the ayat al-kursi - Ayat of the Throne,
2:255/256) and fascinating narratives that display both
artistic finish and a sharp presentation of ideas.
In this book we focus on the narrative sections that tell
historical tales of ancient righteous men, wise men and
heroes.
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The narrative passages, tales and stories make up a large
part of the Quranic text in all of the chronological periods.
Even the earliest suras mention certain ancient heroes and
peoples, hint at legends. I thus arrive at my definition of
a Quranic tale: names, prophets and peoples that form the
backdrop for plot lines; phrases that refer to certain events;
isolated episodes from well-known narratives; references to
or summaries of tales; and, finally, the more or less detailed
exposition of one or more episodes from legendary cycles
about heroes and peoples.
None of these elements of Quranic tales exists inde
pendently in the texts. They are recounted for concrete
reasons - to buttress Quranic utterances with reference to
historical authorities, to affirm with ancient history the
logic of Islam's appearance and the truth of monotheism;
to ground in history the Quranic prophecies of impending
retribution for unbelievers; to embolden or discomfit the
prophet with examples from the past; to reaffirm, as

though from a different source, the main formulas of the
Quranic message.
At the same time, the Quranic tales help to create and
illustrate a certain conception of ancient history as a string
of recurring disasters engendered by the unbelief and sinful
nature of people. Only the few righteous men rescued by
God during these catastrophes preserve the sequential
movement of human history.
The general and concrete reasons for the use of histori
cal tales in the context of the Quran determined the form of
their exposition. We always find references and reminders
intended to affirm or illustrate. They form the backdrop for
the actual tales; listeners were presumed to know entire
cycles of these tales in order to understand what was being
discussed. We usually do not know them, but some things
can be, and have been, reconstructed.
Orientalists have written a great deal about Quranic tales,
as they have about the Quran in general. 5 Like all Euro
pean readers, they were always struck by the large number
of fam iliar Biblical figures from both the Old and New
Testaments. These drew the most attention. Figures from
Arabian history and the heroes of folk tales aroused signif
icantly les� scholarly ardor. Up through the present, the
primary approach of even the most esteemed scholars has
been to seek out the origins of the various Biblical legends
found in the Quran. The title of a book by A. Geiger illus
trates this device in its crudest form: Was hat Mohammed
a us dem Judenthum au{genommen? ( 1 902) . We see a
more restrained version i n the title of a well-known book
by W. R u d o l p h : Die Abhtienglgkelt des Qorans von
Judentum und Chrlstentum ( 1 922).
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5 The main research works specially devoted to Quranic legends are these:
Weil, Legenden; Horovitz, Untersuchungen; Walker, Characters; Sidersky,
Les orlglnes; Speyer; Beltz, Sehnsucht. See also: Geiger, Was hat Mo
hammed; Rudolph, Die Abhanglgkelt. One of the latest works in the same
trend is Mekorot by Zawi.
The latest results of the study of Quranic legends are reported in respective
articles of the second edition of the Encyclopedia of Islam (El 2) . See also
my articles in the Myths o{the Peoples of the World and Islam. Encyclopedic
Dictionary (see: Islam. Dictionary). Tales that amplify Quranic legends are
found in commentaries on respective places in the Quran. They are specially
collected in works of the klsas al-anblya genre: stories about prophets.
Especially popular in the Muslim world are two collections in Arabic: Qlsas
by as-Sa'labi and Qlsas by ai-Kisa ' i. See also: Khoury. Les tegendes.
In contemporary Arab literature there is a large number of books following
the traditional manner of edifying narration characteristic of Quranic and
post-Quranic legends about prophets. See, for instance: Anblya' by Tab
bara. There is also a desire to include some of the Quranic legends in the
contex� of the notions and leger:Jds of the Middle East. See, for example: 'Abd
ai-Hakim, Mausu'a.
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Such phrasing distorts the historical picture. The Quran
was born into the same world as the Old and New Testa
ments. It is closely connected with Judaism and Chris
tianity; its kinship with their ideas and literature is beyond
doubt. Islam was the logical extension and development
of a religious framework traditional for the Middle East, not
a provincial distortion of stolen or poorly understood ideas
and texts, as this simplified approach would have it even
when the authors intend otherwise.
Careful studies, in particular H. Speyer's marvelously
erudite and detailed analysis in his Die biblischen Erzaeh-

lungen im Coran, show that we have not managed to dis
cover any real sources of borrowing for Quranic tales. We
find clear, if distant, echoes of canonical and apocryphal
Biblical texts, parallels with various post- Biblical Jewish
and Christian legends. They are part and parcel of a single
cultural world, a part of which is the Quran, and worthy and
rewarding of study as a whole. It is in large part thanks to
the Quran that we are able to understand many important
features of this whole.
Relying on the great amount of work that has been done
to compare the traditional accounts found in different reli-

gions, I focus in this book on the tales in the Quran, the par
ticular features of their composition and content, and how
the material is conveyed. I feel that the Quran's unique use
of historical and religious narratives is an important feature
of Quranic preaching, which strove for a more convincing
presentation through the employment of "framed preach
ing" (where an ancient prophet repeats the words of Allah
and Muhammad) and "doubles" (where ancient prophets
are seen in situations analogous to conditions in Mecca) .
To the extent that it was possible, I have striven to recon
struct what Muhammad's contemporaries knew of certain
figures and to determine which motifs would have been new
to them, which themes they favored in their discussions.
In some cases I have succeeded in grasping the principle
that guided the selection and reworking of widely known
tales, determining as well how they reflected the personage
of Muhammad. Quranic tales form one of the most impor
tant and least used sources on the life and internal struggles
of the Arabian prophet. H . Speyer and R. Paret have written
about this, but much remains unclear. 6 I have tried to iden
tify several new aspects of how the personality and fate of
Muhammad were reflected in the Quran's tales.
I have focused most of my attention on the tales and le
gends from Arabian history that have been unjustly neg
lected by scholars. They are significantly richer and more
interesting than may appear at first glance. They provide
unique material for studying the actual history of the Arab
lands. The way it is reflected in the Quran throws light on
many noteworthy facets of the circumstances in which
Islam sprang forth . Taking its place beside tales of the
Biblical prophets, the Arabian past became a part of world
history.
I have tried in my work to rely as little as possible on
commentaries on the Quran (while studying them carefully,
of course) . We know, as shall be demonstrated on several
occasions, that the authors of commentaries already had
little knowledge of the actual conditions in which the Quran
emerged. In attempting to explain and expand on the narra
tive component in the Quran, they made use of the same
sources as Orientalists - Jewish and, to a lesser degree,
Christian traditional accounts. Viewed through the prism of
the commentaries, Quranic tales become significantly
more dependent on concrete Jewish and Christian sources
than they actually were. For the same reason I have re
frained from retelling later Muslim legends that develop
Quranic themes. They would make the book more intrigu
ing, but would obscure the actual cultural setting in which
Islam emerged.
The reconstruction of this setting remains a problem that
scholarship has only solved in part. The role played in this
setting by the teachings of the Gnostics and Judeo-

Christians has not been studied at all. I suspect that it was
they who provided the spiritual backdrop against which
Islam came into existence. Whatever the case may be, the
Quranic view of world history is akin to that of the Gnostics.
The research approaches and priorities explained above
determined the order for examining each group of tales. I first
analyze the place of each tale in the context of the Quran,
whether or not there are different versions of it, and what
their chronologies are. I identify all connections to the per
son of Muhammad, revealing intentional parallels with his
life. I determine, to the extent possible, whether his fellow
countrymen knew these legends. If they knew them, in
what form? The analysis of historical references in pre
lslamic Arabic poetry is of key importance here. I describe
possible sources for the transmission of tales into the gen
eral "pool" of Arabian knowledge - stories of the Gnostics,
Judeo-Christians, Christian and Haggadic traditional ac
counts. Only at the end do I discuss the question that usu
ally comes first: what Old and New Testament texts were
the original sources of certain Quranic images and to what
extent does their treatment in the Quran differ from their
treatment in the Bible.
Quranic.tales, both Biblical and Arabian, reveal traces of
extremely ancient mythological symbols of the afterlife and
resurrection. 7 The symbolism is deeply hidden and emerges
only after persistent analysis. lt is doubtful that it was imme
diately intelligible to Muhammad's contemporaries. Muham
mad's listeners were probably able to grasp only the Biblical
layer of the revelation. Nonetheless, we note with interest
that the mythological symbolism (the tent pegs of the
Pharaoh, the ship and wall in the tale of Musa and the "ser
vant of God", etc.) concerns questions of life after death (life
"on the other side" or "before the judgment") . The question
of possible life after death and resurrection was one of the
most difficult in Quranic preaching, for the Arabians were
reluctant to accept it. The Quran made persistent and con
certed efforts to prove it. Even the history of the Creation
in the Quran's is suggestive of an attempt to prove the pos
sibility of a "second creation" , or resurrection.

----
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6 Speyer, p. 462-492; Paret, Geschichtsquelle.
7 Lichtenstadter, Origin.
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istory begins with creation. The Quran
frequently states that Allah created the
world and tells how he did this, not as
a special tale, but as one among other
proofs of God ' s might. No less, and
perhaps more important than creation
( khalk) is the power Allah wields ( amr,
malakut) over the existing world. This power continues
what was begun during the creation, maintaining the move
ment of the luminaries, the flow of the waters, the birth of
plants, animals and people. It is this that is described most
frequently and in the greatest detail.
Allah created at his leisure with the aid of a word of com
mand, reposing on a throne that stood on a watery surface.
A recurring phrase sums up the essence of the creation:
"Who created the heavens and the earth and all that is
between them in six Days, then He mounted the Throne"
( 2 5 : 59/60; see also 7 : 54/52, 1 0 : 3; 1 1 : 7 /9; 32 :4/3;
50:38/37; 57:4 ) .
I t took two days to create the earth and sky, which were
at first a single whole. The sky was created from smoke and
consisted of seven heavens. The highest held the throne
of Allah, the lowest the sun, moon, stars, "towers" (signs of
.
the Zodiac) and luminaries. that guide man on his way and
are themselves guided by Allah. It took four days to create
what is found on earth, from the "firm hills" to the living
things that were created from water ( "each living thing " ) .
The earth, plants, winds, waters, rivers and pairs of all ani
mals were created that man might prosper. But prideful
man failed to appreciate the generosity of Allah. Thus runs
the Quranic account of the world's creation. It is not, in fact,
an account, but rather one of the "historical" proofs of
man's guilt in relation to God .
The Russian poet Pushkin conveys the Quranic descrip
tion of the created world in his Imitations of the Quran and
his remark, " Poor physics, but what bold poetry!":1
The earth is still, and vaults of heaven
Are held by Thee, Creator Great.
May not they fall on land and waters
To crush us under their weight.
Thou lit the sun - to all it's shining:
The universe, the sky and land,
Like a shrine lamp with flaxen twining,
May it forever brilliant stand.

So worship your God Almighty,
Who handles winds and when it's hot,
In clouds hides the sun in heaven
And foliage gives to cool the spot.
He grants us mercy: to his Prophet
He made a gift of the Quran.
Let's all by its divine light profit
And clean our vision if we can.
Imitations of the Quran (V)
(Translated from the Russian by R.S. Smirnov)
Several examples from the corresponding Quranic texts:
"Lo! your Lord is Allah Who created the heavens and the
earth in six Days, then mounted He the Throne. He covereth
the night with the day, which is in haste to follow it, and hath
made the sun and the moon and the stars subservient by His
command. His verily is all creation and commandment.
Blessed be Allah, the Lord of the Worlds!" ( 7:54/52)
"Allah ir is who raised up the heavens without visible sup
ports, then mounted the Throne, and compelled the sun
and the moon to be of service, each runneth unto an ap
pointed term; He ordereth the course; He detaileth the reve
lations, that haply ye may be certain of the meeting with
your Lord.
And He it is who spread out the earth and placed therein
two spouses (male and female ) . He covereth the night with
the day. Lol herein verily are portents for people who take
thought" ( 1 3:2-3).
"Say (0 Muhammad, unto the idolaters): Disbelieve ye
verily in Him Who created the earth in two Days, and as
cribe ye unto Him rivals? He (and none else) is the Lord of
the Worlds.
He placed therein firm hills rising above it, and blessed it
and measured therein its sustenance in four Days, alike for
(all) who ask;
Then turned He to the heaven when it was smoke, and
said unto it and unto the earth: Come both of you, willingly
or loth. They said: We come, obedient.
Then He ordained them seven heavens in two Days and
inspired in each heaven its mandate; and we decked the
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See: Kashtaleva, Imitations. Not only did the writer identify the poet's
sources of knowledge of the Quran, but she convincingly demonstrated that
the poet, despite the use of very imperfect translations, succeeded in captur
ing and expressing by means of Russian prosody many of the artistic de
vices of the original.

The Sun. Zakaria ai-Qazvini, Ajaib al-mahluqat wa garalb
al-mawjudat. Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, E 7, fol. 1 4 a

The Moon. Zakaria ai-Qazvini, Ajaib al-mah/uqat wa garaib
al-mawjudat. Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, E 7, fol. 1 0 a

nether heaven with lamps, and rendered it inviolable. That is
the measuring of the Mighty, the Knower" ( 4 1 :9/8- 1 2/ 1 1 ) .
In the hymn-like sura ar-Rahman (55: 1 -25), so reminis
cent of the psalms, the creation story is one of the most
important moments in the praise of Allah's might:
The Beneficent
Hath made known the Qur'an.
He hath created man.
He hath taught him utterance.
The sun and the moon are made punctual.
The stars and the trees adore.
And the sky He hath uplifted; and He hath set the measure,
That ye exceed not the measure,
But observe the measure strictly, nor fall short thereof.
And the earth hath He appointed for (His) creatures,
Wherein are fruit and sheathed palm-trees,
Husked grain and scented herb.
Which is it, of the favours of your Lord, that ye deny?
He created man of clay like the potter's,
And the Jinn did He create of smokeless fire.
Which is it, of the favours of your Lord, that ye deny?
Lord of the two Easts, and the Lord of the two Wests!
Which is it, of the favours of your Lord, that ye deny?
He hath loosed the two seas. They meet.

Constellations. Zakaria ai-Qazvini, Ajaib al-mahluqat wa garaib
al-mawjudat. Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, E 7, fol. 34 6
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The Moon. Zakaria ai-Qazvini, Ajaib al-mahluqat wa garaib
al-mawjudat. Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, ,ll, 370, fol. 1 0 a

There is a barrier between them. They encroach not
(one upon the other).
Which is it, of the favours of your Lord, that ye deny?
There cometh forth from both of them the pearl and
the coral-stone.
Which is it, of the favours of your Lord, that ye deny?
His are the ships displayed upon the sea, like banners.
Which is it, of the favours of your Lord, that ye deny?
As we have seen, the Quran's cosmogony is entwined
with one of the most important themes in the Quran's mes
sage. Accounts of the creation were intended to provide
convincing evidence of Allah's great power, His right to
control the people for whom He created an environment
and the objects they possess. At the same time, references
to the creation serve to confirm the possibility of a coming
judgment when all people shall rise and appear before
Allah, their creator and judge. The latter is especially char
acteristic of the Meccan suras.
The assertion that the dead may rise to be judged en
countered substantial resistance from Muhammad's fellow
countrymen. lt contradicted their traditional psychology

Venus. Zakaria al-Qazvini, Ajaib al-mahluqat wa garaib
al-mawjudat. Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, E 7 , fol. 1 3 a

and deep-seated views of death. The Quran's descriptions
of the creation of the world were a polemical response to
their objections. Allah created the world and can undertake
a new creation, resurrecthig all people in order to judge
them. When it speaks of the demise of ancient peoples, the
Quran once again refers to the creation. The Creator has
the power and the right to destroy what He has called into
being.
The Quran stresses the ease of the world's creation:
"And verily We created the heavens and the earth, and all
that is between them, in six Days, and naught of weariness
touched Us" (50:38/37). The motif of the ease of creation
is connected with the development of the Quran's mes
sage. The standard view is that it is pointedly anti-Jewish,
intended to contradict the Biblical image of a God who tired
of creation and rested on the sabbath. 2 This leads to the re
jection of the Jewish insistence on a day of rest. For

�
2 Speyer, pp. 22, 23.
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Angel Mikhail. Zakaria ai-Qazvini, Ajaib al-mahluqat wa garaib al-mawjudat. Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, E 7 , fol. 36 6

Angels of the Sixth and Seventh Heavens.
Zakaria ai-Qazvini, Ajalb al-mahluqat wa garaib al-mawjudat.
Manuscript, SPB BiOS RAS, E 7, fol. 39 6

Muslims, Friday is a day of communal prayer. Work is not
forbidden on Friday.
The Quran places especial emphasis on the throne of
God. This symbol of Allah's magnificence and repose
acquires in the history of the creation a special significance,
acting, in a sense, as a link between the creation of the
world and its subsequent divine direction. One of the de
scriptions of Allah's might best loved by Muslims is the
.
Ayat o{the Throne ( ayat al-kursl):
"Allah! There is no God save Him, the Alive, the Eter
nal. Neither slumber nor sleep overtaketh Him. Unto Him
belongeth whatsoever is in the heavens and whatsoever is
i n the earth. Who is he that intercedeth with Him save
by His leave? He knoweth that which is in front of them
and that which is behind them, while they encompass no
thing of His knowledge save what He will . His Throne in
cludeth the heavens and the earth, and He is never weary
of preserving them. He is the Sublime, the Tremendous"
(2:255/256) .

This hymn emerged i n Medina. I n Medina the plot line
shifts, losing its polemical intensity. It becomes one of a num
ber of equally pitched, standard references to the might of
Allah. In Medina the Quran grounds numerous Muslim prin
ciples and even innovations with references to Allah's crea
tion. For example, Islam forbade the ancient Arabian custom
of occasionally inserting in the lunar calendar an additional
month after the month of pilgrimage, dhu-l-hijja , in order
to reconcile the lunar and solar calendars. This "correction"
violated the sequence of the three sacred months: dhu-l
qa 'da, dhu-l-hijja and muharram. 3 The prohibition of the
"postponement" is expressed as follows: "Postponement
(of a sacred month) is only an excess of disbelief whereby
those who disbelieve are misled; they allow it one year and
forbid it (another) year, that they may make up the number
of the months which Allah hath hallowed, so that they allow
that which Allah hath forbidden" (9:37). The justification
for the Muslim principle immediately precedes this: "Lo!
the number of the months with Allah is twelve months by
Allah's ordinance in the day that He created the heavens
and the earth. Four of them are sacred: that is the right reli
gion" (9:36) .
The idea of creation was not new to the Meccans. I n the
pre-lslamic religions of the Hijaz, Allah was known as the god
of the heavens and the god-creator. This follows, in particu
lar, from Quranic references to Meccan ideas about Allah.4
The detailed references to the Creation in the Quran show,
however, that Muhammad was working with well-known,
if not generally accepted, images. Familiar and undisputed,
the act of initial creation could be used to prove and in
culcate the genuinely novel idea of resurrection and judg
ment. Even this latter idea was familiar to the Meccans, not
as their own, but as a strange and foreign notion accepted
by Christians.

----
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See: Paret, Kommentar, pp. 202, 203.
4 For instance, the sura Throngs ( az-Zumar 39:38/39) says that the
Meccans know Allah as the creator of the heavens and the earth, yet they
worship other deities besides him. "And verily, if you ask them: Who created
the heavens and the earth? They will say: Allah. Say: Bethink you then of
those ye worship besides Allah; if Allah willed some hurt for me, could they
remove from me His hurt; or if He willed some mercy for me, could they re
strain His mercy? Say: Allah is my all. In Him do the trusting put their trust".
Elsewhere it is stressed that Meccans - not all of them, however - know and
acknowledge Allah. "And if you ask them, Who created the heavens and the
earth and made the sun and the moon subservient, they will certainly say,
Allah" (29:6 1 ) . "And if you ask them Who is it that sends down water from
the clouds, then gives life to the earth with it after its death, they will certainly
say, Allah. Say: All praise is due to Allah. Nay, most of them do not under
stand" (29:63). See also 3 1 :25/24 or 43:9/8. For pre-lslamic Allah see:
Lundin, Allah; Watt, High God; Fahd, Le pantheon; see also: Schifman,
Historical Roots.
3

·

The Quran was based, of course, on Christian and
·
Jewish ideas about the creation of the world. Early Muslim
commentators were well aware of this and used the texts of
these religions to write commentaries on their own Holy
Scripture. Indigenous and foreign notions of how the world
was created that were known in Mecca went back to post
Biblical traditions (a lthough their original sources lay in
ancient Eastern mythology) . Christian and pagan Gnostics
brought the concept of the creation of the earth and heavens
from a single "original mother" and the origin of all living
things in water.5
The Biblical tale forms the basis for the Quranic concepts.
But it underwent significant changes both in post-Biblical
retellings and in the Quran. For example, the emphasis on
mountains among Allah's creation has exact Biblical paral
lels (in the psalms, for example). Only in the Quran, how
ever, does it serve a stylistic purpose, giving rhythmic mo
tion to the narrative. The throne of God acquires a new role
in the history of the creation, linking it with the general idea
of God's rule over the world.
The Quran also preserves the concept of a God who labors:
"And We created not the heavens and the earth, and all that
is between them, in play" (44:38 ) ; "We have built the
heaven with might" ( 5 1 :4 7 ) . This original image is later ob
scured, as we have seen, by the subsequent idea, so impor
tant in Islam, of an easy creation.
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Thus were the most ancient, merely ancient and con
temporary consepts melted, creating a Muslim mythology
that is secondary in nature. We will observe this process of
synthesis on numerous occasions: the birth of the new from
elements of indigenous tradition and borrowings from older
sources.

Angel Jibril. Zakaria ai-Qazvini, Ajaib al-mahluqat wa garaib
al-mawjudqt. Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, E 7, fol. 36 a

The world created by Allah was populated by angels
and )inns. The angels are higher beings, the helpers of
Allah. They guard hell and paradise, carrying out Allah's
orders. The image of the angels came to the Arabians from
the religions of others, primarily Christianity. They were
known and believed in even before Islam. But the )inns
were an indigenously Arabian phenomenon - spirits who
could be both hostile and friendly toward people. The
world of the Arabians teemed withjinns, who inspired both
poets and soothsayers. With the advent of Islam, some
of thejinns came to believe in Allah; others chose to serve
the devil. The eviljinns were called shaytans (satans), and
they became the legion of the head Shaytan, the devil
lblis . 6

God gave him form, "We created man of the best stature"
(95:4), breathing a soul into him and deciding to make him
his deputy on earth. This man was called Adam; his
spouse, whom the Quran does not name, was created from
his very flesh.
The angels who soared about Allah's throne did not like
the idea of this new creation. As if foreseeing what people
would be like, they reproached Allah: "Wilt Thou place
therein one who will do harm therein and will shed blood,
while we, we hymn Thy praise and sanctify Thee?"
( 2:30/28) In order to prove to the angels the superiority of
Adam, Allah taught the first man the names of all created

The angels lived primarily in heaven, while thejinns lived
on earth . One day A l l a h decided to create for h i mself
a "deputy" on earth - man.
The first person, who was the ancestor of all people, was
created by Allah from dust, "from potter's clay" ( 1 5:26).

-

----

�

5 See, for instance: Speyer, pp. 4, 5.

.
Eickmann, Angelologie; Eichler, Die Dschlnn;
Beltz, Sehnsucht, pp. 1 5 1 - 1 66.

6 For angels and }inns see:

Angel of the Fifth Heaven. Zakaria ai-Qazvini, Ajaib al-mahluqat wa garaib al-mawjudat.
Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS E 7, fol. 39 a
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Angel lsrafil. Zakaria ai-Qazvini, Ajaib al-mahluqat wa garaib al-mawjudat.
Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, E 7, fol. 35 6
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things and then asked the angels to name them. They could
not. But Adam enumerated the names of all things. The an
gels were then convinced of his superiority and obediently
fell prone before man when Allah ordered them to bow
down to him.
But one angel - l blis - would not bow down. He cried out
that as one created from fire he would not bow down before
one who had been fashioned from clay. For this Allah cast
him out of heaven. But lblis asked that further punishment
be postponed unti l J u d g m e nt Day, a n d h is wish was
granted. lblis immediately announced that he would use
this time to harm man and lead him astray from the true
path pleasing to Allah.7
Adam was his first victim. Together with his wife he dwelt
in Paradise, where they ate all the fruits of the garden. Allah
forbade them only to approach one of the trees of Paradise,
warning them of the schemes of lblis, whom the Quran also
calls Shaytan (Satan ) . But lblis whispered to them that the
tree was forbidden because by eating of its fruit Adam and
his wife would become like the angels and live forever. This,
he said, Allah did not want. People violated the prohibition
of Allah but did not gain eternal life. They merely grew
conscious of their nakedness, felt shame and began to sew
themselves garments from the leaves of the trees of pa
radise.
Allah became angry. Adam had chosen the counsel of
lblis over belief in the protection of God. For this he and his
wife were expelled from paradise to the earth, and their de
scendants became the object of a struggle between Allah
and lblis.
Allah foretold that some people, an insignificant number,
would fall victim to the crafty designs of the devil and be
reduced still further to the nether world and the fires of hell.
Adam grieved over what he had done, repented and be
seeched Allah not to leave him without protection. Allah
heeded his prayers and retained the agreement he had con 
cluded earlier with Adam to direct him and his descen
dants. For this reason, despite his sin, Adam is considered
not only the first man, but also the first righteous man and
prophet.
The Quran contains several thorough expositions of the
story of Adam and numerous references to his creation
from dust and clay. 8 We have already encountered one
of the standard contexts for these tales - confirmation of
Allah's might and his abi lity to resurrect the people he
has created. For example, in the sura al-Hajj (22:5), we find,
"0 mankind! If ye are in doubt concerning the Resurrection,
then to! We have created you from dust".
In speaking of Adam, Allah reproves people for their
ingratitude after he created them and made them masters
of the earth. The motif of lblis, who ceaselessly harms people,

also links the beginning of the world with the present day.
The Quran warns the living against repeating the mistakes
of their ancestors. This gives rise to yet another motif
c l o s e l y l i n k e d with the con crete conditions in which
Muhammad delivered his message . His kinsmen rejected
the prophet, saying that they preferred to follow the tradi
tions of their forefathers, changing nothing. The Quran
makes copious reference to these arguments, sometimes
in the context of the tale of Adam (7 :28/27). The message
seems to be that the forefathers were deceived by Shaytan,
that they were capable of angering God ·by displaying
"lewdness".
The Quran calls people the sons or descendants of Adam.
It is in this context that the Quran reminds them of the story
of their forefather. It demonstrates the might of Allah and
uses the example of Adam to instruct those who followed
him and inherited his legacy. We present here the Quranic
version of the story of Adam as told in the sura The Heights
( al-A'raf, 7 : 1 0/9-27/26 ) :
"And We have given you (mankind) power in the earth,
and appointed for you therein a livelihood. Little give ye
thanks!
And We created you, then fashioned you, then told the
angels: Fall ye prostrate before Adam! And they fell pros
trate, all save lblis, who was not of those who make prostra
tion.
He said: What hindered thee that thou didst not fall pros
trate when I bade thee? ( lblis) said: I am better than him.
Thou createdst me of fire while him Thou didst create of
mud.
He said: Then go down hence! It is not for thee to show
pride here, so go forth! Lo! thou art of those degraded.
He said: Reprieve me till the day when they are raised
(from the dead) .
H e said: Lo! thou art of those reprieved.
He said: Now, because Thou hast sent me astray, verily
I shall lurk in ambush for them on Thy Right Path.
Then I shall come upon them from before them and from
behind them and from their right hands and from their left

----

7 Jt should
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be noted that lblis' misdeed received in the world of Muslim cul
ture not only universal and almost absolute condemnation; there was a dif
ferent attitude.
According to it, Jblis is a tragic figure. He refused to worship Adam, remain
ing faithful, even despite Allah's will, to the idea of absolute monotheism. He
would not worship anybody but Allah. This is how some Sufis treated his
misdeed. See: Wensinck, lblls, p. 69 1 . lt goes without saying that this kind of
interpretation of the image of Satan existed in other cultures as well.
8 For the main stories of Adam in the Quran see: 2:30/28-38/36;
7 : 1 0/9-27/26; 1 5:26-36; 1 7: 6 1 /63; 1 8:50/48; 20: 1 1 5/ 1 1 4- 1 24; see also:
Pedersen, Adam.

hands, and Thouh wilt not find most of them beholden
(unto Thee) .
He said: G o forth from hence, degraded, banished. As
for such of them as follow thee, surely I will fill hell with all
of you.
And (unto man) : 0 Adam! Dwell thou and thy wife in the

Garden and eat from whence ye will, but come not nigh this
tree lest ye become wrong-doers.

Then Satan whispered to them that he might manifest
unto them that which was hidden from them of their shame,
and he said: Your Lord forbade you from this tree only lest
ye should become angels or become of the immortals.
And he swore unto them ( saying ) : Lo! I am a sincere
adviser unto you.
Thus did he lead them on with guile. And when they
tasted of the tree their shame was manifest to them and
they began to hide ( by heaping) on themselves some of the
leaves of the Garden. And their Lord called them, (saying) :
Did I not forbid you from that tree and tell you: Lo! Satan is
an open enemy to you?
They said: Our Lord! We have wronged ourselves. If Thou
forgive us not and have not mercy on us, surely we are of
the lost!
He said: Go down (from hence), one of you a foe unto
the other. There will be for you on earth a habitation and
provision for a while.
He said: There shall ye live, and there shall ye die, and
thence shall ye be brought forth.

0 Children of Adam! We have revealed unto you raiment
to conceal your shame, and splendid vesture, but the rai
ment of restraint from evil, that is best. This is of the revela
tions of Allah, that they may remember.
0 Children of Adam! Let not Satan seduce you as he
caused your (first) parents to go forth from the Garden and
tore off from them their robe (of innocence) that he might
manifest their shame to them. Lo! he seeth you, he and
his tribe, from whence ye see him not. Lo! We have made
the devils protecting friends for those who believe not".
This is followed by a number of commandments, pieces
of advi ce and warnings introduced by the greeting, "0 sons
of Ada m!"9
Post-Quranic accounts amply embellished the Quranic
tale, addi ng the name of Adam's spouse ( Hawwa' ) and
th e story of how l blis stole into paradise hidden inside a
serpent that was guarding him. Of particular interest to
us is a group of motifs that link Adam with Arabia. Unlike
other legends beloved by Muslims, these motifs are not
rooted in Christian and Jewish tradition. They fit in with
the general Quranic tendency to "Arabize" Biblical tales.
They may originate in very early Arabian legends about
the fate of the first man, although we have no proof of this.

One cannot, of course, rule out that they appeared as an
imitation of the Arabian motifs in the Quranic tale of (bra
him (Abraham ) .
When Adam and Hawwa' were cast out of heaven, he
found himself on Ceylon and she on Jidda in the Hijaz. For
a hundred years they wandered the earth in search of each
other, fina l l y meeting near Mecca in the p l a c e where
Muslims now perform the rituals of the pilgrimage - the
mountain of al-Muzdalifa and the valley of Arafat. Adam
settled in Mecca and, at Allah's behest, constructed there
the first building to house al-Ka'ba. The transparent stone
on which Adam had sat was sent down from the heavens.
Later, people's sins darkened it and it became the Black
Rock which is Mecca's most sacred relic. t 0
Legends about Adam were known to the inhabitants
of Arabia before the Quran. The Arabic language already
knew the word shaytan, which in the Quran, and in this tale,
designates the devil, lblis. Christian Arab poets - 'Adi ibn
Zayd, for example - wrote verses about Adam and his
wife:1 1
In The Fig, one of the earliest suras (at-Tin, 95), Allah
swears by a tree presented as some combination of an olive
tree and a fig-tree that grows in the mountains of Sinai.
Immediately after the oath come verses about man's loss
of his exalted position and fall:
By the fig and the olive,
By Mount Sif1ai,
And by this land made safe;
Surely We created man of the best stature
Then We reduced him12 to the lowest of the low ... ( 1 -5)
These verses contain allusions, bound together to form
a whole, to the first man, his punishment and the tree
of paradise. They are also linked to the realities of Arabian
life - Sinai, the " land made safe" (Mecc a ) . H ere we find
indirect evidence of pre-lslamic Meccan familiarity with the
story of Adam.
Early suras also contain metaphoric references to the
devil.

�
9 For further details see: Rezvan, Quran and Its World, pp. 83-97.
1 0 See: as-Sa'labi, Qisas, pp. 1 4 -28.
1 1 'Adi b. Zayd, Diwan, pp. 1 58- 1 60, Nil 1 03; Umayya, Diwan,
----

pp. 1 82,
222. See also: Hicschberg, Lehren, pp. 47-53.
12
Cf.: Quran (Krachkovsky), p. 503 - "will return". In the text radadriahu is
a verb in the perfect form. Its translation by means of the future tense is sug
gested by the next ayat. Ayats 4-5, however, are more often interpreted as
referring to the first man, rather than to man in general. See: Paret,
Kommentar, pp. 5 1 4, 5 1 5; Ki.instlinger, Sura 95. Cf. Quran ( Krachkovsky),
p. 648.
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Angel lsrail. Zakaria ai-Qazvini, Ajaib al-mahluqat wa garaib al-mawjudat.
Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, E 7, fol. 37 a
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Holders of the throne. Zakaria ai-Qazvini, Ajaib al-mahluqat wa gara ib al-mawjudat.
Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, ,Ll, 370, fol. 31 6

In the sura Mankind ( an-/'/as, 1 1 4 ) , the Quran inveighs
against "the evil of the sneaking whisperer, Who whispereth
in the hearts of mankind". The use of the verb waswasa
shows that the text refers to Shaytan, for this is how his
actions are characterized in the story of Adam. In later
Meccan suras the image of Shaytan grows larger; stress is
laid on his hubris, intent to lead mankind astray and pro
mise to do harm to people at all times.
The story of the creation of man from dust is in Mecca
attributed also to the ancient prophets such as Salih.
Constant references to the creation of man from dust are
in the Meccan suras frequently accompanied by mention
of man's creation from "a clot" and from water. According
to tradition, the revelation of the Quran began with just such
a reference: " Read: In the name of thy Lord who createth,
Createth man from a clot" (96: 1 -2 ) . More detail is given in
the sura The Pilgrimage (al-Hajj, 22:5 ) : "0 mankind! If ye
are in doubt concerning the Resurrection, then lo! We have
created you from dust, then from a drop of seed, then from
a clot, then from a little lump of flesh shapely and shape
less, that We may make (it) clear for you" . Here the process
of initial creation (from dust) is combined with the process
of the conception (water, a clot) and birth of each person.
This constantly recurring act is also termed a result of the
will and command of Allah. 1 3 As in the tale of the creation
of the world, it underscores that Allah is always creating. He
is not merely the beginning..of all things, but the Lord who is
constantly observing and directing man.
In the Medinan suras, the image of Adam comes to re
semble a model for the history of individual peoples and
mankind as a whole: creation, the bestowal of favors, sinful
ingratitude, punishment, forgiveness. Especial stress is
laid on the wisdom of Allah, His knowledge of the names
of all things. The image of the heavenly tree reappears, as
if to close the story of Adam in the Quran. The famed ayat
in the sura Light ( an-/'/ur, 24:35) rings like the Christian
psalms: 1 4
"Allah is the Light of the heavens and the earth. The si
militude of His light is as a niche wherein is a lamp. The
lamp is in a glass. The glass is as it were a shining star.
(This lamp is) kindled from a blessed tree, an olive neither
of the East nor of the West, whose oil would almost glow
forth (of itself) though no fire touched it. Light upon light.
Allah gu ideth unto His light whom He will. And Allah
speaketh to mankind in allegories, for Allah is Knower of
all things ".
Some details of the Quranic story of Adam indicate that
tales known in Arabia were linked with Christian interpreta
tions of the creation of the first man. In the sura The Family
of 'lmran (At 'lmran, 3 :59/52) Adam is juxtaposed with ' lsa

(Jesus): "Lo! the likeness of Jesus with Allah is as the like
ness of Adam. He created him of dust, then He said unto
him: Be! and he is". This is one of the best examples of the
Quran's multidimensional use of tales of the past. The jux
taposition of these two names reflects the idea, popular
among Christians, of a parallel between Jesus and Adam. lt
also serves to advance the polemic with the Christians of
which the Quran is so fond. Jesus, like Adam, was a man
created by God, not a god.
The Quran stresses the motif of Adam seduced by the
devil, original sin and Satan's continued scheming against
man, all of which was important to Christians. Both of the
names the Quran uses for the devil are of Christian origin.
Some feel, and with much reason, that the name lblis is
a distortion of the Greek diabolos, where the initial di- was
interpreted as an Aramaic genitive particle. Arabic pho
netics converted the remaining abolos to lblis. The name
Shaytan is Satan. As we have noted, certain evil spirits
were called by this name in pre-Quranic times. The Quran
uses the term both for them and for their leader, Shaytan
( lblis) .
The Christian sources for images recorded in the Quran
could be extremely varied. Various collections and cycles of
legends about Adam and Eve circulated in the Near East,
among them the Syriac work Cave of Treasures, which is
particularly rich in parallels with the Quranic Adam. 15 But
even they are but a drop in the sea of oral accounts, both
Christian and non-Christian, that were the true source of
what Muhammad and his listeners knew.
In the preaching of the Gnostics, Adam was, as in the Qu
ran, one of the main figures in the transmission of know
ledge about salvation. Adam the prophet, Adam who
knows the names of all things, recalls Gnostic beliefs of the
"first Adam", who was endowed with all knowledge. The tree
of paradise - the olive-tree/fig-tree - is also mentioned
by the Gnostics. 16
What the Quran does not say sometimes allows one to
guess at the contents of the legends that lurk behind the
Quranic text. For example, since the Quran does not say
that Eve was created from Adam's rib, one can assume that
the Quranic legend is based on a different idea, namely,
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1 3 For parallels of this image see: Vinnikov, Quranlc Notes, pp. 309-3 1 1 .
14 For this ayat and the image of the tree therein see: Paret, Kommentar,
p. 360; Speyer, pp. 62-66, 430, 43 1 .

1 5 See: Speyer, pp. 48, 54, 57. 62, 63, 68, 72, 75-76.
16 Beltz, Sehnsucht, pp. 6 1 , 62.
1 7 Speyer, p. 6 1 .

that the first man contained within himself two natures,
even two people later separated . 1 7
The Biblical text that does, of course, provide the basis
for the Quranic narrative made its way to the Q1,1ran
through various Judaic, Gnostic and Christian recensions.
Like the Quran, they all used the material of the myth to
advance their own teachings and ideas. Nonetheless, the
Quran does contain interesting passages that directly
echo the Bible. l blis' remarks that the fruit of the tree
grant man eternal life ( 7 : 20/ 1 9) combine phrases from
two parts of the Biblical story: Genesis 3:5-7 and Genesis
3:22.18 The Quranic phrase that Adam and his wife were
cast down onto the earth "one of you a foe unto the other"
( 2:36/34) corresponds to the Biblical phrase in Genesis
3: 1 5 1 1 . 1 9

A layer of oral stories lies between the post- Biblical tales
and the Quran; the stories were most likely Jewish. When
the Quran draws a lesson from the story of Adam's sons,
it says, "We decreed for the Children of Israel", meaning
the Jews. The story begins with the words " But recite
unto them with truth the tale of the two sons of Adam"
(5:27/30), which suggests a tale new to the audience and
hence tolc in detail.
The story is found in a Medinan sura usually dated to the
last years of Muhammad's life. Surrounding it are various
commandments on the rules of life in the community. This
context renders intelligible the story's conclusion, for it
grounds the commandment "thou shalt not kill".

The Quranic Adam represented yet another stage in the
natural development of the Biblical image. He retained
traces of pre- Biblical ancient Eastern mythology that had
made its way into the Muslim Scripture through the Bible,
and perhaps not only through the Bible. For example, one of
the descriptions of the material of which Adam was created "potter's clay" - echoes ancient Mesopotamian concepts of
the creation of man. The Quranic "dust", which is men
tioned alongside "potter's clay", corresponds to what one
finds in the Bible.20
The Quran speaks once of Adam's sons, who are not
called by name. They both made sacrifices to God, but
he accepted the sacrifice only from one. The son slighted
by God grew angry at his brother and shouted that he was
going to kill him. The brother whose sacrifice had been
accepted by Allah said that even if his brother should raise
his hand against him to kill him, he would not raise his hand
in response. He believed in Allah, submitted to him, and
would not commit a sin.
The son slighted then killed his brother. Allah sent a raven
who began to tear at the earth with his talons, showing how
to hide the corpse. But the murderer could not find the
strength to conceal the body. He repented of what he had
done and did not follow the raven's lead. From that time on
Allah inculcated that to kill a man, unless in punishment for
a murder or a crime, is the gravest of sins (Quran 5:27I
30-3 2/35) .
This brief tale contains several motifs that are missing in
the Biblical story of Cain and Abel, but occur in the post
Biblical literature of Jews and Christians. lt is the argument
of Habil and Kabil (as the Muslim tradition conveys the
Biblical names) . The content of their exchange varies from
legend to legend. The bird that shows Kabil ( Cain) how
to bury the body is also found in Biblical commentaries, but
its action s are very different than they are in the Quran. 21
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Speyer, p. 7 1 : "lt was Geiger who showed that the Quran confused Ge

nesis 3:5-7 and Genesis 3:22 by putting into Satan's mouth the words that
the first humans would become angels or immortals if they partook of the
tree fruit". The Quran says: "Then Satan whispered suggestions to them
to uncover that of their vile private parts which was hidden from them by
saying: 'Your Lord did not forbid you this tree save you should become an
gels or become of the immortals'" (7:20/ 1 9 ) .
The Old Testament first speaks of the seduction: "'Surely you will not die',
the serpent said to the woman. 'For God knows that when you eat of it your
eyes will be opened, and you will be like God, knowing good and evil'"
(Genesis 3:4-5); "Then the eyes of both of them were opened, and they
realized they were naked; so they sewed fig leaves together and made cover
ings for themselves" (Genesis 3:7).
Then after Adam's remission: "And the Lord God said, 'The man has now
become like one of us, knowing god and evil; he might stretch out his hand
and take also from the tree of life, and eat, and live forever"' (Genesis 3:22).
Comparison of the two passages shows that Biblical motifs were not com
bined in the Quran (here and elsewhere) in exactly the same way as in the
text of the Bible as we know it. lt is hardly proper, however, to call this, con
descendingly, "a confusion". The Quran does not cite the text of the Bible;
it narrates legends, in which episodes need not be presented exactly as in
the text of the Book of Genesis.

1 9 Speyer, p. 72; Genesis 3 : 1 5: "And I will put enmity between you and the
woman . . . " The Quran has: "We said: Get ye down, with enmity between

yourselves" (2:36/34).

20 See: Griaznevich, Development, pp. 84-87.
21 See: Speyer, pp. 85-88.

he Quran speaks several times, and
in great detail, of the flood and of Nuh,
whom the Bible calls Noah, sometimes
recalling him without naming him. Nuh
is an i mportant figure in the view of
world history on which the Quran in 
sists. I t i s this view that demonstrates
with historical examples the overall truth of the mission of
Muhammad, who is predestined to conclude the progres
sion of human history.
As we have already noted, the history of the world is in
the Quran presented as a succession of catastrophes that
befall various peoples as they succeed one another and
are successively destroyed by Allah. The numerous tales
that we will analyze below follow a single pattern. Enjoy
ing the bounties bestowed by Allah, each of these peoples
forgot that it should be grateful to God. Hu bris eclipsed
faith. People were given the last chance to mend their ways.
A man from among them was chosen to be the prophet
of Allah. With the words of God he attempted to return his
kinsmen to the way of faith in a single god, Allah, warning
them of the possible punishment. But only a few heeded
the prophet. Most people jeered at him and oppressed
his followers. Allah then sent down punishment in the
form of a terrible catastrophe (a flood, earthquake, or hur
ricane), and all were punished save those who had chosen
faith .
In the Quran, the tale of Nuh is a compositional element
in a cycle of stories about such catastrophes, usually open
ing the cycle. It is followed by stories that recount the sad
end that overtook the impious countrymen of Lut, the Bibli
cal Lot; the Adites, fellow tribesmen of the Arabian prophet
Hud; the Thamud, who refused to recognize the Arabian
prophet Salih; the Madyanites, also Arabians, to whom the
prophet Shu'ayb was sent. We cannot be entirely sure that
all of these stories were grouped together in Muhammad's
actual preaching, but it is quite likely. The stories are similar
not only in content, but in style - they display repetitions,
parallels, and complementary references (for example, Hud
mentions Nuh). Even if they were not always linked, they
undoubtedly exhibit a certain unity within the Quranic text.
In the Quran, Nuh is one of the most pious men ever to
have lived on the earth: " Peace be unto Nuh among the

peoples! . . . Lo! he is one of Our believing slaves"
(37: 79/7 7 , 8 1 /7 9). The Quran calls him at various times:
nabi - 'prophet' (4: 1 63/ 1 6 1 ) , 'abd shakur - 'grateful slave'
( 1 7: 3 ) , nadhir mubin - 'plain warner' ( 1 1 : 25/27) , rasul
amin - 'faithful messenger' (26: 1 07 ) .
A messenger o f Allah, N uh urged people to worship only
Allah, believe only in Him, and fear the coming Judgment.
His appeals evoked only mockery in response, and later
hostility. Nu h was rebuked for being merely a man, and
apparently a madman if he intended to lecture the noble
among his people. They told him that if Allah had truly in
tended to address people, He would have sent angels, and
not an insignificant man. They accused Nuh of accepting
the lowly as his followers.
Nuh despaired and cried out (26: 1 1 8 ). Nuh's prayer is
given in sura 7 1 , which refers to him by name:
" He said: My Lord! Lo! I have called unto my people night
and day
But all my calling doth but add to their repugnance.
And lo! whenever I call unto them that Thou mayest par
don them they thrust their fingers in their ears and cover
themselves with their garments and persisit (in their refu
sal) and magnify themselves with pride.
And to! I have called unto them aloud,
And lo! I have made public proclamation unto them, and
I have appealed to them in private.
.
And I have said: Seek pardon of your Lord. Lo! He was
ever Forgiving.
He will let loose the sky for you in plenteous rain,
And will help you with wealth and sons, and will assign
unto you Gardens and will assign unto you rivers.
What aileth you that ye hope not toward Allah for dignity
When He created you by ( divers) stages?
See ye not how Allah hath created seven heavens in har
mony,
And hath made the moon a light therein, and made the
sun a lamp?
And Allah hath caused you to grow as a growth from
the earth,
And afterward He maketh you return thereto, and He
will bring you forth again, a (new) forthbringing.
And Allah hath made the earth a wide expanse for you
That ye may thread the valley-ways thereof. ·

Quran, sura 7 1 . Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, E 20, fol. 8 1 6

Nuh said: My Lord! Lo! they have disobeyed me and
followed one whose wealth and children increase him a
naught save ruin;
And they have plotted a mighty plot,
And they have said: Forsake not your gods. Forsake not
Wadd, nor Suw'a, nor Yaguth and Ya'uq and Nasr.
And Nuh said: My Lord! Leave not one of the disbelievers
in the lan d.
If Thou shouldst leave them, they will mislead Thy slaves
and will beget none slave lewd ingrates.

My Lord! Forgive me and my parents and him who en
tereth my house believing, and believing men and believing
women, and increase not the wrong-doers in aught save
ruin" ( 7 1 : 5-23, 26/27-28/29).
Allah took heed of Nuh's request and promised to exact
revenge. H e consoled the prophet, urging h i m · not to
despair, for the failure was not his:
"Be not disteressed because of what they do.
Build the ship under Our Eyes and by Our inspiration,
and speak not unto Me on behalf of those who do wrong.

Lo! they will be drowned" ( 1 1 :36/38) . Allah ordered him to
build an ark. Nuh built it while the "chieftains of his people
passed him, they made mock of him. He said: Though ye
make mock of us, yet we mock at you even as ye mock"
( 1 1 :38/40 ). Nuh's wife, who did not believe her husband,
joined his enemies (66: 1 0).
The time of vengeance had arrived. "The oven gushed
forth ", ( 1 1 :40/42, 23:27 ) , heating the water that rained
down from the heavens and rose from the bowels of the
earth. Allah ordered Nuh to lead one pair of all living things
on to his ark and those few people who had believed him.
One of Nuh's sons refused to embark with them, saying
that he would escape the waters on the summit of a moun
tain . He did not heed his father's entreaties and drowned
with those who remained. Waves as vast as mountains car
ried off the ship.
At Allah's behest, the earth swallowed up the water and
the rains passed from the face of the sky. The water re
ceded and the ark came to rest at the top of mount al-Judi.
Nuh then cried out to Allah in prayer, asking Him to bring
back his son, for Allah had promised to spare his family.
Allah refused: the son who did not believe "is not of thy
household" ( 1 1 :46/48).
The Quran tells this story several times with varying
degrees of detail. 1 All of the variants seem to go back to
Muhammad, who often retold the historical tales that were
such an important part of his preaching, each time adjust
ing the level of detail and exact pitch of the story. It is also
possible that the variants gathered together in the Quran
represent various transmissions by Muhammad's com
rades-in- arms of the same story, but this is much less
likely.
All of the Quranic references to Nuh are variants of one
version of the legend. They are all characterized by a single
plot line, a single set of motifs, and especial stress on Nuh's
disagreements with his kinsfolk and on the insults the
prophet ignored, which interested Muhammad more than
the details of the flood. All of the variants display a single
style, the same terminology, recurring key words and for
mulaic combinations. The greatest degree of detail is found
in the sura Hud ( 1 1 ) . It complements the sura Nuh, which
conveys the prayer introduced above as part of the general
tale. Other versions are simply truncated retellings of the
same tale, but they sometimes present details that are lost
in the longer account, such as the nails mentioned in 54 : 1 3.
----
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For Nuh see the Quran: 3:33/30; 4 : 1 63/ 1 6 1 ; 6:84; 7: 59/57-69/67;
9: 70/ 7 1 ; 1 0: 7 1 /72-73/74; 1 1 :25/27-49/5 1 ; 1 4 :9; 1 7:3, 1 7/ 1 8; 1 9:58/59;
21 :76-77; 22:42/43; 23:23-30/3 1 ; 25:37 /39; 26: 1 05- 1 22; 33:7; 37:75/
73-79/77; 38: 1 2/ 1 1 ; 40:5, 3 1 /32; 42: 1 3/ 1 1 ; 50: 1 2 ; 5 1 :46; 53:52/53;
54:9- 1 5; 57:26; 66: 1 0; 7 1 : 1 -28/29.
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The Quran also echoes another version of the tale of the
flood. We speak here of a universal flood, a terrible catastro
phe from which Allah once saved all people. But they forgot
about this good deed. "Lo! when the waters rose, We car
ried you upon the ship that We might make it a memorial
for you, and that remembering ears (that heard the story)
might remember" (69: 1 1 - 1 2) .
The tales of Nuh display numerous clear parallels with
the biography of Muhammad, more precisely, the history
of his early interactions with the Meccans. There are more of
them than in any other tale about the ancient- prophets. As
I have already noted, the bulk of the ayats that tell of Nuh
detail his disputes with his kinsfolk, not the nature of the
flood. This stems from the ideological task set before this
and other such stories in the Quran. They were intended to
warn Muhammad's countrymen, instilling fear of the punish
ment that would surely befall them, just as it had befal
len those who persecuted and humiliated Nuh. It was thus
necessary to show convincingly that Nuh suffered the same
indignities as the Meccan prophet.
The Quran underscores the common elements in the
dialogues between Nuh and his contemporaries and the accu
sations leveled against Muhammad. They convey the cent
ral idea of the Quran's account of Nuh. To us they reveal a new,
if not especially rich, source on the history of Islam's emer
gence. The narrative about Nuh-Muhammad may include
details that originated in actual disputes and conflicts that
took place in Mecca but were later lost to us.
Nuh preached just as Muhammad preached, using the
same words and phrases that are used in the Quran's direct
address to Muhammad and the Meccans. He called upon
people to worship Allah alone, the one God; he warned
them that Judgment Day would come, that one must has
ten to ask of Allah forgiveness and mercy. He proclaimed
himself a prophet sent to carry out the will of God: "I am
commanded to be of those who surrender (into Him)"
( 1 0: 72/73). We read of Muhammad: " I ( Muhammad) am
commanded only to serve the Lord" (27:91 /93).
The accusations and rebukes that rained down on Nuh
from the elite ( mala ') match those that Muhammad parried
with the words of the Quran. We find both Muhammad's
and Nuh's answers in the Quran, and they mirror each other
virtually word for word. But the tale of Nuh also contains the
direct speech of his enemies, while we usually reconstruct
the assertions of Muhammad's enemies from his replies.
Like Muhammad, Nuh was told that he was merely a man,
while God would undoubtedly have chosen an angel to be
his messenger. They charged that Nuh was possessed by
)inns and that he was motivated by personal gain, wishing to
elevate himself above others and encumber people's lives
by with disruptions.

Nuh was told that people had heard nothing resembling
his preaching from their fathers and that no one was ready
to turn away from the gods they knew. We note that the de
fense of the ancestors' traditions was one of the central pnd
most effective arguments the Meccans employed against
Muhammad. N u h ' s foes threatened to stone him, as was
the case with Muhammad's supporters in Mecca. We may hear
in the threat against Nuh: " If thou cease not. 0, Nuh, thou
wilt surely be among those stoned (to death ) " (26 : 1 1 6 ) 
a direct echo of the threats leveled against Muhammad
himself.
In the Quran Nuh answers his kinsfolk just as Muham
mad replied to the Meccans. He was sent and chosen by
Allah, aspires to no knowledge of hidden truths, desires
no reward, seeks no personal gain, does not claim to pos
sess the treasures of Allah or be one of the angels. He
threatened people with retribution, but they mocked him,
saying, "bring upon us that wherewith, thou threatenest us"
( 1 1 :32/34 ) .
When they called Muhammad a soothsayer, madman and
poet, his opponents said, "we may expect the accident of
time". The Quran advises Muhammad: "Say (unto them) :
'Expect (your fill)! Lo! I am with you among the expectant'"
(52:30- 3 1 ) . The same is said of Nuh (23:25).
In two versions of the story, Nuh is accused of attracting
trifling and imprudent followers whom he should drive
away. Nuh refuses, saying that only Allah can judge them
(26: 1 1 1 - 1 1 4; 1 1 :27/29-29/3 1 ) . The reference appears to
be to the earlier misdeeds of these people. This passage
may also mirror an incident that befell Muhammad and his
supp orters. The same situation is described in the Quran
with reference to Muhammad (6:52): "Repel not those who
call upon their Lord at morn and evening, seeking His coun
tenance. Thou art not accountable for them in aught, nor
are they accountable for thee in aught, that thou shouldst
repel them and be of the wrong-doers". Immediately before
this (6:50), Allah inspires in Muhammad the same words
spoken by Nuh: "Say: ' I say not unto you (that) I possess
the treasures of Allah, nor that I have knowledge of the
Unseen"'.
Nuh's enemies drove him to despair, and he asked God
to pass judgment on his fellow tribesmen, sending down the
threatened retribution. The emotional timbre of this prayer
differs from that of the Biblical accounts. It contains many
phrases that could have been spoken by Muhammad him
self. The mood and motivation neatly fit the circumstances
of Muhammad's life toward the end of the Meccan period on
the eve of the hijra. For the first time, members of his own
lineage had forsaken him. The mission appeared to have
failed completely. It seems as though Muhammad, not Nuh,
is addressing Allah: "My Lord! Leave not one of the disbe-

lievers in the land. If Thou shouldst leave them, they will
mislead Thy slaves and will beget none slave lewd ingrates"
( 7 1 : 26/27 -28/29) .
Muhammad i n Mecca found a way out, overcame his de
spair and abandoned his native city. The entreaty to punish
his kinsfolk remained in the tale about his "double", the
prophet Nuh. The image of a son who has failed to heed his
father's appeals and was "expelled" by Allah from the fa
mily of the prophet is quite characteristic of Quranic tales.
The social and psychological context of the Muslim mes
sage is one of replacing kinship ties with a common reli
gious bond. Faith in Allah was to unite all people. The prob
lem of combining fidelity to kinship ties and religious bonds
tormented many Muslims, including Muhammad. In this
context, the incident from the tale of Nuh gains powerful
resonance.
The tale of Nuh reflected the circumstances of Muham
m a d ' s l i fe in Mecca, but it conta i n s other specifi c a l l y
Arabian elements. The ark comes to rest o n the mountain
of ai-Judi. This is the name of a mountain in Northern
Arabia. It was only later Muslim commentators who trans
ferred this name to the Biblical mount Ararat in Kurdistan. 2
The sura Nuh ( 7 1 ) enumerates the names of the divinities
that Nuh's people would not forsake. They are Arabian
gods worshipped in various parts of that land - the pan
Arabian Wadd, the Himaritic Nasr, the Southern Arabian
Yaguth and Ya'uq, the central Arabian Suw'a.3
Such details are not linked to the story of Muhammad or
to the Muslim interpretation of the tale of Noah. There is
only one acceptable explanation for them. Muhammad and
his listeners believed that Nuh had lived and preached in
Arabia. They learned this most likely from the legends of
Nuh that circulated in Arabia, severed from their sources.
We note that the name Nuh was also treated as an Arab
name. It is declined in three cases, while names perceived
as foreign (the majority of Biblical names in the Quran) are
given only two case forms in Arabic. Nor was the legend a
Meccan invention. The specifics are not Meccan, but more
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See: Streck, Djudi. The name was applied to several mountains on the
Arabian Peninsula.
3 The Nuh people's idols are among the most important details of pre
lslamic Arabia preserved by the Quran.
The deity Yaguth, the provider of rain, was worshipped by the North Yemeni
Madhkhidj group of tribes. Its image was once located on Madhkhidj Hill, and
allegedly the large tribe union was named after it. Various tribes belonging to
the Madhkhidj union fiercely fought for the possession of the idol. The last of
these confrontations, at ar-Razm, took place in the same year as did the fa
mous battle of Badra between the Meccans and Muslims (year 2 A. H.). A de
ity of a similar name was also known in the north of the peninsula, but it was
2

generally Arabian. The divinities beloved in Mecca are ab
sent in Nuh's enumeration.
At first glance, however, the text of the Quran contradicts
this supposition. lt states on several occasions that the story
of Nuh was new to listeners. At the end of the tale of Nuh in
the sura Hud ( 1 1 :49/5 1 ) , we encounter a phrase frequently
found in the Quran as addressed to Muhammad: "This is of
tidings of the Unseen which We inspire in thee (Muhammad) .
Thou thyself knewest it not, nor did thy folk ( know it) before
this. Then have patience. Lo! the sequel is for those who ward
off ( evil ) " . The same words occur elsewhere, particularly
in the story of Maryam (3 :44/39) and Yusuf ( 1 2: 1 02/ 1 03).
In the middle of the same story about Nuh, we find inserted
the phrase: "Say: If I have invented it, upon me be my crimes,
but I am innocent of (all) that ye commit" ( 1 1 :35/37). These
insertions can be understood as indicating that the story of
Nuh was new to listeners. Forgetting this, the editors of the
Quran inserted these phrases at precisely this spot. But
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the south that was the worship centre. In pre-Muslim times the image's loca
tion alternated between Djurash and Nadjran. There is later-date informa
tion, not very reliable, however, that Yaguth was represented in the shape of
a lion, but there is no evidence proving the assertion (see: lbn ai-Kalbi,
Asnam, pp. 1 1 , 57); lbn ai-Kalbi, Asnam, tr., pp. 1 6, 37, 42; Fahd, Le pan
theon, pp. 1 9 1 - 1 94 ) .
The god Ya'uq, also "a distributor o f rain", was idolized b y the Hamdan union
and some other tribes of Yemen. His image was located in the settlement of
Khaiwan. According to one of the legends, Ya'uq was the name of a pious
man. When he died, Satan proposed that the man's fellow tribesmen make
an image of him, which became an object of worship. This legend graphi
cally represents the real process of transformation of ancestors' worship into
an Ancient Arabian pantheon of deities. Less credible is the information that
Ya 'uq was represented in the form of a horse (see: lbn ai-Kalbi, Asnam,
pp. 1 0, 5 7 ; lbn a i - Kalbi, Asnam, tr., pp. 1 6 , 4 2 ; Fahd, Le pantheon,
pp. 1 94- 1 97 ) .
And finally, Nasr is a typically South Yemeni deity, idolized b y the
Himyarites, in particular by the noble families of Dhu Ru'ain and Dhu-1-Kala'.
According to tradition, the cult of Nasr replaced Judaism. Nasr was occa
sionally mentioned in inscriptions and foreign sources on Northern Arabia.
Nasr literally means 'a lamb vulture'. Representations of those birds were fre
quent in the art of Southern Arabia not only for decorative, but also for religious
symbolic functions. For this reason, unlike the deities Yaguth and Ya'uq, Nasr
can indeed be seen as a deity symbolized by the griffon (see: lbn ai-Kalbi,
Asnam, pp. 1 1 , 57, 58; lbn ai-Kalbi, Asnam, tr., pp. 1 7, 37, 42; Fahd,
Le pantheon, pp. 1 32- 1 34 ) .
God Wadd was one o f the most ancient deities o f Arabia, especially favoured
by the Asuan and Ma'in of Southern Arabia. Their caravans brought it into
the Ma'ins' colonies in the northern part of the peninsula. Afterwards he be
came an AII-Arabian deity. The charm formula of Wadd Father had wide cur
rency all over Arabia for centuries. lt was graven on monumental buildings
and small pendant amulets to protect structures or persons from evil. Wadd
most probably symbolized the Moon (see: lbn ai-Kalbi, Asnam, pp. 1 0, 55,
56; lbn ai-Kalbi, Asnam, tr., pp. 16, 36, 42; Fahd, Le pantheon, p. 42;
Lundin, Wadd).
The Suw'a deity (evidently regarded as protector of herds) was known both
in the north and south, its main sanctuary, however, being located in North
West Arabia, in a place called Ruhat. lt was worshipped by the Khuzail tribe
of Khidjaz, as well as by some tribes in the south of the peninsula. Suw'a's

the accusations of introducing novelties, even if they were,
in fact, connected with the tale of Nuh (and they were clearly
added somewhat later), more likely apply to the Quranic
interpretation, not to the story itself. As we have already
seen, the Quran intentionally shifts the stress of the original
Biblical tale and diverges from it.
We already have evidence that the tale of Nuh was known
in Arabia before the Quran. It appears in the verses of pre
lslamic poets and poets contemporary to Muhammad.4 The
poetic accounts of the tale of Nuh often contain details that
appear in the Quran only in passing or are entirely absent.
The poets shift the emphasis. They are interested mainly in
the flood, not the indignities Nuh suffered at the hands of his
fellow countrymen. The poetry preserves a somewhat dif
ferent version of the tale; it differs from the Quranic account,
although it appears to have served as the basis for it.
The poet Tarafa (6th century) mentions Nuh amid re
flections on the omnipotence of fate as a man of great
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sanctuary was destroyed by Muslims (see: lbn a i - Kalbi, Asnam, pp. 9 ,
1 0, 5 8 ; lbn a i - Kalbi, Asnam, tr., pp. 1 6 , 3 7 , 4 2 ; Fahd, Le pantheon,
pp. 1 54- 1 56 ) .
These five idols have some characteristic features i n common. All o f them
were objects of active worship on the eve of Islam. In the sixth century they
were in sanctuaries (many of which were destroyed in Muslim days) - over
them battles raged, they were appealed to for help by land tillers and live
stock breeders. We are dealing with deities that were contemporaries of
Muhammad rather than of Noah, although some of those, like Wadd, for ex
ample, had been known in Arabia since remote antiquity.
Two epochs are brought together by legend, according to which the ancient
idols were revived and adopted by Arabia. Tradition has it that 'Amr b. Luk
haii from the Huza'a tribe, son of the keeper of ai-Ka'ba, was a kahin
prophet. He had an assistant, a jinn named Abu Sumama. One day he
brought him to Jidda on Arabia's east coast, where 'Amr found and un
earthed from the sand some ancient idols, which he distributed among
Arabian tribes (see: lbn ai-Kalbi, Asnam, pp. 54, 55; lbn ai-Kalbi, Asnam,
tr., pp. 35, 36). There is another version of the legend, which must have pre
served the memory of the Palestinian roots of Nuh's story. According to it,
the idols were brought by 'Amr from Syria (see: lbn ai-Kalbi, Asnam, pp. 8, 9;
lbn ai-Kalbi, Asnam, tr., p. 1 6) .
The coincidence of idols o f the contemporaries of Nuh- Noah with those of
the contemporaries of Muhammad is an example of Muhammad and ancient
prophets turning into their "doubles" in the Quran.
Another unifying characteristic is this: the idols of the Nuh people are
deities from different parts of Arabia, but they were not chosen at random.
They seem to be distributed along the main merchant road, on which
Mecca stood and which crossed the whole of Arabia, beginning with the
north, as follows: Dumat ai-Jandal (Wadd), Northern Khidjaz (Suw'a); ar
eas adjoining the north of Yemen (Yaguth); Northern and Central Yemen
(Ya'uq) and Yemen itself (Nasr). Thus, the idols of the Nuh people are the
deities of Mecca's trade partners. They were well known there. Details of
the reality that surrounded Muhammad found their way into stories about
his "double", Nuh.
4 The Arabs' pre-lslamic poetry of the fifth to seventh centuries was created
and handed down in oral form. lt was not written down until the Muslim
epoch, approximately a century and a half later, when the ancient verses
attracted the attention of philologists and became the target of systematic
collecting.

longevity.5 Muhammad's contemporary, the poet Umayya
ibn Abi-s-Salt, is the supposed author of a poem that de
scribes the flood with panache and detail. It tells of the ark,
how it came to rest on the mountaintop and how Nuh sent
a crow to look for land. The crow found it but did not return.
Nuh then sent a turtle-dove. It returned with the good news,
for which Nuh gave it a necklace - the white stripe that all
turtle-doves have around the neck. 6 Most important are the
motifs that are entirely absent in the Quran. Still, the de
scription of the a rk borne by the waves resem bles the
Quranic ayat ( 1 1 :42/44 ) .
I n another poem by Umayya, Nuh appears as a man who
experienced the great mercy of the Lord, who saved him
during the flood. The reference also occurs in the context
of ruminations about the omnipotence of fate, which rules
even those who have garnered God's special protection.
The poetic description of the flood contains two motifs that
are important in the Quran. They are the "gushing oven"
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This circumstance, as well as the mentions in the poems of Allah, gave rise,
as early as the Middle Ages, to doubts regarding the authenticity of some
part of or even the whole of pre-lslamic poetry. Polemic on this issue was so
fierce in the 1 920s that it resulted in parliamentary debates and attorney law
suits (See: Krachkovsky, Taha Hussein).
By now the passions have cooled down and it is generally recognized that
the majority of pre-lslamic poetry indeed dates from the fifth to seventh cen
turies, although the poems cannot always be regarded as the work by the po
ets they have been ascribed to by tradition. The oral nature of those works
and the way they were rendered on paper by virtue of their characteristic
traits (partial modification of the text on the basis of formulaic combinations)
was fraught with text distortion. Nevertheless, the materials that came down
to us retain both the general character of artistic idiom and many specific pe
culiarities of the content. Many of the mentions of legendary personalities
found in the Quran are connected with motifs of the force of destiny charac
teristic of pre-lslamic poetry; they are included in artistic structures typical of
those motifs (such as chains of enumerations or sententious formulas).
Freq uently enough, such mentions contain details pointing to stories or mo
tifs absent from the Quran.
For this reason, when there are no strong grounds to suspect a particular po
etic passage of later-date Muslim origins, we find it possible to make use of
the information contained in it as pre-lslamic. it goes without saying that if
this is the approach, it is necessary to pass your own judgment on each par
ticular poetic passage while also taking into account the opinions of medieval
Arab scholars. In the present work I have endeavoured to refer the reader only
to those texts that by our criteria may be regarded as pre-lslamic.
( For pre-lsla mic Arab poetry see: Monroe, Oral Composition; Kudelin,
Arabian Poetry) .
5
AI-Ha mdan i, Al-/klil, 1 / 1 , pp. 1 9, 20.
6 Umayya, Diwan,
pp. 1 55- 1 60; AI-Hamdani, Al-lklil, 1 / 1 , pp. 1 9, 20.
7 Umayya,
Diwan, pp. 3 1 6-3 1 8; Al-Hamdani, A/-lkli/, 1 / 1 , p. 2 1 . See also:
Umayya , Diwa n, pp. 254, 255, 3 1 2. Mention of the people of Nuh and pos
sibly his ark (referred to as dhat at-wad' - 'overgrown with sea shells') was
mad e by 'Adi ibn Zayd, a fifth-century Chrtistian Arab poet (see: 'Adi ibn
Zayd , Dlwan, pp. 53, 1 22).
8 AI-Hamdani, Al-fklil, 1 / 1 , pp. 1 9, 20, 53-58. The above mentioned poems
by ai-A' sha and Tarafa are not found in their standard diwans. This gives
grou nds to doubt their authorship, but what is indubitable is their Muslim ori
gin, the sign of which the names of the famous poets were.

that initiates the catastrophe and the rebellious son who
refuses salvation in the ark. 7
A poem by al-A'sha, who gained fame before Islam and
outlived Muhammad, mentions Allah, Nuh's travails, the
"ove n " , the rebellious son, and the mountain of a l -Judi.
Brief mention is accorded the dispatch of a bird to find land,
a detail missing in the Quran. 8 This tale stems from pre
Quranic accounts, but was influenced by their treatment in
the Quran.
We witness the next stage in the tale's development in
a work by a Christian poet of the Muslim period, al- Kutami
(late 7th - early 8th century). He mentions the story of Nuh
several times; his verses appear to be the first illustration of
the Quranic tale.9
All of this evidence indicates that a particular version of
the Noah-Nuh legend was circulating in pre-lslamic Arabia.
The Quran used it, developed it, and refashioned it.
The Arabian legend could have originated under the influ
ence of Gnostic views about which we know little. The image
of Noah's son, who chose to seek his own salvation, fits in
with Gnostic motifs. The Setians, for example, believed that
the descendants of Seth, the son of Adam, survived the
flood without the benefit of an ark. 1 0
Mesopotamian sources may be responsible for the im
age of Noah's wife. This image is absent in the Bible and
of little significance in post- Biblical accounts. But in more
ancient tales of the flood, the wives of righteous men play
a more active role. 1 1
Christian and Jewish accounts of Noah were numerous,
diverse and colorful. They circulated widely throughout the
Near East and were recounted by religious preachers and
storytellers. They could frequently be divorced from their
religious, proselytizing essence. Like many other traditional
stories, they were told as engaging and edifying legends
at Arabia's markets and caravan encampments.
Many variants of the legends that roamed the Near East
i n the early medi eval period were recorded i n va rious
Christian recension of tales of ancient events and collec
tions of Jewish legends. But one must remember that these
are only droplets drawn from a sea of oral literature. Hence,
parallels between motifs in the Quran and the details of
concrete Christian and Jewish texts do not imply a direct,
or even mediated, connection between them. They indicate
only the general sources and environment through which
these motifs arrived in Arabia, where they spread widely
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AI - K utami, Diwan, p p . 1 00 , 1 43 , 1 44 ; A I - Hamdani, A /-lkli/, 1 1 1 ,

pp. 22, 23.
10 See, for example: Klijn, Seth, pp. 1 1 4- 1 1 6, 1 23. Ibid. A general outline of
the history process, on the whole dose to the Quranic one.
11
Beltz, Sehnsucht, pp. 91 , 92.

enough to find their way to the Quran. It is usually the case
that each Quranic motif has parallels both in Christian and
Jewish texts.
It was in numerous texts of both religions that the image
appeared of Noah mocked by his fellow tribesmen. The ex
istence of this particular tale of Noah appears to have been
the reason the Quran used the image of Noah as one of the
prototypes and "doubles" of Muhamma d . 1 2 Jewish a n d
Christian accounts developed the motif, also adopted by
Arab poetry, of the raven that flies away and does not
return. In the Biblical text the raven flies away and returns,
although the joyous news is brought by a dove: "And he
sent forth a raven, which went forth to and fro . . . " (Genesis
8:7). Jewish commentaries on Genesis record tales that
provide more a more detailed picture of Noah's activities
and the hostile reaction of his fellow tribesmen than one
finds in the Bible. 13 The Haggadah tells of the mockery
Noah endured. The Christian Ephraim the Syrian also re
counts how Noah's fellow tribesmen made merry while he
spoke. 14 These motifs are quite removed from what ap
peared in the Quran, but they and others like them could
have served to spark Muhammad's "creativity".
The Rabbinic literature concluded that the water of the
flood was hot. 15
The Quranic phrase that the ark should serve as a "token"
or "memorial" (54: 1 5; 69: 1 2) to people can be considered
a mere figure of speech. But one can also see in it the re
flection of Jewish tales that the remains of Noah's ship were
preserved on one of the ancient mountains. 1 6
The tale of the obstreperous son reminds us of legends
of Noah's various disobedient sons. The most frequently
mentioned is Ham, but he is not the only one. The Jewish
literature contained stories of how not only Noah's closest
kin were saved, but others as well, both in the ark and with
out. The Quran appears to refashion these legends in ac
cordance with its own logic and main idea.
Jewish and Christian accounts chide Noah's wife for not
helping him enough or even being hostile to her husband.17
Drawing either on these or on earlier legends of the flood,
the Quran places her on a par with the wife of Lot/Lut, as
one of the women from the past who betrayed a prophet.
This recurring motif in the Quran may be intended to un
derscore by contrast the fidelity of Muhammad's first wife,
Khadija, whose support helped Muhammad to outlast the
Meccans' extended resistance to his preaching. The ayat
about Noah's wife is usually considered of Medinan origin,
and as such may have called to mind allusions to Muham
mad's wives, to whom the Quran accords special attention
among Muslim women.
The true source of the Quranic tale of Nuh, of course, is
the Biblical story of the flood ( Genesis 6:9-9:28), which

reached the Quran through several stages of transmission
and refashioning. Nonetheless a comparison of the two
stories is instructive. The Quran preserves the overall plot
line. For example, it stresses the nature of the flood as a com
mingling of heavenly and subterranean waters. Genesis
7 : 1 1 : "were all the fountains of the great deep broken up,
and the windows of heaven were opened;" Quran 54: 1 1 - 1 2:
"Then opened We the gates of heaven with pouring water
and caused the earth to gush forth springs, so that the wa
ters met for a predestined purpose; " Quran 6:6: " . . . We
shed on them abundant showers from the sky, and made
the rivers flow beneath them. Yet we destroyed them for
their sins, and created after them another generation" . 1 8
The differences, however, are significant. The general
style of the Quranic story is, on the one hand, harsher, and
on the other more lively and direct. Biblical motifs seem to
have arrived in Arabia in two main groups. The first is the
remembrance of a great calamity that once befell h u 
mankind. I t gave rise to ruminations and reflections o n the
nihility of man, on God and fate. This was of especial con
cern to Christians, Gnostics and the pious Arabian khaliphs.
The other group focused on an edifying, terrible, yet prima
rily interesting story with much action and dialogue and
many characters. Of special importance were stories of the
disobedient son, the raven and the dove. This popular tale
became a significant part of world history, proving the validity
of Muhammad's claims to prophetic stature with recourse
to the image of his "double", Noah-Nuh.
The story of Nuh was reworked with such obvious intent
that Muhammad was apparently accused of innovation. It
later became the model for other tales of prophets and
calamities. It precedes them chronologically, but forms
an integral part of a single cycle. All subsequent stories are
similar to it in their basic structure, characteristic details
and main ideas. One suspects that the pattern for such
narratives was first tested on the image of Nuh. We remind
readers that Nuh was seen as a character indigenous to
Arabian history together with the genuinely Arab Hud,
Salih and Shu'ayb, as well as Lot- Lut, also considered
an Arabian.

----
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See: Geiger, Was hat Mohammed, pp. 1 09, 1 1 0; Grunbaum, Neue
Beltrage, p. 79.
13 Speyer, pp. 93- 1 0 1 .
14 Ibid., pp. 98- 1 00.
15 Ibid., p. I 03; Geiger, Was hat Mohammed, p. 1 08.
1 6 Speyer, p. 1 04.
1 7 Ibid., p. 1 08.
1 8 For argumentation that the ayat refers to the Flood see: Speyer, p. 1 03.

n the generation that came after Nuh
there lived in Arabia, in a place called
ai-Ahqaf, people famed for their height
and known as the Adites. They were suc
cessful farmers, owners of large herds
and well-irrigated gardens. The Adites
built their fortresses on hilltops. And
suddenly they were afflicted by drought.
One of them, known as Hud, was chosen by Allah to be
God's messenger to his own people. He called on them
to worship Allah, and only Allah. He appealed to them to cast
away the gods of their ancestors, who were only "names
which ye have named, ye and your fathers" ( 7 : 7 1 /69) . He
frightened them with impending retribution, rebuked them
for their pride and ingratitude; after all, Allah had made
them the successors and inheritors of Nuh's people, blessed
them with great height and prosperity. Hud claimed to be
the messenger of Allah, preaching God's word with no mer
cenary interest of his own or hope of reward. He promised
his kinsfolk that if they embraced faith, Allah would send
rain and end the drought.
The noblemen of his people ( mala ') and all those who
did not embrace the faith accused Hud of lying. They said
that Allah could not take as His messenger a man who ate
and drank as they did. They refused to forget the gods of
their forefathers to believe in the "tales of the ancients" that
Hud presented as revelations from Allah, thus slandering
a revered deity. His kinsfolk claimed that H ud was a fool
and a madman, that one of the gods had apparently robbed
him of his reason. They mocked Hud's promise of resurrec
tion for them after they would be bones and dust. They
made light of him: "Then bring upon us that wherewith thou
threatenest us" (7: 70/68) .
Hud threatened, exhorted and warned: "my Lord will set
in place of you a folk other than you" ( 1 1 :57/60 ) . He com
plained to Allah that he was not responsible for the stub
bornness and unbelief of his kinsmen and asked God to re
con cile the m.
Allah then punished the Adites on a "day of constant
cala mity " (54: 1 9 ) , when "what they used to mock befell
th em " (46:26/25) . They saw "a dense cloud coming toward
their valleys" and thought that the drought was over: " Here
is a clou d bringing us rain" (46:24/23) . The cloud brought
not rain , however, but a whirlwind "roaring", "wild" and
'
" destructive", thunder and lightning.
The whirlwind raged
for seven days and eight nights, swallowing up people and
carryin g them off, tossing them about "as they were hollow
tru nks of palm-trees" (69: 7 ) . All of the Adites perished,

"and morning found them so that naught could be seen
save their dwellings" (46:25/24 ) . Only Hud and those few
who believed were spared. 1
The story of the Adites and Hud, their "brother" and
prophet, is repeated several times in the Quran as part of
the group of tales about Nuh and other prophets. It is fre
quently introduced by a phrase that seems to continue the
opening refrain common to the entire group: "We sent
Noah ( of old) unto his people . . . And unto ( the tribe of)
A ' a d ( We sent) their brother, H u d " ( 7 : 6 5/63 ) ; "An d
We sent Noah unto his folk . . . And unto (the tribe of) A'ad
( We sent) their brother, H u d " ( 1 1 : 25, 50/5 2 ) . At times,
a clearly "Adite" tale comes immediately after the story
of Nuh, but without any special segue or reference to the
names of 'Ad and Hud (23:3 1 /32) . At one point this story
an d others like it are joined with the refrain: "And in truth We
have made the Qur'an easy to remember; but is there any
that remembereth?" ( 54 : 1 7, 22, etc . ) . The Quran also con
tains brief references to the Adites together with and inde
pendent of the Thamud. The message is always that the
Adites were destroyed for their transgressions against God.
The tale the Adites serves always to edify, but the degree
of detail and cohesion varies. In analyzing it, one can iden
tify a definite evolutionary trajectory in the version of this
one Quranic tale.
In the earliest ayats (89:6/5-7/6), edifying references to
the Adites are entirely in the vein of the ruminations about
the might of fate favored by pre-lslamic Arab poets: "Dost
thou not consider how thy Lord dealt with (the tri be of)
A'ad, With many-columned lram". Later, more detailed ref
erences to the Adites and their demise in the roaring wind
appear. Later still, in the Meccan period, the prophet who
warns the Adites makes an appearance. The Quran does
not yet call him b y n a m e , nor i s the tale of N u h i n 
cluded ( 4 1 : 1 3/ 1 2- 1 6/ 1 5 ) . The prophet i s later called
"brother of the Adites" and their abode is named - al-Ahqaf
(46:2 1 /20) . The Adites are later joined by Nuh and the
entire cycle of prophetic tales (54: 1 8-2 1 ) . The amount
of space devoted to the narrative of the prophet himself grows
in relation to the description of the catastrophe in which the
Adites perish. And we learn the. prophet's name - Hud.
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For the Quran description of the Adites' history see: 7 :65/63-72/7 0;
1 1 : 50/52-60/63; 23:3 1 /32-4 1 /43 (neither the name of the people, not the
prophet's name is given) ; 26: 1 23- 1 40; 4 1 : 1 3/ 1 2- 1 6/ 1 5; 46:21 /20-26/25;
5 1 :4 1 -42; 54: 1 8-2 1 ; 69:4, 6-8; 89:6/5-8/7.
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The name is something of a mystery. It is a homonym
of a plural form, and one used in the Quran, for the word
yahud (Jews) . This inspired the commentators to identify
the Quranic Hud with Judah, the eponymous ancestor
of the Jews. It i s , however, precisely the homonym i n
the Quran that indicates a difference i n meaning. The two
words are used in completely different ways, meaning that
the difference must have been clearly felt. Hud may also be
understood as derived from the verb hada ( 'repent' ) .2
The participial epithet in the text may have been per
ceived by listeners (immediately or later) as a name. Earlier
texts lacked the name entirely, leaving the space "free". We
will see later that a similar interpretation is possible for the
names of other Arabian prophets. Moreover, the name Hud
and other names derived from the same root - Hawid I
Hudat, Hawad'il, Ahwad, Ahwad'il - appear frequently in
ancient inscriptions from Northern Arabia.3 Hud may have
been an ordinary Arabian name that held no special conno
tations for listeners.
In the most elaborate and detailed versions of the
Quranic story about the Adites, Hud is the central figure,
the lynchpin of the narrative. His sermons and the Adites'

disputes with them comprise the centerpiece of the tale.
The catastrophe is described briefly, if memorably. As in
the story of Nuh, H ud's polemic with the Adite nobility
parallels the disputes Muhammad conducted in Mecca.
The "Muhammadan" elements here are roughly the same
as in the story of Nuh, although they are less evident and
less frequent. Like all other prophets from Nuh to Muham
mad, Hud enjoined people to worship Allah, warned of the
Day of Judgment, and declared himself a prophet. Like Mu
hammad, he was reproached for being a mere man who
aspired to the task of an angel. He was seen a_s possessed,
accused of criminal infringement on the realm of the gods
esteemed by the ancestors.
In response, Hud, like Muhammad, called the earlier
gods. His opponents called Hud's preaching a "fable of the
men of old" (26: 1 37, asatir al-awwalin) , just as Muham
mad's enemies frequently refer to the ayats of the Quran.
Of interest is the Adites' claim that Hud calumnies Allah
with his preaching: "He is only a man who hath invented
a lie about Allah. We are not going to put faith in him"
(23:38/40) . The Meccans knew the god Allah, but Muham
mad gave this deity a universal nature, thus evoking the
Meccan's displeasure. In this as well the tale of antiquity
echoes the· Mecca of Muhammad's time.
The tale of Hud also preserves curious fragments of the
debate on the possibility of resurrection. "Doth He promise
you that you, when ye are dead and have become dust and
bones, will (again) be brought forth? Begone, begone, with
that which ye are promised! There is naught but our life
of the world; we die and we live, and we shall not be raised
(again ) " (23:35/37 -37/39) . This was one of the main ar
guments in the polemic with Muhammad. "Life after death"
seemed impossible to the Meccans, a contradiction of the
Arabs' deep-rooted pre-Islamic beliefs about death.
Finally, Hud's cry: "My Lord will set in place of you a folk
other than you" - coincides in mood with Muhammad's ut
terances when, toward the end of the Meccan period, he lost
the support of his kinsfolk and threatened to seek sup
porters from outside his native tribe. As we know, this is
precisely what he did, thus guaranteeing h imself the
triumph of his teaching.
The legend's embellishment with details from Muham
mad's life apparently represents the final stage of the tale's
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2 lt is precisely with this meaning that the term hud was recorded in me
dieval Arabic dictionaries. Kaumun khudun, according to Tadj al- 'arus,
means 'penitents, those who have repented'. The form is considered to be
the plural of the participle ha 'Id, 'repenting' (see: Tadj, vol. 2, p. 548; Llsan,
vol. 4, p. 45 1 ) . The verb hada meaning 'to repent' is used in the Quran
(7: 1 56/ 1 55), where Musa appeals to Allah, imploring Him to show mercy on
his people who had turned away from God and then repented: "We appealed
to Thee", i.e. repented.
3 Horovitz, Untersuchungen, pp. 1 49, 1 50; Harding, Index, pp. 628, 629.

development within the Quran. Originally, in the earliest
suras, it was used to glorify the might and harsh vindictive
ness of Allah. Indigenous, familiar historical legends from
the Arabian past served as its building blocks.
The Adites were well known throughout Arabia, if main
ly for their long-ago demise. The pre-Islamic poets con
stantly referred to them as an example of vanished might.
In the poets' account, however, the Adites perished not by
the will of Allah, but through the vicissitudes of all-powerful
fate.4 The poetry also mentions a certain "brother of ai
Ahqaf" who resembles the "their (the Adites' ) brother" in
the Quran. 5 But the poetry provides virtually no details
from the legends that formed the basis for the Quranic ac
count. Nevertheless, such legends existed, as evidenced
by the Quran's passing references and allusions to such
presumably well-known motifs as drought and the Adites'
impressive height. The description of how the people of
'Ad perished calls to mind fragments of a larger picture
familiar to all listeners.
Quranic commentators present a vast amount of mate
rial on the Adites, as they do for all of the prophet's stories.
Such commentaries usually fed on Jewish and Christian
accounts that become known to Muslims after the Quranic
text had already been recorded. But they tell us nothing
about the Arabian elements. Their source could only have
been local legends that in some fashion or other originated
in pre-Quranic tales. Thus, we can use Muslim traditional
accounts of the Adites to clarify the Quranic text, albeit
carefully and with qualifications.

----
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4 See, e.g. , these verses:

"Wh ere are the inhabitants of the dwellings and the people of Nuh, and
[wh ere] are the Adites, who were after them and [where! are the
Tham udeni?!" ('Adi ibn Zayd, Diwan, p. 1 22).
"They (the vicissitudes of fortune) ruined 'Ad, then the family of Muharrik;
they them selves and everything they had amassed were turned into a de
sola te steppe" (Mutammim b. Nuwaira, see: Mu(addaliyat, vol. 1 , p. 78).
·�ust as the fate had once offered the Adites a choice - clouds, which give no
joy to the one who chooses" 'Abid b. ai-Abras, Diwan, Suppl., No. 1 2; see
also a selection of verses : Ahbar 'Abid, pp. 351 -370).
The subject of fate in general was almost the most favourite one with pre
lsla mic poet s. When addressing it, the poets cited numerous examples of
fam ous ancie nt peoples and tsars pitilessly crushed by irremediable fate.
lt is from verses of this type that we obtain most of the information on
Arab ia' s ancie nt history available from pre-Jslamic poetry (see: Caskel,
as Schlcksa/; Piotrovsky, Legends, pp. 60-68).
Horovi tz, Untersuchungen, p. 1 50.
"Brother ai-Ahqaf" is found in a poem by Muhammad's contemporary and
associate Hassan b. Sabit from Yasrib. Jt was composed in the Muslim age,
when the Quran had
already been granted. Essentially it sums up the views
of a poet who adopte
d Islam. He "testifies" that Muhammad is a messenger of
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God, as was the son of Maryam, i.e. 'lsa-Jesus; testifies that Muhammad's
predecessors were Yahya and his father (i.e. John the Baptist and Zachariah) ,
that the idol of the Nakhl lowland (i.e. Arabian al-Uzza) i s of no use to people,
and finally, that "brother al-Ahqaf' (i.e. "man from the locality of al-Ahqaf') ,

Interestingly, Hud is a rather lonely figure in these ac
counts; the story's main plot line develops almost without
him. 6 This indicates obliquely the independence of the leg
ends, or a part of them, from the Quranic text, where every
thing centers on Hud. According to the best-known and
best-developed version, the Adites were a powerful and
thriving people famed for their wealth and architecture.
When they were struck by a drought, the prophet Hud
called on them to believe in the one and only god, Allah.
Following tradition, they sent a delegation to Mecca to be
seech the Lord of a l - Ka 'ba for rain. In the Muslim version
of the tale, the only version we have, Allah is also the Lord of
al-Ka'ba. The delegation was headed by a certain Adite
nobleman whom tradition dubs Qayl. This is not a name,
but rather a social term that in pre-Islamic Arabia referred
to an important feudal ruler. It was known throughout the
peninsula in the meaning of 'lord' or 'powerful leader'. 7 Qayl
and his comrades grew distracted by the hospitality and
pleasures of the city, wine and dancing girls, and forgot en
tirely about the reason for their journey. Their hosts were
compelled to remind them tactfully of the drought in their
native land by having the chanteuses who entertained them
sing a few appropriate couplets.
The Adites' belated prayers were answered by a voice
from the heavens that proposed that they choose one of
three clouds that had appeared in the sky. They chose the
darkest one, reasoning that it contained the most rain.
What it rained down on their people, however, was de
struction.
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"when he was showered with admonitions, was persistent in God's cause and
proceeded in the right direction" (see: Hassan b. Sabit, Dlwan, p. 45).
The formula employed is Quranic and non-Quranic at the same time. In the
Quran Hud is called "a brother of the Adites". That was a usual formula to de
scribe a person's belonging to a tribe ("a tribe brother"). The toponym al
Ahqaf appears in the Quran, but the word "brother-Ah" is not connected with it.
The formula from Hassan's poem evokes the Quran without quoting it directly.
This is characteristic of the whole poem. lt confirms as it were the Quranic
concepts of prophets, yet in doing so it makes use of non-Quranic formulas
and phrases. lt refers to God as "One Who is above Heaven" or the "Holder
of the Throne", which is quite acceptable to other monotheistic faiths. When
al-Uzza is meant, Arabian local colours are used, but the goddess's name is
not given. Zachariah is referred to as "Yahya's father" and '!sa's name is not
explicit. Quranic concepts and names are deliberately given in terms and
idiom of other mythologies and cultures.
The Quran is validated as it were by external sources, Christian and pagan
ones. Considering this kind of context, the use of the "brother ai-Ahqaf for
mula can also be regarded as a copula linking the Quranic legend with pre
lslamic Arabian myth. Jt is plausible that this formula (or something like it)
existed in Arabia before Islam.
6 The main texts that contain legends about Adites are these: at-Tabari,
Ta 'rlh, 1 , pp. 231 -244; at-Tabari, Tafsir, vol. 8, pp. pp. 1 52- 1 57, vol. 1 0,
pp. 35-38; as-Sa'labi, Q/sas, pp. 35-38, 8 1 -84; Kltab at-tldjan, pp. 74-88;
Ahbar 'Abid, pp. 338-370.
7 Piotrovsky, Southern Arabia, pp. 1 40- 1 45.

Among the Adites who came to Mecca was a wise-man
by the name of Luqman. While his companions were pray
ing for their people, he appealed to God with a "personal"
request - to grant him immortality. Allah bestowed on him
great longevity equal to the lives of seven eagles in succes
sion. Luqman also appears in the Quran, but we shall dis
cuss him separately (see the chapter "Heroes and Wise
Men " ) .
The commentators are unanimous i n locating ai-Ahqaf
in Southern Arabia, reasoning that the Quran refers to the de
serts that abut on the eastern part of the Hadramawt valley.
The Southern Arabian origins of the Adites was taken for
granted in the Muslim literature and later adopted by orien
talists. But the location is hardly beyond dispute. The name
of the place - ai-Ahqaf - like many Arabian toponyms, de
scribes a natura l relief, sand dunes, and could apply to
numerous desert regions. The word 'Ad is not found in
the thousands of Southern Arabian inscriptions known to
us. lt is, however, familiar in pre-lslamic Northern Arabian
inscriptions, where it indicates the name of a lineage or
tribe. 8 lt is in Northern Arabia that Ptolemy locates, in the
second century, a tri be cal led with a name reminiscent
of 'Ad: Oaditae .9 The pre- lslamic poetry contains no re
ferences to the Southern Arabian origins of the Adites. They
appear instead in lists of peoples ravished by fate in various
places in the north and south of the peninsula. Some poetic
verses, however, link the Adites with Northern Arabian his
tory. lbn ai-Ziba'ra, of the _Fikhr tribe, says that the Adites,
together with the Jurhumites, lived in Mecca before the
Quraysh. 1 0 The pre-lslamic Christian poet Kabisa ibn Jabir
ties the "time of the Adites" to the Northern Arabian city of
Tayma 1 1 .
The Quran provides the strongest argument in favor of
a Northern Arabian historical basis for Arabian tales about
the Adites. lt contains much information and many stories
directly or indirectly connected with Yemen. We will dis
cuss them later. For now, we note that these stories differ
in structure and style from the tale of the Adites. Moreover,
the latter is in its style and concrete details very c lose
to Quranic tales about the Thamud and Madyanites, both
peoples of indisputably Northern Arabian origin. In early
suras 'Ad and Thamud are mentioned together as peoples
who shared a single fate. They are the neighbors of " t ram
of many columns". The structure of the sentence in the Qu
ran led commentators to consider tram a city or structure
of the Adites.
This is not sure proof, but the link between 'Ad and
tram is beyond doubt. Consequently, the commentators
locate t ram in Southern Arabia as well. They describe it
as a dead fairy-tale city in the desert, constructed entirely
of precious metals and jewels but invisible to the eye.
Only on rare occasions would it reveal itself to travelers
lost in the desert.
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lt has not been difficult, however, for modern researchers
to identify the lram of the Quran as the Roman-Nabatean
temple of the 2nd-3rd century in ar-Ramm ( tram) in the
Northern Hijaz; it goes by precisely that name in inscrip
tions and in the Arab tradition. 1 2 And it did, in fact, boast
many columns. Its ruins lay along important caravan routes
constantly traveled by the inhabitants of Mecca.
I suspect that we see in the tale of tram and the Adites in
the Quran legends that long ago drifted away from their his
torical roots and became widespread in Arabia; they reflect
the decline and fall of the large commercial and agricultural
centers of Nabatean culture in North-West Arabia in the
2nd-4th centuries. They perished, in particular, as a result
of the blows they suffered from Arabia's emboldened no
madic Bedouin. The Adites of the Quran are farmers who
have grown swollen with pride at their own prosperity. Allah
first punishes them with a drought. lt is also possible that
the story of the calamity that befell the Adites reflected
the memory of the natural disasters that are so frequent
in Northern Arabia - flood-induced mudslides and (in an
tiquity) earthquakes.
The tale of the Adites, which plays a not insignificant role
in the Quran's "prophetic" cycles, goes back to Arabian tra
ditions about the Arabians' own past. Even in the pre
lslamic period they underwent a certain amount of histori
cal and philosophical interpretation. They were used to
demonstrate the caducity of earthly prosperity and the om
nipotence of fate. lt is quite possible that their form and
edifying thrust were influenced by Jewish and Christian leg
ends of prophets and catastrophes; these were well-known
in Arabia, especially the group of legends about Noah and
Lot. For example, the reference to the wind that howled
over the Adites for seven nights and eight days (69:7) may
mirror the Biblical tale of the flood.

----
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And namely, from Safaitic inscriptions. See: Harding, Index, p. 408.
Incidentally, in the past few years, while studying the rock inscriptions of
Southern Arabia, I found, in Hadramawt, a few personal names consonant
with the 'Ad name, e.g., 'Adhumav (Arna 1 , A 1 7 - unpublished) . Several
names of this kind are also found in Central Arabian inscriptions (see: Robin,
Two Inscriptions, p. 1 70}.
9 Ptolemy, VI, 7 (p. 1 38). The section deals with 'happy Arabia", where Plol·
emy includes, by virtue of tradition, the whole of Central and part of Northern
Arabia. According to him, Oaditae lived in the north, at the feet of the moun·
tains. Scenitae lived north and Saraceni and Thamudeni south of them.
10 lbn Hisham, Sira, p. 38.
1 1 Hamasa, p. 34 1 . My interpretation of this verse is not infallible. The poet
says that as early as the '"Adite times his eo-tribesmen made attacks on
Taima'. The "Adite times" is a popular poetic cliche, meaning something like
"in days of yore". Yet the mention of Taima, the Arabia capital of the Baby
lonian King Nabonid (sixth century B.C.) is a rare phenomenon. For this rea
son I don't find coincidental the use in connection with it of an "Adite cliche"
rather than a "Thamudic one".
12 For the identification of the temple see: Hitti, History, p. 74, note 1 ; Piot
rovsky, Myth, p. 1 9. For a description of the temple and its plan see: Grohmann,
Arabien, pp. 67- 7 1 ; Schifman, Nabatean State, pp. 1 30, 1 3 1 .

nd to (the tribe of) Thamud (We sent)
their brother Salih", continues the sura
Hud after recounting the tales of Nuh and
the Adites (7 :73/7 1 ). The Thamud were
a thriving people who lived after the
Adites amid the gardens and springs,
fields and palms, "And tilled fields and
heavy-sheathed 'palm-trees'" ( 26: 1 48 ) . They built palaces
in the valleys and hewed homes for themselves out of the
cliffs ( 7 : 74/7 2 ) . One place where they lived was a l - H ijr,
a region and city in the Northern Hijaz. The Thamud strayed
from "guidance", "preferred blindness" (4 1 : 1 7/ 1 6) , swel
led with pride and forgot Allah.
Allah then made one of them, Salih, His messenger. He
began to warn his fellow countrymen that their prosperity
and very existence were gifts of Allah. They should, he said,
worship Allah alone, fearing his retribution and obeying in
all thing s the prophet He had chosen - Salih.
The Thamud nobility rejected these claims, replying that
before Salih they had worshipped the gods of their fore
fathers and were not about to turn away from them. They
claimed that he had been bewitched, that he was a "rash
liar" ( 54:25,26). Nonetheless, some of the people believed
Saii h. The Thamud split into two warring parties. The be
lievers were asked whether they truly believed that Salih
had been sent by the Lord. They replied to a somewhat dif
ferent question, saying that they believed in the message he
had been sent to deliver (7 :75/73). Salih, for his part, called
on them to stand firm against the unrighteous, saying that
a higher power inspired and forced him to act as he did.
Salih's enemies, and especially his nine main foes, made
secret preparations to attack him and his family. They read
his fortune using birds and announced that the augury did
not confirm the divinity of his mission ( 27 :47/48-50/5 1 ) .
They called on Salih to prove his prophetic status with
something concrete and they mocked the threatened retri
bution .
Allah then sent the Thamud a she-camel as a sign. Refe
rencing Allah, Salih asked the Thamud to care for it, allow
it to graze freely on "Allah's earth" ( 7 : 73/7 1 ) and share
their drinking water with it: " [ . . ] She hath the right to drink
( at the wel l ) , and ye have the right to drink, ( each ) on
an appointed day" (26: 1 55 ); "[ . . . ] the water is to be shared
between (her and) them. Every drinking will be witnessed"
(54 :28 ) . This was a direct challenge, and in response one
of the Thamud - or one of their allies; he is called sahib,
'friend', 54 : 29 - killed the she-camel, cutting the tendons
of its leg s.
.

Retribution in which they had refused to believe, which
they had mocked, followed in three days: "Bring upon us
that thou threatenest if thou art indeed of those sent (from
Allah)" ( 7 : 77 /75). At dawn "the earthquake seized them"
(7:78/76) , "the (awful) Cry", "one Shout" ( 1 1 :67/70; 54: 3 1 ) ,
a thunderbolt ( 4 1 : 1 3/ 1 2; 51 :44 ) , "so that morning found
them prostrate in their dwellings, As though they had not
dwelt there" ( 1 1 :67/70-68/7 1 ) . They rose no more ( 5 1 :45)
and became like the dry grass in enclosures for cattle
(54 : 3 1 ). All of the Thamud were destroyed. Only Salih and
those who believed him were spared. The prophet turned
away from those who perished and said: "0 my people!
I delivered my Lord's message unto you and gave you good
advice, but ye love not good advisers" ( 7: 79/77) . 1
AI} of the stories about the Thamud, whether brief or ex
tended, are variants of this narrative. They differ in length,
style and choice of incidents to recount. Of especial note
are the detailed stories that dwell at length on the disputes
between the Thamud nobility and Salih; their style and
phrasing are very close to the tales of Nuh, the Adites, Hud
and Shu'ayb (7:73/7 1 -79/77; 1 1 :6 1 /64-68/7 1 ) . Together,
they form a single group. On one occasion, a story about
Salih is combined only with a story about Lot ( 2 7 :45/
46- 53/54 ) . At · one point, a people clearly identical to
the Thamud is called "inhabitants of al- Hijr", although the
prophet is not named ( 1 5:80-84) . The commentators con
sider a part of the Thamud, or their remnants, to be the mys
terious "dwellers of ar-Rass", whom the Quran mentions in
the enumeration of peoples destroyed for not believing the
prophets that includes 'Ad and Thamud (25:38/40; 5 1 : 1 2) . 2
One notes the dense concision, akin to an incantation, in
the enumeration of the main incidents in the legend of the
Thamud in the sura The Sun ( ash-Shams, 9 : 1 1 - 1 5) :
(The tribe of) Thamud denied (the truth)
in their rebellious pride,
When the basest of them broke forth
And the messenger of Allah said: "lt is the she-camel
of Allah, so let her drink!"
But they denied him, and they hamstrung her,
so Allah doomed them for their sin and
rased (their dwellings).
He dreadeth not the sequel (of events) .
�
1 Stories about the Thamud in the Quran: 7:73/71 -79/77;
----

1 1 :6 1 /64-68/7 1 ;
1 5:80-84; 1 7 :59/6 1 ; 26: 1 4 1 - 1 59; 27:45/46-53/54; 4 1 : 1 3/ 1 2, 1 7/ 1 61 8/ 1 7; 5 1 :43-45; 54:23-3 1 ; 69:4-5; 85: 1 8; 89:9/8; 9 1 : 1 1 - 1 5.
2 Quran ( Krachkovsky), p. 583; Paret, Kommentar, p. 367.

One espies in variants of this legend a certain evolution
of the Quranic text, the careful refashioning of the original
account, transforming passing references to the demise of
a well-known people to the description of retribution sent
down by Allah. We encounter detailed stories about a pro
phet and the disdain for him that brought destruction on the
disobedient. The name of the prophet - Salih, a common
Muslim name today - hardly ever occurs in pre- lslamic po
etry and inscriptions. The word is the present active parti
ciple of the verb salaha; it means 'he who corrects' , 'correct',
'righteous' , 'pious'. To an even greater extent than the name
Hud, Salih could be merely a determinative for akh ( ' bro
ther') that came to be perceived as a proper name.
The tale of Salih contains fewer phrases that directly paral
lel the words of Muhammad than do the tales of Hud and
N u h . But the common motifs in their words remain the
same. Salih is another of Muhammad's "doubles". His teach
ing is the same: to worship Allah alone and to fear the Day
of Judgment. He says that he preaches not of his own vo
lition and that he strives for no reward. He is accused of pride,
mendacity ( like the other prophets, although the phrasing
is different) , and he is called ' bewitched' ( musahhar)
(26: 1 53 ) .
One detail stands out. The prophet's opponents stress
that his sermons have divided people into two groups. The
Thamud nobility tried to incline not only the prophet toward
reconciliation, but also - and separately - his supporters. It ap
pears that such details mi_rror the reality of the situation in
Mecca, as does the motif of the Thamud's plot against
Salih. This is found only in one variant of the story, where
the tale of the she-camel is lacking; it mentions a defender
of the prophet, a certai n wall. We remind readers that
Muhammad was able to stand up to his opponents with
some degree of confidence, as he had a defender at the
head of the Hashim lineage, Abu Talib.
In the city there lived nine people who spread dishonor
on earth rather than good. "They said: Swear one to another
by Allah that we verily will attack him and his household
by night, and afterward we will surely say unto his friend:
We witnessed not the destruction of his household. And lo!
we are truthtellers" (27 :48/49-49/50) . According to this
version of the story, it was for these villainous intentions
that Allah caused the Thamud to perish. Traditional Muslim
accounts tell us of the Meccan plot to kill Muhammad .
Tradition dates the plot to the days before the hijra and
makes lblis one of the plotters.3 Muhammad avoided death
with the help of a cunning ruse; his cousin 'Aii slept in his
place.
The entire story is rather literary and may not be the sim
ple record of an event, but rather a narrative that absorbed
several events. lt is quite possible that the Meccans had
hatched other plans to do away with Muhammad once and
for all.

It seems to me that these Quranic ayats appeared be
cause Muhammad learned of a plot or suspected that one
was possible. With Allah's words he indirectly exposed the
plotters, warning them that he knew of their scheme. This
may have stopped them. We note that this was the precise
tactic chosen later by one of the Arabian "false prophets"
who were Muhammad's rivals, the Yemeni al-Aswad. When
he learned of a plot against him, he revealed the names
of the plotters while in a trance state, claiming that the know
ledge came from god.4 We also note that the enemies
swear by Allah. We have already indicated several in 
stances where the prophet's enemies reject not Allah, but
their countryman's claim to be Allah's messenger and his
assertion that He is the only divinity. This makes sense for
Mecca, where a cu lt of Allah existed. But Allah was also
a Thamud divinity. 5 The story, then, combines both Meccan
and non-Meccan elements.
The tale that was brought into line with the circum
stances of Meccan life apparently was preceded by the
story of the Thamud's ruin, which was used as an edifying
example. It performs this function in the early suras, as it
does in the poetry. The poets mention the Thamud less fre
quently than the Adites, but they are sometimes mentioned
together as examples of unexpected disaster at the hands
of fate. 6 Zuhair ibn Abi Sulma even speaks of a "red
headed" Thamud, the same "il l -starred" individual who
slew the she-camel. 7
---
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3 lbn Hisham, Slra, pp. 33 1 , 332.
4 Piotrovsky, Southern Arabia, p. 1 1 1 .
5 From inscriptions of the second/third-century

Thamud temple in ar
Rawwafa:
"This is a temple built by Thamud's society, its first communities, to be
erected with their own hands for eternal worship in it" (CJS, 11, 364 1 , line. 4 ) ;
This i s a house built b y Sha'udat, son o f Magidu from Robatu, priest o f Allah,
dedicated to Allah, god of the Thamud, under the patronage of our master,
the governor" (CIS, 11, 3642a). See: Schifman, Inscription from Raua{{a.
6 For example, the poetess al-Hansa' (al-Hansa', Diwan, p. 63), the wise
and prudent Labid (Labid, Diwan, p. 25), the warrior Mutammim b. Nuvaira
(Mutammim, Dlwan, p. 83), an unknown poet from the Kinda tribe
(ai-Buhturi, Hamasa, p. 82). See: Horovitz, Untersuchungen, pp. 1 03- 1 06.
7 Zuhair, Diwan, p. 20. In mu 'allaka, the most famous poem by this poet,
a red-haired (ahmar, i.e. red) Adite is mentioned. The commentators, how
ever, unanimously claim that the 'Ad name of the people is included merely
to observe the meter, while the sense of the line requires the use of "Tha
mudi", for the red-haired Thamudian who killed the celebrated she-camel is
meant. Although the truth of this qualification cannot be accepted unequivo
cally, no other interpretation of this poem is available, for neither the present
writer, nor the commentators know any red-haired (red) Adite. Anyway,
the commentary itself points out that there existed a legend other than the
Quranic one, which contained some details about the man who killed that
camel. lt was perhaps this version of the legend that was reflected in the
poem by Umayya b. Abi-s-Salt narrating about the perishing ofthe Thamudi
who killed the she-camel. Yet it contains no mention of Salih or any other
prophet. The punishment befell the people when the woeful cry of the or
phaned baby camel reached the skies. At the same time, the name of the
.
killer is given: it is also the red-haired one. A diminutive form of his nickname
is used - Ukhaimar. See: Umayya, Diwan, pp. 2 1 5-2 1 7.

Quran, sura 54. Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, E 20, fol. 74 6

The "fatalistic" interpretation of the legends of the Tha
mud and the Adites already existed in Muhammad's time.
He replaced fate with Allah, using a ll of the main motifs
of the legend. I have nothing to add from the works of the
commentators, seeking there elements of a pre-lslamic tale
that failed to make their way into the Quran, as was the case
earlier with the Adites. Here the commentaries offer scant
material. One clarification, however, is important: the she
camel of Allah was a milk camel.8 This underscores the mag-

Mahlab an-Naka, an ancient well in al-Ula oasis

nitude of the Thamud's crime and renders the associated
motifs more concrete.
The Thamud killed the she-camel because they did not
want to share their water with it. They . slaughtered an ani
mal that gave milk, thus violating the most important
taboos and customs of a livestock-breeding society. To a no
madic camel-breeder, this was a shocking crime, all the more
so if the she-camel belonged to Allah and was consecrated
to divinity. The ritual of consecrating animals was extre
mely common in Arabia. The tale that explains the destruc
tion of the Thamud with reference to their killing the she
camel should be ascribed to a Bedouin environment. The
she-camel can be seen as a symbol of relations between
the settled Thamud and the nomadic cattle-breeders. lt is
a symbolic Bedouin legend that justifies the demise of the
Thamud. We know that in the 2nd-5th centuries, the period
of " Bedouinization", the nomads played a not insignificant

role i n the d e c l i n e of the settled centers of n orthe rn
Hadramawt, then a part of the Nabatean cultural orbit. The
Bedouins crushed the Thamud; they were, in fact, a part
of the destructive force that annihilates them in the "histori
cal" narrative.
Unlike the legend of the Adites, there is no reason to
wonder who the Thamud were. The Thamud are a well
known Arabian tribal confederation, a people mentioned in
Assyrian inscriptions and ancient sources. By the 7th-6th
centuries B.C. the Thamud controlled large commercial
centers in Northern Arabia. In the first centl,lries A.D. they
continued to be an i mportant political and commercial
confederation known by the specialized term sharikat
("society, partnership"). In the Roman temple at ar-Rawwafa,
in the Northern Hijaz, there is an inscription in Nabatean
and Greek; it marks the restoration of peace, with Roman
help, between various factions of the Thamud. 9
The Thamud lived in the Syrian and Palestinian sphere
of cultural influence in the last centuries before Christ and
the first centuries of the new era, all in a general frame
work of Nabatean cultural influence. Many of the artifacts of
Northern Hijaz that are traditionally dubbed Nabatean
belonged to them.
In particular, the Quranic al-Hijr, where the Thamud lived,
corresponds to the Northern H ijaz city of Hegra, at the cen
ter of the southern, Arabian, part of the Nabatean sphere of
influence. Local legend faithfully preserved a record of this,
calling the place Mada'in Salih - cities of [the prophet]
Salih.
The Quran provides an accurate description of what the
Thamud left behind. They dotted Northern H ijaz with sepul
chers hewn from the cliffs. The entrances are constructed
like the fa<;ades of homes and temples. These are the Qu
ran's buyut, 'homes' that the Thamud carved into the cliffs.
In the valleys between the . cliffs (as one sees clearly in Na
batean Petra) constructed the actual buildings the Quran
calls qusur, 'palaces', 'castles' (7:74/72). The ancient struc
tures of the Thamud and other peoples of Northern Arabia
impress travelers to this day. One can only imagine the
effect they produced in antiquity. The Meccans and Yath-
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8 At-Tabari, Ta{slr, vol. 8, p. 1 58.
9 Ephal, Ancient Arabs, pp. 1 05- 1 07; Bowersock, Roman Arabia, pp. 96-98;
Branden, Thamoud; Schifman, Inscription from Ravaf{a.
In his research on the mythology of pre-lslamic Arabia, Ya. Stetkevych suc
ceeded in giving a deep insight into the mythological perceptions and ethnic
stereotypes, which create a context to the Quranic myth of Thamud and
Salah, by reconstructing a number of deeper-lying conflicts and predictions,
which might have indirectly lnfluenced the Quranic story. See: Stetkevych,
Muhammad and the Golden Bough.

Nabatean tombs in Mada'in Salih, Northern Arabia

As was the case with the Adites, the Quranic legend
of the Thamud may have echoed a natural disaster or cala
mity, most likely an earthquake. The main elements of the
"retribution" are lightning and cries. Missing is the wind that
was so central to the Adites' doom.
One can also presume the influence of Biblical legends,
and especially the legend of Lot, in the tales of the
Thamud. Lot appears often in the Quran immediately after
the tale of Salih and the Thamud. The ruined cities of Lot's
people seem to Muhammad and his fellow countrymen to
be nearby. The description of the calamity that befell the
Thamud may contain motifs from the tale of Sodom and
Gomorrah, as the following detail indicates. In some ver
sions of the Quranic account of the Thamud and Adites,
where the names Salih and Hud have not yet appeared we
find that people failed to obey certain "sent" individuals mursalln. This term is not qu ite the same thing as the
more familiar "messenger" - rasul. It is more appropriate
to the angelic envoys who figure somewhat later in the story
of Lut (Lot) (for example, 1 5:6 1 ) . They brought destruc
tion upon the impious (see 1 5:80; 26: 1 4 1 ; 26: 1 05, 1 23,
1 76).
A real calamity, a symbolic interpretation of the hosti
lity between nomads and the settled population, and the
influence of literary models come together in the Arabian
legend refashioned in the Quran and used by Muhammad
to preach his own message.

ribites knew them well; the main trade routes to Syria and
Egypt passed by them.
The Thamud confederate perished after the Nabatean
kingdom. At first it existed under the aegis of the Romans,
who gathered up the Nabatean legacy after conquering the
kingdom in 1 06 A. D. The Thamud were gradually forced out
and subjugated by the waves of nomads pouring out of the
desert. By the 6th- 7th centuries, virtually no large cities,
fields or gardens remained in the regions where the Tha
mud and Nabateans had dwelt. Only the remnants of their
temples, reminiscent of "many-columned lram", rose to the
sky, while the entrances to the their sepulchers gaped from
the cliffs.
To the victorious Bedouin and their poets, they remained
only as a reminder that all might passes, comprising one
element in the artistic expression of pessimistic fatalism,
a mood that had grown widespread in pre- lslamic Arabia.
In turn, it colored the ideas of the new religion that was then
emerging. Islam, for its part, replaced fatum with Allah and
proclaimed something akin to "optimistic fatalism".

Rock fragment with Thamud inscriptions a�d pictures.
3rd century, ai-Milihia, Northern Arabia

he tale of Lut, the Biblical Lot, often fol
lows the story of Salih in the Quran.
Together with lbrahim (Abraham), Lut
came "to the land which We have
blessed for (all) peoples" ( 2 1 : 7 1 ) . He
settled in the city, but its inhabitants
were sinful and debauched. Lut was a
righteous man; more than that, he was a messenger of
Allah. He began to admonish his fellow men, berating them
for their lasciviousness. "Will ye commit abomination such
as no creature ever did before you? Lo! ye come with lust
unto men instead of women. Nay, but ye are wanton folk"
(7 :80/78-8 1 /79) .
H e called on them to believe i n Allah, fear the Day of
Judgment, and recognize him as a prophet. The inhabitants
of the city threatened to expel him if he would not cease his
admonitions: "Turn them out of your township. They are
folk, forsooth, who keep pure" (7:82/80 ).
Allah decided to punish the unbelievers b y destroying
the inhabitants of the city. The task was entrusted to the an
gels, who stopped on their way to the city of Lut to visit the
pious lbrahim. They conveyed to him the joyous news that
a son would be born to him. They then told him of the task
they had been given. Tile kind-hearted l brahim begged
them to have mercy on the sinners, or at least save the
righteous men of the city - Lut and his family.
The messenger angels came to the city and stayed with
Lut. The city-dwellers tried to attack them and demanded
that Lut turn over his guests. But he defended them, pre
pared even to sacrifice the honor of his own daughters:
"0 my people! Here are my daughters! They are purer for
you. Beware of Allah, and degrade me not in (the person of)
my guests. Is there not among you any upright man? They
said: Well thou knowest that we have no right to thy daugh
ters, and well thou knowest what we want" ( 1 1 : 7 8/
80-79-81 ). The angels comforted the despairing Lut, ex
plaining that they did not fear the assailants and ordering
him to flee the city with his family. Only Lut's wife re
mained, or was left there. The story makes special mention
that she, like Nuh's wife, betrayed her husband, the pro
phet, and for this was doomed to torment in the fires of hell
(66: 1 0).
Lut left the city with his family a t night; by morning's
light, a terrible "fatal rain" fell on the city. A whirlwind of
rocks raged and a "tremor" descended from the heavens.
"We overthrew (that township) and rained upon it stones
of clay, one after another,

Marked with fire in the providence of thy Lord (for the
destruction of the wicked)" ( 1 1 :82-83/84).
The city had been overturned.
What had been "overturned" [53:53/54] was a sign and
an admonition for people. People knew and saw the place
where the city had stood. Despite this evidence before their
eyes, they still forgot about the omnipotence· and severity of
Allah (9:70/7 1 ) . 1
Things simply "overturned" are mentioned in very brief
phrases in the early suras without reference to settlements,
a settlement, or the name of a prophet. More detailed sto
ries are attached to two cycles - a continuation of the cycle
about lbrahim, and an element in a series of stories about
prophets and catastrophes. We see a progression from in
distinct reminiscences of a ruined city and divine retribution
through the plot of the cycle of lbrahim to the familiar tale of
the prophet and his disobedient people.
The story of Lut has fewer direct and obvious parallels
with Muhammad than the other tales of prophets. In fact,
many of the concrete details stem directly from the corre
sponding Biblical tale (Genesis 1 8 ; 1 8 : 1 7-33; 1 9). Only in
one of the Quranic versions does Lut not simply berate the
inhabitants of his city for their licentiousness, but preach
the message of Muhammad, Nuh, Salih: fear of Allah, His
singularity, His prophethood. But even in this single in
stance, the " I slamic" q uestions are only raised briefly.
There are no dialogues in the spirit of Muhammad in the
tale of Lut.
But the story has other elements that should be classi
fied as part of the legend's "Muhammadan" layer. Virtually
every extended version of the tale of Lut touches on the
city-dwellers' intention of expelling him for bothersome ser
mons. Lut's salvation, and the city's demise, appear in this
connection to be an extreme version of this expulsion, con
ceived by Allah. Lut departs, but the city perishes. The
prophet's punishment becomes retribution against his ene
mies. The motif of expulsion from one's native city appears
in the Quran in connection with Muhammad as well.

----
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Stories about Lut in the Quran: 6:86; 7:80/78-84/82; 9:70/7 1 ;
1 1 :69/72-82/84; 1 5:57-77; 2 1 :7 1 , 74-75; 22:43; 25:40/42; 26: 1 60- 1 75;
27:54/55-58/59; 29:26/25, 28/27-35/34; 37: 1 33 - 1 38; 38: 1 3/ 1 2; 50: 1 3;
5 1 :3 1 -37; 53:53/54-54/55; 54:33-39; 66: 1 0; 69:9. I.Yu. Krachkovsky
translated al·mu 'taflk in 53:53/54 as 'the overturned', i.e. in the plural. This is
possible. The singular, however, seems to be more likely because in the
other two instances it is the form of the singular that is used:
al·mu 'taflkat (9:70/7 1 ; 69:9). What usually figures in lengthy stories is one
city (settlement).

In Allah's words he accuses his kinsfolk of hoping to ex
pel him: "those who disbelieve drove him forth" (9:40 ) ;
" . . . thy township (0 Muhammad) which hath cast thee out"
(47: 1 3/ 1 4; see also 8:30; 1 7: 76/78; 60: 1 ) . Both in the
case of Muhammad and that of Lut, this motif would seem
to provide the psychological motivation for leaving one's
native city.
To leave one's city and tribe was an act hostile to one's
kinsfolk . In a patriarchal, clan society, this occurred only
in the rarest and most extreme situations. lt represented
a challenge to tradition and the moorings of traditional so
ciety. Muhammad, as we know, committed such an act.
The departure must have had sufficient motivation, both for
Muhammad and for his fellow countrymen.
The Quran gives the prophet grounds for both internal
and external justification . This end was served by the accu
sations Muhammad's countrymen leveled against him and
the attempts of his double's, Lut's, countrymen to drive
out the prophet. In this regard, the numerous, emotional
repetitions of the incident where Lut's neighbors attack his
hom e gain a new significance, providing an indirect com
parison between the Meccans and Lut's sinful and vile
neighbors.
The image of a ruined city, or cities, is used several times
in the Quran as a direct reminder to Muhammad's listeners.
The sura The Criterion (25:40/42) tells of how generations
passed by Lut's ruined city ("the township whereon was
rained the fatal rain") but did not realize that this was a sign
from the Lord: " . . . they have not seen it".
This is immediately followed by reference to the fact that
they "see" Muhammad but do not want to believe that Allah
would chose him, an ordinary man, to be His messenger
(25:4 1 /43) . 2
In another passage (37: 1 37- 1 38), a brief reference to
Lut leads to: "And lo! ye verily pass by (the ruin of) them
in the morning And at night-time; have ye then no sense?"
Muhammad uses the vestiges of Lut's cities as a vivid
example that his listeners knew well.
The same ayats suggest that to Muhammad and the
Meccans these ruins seemed to be located somewhere in
Arabia, in the same Northern Hijaz where one saw the re
mains of Nabatean and Thamud structures. This, like the
brevity of the references to things "overturned" in the early
ayats as something well-known and familiar, shows that in
the Arabia of Muhammad's time there existed a legend, or
at least some dim knowledge, of Sodom and Gomorrah.
The detailed nature of the Quranic tales of Lut and their
preservation of numerous Biblical motifs indicate that Je
wish and Christian accounts played a significant role in their
composition. The common noun that designates the ruined
city/cities - 'overturned'; al-mu 'ta{lkat - is an Arabic rendi
tion of the ancient Hebrew term for the cities of Lut.3 It is
entirely clear that Jewish Biblical legends on this topic were
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known in pre-lslamic Arabia and later arabized, as was the
case with the legend of Noah.
Many details of the Biblical story were added to the Qu
ran, it seems; directly from post-Biblical Jewish and Chris
tian sources, complementing the Arabized legend. The clear
reference to the fact that Lut's wife was doomed to perish
is confirmed by Haggadic legends. According to them, she
was as depraved and malicious as the rest of the city's in
habitants. When the angels came to Lut, she ran to the neigh
bars for salt so that they might know that Lut was entertain
ing guests. lt was for this that she was turned into a pillar
of salt.4
The Quranic tale excels at conveying both the details
and mood of the Biblical legend. They influenced the ad
joining, Arabian legends of the prophetic cycle, increasing
by their proximity Lut's stature. A secondary character in
the Bible, in the Quran Lut stood on a par with Noah and
Abraham as a prophet and messenger of Allah.
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2 In this instance, as well as in many others, I can believe the neighbour
hood of these ·ayats to be coincidental. lt is determined by the allusions ex
perienced by Muhammad or the narrators and compilers of th e text of
Quran.
3 For example, Deuteronomy 29:22 (23 - in the Russian translation) mah
peha, lit. "the annihilated", "the vanquished". Cf. Speyer, p. 1 56; Grunbaum,
/'leue Beltrage, p. 1 34.
4 Grunbaum, Neue Beitrage, pp. 1 33, 1 34.
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nd unto Midian (We sent) their brother,
Shu' ay b " . The Madyan were an Ara
bian people that the Quran also calls
ashab al-ayka - 'grove (or forest)
owner'; 'grove (or forest) Dwellers ' .
They failed to heed the prophet Shu'ayb,
as other peoples before them failed
to heed their prophets.
Shu'ayb told the Madyan that he was the messenger
of Allah, whom people should worship as the only divinity.
Shu'ayb claimed that he needed no reward and warned
of coming retribution. He called on people to be just and ho
norable, to obey strict rules in commercial affairs at home
and during their caravan journeys. "Give full measure and
full weight and wrong not mankind in their goods"
( 7:85/83 ) ; "wrong not people in respect of their goods.
And do not evil in the earth, causing corruption" ( 1 1 :84/
85-85/86); "Give full measure, and be not of those who
give less (than the due) . And weigh with the true balance.
Wrong not mankind in their goods, and do not evil, making
mischief, in the earth" ( 26: 1 8 1 - 1 83 ) .
His fellow countrymen considered him a charmed sim
pleton and an untrustworthy liar. They accused Shu'ayb of
calling on them to forsak� the faith of their forefathers and
the customs of their people. He was rebuked for enjoining
them that "we (should leave off) doing what we will with our
own property" ( 1 1 :87/89 ) . The meaning of this phrase is
not entirely clear, but it appears to touch on certain eco
nomic questions. Perhaps it was an appeal not to loan out
property for interest. We know that Muhammad harshly
condemned this practice.
The Madyan threatened Shu'ayb and all who, together
with him, believed in Allah, with expulsion from the settle
ment if they did not return to their earlier faith. They chided
Shu'ayb for teaching such things when he was a "self
restrained", "straight-leading" (i.e., rather righteous) man.
He was told that he presented no danger to his people's
noblemen, for he was "weak" and of no value to them. They
promised to stone him if he should fail to defend his kin
(or family) rakht.
Shu'ayb replied that even if he should so desire, he could
not ignore the message he delivered, for that would be a be
trayal of Allah. He explained that his strength came not
from his kinsfolk, but from Allah. Shu'ayb called on the
Madyan to refrain from attacking him and his supporters,
asking them to wait. Allah would decide which of them was
in the right and which in the wrong. He further explained
that he did not refute all that was in existence; he merely
-

strove to set it right, combating distortions of Allah's
precepts. He called on people to come to their senses and
follow him.
But the noblemen continued to reject Shu'ayb and
sought to convince his supporters that to follow Shu'ayb
was of no use. Laughing, they asked him to bring down
the threatened retribution: "Then make fragments of the
heaven fall upon us, if thou art of the truthful" (26: 1 87 ) .
Shu'ayb asked his Lord to arbitrate, and retribution soon
befell the unbelievers: "So the earthquake seized them",
"the cry" ( 7 : 9 1 /8 9 ; 1 1 :94/9 7 ) . The " commandment"
of Allah came to pass ( 1 1 :94/97 ) . The heavens fell on
them on the "day of gloom;" "it was the retribution of an
awful day" (26: 1 89 ) . "And morning found them prostrate
in their dwellings, As though they had not dwelt there"
( 1 1 :94/97 -95/98 ) . They suffered the fate of the Thamud,
and like the dwellings of Lut, their dwellings could be seen
from the roa d , a n admonition and reminder unto a l l
( 1 5:75-77).
Shu'ayb and the believers were saved. Gazing upon the
calamity that had befallen his people, Shu'ayb said, "how
can I sorrow for a people that rejected (truth)?" (7:93/9 1 ) . 1
In the majority of cases, the tale of Shu 'ayb is part of
a cycle of stories about the ancient prophets. They are united
by common plot lines, ideas, details, phrases, and direct
references to the past in Shu'ayb's utterances. He warns his
people directly that they may suffer the same fate as the
kinsmen of Nuh, Hud, Salih and Lut. Another group of ver
sions usually calls the Madyan the "owner of the grove".
These versions consist of short references in enumerations
of perished peoples. References to the well- known fate
of an ancient people gradually expand, explaining their de
mise as the will of Allah and finally turning into an extended
tale of the why and wherefore of the Madyan's fate.
The tale of Shu'ayb names a well-known Northern
Arabian people. It does not, however, contain concrete ref
erences and details that would allow us to link it to actual
historical events or some pre-lslamic legend about the Ma
dyan. Nearly all of the details and motifs in the story fit into
the upper, "Muhammadan" layer, presenting parallels with
the words and deeds of the Meccan prophet.
Calls for the accurate observation of weights and meas
ures in commerce are a recurring theme in Muhammad's
sermons: "Give full measure and full weight, in justice"
( 7 : 1 52/ 1 53 ) .
----
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Fo� Shu'ayb in the Quran see: 7:85/83-93/9 1 ; 1 1 :84/85-95/98; 1 5:7879; 26: 1 76- 1 9 1 ; 29:36/35-37/36; 38: 1 3 / 1 2 ; 50: 1 4/ 1 3.

This concrete image of honesty in commerce is in its
meaning, terms and connotations linked to the idea of the
Day of Judgment, when the sins and virtues of all people will
be justly and accurately weighted. It is also the source of the
tie to 'adl ('divine justice'), which even in Quranic times had
become one of the bases of an Islamic world-view.
Ruminations on weights and measures are accompanied
by an unclear warning of the ruin of developed lands, an ap
parent reference to some sort of injustice in the community
( 7 :85/83 ) . In discussing the story of Lut, I have already
treated the motif of expulsion in Muhammad's complaints
in the Quran, which served as a certain justification for the
hijra. This motif is prominent in the story of Shu'ayb, yet
another "double".
The Meccans' struggle against Muhammad seems to be
reflected in ayats 1 1 :9 1 /93-92/94, which speak of how
Shu'ayb was defended by his kinsfolk (family) and thus
could not be stoned, though he may have deserved it. We
know that Muhammad's followers were attacked and
chased away by stone-throwers. He was saved from per
secution by the intercession of the lineage of Hashim and
its leade r, Abu Tal i b . It was the death of Abu Tal i b and
a weakening of support from the clan that compelled Mu
hammad to seek allies outside of Mecca, difficult though it
was for him to break the ties of tradition. Shu'ayb's reply is
entirely in the spirit of Muhammad's words and mood on
the eve of the hljra: "Is my family more to be honoured by
you than Allah? and ye put Him behind you, neglected! "
( 1 1 :92/94)
The motif of "correcting", rather than rejecting, tradition
is another parallel with Muhammad's message. Muhammad
claimed that the sharp rejection of idolatry and polytheism
was not a novelty, but a return to the original, long forgot
ten, monotheism of Abraham - I brahim the forefather.
Muhammad appears as the one who corrects that which the
Jews, Christians and pagans had distorted.
Certain phrases in Shu'ayb's sermons may have been
directed at believers he wished to reassure and prevent
from betraying their new faith (7:86/84-87/85).2 This also
parallels words uttered in Mecca.
Finally, the tale of Shu'ayb contains a motif common to
all the tales of prophets - the prophet is rebuked for being a
mere man and, moreover, a liar and a lunatic ('bewitched'
in the Quran - musahhar) . The reply is standard as well,
and similar to many of Muhammad's answers: "And, 0 my
people! �et according to your power, Io! I (too) am acting.
Ye will soon know on whom there cometh a doom that will
abase him, and who it is that lieth. And watch! Lo! I am a
watcher with you" ( 1 1 :93/95-96).
Shu'ayb's monologues contain a word that reveals the
instructive and fascinating evolution of a Quranic concept.
Muhammad's greatest victory was the conquest of Mecca,
which he had been forced to flee. This event is reflected in
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the revelation that begins the sura al-Fath ( The Victory, 48):
"Lo! We have given thee (0 Muhammad) a signal victory"
( inna {atahna lak {a than mubinan, 48: 1 ) . Since this
victory was associated with war and occupying territory,
the term {ath in this and other ayats came to mean for
the Arabs primarily military victory and conquest. But in the
Quran, the word {ath both in sura 48 and in other suras has a different meaning: "the definitive resolution of a dis
pute" . We find evidence of this in Quranic contexts, diction
aries and the use of the word in ancient Southern Arabian
inscriptions, where it means · a 'legal verdict' .3 It is in this
meaning, which is in the Quran the word's primary defini
tion, that the root {th is used (in the verb form {ataha) in the
tale of Shu;ayb. It expresses a motif common to the stories
of prophets - judgment, God's verdict on the prophet and
-
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3 Sabalc Dictionary, p. 47.
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his people. "Our Lord! Decide with truth between us and
our folk, for Thou art the best of those who make decision"
( 7 :89/8 7 ) . This provides yet further confirmation that
the {ath (victory in Mecca) was for Muhammad above all
a favorable decision by Allah, in some ways paralleling the
punishment of the unbelievers in the tales of the prophets.
Here retribution is visited on the Meccans. lt is less severe
than what befell, for example, the Madyan, for Muhammad
never rejected his kinsfolk.
Madyan (Midyan) is an area in North-West Arabia on
the coast to the south of the Sinai Peninsula. The Madyan
and their settlements appear frequently in the Old Testa
ment and in the works of ancient geographers.4 In the Old
Testament story of Moses, the prophet flees from Egypt
to Madyan -Midyan, where he encounters the daughter
of the local priest Jthra and marries her (Genesis 2: 1 5-25) .
The Quran also mentions Musa-Moses' visit to Madyan.
For this reason, commentators beginning in the me
dieval period identified Shu'ayb with lofor. There are, how
ever, no real grounds for doing so; they are entirely different
people. The Quranic tale of Shu'ayb contains no motifs that
would link his story to that of Musa. The fact of the matter is
that one and the same part of Arabia figures in two stories
of absolutely dissimilar origins.
Scholars have attempted to explain the name Shu'ayb as
a distortion of the second half of the Biblical toponym Be' er
Sheba, where be 'er is the well where Moses ( according
to the Bible) met the daug �ter of lofor.5
_
Here we see a typical example of the thinly stretched
conjecture that is required if one attempts to link all Quranic
narratives and motifs directly to Biblical and post-Biblical
texts. Shu'ayb, in fact, is a diminutive form commonly en
countered in Arab onomastics. There are many names of
this form in Arabic; Zubayr is one of the best-known. In an
cient Arabian (Safaitic) inscriptions in Northern Arabia we
encounter the name in its original form: Sh'b - Sha'ib. 6
This name, like the names of other Arabian prophets,
may have appeared in the well-known narrative of an
anonymous prophet as an additional epithet. One of the
meanings of the root sh 'b is 'to join', 'to fasten ', 'to cor
rect'. This is reminiscent of another prophet's name Salih ('he who puts right') - and calls to mind the islah
( ' correction, reform ' ) announced as one of the a i m s
of Shu'ayb's preaching ( 1 1 :88/90 ) . 7 These reflections
demonstrate that among the Arabs the name had some
significance and that it most likely appeared in that envi-
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4 Ephal, Ancient Arabs, p. 6 1 .
5 Speyer, p. 253.
6 Harding, Index, p. 349.
7 Llsan, vol. 1 , p. 479. lt is precisely the term /s/ah that is used in the expla
nation of one of the meanings of the root sh 'b.

ronment before the Quran, or perhaps in the course of the
Quran's creation.
In the Quran, the Madyan are called by another name:
ashab al-ayka, 'owners of the grove', 'grove-dwellers'. lt
may, of course, be linked to the numerous references to
groves, forests and trees in the Bible and in post- Biblical
texts, such as the tamarisks that Abraham planted around
Be' er-Sheba (Genesis 2 1 :33). But there would be nothing
unusual about calling the Madyan "grove-dwellers" in the
H ijaz. G roves of small, semi- desert trees were typical
features of the landscape in Northern H ijaz in antiquity.
(Man has since destroyed virtually all of these trees.) We re
call the text of the Biblical prophet Isaiah, which speaks
of the Arabian forest near Dedan in Northern Hijaz: "In the
forest in Arabia shall ye lodge, 0 ye travelling companies
of Dedanim" (Isaiah, 2 1 : 1 3) .
But here end the references to Arabian reality i n the Qu
ranic tale. lt contains no direct traces of an Arabian tale re
worked in the Quran, nor does it betray clearly discernible
remnants of a non-Arabian narrative. All of its details dis
play intimate parallels to the words and deeds of Muham
mad and were created together with the Quran.
The point of departure was apparently not a legend, but
some distant memory of the Madyan's doom, the passing
of the "grove-dwellers". As in other cases, it may have been
linked to the destruction of settled Nabatean culture. lt may
also echo more distant events, perhaps even the famed
Northern Arabian campaigns of the Baby Ionian ruler Nabo
nid in the 6th century B.C.
The Quran contains another brief tale about the resi
dents of a certain town who were punished for their unwill
ingness to believe at once three messengers of Allah
(36 : 1 3/ 1 2-29/28). Their names do not appear. Allah com
manded Muhammad to cite the story as an example to
those who did not wish to heed the righteous appeals (of
Muhammad).
Allah sent two messengers to a village (or town). Their
calls went unheeded, and a third messenger set out to help
them. The town's inhabitants, seeing before them ordinary
men, could not believe that they had been sent by God.
They sought information through divination on birds,
deemed their appearance an ill omen and threatened to
stone them.
Only one man who lived on the edge of town believed
them and began to convince his fellow countrymen to listen
to these men who asked for no reward. He said that he him
self had believed and called on others to follow his example.
But it was all in vain. Allah then destroyed the town with
a "cry", while the pious man was told: "Enter Paradise!"
This story is structured like the other tales of prophets a message, a refusal to believe, complete destruction as
punishment. lt also displays the characteristic· details that
occur in the majority of disputes between the prophets and
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the unbelievers (including those between Muhammad and
the Meccans ) : an unwillingness to believe a mere man,
a threat to stone him, divination with birds (as in the tale
of Salih) . The tale of Musa also mentions a man who lives
on the edge of town. There he warns the future prophet of
a threat to his life.
The standa rd Quranic tale nonetheless has details (pri
marily the three messengers) that suggest that a legend
based on the Acts of the Apostles was given Quranic form. 8
Thus, the Quran transforms Old Testament, New Testa
ment and purely Arabian material into analogous and edify
ing threat narratives.
The essence of the Quranic moral and philosophy of his
tory is especially evident in the passage that in the sura
The Elevated Places ( al-A'raf) closes a series of narratives
about Nuh, Hud, Salih, Lut and Shu'ayb (7:94/92- 1 0 1 /99):
"And We sent no prophet unto any township but We did
afflict its folk with tribulation and adversity that haply they
might grow hum ble.
Then changed We the evil plight for good till they grew
affluent and said: Tribulation and distress did touch our fa
the rs. Then We seized them unawares, when they per
ceived not.
And if the people of the townships had believed and kept
from evil, surely We should have opened for them blessings
from the sky and from the earth. But (unto every messen-
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ger) they gave the lie, and so We seized them on account
of what they used to earn.
Are the people of the townships then secure from the
coming of Our wrath upon them as a night-raid while they
sleep?
Or are the people of the townships then secure from the
coming of Our wrath upon them in the daytime while they
play?
Are they then secure from A l l a h ' s scheme? None
deemeth himself secure from Allah's ·scheme save folk that
perish.
Is it not an indication to those who inherit the land after
its people (who thus reaped the consequence of evil-doing)
that, if We will, We can smite them for their sins and print
upon their hearts so that they hear not?
Such were the townships. We relate some tidings of them
unto thee (Muhammad ) . Their messengers verily came
unto them with clear proofs (of Allah's Sovereignty) , but
they could not believe because they had before denied.
Thus doth Allah print upon the hearts of disbelievers (that
they hear not)".
This warning is addressed to the Meccans, the latest
group of arrogant men to turn up their noses at the messen
ger of Allah. They are threatened with retribution, but the
threat closes with a phrase that is important for an· under
standing of the Quran's general world-view: even their lack
of belief and disobedience does not reflect man's freedom
of will, but rather the decision and will of Allah. He "printed
upon the hearts of disbelievers" so that they would not hear
the words of the prophet.

brahim, the Biblical Abraham, is one of
the main figures in the Quran. He ap
pears more frequently than anyone else,
with the possible exception of Musa
Moses. l brahim is called a prophet, a
Muslim, a hani{, and a "friend of Allah";
he is seen as having received scriptures
from above, the "scrolls of l brahim" ( suhu{lbrahim).
As a boy, lbrahim lived among an idolatrous people. He
quickly realized that idols are not divinities and that they
can bring neither harm nor good. He then began to seek
true gods in the stars, the moon, and the sun, but he grew
disappointed in them as well when he saw that they both
rise and set. He then received a revelation that there is but
one true god - Allah, the creator of all that exists, lord of the
earth and heavens, lord of the worlds, the Merciful One.
l brahim himself learned that he had been chosen to be the
prophet of Allah and his messenger to people.
l brahim then went to his father Azar and to the people,
announcing that it was of no use to worship idols and that
their forefathers' faith was erroneous. People should cast
their gaze about and realize that only he who had created all
was worthy of worship. This was Allah. Unless he believes
in Him, man establishes a union with Shaytan and will be
punished for this on the Day of Judgment.
The boy's father and all people condemned him for be
traying tradition. They threatened to stone him. Once, cit
ing the positions of the stars, l brahim declared himself sick
and did not attend a celebration (or market) with the others.
After entering the temple where the idols were kept, he
smashed them all except for the most important one.
When the people returned and began to berate him for
what he had done, lbrahim requested that they ask the chief
idol what had happened. They objected that idols cannot
speak. Now it was lbrahim's turn to berate them: how can
they worship things that cannot even speak?
lbrahim then argued with a certain important person,
perhaps the king: " Bethink thee of him who had an argu
ment with Abraham about his Lord, because Allah had
given him the kingdom; how, when Abraham said: My Lord
is He Who giveth life and causeth death, he answered: I give
life and cause death. Abraham said: Lo! Allah causeth the
sun to rise in the East, so do thou cause it to come up from
the West. Thus was the disbeliever abashed. And Allah
guideth not wrongdoing folk" (2:258/260).
These ayats inspired Pushkin:

From days of yore, o Lord Almighty,
A wicked prophet craved to vie Thee.
Full as he was of maddened pride,
Thou made him, Lord, by law abide.
Thou said: We give the world its living,
Or punish all on earth, when willing.
Our hand is raised to threaten all.
I also, said he, grant them living
And also kill them when I'm willing:
I peer thee, oh God, in all.
The prophet's boast was undone
As with Thy wrathful words he met:
From east We daily lift the sun;
We dare thee: raise it once it's set!
Imitations o{the Quran ( IV)
(Translated from the Russian by R.S. Smirnov)
The people demanded that lbrahim be punished. They
decided to incinerate him in an oven. But Allah saved his
prophet: "We said: 0 fire, be coolness and peace for Ab
raham" ( 2 1 :69). Together with his kinsman Lut, who also
accepted Allah, lbrahim fled his homeland to a land that
God had "blessed for the worlds" (i.e. the Promised Land" ) .
There h e was granted heirs, among whom, beginning with
his sons lshaq and lsma'il, were many prophets.
Strangers once came to lbrahim's home. He prepared
for them a fatted lamb. Suddenly he noticed that his guests'
fingers did not touch the food and fear gripped him. But the
newcomers calmed him, explaining that they were messen
gers of Allah, i.e. angels. They had joyous tidings for lbrahim a wise boy would be born to him. Hearing this, lbrahim's
wife began to laugh loudly, for she was a barren old woman
and he an old man. The angels reminded l brahim that
everything is in Allah's power and repeated that he would
soon have a son, lshaq, who would sire many offspring des
tined for renown.
They then told him that they were heading for the town
where Lut lived. Allah had commanded them to destroy its
impious inhabitants. lbrahim began to beg for their leniency
toward Lut's people, or at least toward Lut himself. The an
gels announced that Allah's decision was immutable, but
that the righteous Lut and his family (with the exception of
his wife) would surely be spared.
Once in a dream l brahim saw himself sacrificing his
son, the "gentle son" . He realized that the dream was a
command to commit j_ust such a sacrifice, and he told the
boy: "0 my dear son, I have seen in a dream that I must
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sacrifice t h e e . So l o o k , what thi nkest thou? H e said :
0 my father! Do that which thou art commanded. Allah
willing, thou shalt find me of the steadfast" ( 3 7 : 1 02/
1 0 1 - 1 02 ) .
When l brahim was ready to make his sacrifice and had
placed the boy fac e down ( "fl ung h i m down upon h i s
face" ) , Allah told h i m that the command h e had received in
a dream had been carried out and the "clear test" was over
( 37 : 1 03 - 1 07) .
The son's name does not appear i n the story, but we
learn immediately thereafter of the birth of lshaq- lsaac. The
context thus suggests that this took place before his birth
and the "gentle son" was l brahim's eldest son, lsma'il. This
identification gained currency and eventually became gen
erally accepted among Quranic commentators. lsma'il, the
legendary ancestor of the Arabs, is mentioned frequently in
the Quran as a prophet. For example, he appears once in a
list of ancient prophets between Musa and ldris: "And make
mention in the Scripture of lshmael. Lo! he was a keeper of
his promise, and he was a messenger (of Allah), a prophet.
He enjoined upon his people worship and almsgiving, and
was acceptable in the sight of his Lord" ( 1 9: 54/55-55/56 ).
l brahim at one point asked Allah to show him how He
revived the dead so he believed. He was then commanded
to take four birds, kill them, and cast the parts of their bod
ies over four hilltops. At lbrahim's call (and by Allah's will)
they were resurrected and. came flying to him, alive once
again.
Allah entrusted lbrahim with the care of ai-Ka'ba, the an
cient temple, the "House of Allah" erected for people. He
ordered him and his son lsma'il to clean the temple, com
manded that all who entered therein be safe, that people
circumambulate the temple, bow down, and fall prone.
Father and son erected (or restored) the foundation of the
House. The place of prayer was the plot of earth where
lbrahim stood as he worked (the maqam !brahlm; this is
now the name of the rock that allegedly bears the mark of
his footprint). At his request, Allah favored Mecca, setting it
and its inhabitants off from all other people. The hajj - pil
grimage to the House - became obligatory for all who could
perform it. lbrahim established the ritual for this pilgrimage.
According to lbrahim's prayers, in the city where this House
stood a prophet was to appear whose mission it would be to
resurrect the true faith and religion of lbrahim (2: 1 25/1 1 91 29/ 1 23 ) .
lbrahim was neither a Jew nor a Christian; both the Torah
and the Gospels were sent down after his time. Nor was he a
polytheist. He was a hanl{, i.e. a man who had rejected idols
and chosen to profess the millat lbrahim, the "religion of
lbrahim", true and original monotheism. Islam is also the mil
lal lbrahlm, and also a hanifi faith. lbrahim was the first to

aslama (in its general meaning, 'give oneself over to Allah',
and in the later, Muslim, meaning, 'convert to lslam' ). 1
The "friend of Allah" ( khalil Allah, as lbrahim is consis
tently called in Islam) is linked with Muhammad mainly by
his presentiment of a Meccan prophet and his initial estab
lishment of the rules for venerating al-Ka'ba as the temple
of the one and only divinity, Allah, creator and lord of the
world.
As Muhammad would later do, l bra h i m c l e a n sed
a i - Ka'ba (of idols) and restored it from defilement and
destruction. l brahim was not merely a "doubie" of Muham
mad. He was the great first teacher of the faith that Mu
hammad would later revive. All of Islam, both in doctrine
and in ritual, was described, in essence, as proceeding from
the time of lbrahim, sanctified by his authority. This is one
of the main elements in the Quranic message and one of
the factors that guaranteed its success. The new teaching,
which appeared to undermine and reject the faith of the an
cestors, turned out to be the true faith of the "forefathers".
The dialectical tie between novelty and tradition that is
common to all religions played no small role in guarantee
ing Islam's acceptance by the Arabians and its victory not
only over paganism, but also Judaism and Christianity.
The Quranic tale of lbrahim insistently stresses the motif
of a break with the faith of the forefathers. lt here assumes a
more concrete and dramatic form than in the stories of
other prophets. lbrahim breaks not only with the traditions
of the forefathers, but with his own father. The Quran calls
attention to this, calling him by name. The recurring phrase
runs: "he said unto his father and his folk" ( 2 1 :52/53;
26:70; 37:85/83; 43:26/25, etc .). It is his father who wants
to expel him and threatens to stone him. lbrahim later prays
to Allah on behalf of his sinful father, interceding for him
with an eye to the Day of Judgment. Rebellion against the
family and clan, conflicts with the father were frequent in
the lives of the first Muslims, comprising some of their
greatest difficulties. The example of lbrahim was intended
to support them and boost their spirits.
We know that a certain amount of reflection and search
ing preceded Muhammad's becoming a prophet. We can
gain some sense of this, I think, from the touching story of
how l brahim lost his faith in idols and began to search for
different gods; how he rejected the worship of the stars,
moon and sun and came to believe in Allah, their creator.

----
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1 Quranic Texts about lbrahim: 2: 1 24/ 1 1 8- 1 32/1 26, 258/260, 260/262;
3:65/58-68/6 1 95/89-97/9 1 ; 4 : 1 25/ 1 24; 6:74-84; 1 1 :69/72-76/78;
'
1 5:51 -60; 1 6 : 1 20/1 2 1 - 1 23/1 24; 1 9:4 1 /42-49/50; 2 1 :5 1 /52-73; 22:26/2729/30; 26:69-89; 29: 1 6/ 1 5-32/3 1 ; 37:83/8 1 - 1 1 3; 43:26/25-28/27;
5 1 :24-34.

The Quranic tale here gives us insight into what stirred in
Muhammad's soul.
"When the night grew dark upon him he beheld a star.
He said: 'This is my Lord'. But when it set, he said: 'I love not
things that set'.
And when he saw the moon uprising, he exclaimed:
'This is my Lord'. But when it set, he said: 'Unless my Lord
guide me, I surely shall become one of the folk who are
astray'.
And when he saw the sun uprising, he cried: 'This is
my Lord! This is greater! ' And when it set he exclaimed:
'0 my people! Lo! I am free from all that ye associate
(with Him).
Lo! I have turned my face toward Him Who created the
heavens and the earth, as one by nature upright, and I am
not of the idolaters"' (6:77-80).
lbra him's message to his people parallels that part of
Muha mmad's preaching that has been least evident in the
tales analyzed above about prophets and calamities. We
mean the wrathful condemnation of idols, the attempt to
destroy them, to prove their impotence and uselessness.
Thi s fierce, direct struggle against the beliefs of those
aro und h i m was one of the most stri king aspects of
Muhammad' s activity, and it was this that was the lightning
rod for opposition and condemnation. Muhammad bol
ste red his denunciations with references to the identical ef
forts of lbrahim, thus repeating the arguments of the first
monothei st.
European scholarship has reconstructed the evolution of
the Quranic image of Ibrahim from a Biblical figure uncon
nected to Arabia to the patriarch who constructed al-Ka'ba.
According to this reconstruction, motifs of a link between

---- �
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Paret, lbrahim; Horovitz, Untersuchungen, p. 86. For the evolution of the
character of lbrahim in connection with polemics with Yasrib Judaists see:
Mouba rac, Abraham; Speyer, pp. 1 20 - 1 86; Beck, Gestalt.
3 Horovitz, Untersuchungen, pp. 86, 87. In pre·lslamic Arabia the name
lbra him must have been known for the most part among Christians.
lbrahim b. Ayyub was the name of one of the ancestors of the Arab poet
'Ad i b. Zayd from Hira. Ayyub's father, who came from the Tamim tribe,
aba ndo ned the desert and settled in Hira. In connection with the name
lbrahim , lbn ai-Kalbi remarks that Jbrahim and Ayyub were names uncom
mon among pre-lslamic Arab pagans, therefore the above mentioned per
sons, Ayyub and lbrahim, were Christians (Taj, vol. 1 , p. 1 5 1 ). Another
form of the same name was found in Southern Arabia. The Ethiopian
governor and later king of Yemen ( second half of the sixth century)
Was called in inscriptions 'brh and Abraha in Arabian legends. lbrahim
(b. Hujr) was the name of one of the members of the embassy sent by the
southern Kinda tribe to Muhammad (See: Caskel - Kalbi, vol. 1 , pp. 3 1 0,
352 (Ayyu b). In pre-lslamic in the north and south of the country, one
more form of the name occurred: brhm (Barhum?). See: Harding, Index,
pp . 1 1 1 03.
'

--

Jbrahim and Mecca appeared only in Medina as a conse
quence of the polemic between the prophet and the Jews
and his break with them.2
This is both true and untrue. The evolution of this image from the Biblical hero and enemy of idols to the predeces
sor of Muhammad and founder of the Muslim teaching - is
undoubtedly present in the Quran. lbrahim acquired exclu
sive significance for Muhammad and Muslims in Medina,
when the new religion came to see itself as something dis
tinct from the faiths around it and superior to them. But it
would be a simplification to explain this evolution as the di
rect result of Muhammad's gradual acquisition of greater
knowledge from the Jews and his introduction of new
proofs in his struggle with them.
The main elements of the story were known before the
Medinan period, but the emphasis varied at various points.
The idea of a tie between Jbrahim-Abraham and Arabia was
hardly novel. His legend had reached Arabia, although we
knqw little of how it was received by the Arabian Jews,
Christians and pagans.
lbrahim appears, if only rarely, in pre-lslamic poetry. The
name itself occurs in Arab genealogies and in Northern
Arabian inscriptions. 3 The Quranic tales also seem to pre
sume that lbrahim is a relatively familiar figure to listeners,
who learn in detail not about the best known, but the most
important details, a parallel with Muhammad.
Even before Muhammad there were people in Arabia
who b e l i eved in a s i n g l e God but were not Jews or
Christians; they were the so-called Hanifs, pious people
who had renounced idols but did not prevent others from
worshipping them. They believed in one single God, but did
not join any organized religion.4 Muhammad, in fact, calls

----
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4 See: Kashtaleva, On the Term

'Hanif.
There are two opposing viewpoints among scholars on the issue of the Hanif
phenomenon. According to the first one, a quite distinct religious movement
of Hanif monotheists emerged in Arabia on the eve of Islam, which devel
oped from that movement. The other viewpoint, based on a critique of the
insufficiency and inconsistency of the sources of the first claim and the inad
equacy of arguments provided by those who assert the existence of the
Hanif religion, denies the existence of any distinctive Hanif movement or
doctrine different from Judaism or Christianity.
Indeed, the information in the sources allows of no single interpretation. On
the one hand, there are no grounds to speak of any distinct movement or doc
trine, on the other, there is no reason to doubt there was a certain trend of
thought and forms of behaviour generated by the influence of organized mo
notheism but not identical with it. That religious tone was part of the spiritual
atmosphere in which and from which Islam was begotten. The Hanif phenom
enon is a part of the same cultural tradition as embraces the Arabian legends,
in which ideas and stories that had come from outside merged with solely
Arabian ones and became a heritage common for all the Arabs, if only some
what distanced from its sources. See: Bell, lnlroduclion, p. 1 6; Watt, Hanif

lbrahim a hani{. His faith, like the faith of Muhammad, is
termed hani{l. There is good reason to believe that in some
parts of the Quran where we find the word islam, the origi
nal term was hani{i.yya (hanifism ).5
In Southern Arabia in the 5th-6th centuries, under the
influence of the major monotheistic religions and as a re
sult of the development of an indigenous Yemeni religious
system, there appeared an original, somewhat indistinct,
monotheistic teaching in some ways similar to inner Ara
bian hanafism. The names of the divinity, which are re
flected in ancient Yemeni inscriptions, are one of the out
ward signs of this monotheism. They are the same as
those found in the story of l brahim. First and foremost,
this is " Lord of the heavens and the earth" ( 2 1 :56/5 7 ).
Moreover, the Quran stresses that the Lord of lbrahim is
the creator of the heavens and the earth. He is not the sun,
moon or stars, which were the usual divine points of iden
tification for the pre - monotheistic Yemeni pantheon .
Secondly, the G od of lbrahim i s Rahman ( Benificent)
[ 1 9:44/45, 45/4 6 ] . This is one of the most frequently
encountered names of the divinity in monotheistic Yemeni
inscriptions. As concerns l brahim's sobriquet khalil Al
lah, it is found in Arabia on the eve of Islam in verses as
cribed to the Jew Samaw'al (6th century) and the Meccan
Christian Waraqa b. Nawfal. 6
All of this indicates that the Quranic lbrahim is not a di
rect descendant of the -Biblical Abraham. The details and
features of the Quranic tale are paralleled and rooted in
a pre-lslamic Arabian environment. Ideas, and perhaps even
a cycle of stories about Abraham, then current in Arabia
may have provided the raw material for several motifs in
the Quranic story for which there are no direct sources in the
Old Testament and post-Biblical literature.
The patriarchal mindset of the Arabians would have
welcomed the insistent Quranic motif of granting lbrahim
numerous and glorious offspring. The motif itself is, of
course, Biblical in origin; it is present in the tale of the Old
Testament trinity and in star that gives a sign of Abraham's
future progeny (Genesis 1 5:5). But in the Quran it is inten
tionally thrown into relief and repeated in virtually every
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5 Bell, lnlroducllon. p. 55. For instance, in the sura AI '/mran ( The Family of
'/m ran, 3: 1 9/ 1 7) the canonical text reads:
"Surely, the (true) religion with Allah is Islam". The non-canonical text by
lbn Mas'ud allegedly contained, "Truly the religion with Allah is hanl{iyya
( hanl{faith )".
6 Horovitz, Unlersuchungen, p. 86; lbn Hisham, S/ra, p. 1 52.
7 See: Starkova, Abra ham's Sojourn. The description of the travels is con
tained in the Apocrypha of the Genesis from Qumran's first cave. lt is not

episode where lbrahim appears as the main proof that Allah
favors him. The Quran frequently repeats that Allah gave
to l brahim lshaq-lsaac and Ya'qub-Jacob.
The orientlist literature sometimes treats this as proof of
the fact that in the Meccan period (when these ayats were
revealed) Muhammad did not know that Jacob was the son,
and not the brother, of lsaac. It was only in Medina, they
would have it, that Muhammad learned from the Jews that
lsma'il, whom he had mentioned as a distant figure, was
l brahim's second son. But this can also be seen as another
indication that there existed in Arabia a non-Jewish tale of
lbrahim. The Jews could not have been wrong on this point.
But the Quranic text provides no reason to speak of an er
ror. lshaq and Ya'qub are not called lbrahim's sons. The refe
rence is to progeny, namely lshaq, Ya'qub and later gene
rations. The son and grandson personify the first two
generations, showing that the line of descendants was in
deed long and did not come to an end with the birth of a son
to lbrahim in his old age.
As concerns lsma'il, he only draws special attention
later, when Muhammad, already in Medina, begins to speak
in detail about l brahim and lsma'il's role in the restoration
(or construction) of al-Ka'ba. The narrative is, of course,
tendentious and obviously linked with a certain reshuffling
of Muhammad's priorities. After failing to gain the support
of the Christians and the Jews, the prophet began to lay
special emphasis on Islam's Arabian ties and the unique
role of the Meccan shrine. But even in the Meccan ayats
there are flickers of some tie between lbrahim and Mecca
and the Quraysh (see, for example, 1 4:35/38: "And when
Abraham said: My Lord! Make safe this territory, and pre
serve me and my sons from serving idols;" the Meccans
are called the "posterity" of lbrahim, see 1 4:37/40). The Mec
can ayats also speak of l brahim as a hanif ( 1 6: 1 20/ 1 2 1 ;
6 : 1 6 1 / 1 62 ). The idea of a link between lbrahim and Arabia
may well have existed on the peninsula before Muhammad,
in particular as a local development of that cycle of myths
that was reflected in the Qumran text of an apocryphal
Genesis that speaks of Abraham's distant journeys to the
south.7 This motif, like many others, could have been de-
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found either in the canonical text of the Bible or in any post-Biblical writings.
When Abraham settled in Bethel, God ordered him to ascend Mount Ramet
Hazor, look at the lands where his descendants would live and then walk
about them. Among Abraham's itineraries there was an expedition from the
Euphrates to the Nile, apparently, across Arabia. In connection with this
sojourn a special mention is made of those of Abraham's sons who gene
rated different tribes of Arabia: Sarah's lshma'il and Keturah's sons ( Ibid.,
p. 7 1 ) .
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veloped in the myths of the Jews who settled in Arabia and
then adopted and further developed by non-Jewish inhabi
tants of the peninsula.8
In an important episode in the Quranic cycle about
lbrahim, the story of the sacrifice of his son, the "gentle
son " is not named. The commentators do not agree on the
identity of this son, but seem to incline toward lsma'il. The
context, and especially the mention of lshaq's birth after the
tale of the sacrifice, confirms this interpretation. The name
lsma'il, as we have already noted, was known in Arabia in
dependent of its tie with the l brahim cycle; we recall the ref
erences to him as a righteous man of old in Meccan ayats.
In the Biblical tradition lsma'il was considered an ancestor
of the Arabs. Thanks to this, the inhabitants of Arabia seem
to have learned his name before they became acquainted
with the story of Abraham. The Jews and Christians who
settled in Arabia naturally explained as quickly as possible
to their pagan neighbors whose descendants they consid
ered themselves to be.
Close parallels and echoes of many Quranic episodes
are found in apocryphal works such as the Apocalypse of
Abraham and the Book of Jubilees. We find there quarrels
with the father, the destruction of idols and the retention of
the chief idol, and the construction of a certain house. 9
These works reflected a group of narratives that circulated
mainly in Christian circles. On the other hand, many motifs
in the Quranic message, such as the command to an impi
ous ruler to raise the sun·in the west and some details of the
angels' visit, are recorded in the Talmudic literature and
must have circulated among the Jews.
Thus, the sources that formed the basis of the Quranic
tale were varied: Biblical narratives, which contained the
main episodes and a general, deep reverence for the patri
arch; legends of the Jews and Christians that refined many
colorful details; Arabian notions of Abraham that appar
ently linked him to Arabia; and possibly the ideas of the
hanl{s, who saw in him an ancestor and teacher.
All of this material was subtly reworked in the Quran in
several main fashions. The image of l brahim served to grant
Muhammad's teaching, which overturned tradition, the re
spectability of an ancient, but forgotten faith. lt also served
to explain the tie to Judaism and Christianity. The special
veneration of lbrahim helped to separate Islam from these
two closely related religions. l brahim became the link
between Islam and the Arabian tradition - the restorer of ai
Ka'ba and the founder of the hajj. His image combined
both the generally monotheistic and specifically Arabian
features of Islam.
lbrahim's sons lsma'il and lshaq are mentioned several
times in the Quran, but no special narratives are linked with
them.

lshaq's son Ya'qub is called by name and by sobriquet,
lsra'il (usually in the phrase that designates his descen
dants, banu lsra 'il, 'children of lsra'il' ) . In the sura The Fami
ly of 'lmran (Al 'lmran), we read: "All food was lawful unto
the Children of Israel, save that which Israel forbade him
self, (in days) before the Torah was revealed" (3:93/87).
The reference is to a Biblical story in which the Jews were
forbidden to consume the sinews of the thigh in memory of
the fact that Jacob was wounded in the thigh during his
struggle with the angel (Genesis 32:32): "Therefore the
children of Israel eat not of the sinew which .shrank, which is
upon the hollow of the thigh, unto this day: because he
touched the hollow of Jacob's thigh in the sinew that
shrank".
This reference to a Biblical text is indicative. The Quran
wishes here, as in other places, to show that the dietary pro
hibitions of the Jews were not sent down in a divine revela
tion, but rather invented by them or imposed on them as
punishment. 1 0
In one instance, we find an apparent reference to the
story of the rivalry between Jacob and his brother Esau: " . . .
and o f their seed are some who d o good, and some who
plainly wrong themselves" (i.e. Esau) (37: 1 1 3). 1 1 The aged
Jacob appears frequently in the Quranic tale of Joseph
Yusuf.
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8 lt is well known that many ideas and concepts of the Qumran circle some·
how found their way into Arabia, gaining some currency there and were
reflected in the Quran. See: Rabin, Studies, pp. 1 1 2- 1 30; Philonenko,
Expression.
9 Speyer, pp. 1 3 1 , 1 32, 1 35- 1 38, 1 62.
1 0 Ibid., p. 1 93; Paret, Kommentar, p. 75.

1 1 I.Yu. Krachkovsky had this: "and in their posterity - both becoming kin
der and clearly unfair to himself" (see: The Quran - tr. by Krachkovsky,
p. 599). I am offering a simpler version consistent with my interpretation.
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he tale of Yusuf, son of Ya'qub (Joseph,
son of Jacob) occupies a special place
in the Quran, set off as it is in style and
mood from other stories of prophets
and righteous men. It takes up an entire
sura, which bears its name - Yusu{
( 1 2) . As one of the prophets of Allah,
Yusuf is mentioned in the Quran in two other places (6:84;
40:34/36).
The story is very detailed and lays out the entire account
from beginning to end rather than in disjointed episodes.
It has a clear compositional structure, beginning with Yusufs
dream and ending with a reference to the same, since what
is augured in the dream comes to pass. The tale contains
many engaging details and beautiful passages; it is told in
a single rhythm and virtually a single rhyme, forming an ar
tistic whole. In its outward form, the tale of Yusuf is, more than
other narrative sections of the Quran, a true story, intended
to entertain and please listeners.
More than other Quranic legends, the story of Yusuf pro
vides lovely examples of the artistic possibilities of the Ara
bic language. Quite fittingly, the sura begins with a now
famous phrase about .t he Arabic language as the language
of the Quran: "Aiif. Lam. Ra. These are verses of the Scrip
ture that maketh plain. Lo! We have revealed it, a Lecture
in Arabic, that ye may understand" ( 1 2: 1 -2 ) .
According to one traditional account, Muhammad's lis
teners asked him to regale them with an engaging tale ( kis
sa) instead of instructing them. What came next was . the
revelation that what is recounted in the Quran are the best
of all tales: "We narrate unto thee (Muhammad) the best
of narratives in that We have inspired in thee this Qur'an"
( 1 2: 3). 1 Either by c;iesign of the Quran's compilers or by
Muhammad's own decision, proof follows in the form of
the touching, beautiful, yet instructive tale of Yusuf.
The beauty of the tale at times discomfited some of Is
lam's stricter adherents. 2 But it inspired the poets and writers
of the Muslim world. A multitude of languages boast innu
merable works on Yusuf and Zulaikha. The latter name - the
wife of an Egyptian grandee - appeared later; she is anony
mous in the Quran.
But there are no grounds for charging the story of Yusuf
with frivolity. Like other Quranic tales, it is full of inner sig
nificance, the crux of the narrative. The tale is not so much
about Yusuf as it is about the might of Allah and how what is
foreordained by God comes to pass in wondrously strange,

yet inexorable ways. From its very inception, Yusuf's life
had a purpose known only to Allah. This purpose - the
elevation of the prophet through sufferings and obscurity was, of course, achieved. The entire story provides a clear
example of the "inscrutable ways of the Lord".
The story of Yusuf begins with the boy telling his father,
Ya'qub, about a dream he has just had. In the vision, eleven
stars, the sun and moon worshipped him. The father real
izes that a special fate awaits his son. Allah will give him
knowledge of the profound significance of ordinary events,
and the story of his life will serve people as an example. He
asks his son not to speak of his dream to his elder brothers
so as not to arouse their jealousy. Even so, his brothers are
unhappy with Yusuf and complain to each other that their
father loves them less than him. They decide to rid them
selves of the boy by killing him or sending him to distant
lands so that his father will forget him. Then, they reason,
they will be able to live in peace and truth. One of the bro
thers proposes throwing Yusuf into a well so that he will be
gathered up by passers-by.
The brothers succeed in talking the careful Ya'qub into
letting the boy go out into the desert with them to play while
they tend to the herds. In the desert they throw their brother
into a well, bringing their father Yusuf's bloodied shirt. They
announce that they lost track of the boy, who was devoured
by a wolf while they chased after him.
Meanwhile, a caravan passes by the well and a man goes
to gather water from it in a bucket. He discovers Yusuf and
the merchants carry the boy off to Egypt, where he van
ishes "for a low price, a number of silver coins" ( 1 2:20).
The Egyptian grandee who purchases Yusuf gives him to
his wife, hoping that she will raise him as a son. She falls in
love with the boy and attempts to seduce him. He is also
smitten. But Allah watches carefully over what befalls
Yusuf, revealing to him the sin that lurks in the matter. The
youth understands and flees. The grandee's wife hurls her
self after him and clutches at his shirt, tearing it in the back.

�
1 The translation into Russian is mine. I.Yu. Krachkovsly's version is: "We will
---

provide you with a better narrative by opening up this Quran".
Some Kharijites from the Maimuniyya sect even allowed themselves to
doubt its divine origin. See: ash-Shahrastani, p. 1 29; ash-Shahrastani, tr.,
p. 1 1 9; Bell, Introduction, p. 46; NOideke, Geschlchte, vol. 1 , p. 94.
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Yusuf rescued from the well. Jami, Yusuf wa Zulaikha. Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, E 1 2, fol. 202 a

Zulaikha meeting Yusuf. Jami, Yusuf wa Zulaikha. Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, E 1 2, fol. 203 6

-

Yusuf in the palace garden. Jami, Yusu{ wa Zulaikha. Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, E 1 2, fol. 204 6

At the door they encounter the master of the house, be
fore whom the wife begins to accuse Yusuf. Yusuf tries to
justify himself: "She tried to seduce me". A member of the
household remarks that if his shirt is torn in the front, Yusuf
is lying, but if it is torn in the back, he is telling the truth. The
master sees that the shirt is torn in the back, accuses his
wife of the offence and demands that she confess.
Meanwhile, the women of the town begin to gossip about
how the grandee's wife has fallen in love with a slave-boy.
They condemn her. She then invites them, seats them
comfortably, gives each a knife (to cut fruit) and com
mands Yusuf to pass before them. All present are so struck
by the youth's beauty that they slip and cut their own
hands, exclaiming that he is a "gracious angel" ( 1 2:3 1 ) .
Yusuf implores Allah for help that he might stand strong
in the face of temptation, even at the price of imprison
ment in a dungeon. Allah gives him the strength to bear

up. He does, however, end up in a dungeon. The Quran
does not give the exact reason for his internment. Some
feel that he was imprisoned so that his beauty would not
befuddle women. But the story does not strive to explain
all of the details. The outer reason is unimportant. lt is sim
ply Allah's decision, a continuation of his testing Yusuf and
leading his life along the intended path.
Imprisoned with Yusuf are two men who tell him their
dreams and ask for his interpretation. One dreamed that
he was pressing grapes; the other that he carried on his
head a loaf of bread for the birds to eat. Yusuf attempts to
interpret these dreams, saying that Allah gave him the ability
to divine hidden meaning. He promises the first prisoner
that he will serve his master (pharaoh) wine, and he asks
him to say a word to the ruler about him, Yusuf. He foretells
that the second will be crucified and that birds will peck at
his head.

Zulaikha receiving Yusuf in her palace. Jami, Yusu{ wa Zulaikha.
Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, E 1 2, fol. 205 6

Egyptian women stunned by Yusuf's good looks. Jami, Yusu{ wa Zulaikha.
Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, E 1 2, fol. 206 6

Zulaikha visiting Muhammad in prison. Jami, Yusu{ wa Zulaikha.
Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, E 1 2, fol. 207 6

Yusuf interpreting the pharaoh's dream. Jami, Yusu{wa Zulaikha.
Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, E 1 2, fol. 208 6

Engagement of Yusuf and Zulaikha. Jami, Yusuf wa Zulaikha.
Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, E 1 2, fol. 209 6

Zulaikha dying from grief on Yusuf's grave. Jami, Yusuf wa Zulaikha.
Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, E 1 2, fol. 2 1 0 6
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When the first man is freed, Shaytan causes him to forget
Yusuf' s request. One day the ruler has a nightmare that his
grandees cannot fathom. In the ruler's dream, seven gaunt
cows devour seven fat cows; there are also seven green,
and seven d ry, ears of corn . The c u p - bearer suddenly
remembers Yusuf, who easily interprets the dream: after
seven good years, seven bad harvests will ensue. One must
store up reserves in good time to save the people from
starvation. After that there will be a year of abundant rain
and harvests.
U pon learning of this interpretation, the ruler asks that
Yusuf be brought to him. Yusuf in turn immediately brings
up the incident with the women who cut their hands. An in
vestigation is conducted and the grandee's wife once again
confirms Yusuf's innocence. The youth is called before the
ruler, who shows him trust and respect and appoints him to
manage the royal repositories. This section of the tale ends
with a stock phrase from Allah that He is merciful to whom
He pleases, and that "Thus gave We power to Joseph in
the land " .
Business matters bring Yusuf's brothers t o Egypt. They
do not recognize him, but he recognizes them. After they
are done with their business, he demands that the next
time they bring his youngest brother. Otherwise, he threat
ens them with the cancellation of a profitable exchange. At
Yusuf's command the goods his brothers sold in Egypt are
secretly put back amo�g their things.
Back at home, the brothers try to convince old man
Ya'qub to let their younger brother go with them. The fa
ther refuses, reminding them that they failed to safeguard
Yusuf. At the same time, they discover among their bales
the goods they had brought to Egypt; the brothers begin to
dazzle their father with the possibility of profits and gain.
H e finally agrees, setting the condition that they cannot
return home without their younger brother. The sons swear
an oath to their father. He advises them to enter Egypt
through different "gates".
In Egypt, Yusuf joyously greets his brother, confiding in
him and warning him qot to despair, no matter what hap
pens. At the same t � �suf commands that a cup from
the royal treasury Q�laced among his brothers' belong
ings, in one of his youngest brother's bales. The king's ser
vants stop the caravan and search it. After finding the cup,
they detain his younger brother in Egypt.
The brothers, convinced of his crime, return home de
spite their oath to their father not to return without their
brother. They tell their father that they were unable to safe
guard their brother, assuring him that the theft in fact took
place. But Ya'qub, instructed by Allah, realizes that these
events are in some way connected with Yusuf, whom he
does not believe to have perished. He orders his sons to re-

�

turn to Egypt and learn as much as they can about Yusuf
and their other brother.
They come to Yusuf and beseech him to release his
brother. Yusuf opens his heart to them and commands
them to set off for home to bring back his aged parents. He
gives them his shirt so that they can place it over his blind
father's face that he may regain his sight.
Even before they return, Ya'qub realizes that they are
bringing him news of Yusuf. His son's shirt has restored his
vision.
The sons ask forgiveness for their crime, and the entire
family sets off together for Egypt. Yusuf forgives his brothers
and has his parents brought into the throne room, where
his father falls prostrate. Yusuf says, "0 my father! This is
the interpretation of my dream of old. My Lord hath made
it true, and He hath shown me kindness, since He took me
out of the prison and hath brought you from the desert
after Satan had made strife between me and my brethren.
Lo! my Lord is tender unto whom He will. He is the Knower,
the Wise" ( 1 2: 1 00/ 1 0 1 ) .
The story proper is immediately followed by a group of
ayats that sum u p (once again, by Muhammad's decision
or thanks to the Quran's compilers) the tale's main idea a prophet should speak to people about Allah and stand
firm, even if he is not believed or understood. Earlier messen
gers of Allah were not believed either. "When the messengers
despaired and thought that they were denied, then came
unto them Our help" ( 1 2: 1 1 0) .
This conclusion seems more appropriate to tales of great
catastrophes sent down in retribution for a refusal to believe
the prophets. But it also makes sense as an ending to the
story of Yusuf, for it shows us how the tale's central idea
was understood by the. first Muslims. Allah tries righteous
men, but He also sees to it that in the end the righteous men
triumph.
It thus seems quite credible that Muhammad read this
sura in its entirety to the Yathribites who were conducting
negotiations on the prophet's relocation to their oasis. Mu
hammad sought their aid, and there was no need to frighten
them with tales of catastrophes; rather, he needed to assure
them of a future victory. With the help of a well - known
Jewish tale that would have been familiar to the people of Aws
and Khazraj who coexisted in Yathrib with Jewish tribes,
Muhammad demonstrated to the Yathribites that a man op
pressed and hounded by his kinsmen, whether Yusuf or Mu
hammad, would triumph with the help of Allah, who had
ensured a victory for Yusuf after harsh trials.
The mood in the tale of Yusuf is linked with the fact that
the story was, in general outline, known in Arabia, at least
to the Yathribites, ·a s a Jewish tal e . The story of Yusuf in
the Quran is very detailed, if not always logical. At first
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Zulaikha's equipage. Jami, Yusu{ wa Zulaikha.
Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, B 2325, fol. 42 a
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Egyptian women stunned by Yusuf's good looks.
Jami, Yusuf wa Zulaikha. Manuscript,
SPB BIOS RAS, B 2325, fol. 1 02 6
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Yusuf becoming a shepherd.
Jami, Yusuf wa Zulaikha. Manuscript,
SPB BIOS RAS, B 2325, fol. 72 a

Yusuf in front of Zulaikha's tent.
Jami, Yusuf wa Zulaikha. Manuscript,
SPB BIOS RAS, B 2325, fol. 1 28 a

glance, it may seem that the
The "moral" of the story told
details are an indication that the
in the Quran receives much stress
tale was new to listeners, as I con
and emphasis. The thoughts
cluded, for example, in the case
that give the story "ideological
of the story of Cain and Abet.
direction" are at times inten
But here, taking into account
tionally wound into the narra
the nature of the story, its gene
tive. Each episode elicits the
ral popularity and the structure
comment that Allah foreor
of the text, the details appear to
dained that it be so in order to
stem from a desire to reinter
elevate Yusuf. The extent of this
pret an already known tale. The
moralizing sentiment increases
story is not being told for the first
as the plot develops. For exam
time, but is told in a new way, with
ple, after Yusuf is accepted into
new virtues and a new meaning.
the grandee's home, we find:
Certain incidents are extended
"Thus we established Joseph in
through the introduction of mo
the land that We might teach
ralizing sentiments (such as the
him the interpretation of events.
conscious will of Allah under
And Allah was predominant in
His career, but most of man
pinning the story's events). The
artistic merit is also novel, pro
kind know not" ( 1 2: 2 1 ) .
viding a new, Muslim interpre
The famed interpretation of
tation and form for the story of
the dream in the dungeon is
Yusuf, an attempt at a deeper,
not so much a step on the road
wiser and more beautiful under
to freedom as it is a chance for
standing closer to the truth than
reflection on the might of Allah.
the familiar Jewish version.
As he sends his youngest son
A polemical point lur�s in the
off to Egypt, Ya'qub preaches a
assertion that the tale of Yusuf is
sermon on the need to rely in
"of the tidings of the Unseen
all matters on Allah. The final
which We inspire in thee (Mu
chord in the ta 'wil marks the
conclusion of Yusuf's story; as
hammad)" ( 1 2: 1 02/1 03). This
Yusuf in the magic garden. Jami, Yusuf wa Zulaikha.
means that the form of the story
he welcomes h is parents to
Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, A 930, fol. 82 a
Egypt, he interprets his childwas sent down by God, preclud
hood dream and announces
ing objections from the "people
of the Book" about inaccurathat it has come true thanks to
cies and inauthenticity. 3 This rethe will and deed of Allah.
sponse to an anticipated reThe inserted explanations
are directly connected to Muhammad. They serve to under
proach also indicates that the story was known, and that
objections were foreseen.
score the inevitable victory of Allah's prophets, both in
ancient times and at present. Despite seeming setbacks
The Quran gives a ta 'wil, an interpretation of the deep
and persecution, the prophet always triumphs over despair
meaning of well-known events. The word itself is used in
and adversity. It was despair that most often afflicted Mu
the sura Yusuf. It later became a technical term for special
hammad during his last years in Mecca. He explained to
mystical commentaries on the Quran that hope to fathom
the hidden, well nigh inaccessible true meaning of the
himself and to others, especially by means of Quranic tales,
sacred texts.
that all of the setbacks were merely rungs on the ladder
to victory.
In addition to this central, conscious parallel, the story
of Yusuf contains other important allusions to the life of
�
Muhammad.
3 Speyer, pp. 223, 224. According to tradition, the Judaists asked Mu
. Like Muhammad, Yusuf suffers at the hands of his kin hammad questions about Yusuf, a favourite character of a Judaic legend.
See: al-Beidhawii, Ta(slr, vol. 2, p. 3 1 9.
his own brothers are prepared to kill him. This motif of hos-
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cision had been inspired by
tile relatives is intimately con
Shaytan and the words were
nected to the Muha m m a d ' s
"stricken" from the Quran.
mood o n the eve of the hijra.
Yusuf's sermons have direct
The advice of one of the brothparallels elsewhere in the Quran.
ers to exile Yusuf to a "distant
In the dungeon Yusuf speaks
land" is sometimes seen as an
of
his break with the faith of his
allusion to the forced departure
people. As concerns Yusuf, this
of some Muslims to Ethiopia
is untrue. But it is true of Mu
( 1 2:8-9).4 I suspect that the
hammad, who speaks of this
allusion here is broader, linked
constantly
in the Quran. Like
not to a factual event, but to an
Muhammad, Yusuf announces
important psychological aspect
that he follows the faith of !braof Muhammad's activities - the
him and denounces polythe
alienation from his kinsfolk that
ism: "Are diverse lords better,
led to the hijra. The righteous
or Allah the One, Almighty?"
man and prophet Yusuf is not
( 1 2:39) He reproaches people
merely a victim of persecution.
for their worship of empty names,
Plots are afoot to murder him,
as did Nuh (7:7 1 /69) and Mu
as some wished to murder
hammad (53:23). The sura Yusuf
Muhammad. Like Muhammad,
contains indirect allusions usu
he is saved by the protection of
ally associated with Muham
Allah, and the motif forms one
mad. For example, the women,
of a group apparently intended
dazzled by the youth's beauty,
to justify the hijra.
say: "This is not a human being.
Yet another motif rings out
This
is no other than some gra
like a prophecy of future events.
cious angel " . In the Quran,
Having risen in the world, Yusuf
Muhammad ( 1 7:94/96-95/97)
forgives and elevates his brothers.
and Nuh ( 1 1 : 27 /29) endure
In exactly the same fashion, af
the
opposite from their kins
ter the victory over Mecca Mu
folk, who claim that they are
hammad forgave and elevated
not angels, but men. Another
the Qurayshites. In a Meccan
Yusuf appearing before Adam's eyes. Jami, Yusu{wa
aspect of this motif sounds
Zulaikha. Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, A 930, fol. 1 7 a
sura such as Yusuf, this motif
clearly
in the story of the Crea
sounds like an offer to compro
tion, when the angels are forced
mise, a promise not to forget
to bow down to a man (Adam)
one's roots. This is another imwho has greater knowledge
portant aspect of Muhammad's
than
they.
When
Yusuf
interprets
the king's dream, the
psychological state. Beyond the break he sensed hi� own
grandees use the phrase "jumbled dreams". The Meccans
desire for a future reconciliation. His subsequent good will
used the same expression for Muhammad's revelations,
toward the Quraysh stemmed not from political or eco
describing them as the incomprehensible mumbling of
nomic logic, but for personal reasons.
a kahln-soothsayer ( 2 1 :5).
Yet another motif in the story of Yusuf echoes Muham
The latter case, however, is probably more indicative
mad's tribulations - the prophet's weakness before tempta
of Muhamamd's using words and expressions familiar and
tion. Yusuf appeals to Allah for help when he feels that he
intelligible to the Meccans. The tale of Yusuf in general con
can no longer stand strong: "and if Thou fend not off their
tains
many words from Meccan everyday life; they serve to
wiles from me I shall incline unto them" ( 1 2:33). These are
the honest feelings of a real prophet. Muhammad was also
forced to "incline", make compromises he later regretted or
rejected. This was the case, for example, when he recog
nized the divine nature of the daughters of Allah - Allat,
Manat and al- 'Uzza. But Allah later revealed that the de-
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4 Speyer, p.
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1 95.

appropriate the Biblical story. The images became tangible,
in turn aiding the comprehension of hints at the fate of the
Meccan prophet himself. Many factual, everyday details of
the tale were familiar to the Meccans. Here, as elsewhere in
the Quran, commercial terms from Meccan everyday life
are used frequently in both their direct and metaphorical
senses (see, for example, 1 2: 1 4).5 Vivid scenes depict the
daily life of caravan commerce: the brothers' caravan ar
rives in Egypt, they conduct negotiations about the meas
ures of friable substances, the same goods that the sons of
Ya'qub bring are hidden among their belongings, the cara
van is stopped and searched. The same episode occurs in
the Bible, but only in the Quran is it thrown into relief, gain
ing significance and standing out for the benefit of listeners.
Another vivid incident is missing in the Bible. The carava
neers send a man with a bucket to draw water from a well.
He lowers the bucket and suddenly cries out, "Good luck!
Here is a youth" ( 1 2: 1 9) . 6
The tangibility of the language and images is part of the
story's artistic structure, transforming the sura Yusu{ in
to a truly lovely part of Arab literature. It contains more than
a few phrases that have become proverbs. Some of them
are charming for their brevity of expression and unusual
structure. The description of Yusuf's patience, repeated
twice in the sura, gained currency among Muslims: sabrun
jamilun - 'beautiful patience' ( 1 2: 1 8, 83) . It is used in
place of the more usual as-sabrujamil - 'patience is beau
tiful'. The sura also contains plays on similar roots, for ex
ample: Yusufs name and the verb asa{a ('grieve'): " Ya asa{a
'ala Yusu{a" ( 'my grief for Joseph', 1 2:84 ).
The specifically Muslim ideas, parallels with Muham
mad's life, and the beauty of the Arabic language do not
eclipse the use of a well-known Jewish and Christian tradi
tional account. The Quran conducts an open polemic with
it, presenting, as it were, the true account, and more impor
tantly, the correct explanation of events.
Yusuf was a favorite hero of Jewish religious tradition,
and it was as a figure from Jewish tales that he was apparYusuf being sold into slavery. Jami, Yusu{wa Zulaikha.
Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, B 2325, fol. 63 a
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5 Paret, Kommentar, p. 247; Torrey, Terms. Thus, the Quran reads: And they
sold him for a small price, a few counted dirhem coins, and they were mod
erate in doing so ( 1 2:20) ". "Counted dirhems" is easy to interpret as an
expression further stressing that the amount paid for Yusuf was negligible, in
addition to the "small price" and "they were moderate". A. Biston, however,
convincingly interprets the word as a technical term from the Meccans' trade
lexicon translated from the Greek term meaning coins counted by hand as
distinct from those counted by weight. See: Paret, Kommentar, p. 248.
6 I.Yu. Krachkovsky had this: "Ohjoyl This is a young man".

ently known in Arabia. For the prophet it was crucially
important that he could (as it seemed to him) tell the story
of a hero beloved by the Jews more correctly and more
beautifully than the Jews themselves.
Many elements in the Quranic tale indicate a more than
passing familiarity with Jewish post-Biblical tales. One of
Yusuf's Quranic sobriquets is Siddiq ("most righteous" ) ;
it corresponds to his most common appellation i n Jewish
legend - ha-Tsaddik.
Some details in the Quranic account can only be under
stood with reference to Haggadic tradition. For example, the
mention of a witness from among the Egyptian grandee's
household who helps to establish Yusuf's innocence is
a reference to Jewish tradition. There, however, we find a girl;
the Quran mentions a man. Once again, we see not the lit
eral reproduction of a well-known text but the recording of
one variant of a legend after long years of circulation.7 The
story of the women who cut their own hands only becomes
clear in light of Haggadic tradition. There we learn why the
women held knives in their hands - to cut fruit. This expla
nation was later adopted by Quranic commentators. One

some detail and adorned with many details that do not orig
inate in the Old Testament.
The Quranic story also contains Biblical parallels that are
not connected to the Biblical story of Joseph. The latter, for
example, does not mention the year that comes after seven
trying years, the year of abundant rain and the crushing of
grapes ( 1 2:49). Moreover, this mention of rain is rather odd
with rference to Egypt, where the harvest depends on the
flooding of the Nile. Nor were grapes a mainstay of Egyp
tian agriculture. The fact is that the Quran here paraphrases
a part of Genesis (23: 1 1 ) that refers to Palestine and
grapes.12 The confusion could easily have occurred as a re
sult of the disorderly oral circulation of narratives that found
their way to the Hijaz.
The ties that link the component parts of the Quranic
tale of Yusuf are complex. A Jewish legend was trans
formed into a Muslim tale with specific, Muslim content, be
coming a mellifluous example of original Arabic prose.

must, however, note that the Haggadic parallel is merely
semantic. The Haggadic tale is far removed from the dy
namic, tense style of the Quranic narrative, although it is far
longer.8
The reference to Yusufs seeing the "argument of his Lord"
(burhan), which helps him to overcome temptation ( 1 2:24),
is clarified by another Jewish legend. It tells how, when
a moment of weakness afflicted Joseph, the image of his
father Jacob appeared to him.9 l n the Quran, Ya'qub-Jacob
orders his sons to enter Egypt (or the capital of Egypt)
through various gates. Why? The Midrash explains that this
is how one can avoid the evil eye. 10
The episodes cited show that Muhammad gleaned mate
rial from narratives that in general go back to Jewish
sources. But the parallels, both those noted here and oth
ers, cannot be taken (as is often done) as proof of direct
borrowing by Muhammad from some concrete Jewish
source.
Some elements in the tale of Yusuf display close paral
lels not with Jewish, but with Christian accounts. For ex
a mpl e, the tale of Yusuf's liberation from the dungeon is
in the Quran told in a form reminiscent of Efrem Sirin. 1 1
Bu t even here there i s hardly a n y reason t o speak of
a sing le Christian source. The fact of the matter is that far
flun g texts set down in writing the plots of similar oral
accounts.
As we see, the Biblical tale of Joseph came to the Quran
through reworked Jewish and Christian accounts. The Bib
lical version (Genesis 37 -50) is in the Quran conveyed in

-
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7 Schapiro, Elemente, p. 43.
8 See: ibid., p. 44; Speyer, p. 205; Paret, Kommentar, p. 250.
9 Schapiro, E/emente, p. 4 1 ; Speyer, p. 20 1 .
1 0 Schapiro, Elemente, pp. 55-56; Speyer, p. 2 1 4 . ·
1 1 Speyer, pp. 2 1 0, 2 1 1 .
12 Ibid., p. 209.

he next prophet and messenger of
Allah was born in Egypt. The Quran
dwells on him at greater length and in
greater detail than on any other figure.
He is Musa, the Biblical Moses.
Fir'awn ( 'pharaoh') then ruled the
land, relying on his grandees, among
whom was a vizier called Haman, and his troops. We some
times find the formula, in fact: "Fir' awn and his troops".
They oppressed the people and hounded the Jews who lived
in Egypt. Fir'awn demanded that he be treated like a god
and was inordinately proud of his wealth and might. His sub
jects resembled him in this. The Quran tells us about one
of them, Qarun, the Biblical Korah (28:76-82; 29 :39/
38-40/39-40:24/25) . He was one of Moses' countrymen,
but stood in opposition to his own people. Qarun was so rich
that it took several people merely to carry the keys to his
stores of treasure. He was extremely proud and arrogant,
feeling that his possessions were the result of his own tabor
and knowledge. People reproached him for his haughtiness,
but he scoffed at them. Many saw in Qarun a worthy exam
ple for emulation. Allah then taught them a lesson by cleav
ing the earth, which swallowed up Qarun and all his belong
ings. All of his wealth and power were to no avail .
Allah proved the insignificance of Fir' awn's power in the
same fashion. But this time, Allah's instrument was Musa.
When he was born, Allah convinced his mother to set the
infant afloat in the river in a box. Fir'awn's wife found him
and began to raise him as though he were her own son.
Musa's sister went looking for the infant and learned what
had become of him. When, by the will of Allah, the boy re
fused to suckle at the breast of his wet nurses, she offered
to find a good wet nurse, bringing her own mother, who fed
her son without telling him who she was (20:38-40/4 1 ;
28:7 /6- 1 3/ 1 2) .
Musa grew up into a smart, quick-witted boy i n Fir'awn's
house. But one day he intervened in a fight between an
Egyptian and a Jew, killing the Egyptian. He refused further
participation in the conflict and, fearing retribution, fled
Egypt for the east, where he reached the land of Madyan on
the Sinai Peninsula. There he encountered two girls, encir
cled by a crowd of shepherds, who were unable to draw wa
ter from a well. Musa helped them and they brought him to
their aged father. He gave Musa shelter and offered him the
hand of one of his daughters under the condition that Moses
would work for the old man for eight years, and then two
more if he so wished.

Musa fulfilled this condition and then returned to Egypt
with his family. In the sacred valley of Tuva he noticed a
flame by the slope of a hill and approached it, hoping to find
his way and bring a burning ember to light his own fire and
warm himself.
But Allah's voice rang out from the flame burning in the
bush. He announced that he was making Musa his messen
ger to Fir'awn and the people of Egypt. As proof he pre
sented Musa with miraculous signs. The first was Musa's
staff, which turned into a snake when thrown to the ground.
The second was the miraculous ability of Musa's hand to
turn white (as though afflicted with leprosy) and then regain
its normal color at Musa's will.
Allah commanded Musa to go to Fir'awn and profess
faith in a single God, the coming Day of Judgment, and call
upon people to worship Allah alone. Musa refused, saying
that he feared punishment for the murder he had commit
ted earlier, that no one would believe him, that he was inar
ticulate and could not deliver a sermon. He asked that his
brother Harun (the Biblical Aaron) be made his assistant.
Allah granted permission, and the two brothers set off to
preach before Fir'awn.
They proved to him the greatness of Allah and asked
him to let their kinsfolk out of Egypt. As proof that their
mission was divinely inspired, they demonstrated the mira
cles of the staff and the hand. Fir'awn considered Musa
a great conjurer, took fright, and ordered that all of Egypt's
conjurers and magicians be gathered together. He prom
ised them high posts and rewards if they could vanquish
Musa.
The magicians met and threw their staffs to the ground.
Like Musa's staff, theirs came alive and turned into snakes.
But when Musa cast down his staff, the snake that appeared
devoured all of the other snakes. The Egyptian conjurers
admitted their utter defeat and accepted Musa's God. For
this Fir'awn punished them cruelly, ordering that their
"hands and legs crosswise" be chopped off and that the dis
obedient be crucified.
His own people accepted Musa's God as well. They set
up prayer houses to worship Allah. Fir'awn oppressed with
even greater ferocity than before. He ordered that the men
be killed and the women left alive. He wanted to kill Musa as
well, accusing him of ingratitude coupled with a craving for
power over Egypt, and confiscate riches from those who
possessed them. Musa was saved by the intercession of
a. courtier close to Fir' awn who secretly professed faith in
Allah. Fir'awn also ordered his vizier Haman to build a tall

golden adornments, add to them a handful of dust, and
tower of clay so that he could climb to the heavens and
make a calf that mooed. Having done this, they worshipped
prove that Musa's god was not there, leaving Fir'awn him
the golden calf instead of Allah. In vain Harun attempted to
self as the only god.
stop them and bring them to reason. They would not listen
Allah sent the Egyptians seven more wondrous signs. He
to him.
brought down upon them seven calamities as punishment
Musa called the apostates to account, berated Harun and
for their refusal to believe Musa. These "clear signs" in
as-Samiri forever. He destroyed the calf, returned
expelled
cluded "hard years", "lessening of fruit", "a flood", "locust",
his people to the true faith , and led them further into
"insects", "toads", and "blood". Cowed, Fir'awn agreed to
the desert. When his people did not have enough water, he
release Musa and the believers among his countrymen.
struck a rock with his staff and
But when they were ready
springs gushed out of the
twelve
and began their journey, Fir'awn
rock. At Musa's request, Allah
treacherously set out after them
sent a cloud to provide them
with his army to bring Musa
shade in the heat and sent
with
back. Allah ordered his prophet
them manna and quail from
to have no fear and strike the
heaven to eat.
surface of the sea with his staff,
But this was not enough for
for they had reached the shore.
the sons of lsra'il. They were
Musa lashed out, the sea parted,
dissatisfied with Musa . Either
and together with his people he
they demanded of him a more
passed over dry land. Fir'awn's
varied diet, such as they had
host followed after them, but
known in Egypt: "herbs and its
the waters c losed over them
and its corn and its
cucumbers
and swallowed up the enemy.
lentils and its onions" (2:6 1 /58),
The great structure erected
or they refused to carry out Al
by Haman came crashing down
lah's command to sacrifice a cow,
as well.
the event and request
delaying
At the last moment, as he
ing detailed explanations of ex
perished in the water, Fir'awn
actly what sort of cow was to be
repented of his sins, resigned
sacrificed. Finally, when they
him self and accepted A l l a h .
approached the promised land
Although this was a late repen
given them by Allah, Musa's
tence, Allah rescued his body,
refused to attack its in
kinsfolk
casting it up upon the shore as a
habitants. They greatly feared
sign for future generations.
the giants who lived there. Not
Musa brought with him the
two scouts who had suc
even
sons of lsra'il, the descendants
cessfully penetrated the enemy
of Ya'qub - his people - to Sinai
Hafiz and Musa. Hafiz, Diwan.
camp and returned could con
and made haste to Mount Sinai
Manuscript, RNL, nHC 386, fol. 1 05 6
them.
vince
to appear there before Allah. He
In despair, Musa complained
wanted to gaze on Allah, but the
of his people to Allah, who conlatter explained to him the terror
demned them to forty years of
of this by appearing to a mounwandering in the desert after the death of their prophet.
tain . The mountain crumbled into dust. After this, God
Only after this did they enter the promised land.
spoke with his prophet and entrusted scrolls to him. They
One other story about Musa stands out in the Quran. It
contained "each thing's admonition and an explanation for
would appear that the story refers to some other Musa, but
each thing" . Musa had received rules for living and the con
the Quran gives no indication that there is a difference. In
duct of the faithful. Allah immediately informed him that the
peop le he had left in Harun's care had already forsaken
the sura The Cave ( al-Kahf, 1 8) , between tales of sleeping
adolescents and the Horned One ( dhu-L-qarnyan) we find
their new faith.
with little fanfare or introduction the story of how Musa told
Musa hurried back to his kinsfolk, discovering to his hor
ror that they had made an idol for themselves. A certain
his servant that he wanted to reach the "place of the conflu
Samari tan ( as-Samlrl) had convinced them to gather
ence of two seas". In fact, they both reach the place. At one

point, they leave on the ground the fish they have brough
along for sustenance. The fish suddenly comes to life and
swims away into the sea. (The water of life touches it, but
there is nothing about this in the text.) Returning to the
spot, the travelers are unable to find the fish, but meet a cer
tain "slave of Our slaves" imbued with wisdom by God.
Musa wants to become his traveling companion to learn
what the man knows. The "slave" refuses, saying that Musa
will not have enough patience to be with him, for the travel
ers, deeds will make no sense to him. Musa insists, promis
ing to be completely obedient. The "slave" consents, but
only on the condition that Musa ask no questions until he
receives an explanation. Musa, for his part, fails to hold to
the condition and constantly expresses his loud amaze
ment at the strange and, to his mind, incorrect actions of his
companion.
They travel on a ship full of poor fishermen, and Musa's
companion pokes it full of holes. They meet a child, and
Musa's companion kills him. When they arrive at a village
where the inhabitants refuse them food and shelter, the
"slave" mends a collapsed wall, asking nothing in return.
Annoyed by Musa 's constant incomprehension, the
"slave " bids him farewell . In parting, he explains to him
the reason behind his deeds, which were directed by Allah
himself. He ruined the ship to prevent it from being seized
by a tyrannical king who was chasing after it and grabbing
up all the ships in his path. The murdered child would have
become an unbeliever·· to the dismay of his pious parents.
After his death they could pray to Allah for a new son, pure
and righteous. The wall repaired in the inhospitable village
belonged to two good orphans, the children of righteous
parents. In the wall was a treasure safeguarded for them by
Allah . The wall had to be kept in good repair that they might
find the treasure in it when they reached the right age. "I did
it not upon my own command. Such is the interpretation
of that wherewith thou couldst not bear" ( 1 8:82/83 ) .
Virtually all of the short, more o r less well-known ver
sions of the tale of Musa belong to the Meccan period. They
are sometimes broken down into three Meccan periods.
But the material we possess compels us to deem such a
minute division excessively detailed and insufficiently justi
fied. To the Medinan period belong the extended episodes
in the sura The Cow (al-Baqara, 2) connected with Musa.
The sura takes its name from one of them. The gist of the
episodes is the stubbornness and ingratitude of the sons of
lsra'il, who by various means resisted the commands and
instructions of the prophet. 1
The tales traditionally considered Meccan contain details
and ayats that probably belong to the Medinan period.
They are obviously linked to Muhammad's polemic with
the Jews and with the disputes that broke out in Yathrib.
One can describe as Medinan the ayats that asserts that the

Torah and the Gospels foretell the coming of Muhammad
( 7 : 1 57/ 1 56). The term qibla in the Meccan tale in 1 0:87
may betray traces of Medinan refashioning. Also of Me
dinan origin, it appears, is the reference added to 28:48 to
the fact that Muhammad was rebuked for failing to possess
the same miracle-working abilities as Musa. This seems to
be a response to the Jews' chiding. The stories about Musa
bristle with details that indicate a textual familiarity with
Jewish legend and the Old Testament, which suggests that
all of the Meccan tales about Musa underwent a Medinan
redaction, acquiring details gleaned in Yathrib and germane
to the disputes that erupted there with the followers of
Musa's teaching.
The Medinan ayats, and especially the sura The Cow
( al-Baqara, 2) are a part of a general accusation against the
Jews that they had forgotten the tenets of their prophet and
long ago ceased following his injunctions, be they a prohibi
tion on working on the Sabbath or engaging in usury. In
particular, the Jews were charged with apostasy for grum
bling at Musa's commands immediately after their miracu
lous salvation. The Quran recounts with gusto and great
detail how the Jews betrayed Musa at the first opportunity.
He had just proved the might of their God, yet they chose to
worship the golden calf.
In essence, the Quran contains two different narratives
about Musa. The first concerns Musa and Fir'awn. It is
structured around stores of the prophets and calamities,
consisting of brief references that appear in the earliest
suras. In one instance, Musa is not named by name; the ref
erence is to a "noble messenger" (44: 1 7/ 1 6-33/32) . Musa
is described as a prophet sent to Fir' awn and his noble
men. They reject Musa and perish in a catastrophe, drown
ing as the waters of the sea suddenly rush over them. All of
this is entirely in the spirit of the early prophetic stories.
The second narrative recounts how Musa's own people,
delivered by him from Egyptian captivity, refused to be
lieve him.
All of the stories about Musa abound in moralizing con
clusions. They constantly stress that all of his deeds were
determined by Allah, who chose, saved, and elevated the
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The main versions of the story about Musa in the Quran are these:

2:5 1 /48-73/68; 4 : 1 53/1 52- 1 54/ 1 53; 5:20/23-26/29; 7: 1 03/ 1 0 1 - 1 62;
1 0:75/76-93; 1 1 :96/99; 14:5-8; 1 7: 1 0 1 / 103; 20:9/8-98; 23:45/47-49/5 1 ;
25:35/37 -36/38; 26:1 0/9-68; 27:7 - 1 4; 28:3/2-46; 37: 1 1 4- 1 20; 40:23/2448/49; 43:46/45-56; 5 1 :38-40; 79: 1 5-26. Isolated mentions: 2:87/8 1 ,
92/86, 1 08/102, 1 36/1 30, 246/247, 248/249; 3:84/78; 4: 1 64/1 62; 6:84,
9 1 ' 1 54/ 1 55; 1 1 : 1 7/20, 1 1 0/ 1 1 2; 1 7:2; 21 :48/49; 29:39/38; 32:23; 33:7,
69; 40:53/56; 4 1 :45; 42: 1 3/ 1 1 ; 46: 1 2/ 1 1 , 30/29; 53:36/37; 6 1 :5; 87: 1 9.
For the Story about Musa and "Allah's Slave" see 1 8:60/59-82/8 1 .

prophet (even against the prophet's own will). This motif,
as we have seen, runs through all of the prophetic tales. lt is
especially evident in the story of Yusuf. Another recurring
motif in the stories of prophets is the inevitable retribution
due the unbelievers. lt appears in full in the ayats about
Musa.
As we have noted, the story of Musa is typified in partic
ular by the motif of condemning the Jews, both ancient and
contemporary to Muhammad, for being unworthy of their
prophet. They did not obey him when he was alive, nor did
they adhere to his tenets once he had died. This, in fact, is
the crucial ideological content of the bulk of Quranic tales
about Musa in their final version (with Medinan additions) .
The Quranic image of Musa displays one somewhat
unexpected characteristic. Although he is a great prophet,
Musa loses out in comparison with Muhammad. He is a far
from ideal person. His adult life begins with a crime unmoti
vated by any noble intentions. The Quran stresses that it
is a sin (28: 1 5/ 1 7-21 /20; 26: 1 4/ 1 3). The Quran also lays
special emphasis on Fir' awn's reproachful words that Musa,
rescued and raised by Fir'awn's family, "might become for
them an enemy and a sorrow" (28:8/7) . Fir'awn says to
Musa: "Did we not rear thee among us as a child? And thou
didst dwell many years of thy life among us, And thou didst
that thy deed which thou didst, and thou wast one of the
ingrates" (26: 1 8/ 1 7- 1 9/ 1 8 ) . Musa is tongue-tied and
cowardly. He is unable to carry out his mission without the
help of Harun's brother. Finally, the main proof of Musa's
prophetic status are miracles and tricks that other Qura
nic proph ets did not perform. Moreover, in the Quranic
context, miracles hardly befit a true prophet. Muhammad
wo rked no miracles and rej ected a l l c a l l s to ask A l l a h
for wonders; the Quran itself was considered the greatest
miracle.
lt is as if Musa is weaker than Muhammad. Singling out
this aspect of the narrative about Musa may seem deliber
ately tendentious. But a consecutive reading of all the texts
about Musa makes this feature impossible to ignore. The
Quran, however, never poses a comparison of Musa and
Muhammad. Moreover, all of the episodes that present
Musa in a less than flattering light are not invented; they are
taken from the Old Testament and foregrounded in the Qu
ran. The tendentiousness lurks in the selection of Biblical
episodes. The reflections of the great thinker lbn 'Arabi
( 1 2th - 1 3th centuries) indirectly confirm my view that such
a tendency exists. He saw in Fir'awn not merely a bound
lessly arrogant man, but also a wise man who understood
the preordained nature of his conduct and that of the
prophet. lbn 'Arabi felt that Fir'awn justly reproached Musa
for his personal shortcomings.2
Paral lels with Muhammad and comparisons with him
are , however, present in the stories about Musa, just as they

are in other Quranic tales. Musa's teaching is equated with
Muhammad's faith and the faith of l brahim (42: 1 3/ 1 1 ) .
Musa, like Muhammad, receives not only a revelation, but a
Scripture (Tawra, Kitab, Suhuf, Furqan). Like Muhammad,
Musa is accused of being possessed, of forgetting the tradi
tions of the ancestors, of desiring worldly power. As we
already know, all of this is par for the course in prophetic
stories. The story of Musa also contains a "Quran within the
Quran" in the form of Quranic sermons by the main charac
ters. One of the believers from among Fir'awn's relatives,
for example, delivers just such a sermon, much like one of
Muhammad's.
The similarity of Musa's and Muhammad's psychological
states is evident in the tale about the prophetic calling. The
story of Musa provides a relatively detailed description
of how Allah began speaking to his chosen messenger. The
description exhibits indirect parallels with Muhammad's
first revelations.
A bush appears in the story of Musa. A tree appeared
to Muhammad. 3 Musa has his first vision in the sacred val
ley of Tuva, Muhammad on the venerated hill of Hira'.
According to tradition, the revelation sent down to Mu
hammad began with the command: " Read!" God's appeal
to Musa also begins with an unexpected order: "take off
thy shoes" (20: 1 2) . Allah goes on to tell Musa roughly the
same thing he tells Muhammad: you have been chosen,
worship me, say prayers, the day of judgment will come,
each will receive according to his actions, do not be taken
aback by people's disbelief, spread the message and have
courage.
One cannot conclude from these similarities that Muham
mad copied Musa. Quite the opposite, the marked paral
lels one sees in the Quranic text reflect the reworking more accurately, the selection - of motifs from the legend
of Musa. To show that something similar happened to
Musa was to prove the truth of Muhammad's accounts of
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2 See, for example, Fusus, pp. 259-264; Knysh, Ta 'vi/.
3 For a description of his vision of God by a tree or shrub in the

sky see the

Quran 53: 1 3 -8 1 :
And he saw Him in another descent,
At the farthest lotus
Of His garden of repose.
When it was covered with what covered it;
His eye turned not aside, nor did it wander,
For he certainly saw the greatest
Of his Lord's signs.
I.Yu. Krachkovsky translated the Arabic word sldra, in the traditional but not
very accurate way, as "lotus", whereas the sldr tree · in Arabia means either
a tall spreading tree with prickly branches (Ziziphus spina chrisli) or a prickly
shrub ( Ziziphus hamur engl. ).

his first visions . Finding parallels with the life of Musa,
Muhammad convinced himself that he was truly a pro
phet, later using the same arguments to convince others.
The most important link between Muhammad and Musa
in the Quran is the assertion that the Scripture received by
Musa from Allah foretold the coming of Muhammad
(7: 1 57/ 1 56 ) . This was one of the main theses with which
Muhammad hoped to achieve the recognition of his "vera
city" in the eyes of the Jews and Christians.
Musa was a well-known figure in Arabia even outside of
the Jewish communities. Parts of his story occasionally ap
peared in the verses by pre-lslamic poets.4 It follows from
the text of the Quran that Musa's miracles were brought up
to Muhammad, who was called upon to prove his prophetic
quality in much the same fashion (28:48 ). The Quran also
indicates that what Muhammad expounded differed from
what everyone already knew. I have noted above that it is
when the Quran differs from the generally known version
that one finds an additional reference to the divine origins
of the information about this or that prophet. This appears
in the story of Yusuf ( 1 2: 1 02/1 03), and there is another
such "reference" in the story of Musa (29:9/8, 99).
Some episodes are recounted in detail and with utter
thoroughness. As we have seen, the Quran usually reserves
such an approach for things less familiar to listeners. This,
for example, is how the Israelites' refusal to enter the prom
ised land (5:20/23-26/29) is presented. The episode, inci
dentally, abuts in th� Quran the tale of the sons of Adam,
also presented in the text as something novel to listeners.
The evolution of the stories about Musa is reflected in this.
They begin with widely known tales and facts. Later, as the
ideological element gains importance in the story thanks to
its significance in disputes, the widely known is augmented
and reinterpreted through episodes previously unknown to
the prophet and his listeners.
The Quran reflected many tales about Musa that do not
originate directly in the Old Testament. The Quranic tale is
based on retellings of the Biblical text that in some form or
other existed in Arabia. They provided the material for the
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4 Musa and the loss of the Pharaoh's army in the Red Sea were mentioned by
the popular sixth-century Jewish Arab poet Samaw'al (Hirschberg, Lehren,
p. 62). There are some vague allusions to the story of Musa are found in po
ems by Muhammad's contemporary Umayya b. Abi-s-Salt. He had also a
poem eulogizing the power and might of one uniform God and reproducing
the address of Musa and Harun to Pharaoh (Umayya, Diwan, pp. 369, 370).
Its text, however, was found doubtful by researchers for being too close to
the Quranic story and for being ascribed to other poets reputed as monothe
ists, such as '"Adi b. Zayd, Waraqa b. Nawfal (see: Horovitz, Untersuchungen,
p. 1 43). I am inclined, however, to agree with Hirschberg, who holds that its
narrative mode and style differ from the Quranic model.

episodes Muhammad needed. We do not know where
the motif of saving Fir'awn's body originated. It is probably
connected with Egyptian Jewish legends that preserved
a memory of the Egyptian custom of embalming bodies. 5
Mummification, incidentally, was known in Arabia as wel l .
The origin of as-Samiri, who convinced the Jews to worship
the golden calf, is also unclear. His name may be a distor
tion of the sobriquet of some demon, or it may mean 'Sa
maritan'. It may also contain traces of a legend that has not
reached us that linked the Samaritans with the schism in
the first Jewish community. 6 Some details in the story can
be explained with recourse to Yemeni Jewish legends.
They recount how, after crossing the sea, the Jews saw
a sacred bull walking on the left side of God. From beneath
its feet the dust was taken to fashion a calf. This is the
closest known parallel to the phrase uttered by as-Samiri,
who tells Musa of his deed: " . . . 1 seized a handful from
the footsteps of the messenger, and then threw it in"
( 20:95/96 ) . 7 I t is not unlikely that even closer parallels to
the Quranic tale could be gleaned from the folkloric her
itage of Arabian Jewry. Some details made their way into
the Quran from post- Biblical narratives that circulated
among Christians. Among these is the prominent role of
Musa's sister (the first Maria), the explanation of Musa's
murder of the Egyptian as Shaytan's scheming rather than
the traditional Jewish justification for this act, etc.6 The
material is relatively scarce, but its mere presence in such
a heavily Jewish context shows that the narrative that
reached the Arabians did not always retain a clear tie to
a particular confession.
On the whole, the Quranic tales of Musa are closer to
the Biblical text than to post-Biblical tradition, which distin
guishes them from the stories about Yusuf. Of course, the
Quran does not contain quotes from the Bible, but there are
more than a few texts that are very close to the Bible, such
as the description of the sacrificial cow (2:67/63-73/68;
compare Numbers 1 9) . There are also episodes that can
only be properly understood with reference to the Biblical
tales. For example, the story of the hand that painlessly
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The poem may have indeed been written after the Quran had been
"granted", but it reflects a legend independent of the Quran (see: Hirschberg,
Lehren, p. 6 1 ) . One more passage ascribed to Umayya and describing the
death of the Pharaoh in the Red Sea does not completely coincide with
the Quranic version (see: Umayya, Diwan, p. 2 1 8; see: Hirschberg, Lehren,
pp. 6 1 , 62).
5 Paret, Kommentar, p. 228; Paret, Le corps.

6 Speyer, pp. 329-33 1 . The form of the name much rather suggests a Syrian

Christian milieu as a likely source of this figure, still unclear to us.
7 Paret, Kommentar, p. 336.
6 Speyer, pp. 24 1 -243, 246-247.

turned white is clarified by the Biblical text, which speaks
of leprosy that now appears, now disappears (compare
Exodus 4:6-7). Muhammad's contemporaries understood
this and knew what the text was about. But withifl a few
centuries, Muslim commentators sometimes explained this
passage by claiming that Musa had been a black African
and that his hand changed color of its own accord. Some
passages in the Quranic tale appear to combine details
from several Biblical narratives. For example, in the descrip
tion of the encounter with the girl in Madyan some hear
echoes not only of the similar passage in the story of Moses,
but also of similar encounters between Jacob and Rachel,
or Elizer and Rebecca.9
Of especial interest is the "stratigraphy" of the tale
about Musa and the "slave of Allah " . The first part of
the narrative goes back to the Romance of A lexander the
Great, a collection of tales about the renowned conqueror
whic h was widely known in the ancient and medieval East.
·

have already encountered: no man, not even a prophet,
can know the real meaning of events or designs of Allah.
Any lowly, vile deed of a prophet can in the end be true
and worthy.
Such a tale can serve as a solid argument not only in dis
putes with enemies, but with allies, who also condemned
certain actions of Muhammad at times. It may be that the
parallelism that was necessary for the disputes was under
scored by the introduction into the story of Musa, already
known as a "double" of Muhammad.
The prophet's wise companion remains anonymous in
the Quran. Tradition later gave him the name al-Khadir.13
Muslim mythology thus named the mysterious character
who symbolized eternity and the constant renewal of na
ture. AI-Khadir is considered one of those who do not die
with their first death, but live on in anticipation of the Day
of Judgment. Other "eternals" are familiar folk in the Quran.
They are llyas-Eiijah, ldris, and ' lsa-Jesus.

Many parts of this "romance" circulated throughout the
East in oral and written form in various versions and in va
rious languages. They sometimes "lost" the name of their
central protagonist and acquired new characters. By the
8th century A . D . , various e p isodes from tales about
Alexander had become part of the biography of the an
cient rulers of Yemen as recounted by Muslim historical
and epic tradition. 10
The Quran preserves an episode that tells how Alexan
der (Musa in the Quran) departs with his servant in search
of the spring of eternal life. They find the spring thanks to
a fish that comes to life. The servant, and not the master,
makes use of the water, however. The roots of this passage
are much more ancient than the Romance of Alexander.
The Quran preserves the memory of these more ancient
ties as well. "The place of confluence of two seas" where
the Quranic tale unfolds, is where the Tigris and Euphrates
(the sweet water) commingle and run into the Persian Gulf
(the salt water) . There, in the region of Bahrain, Arabia's
underground rivers run out to the sea, creating sweet-water
springs on the ocean floor. It was in these places (Bahrain,
ancient Dilmun) that the ancient Mesopotamians located
paradise, the place of eternal life. These places were the set
ting for many ancient tales about the search for the source
of eternal life.
The next part of the story is structured along the well
known folkloric plot of legends about divine wisdom. 1 1
The story's motifs reflect many elements of ancient Near
Eastern symbolism as it circulated in various folkloric
forms. The ship, home, and wall are treated as elements
that come together to form the image of another world,
symbolizing the realm beyond the grave. 12
The Quranic story is i n and of itself an organic whole.
In an obvious and paradoxical way it propounds ideas we
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9 Genesis 24; for the name see: Genesis 1 5:2; see: Speyer, pp. 249-25 1 .
10 See: Piotrovsky, Myth, pp. 75, 98, 1 06.
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See: Aarne - Thompson, pp. 262, 263, No. 759; Andreyev, Index, p. 55,
No. 7956. One of the parallels is the Judaic legend about Elijah and Rabbi
Joshua Ben Levi. Interestingly, the Arabian folklore of Oman has still re
tained the compositional device whereby the hero's meddlesome and stupid

companion is pivotal to the story. See: Johnstone, St. George.
12 See: Lichtenstadter, Origin.
1 3 For the identicalness of "ai-Khadir and ''Allah's slave"and its connection
with the evolution of the Biblical Elijah see: Papazian, A l-Khidr.

ounded by the Meccans, a group of Mu
hammad's supporters left their native
city in 6 1 5 and resettled in Ethiopia.
They hoped to find there the protection
of the Christian ruler, who believed, as
they saw it, in the same god as they.
In Ethiopia, they were, in fact, able to
wait out the most trying times for Muslims. They returned
to the prophet after he had moved to Medina and won many
victories over the polytheists.
Tradition has it that as soon as they arrived at the court
of the Negus, the Muslims read him the Quranic sura
Maryam ( 1 9) . After hearing them out, the Negus is said to
have been convinced that they were close to him in spirit,
and he took them under his protection. 1 We do not know
whether this actually occurred, but the tradition is un
doubtedly correct on one count. The Quranic tales about
Maryam - the Virgin Mary and her son 'l sa-Jesus - are
marked by an unmistakable feeling of sympathy, and even
some compassion. The Quran rejects Christian teaching,
but ' lsa remains a great prophet and messenger of Allah.
The most touching moments of his life are recounted - his
birth and the miracles. The tragic fate of the prophet,
seemingly perfect for inclusion in the standard pattern of
relations between people and the prophet, is passed over
by the Quran virtually unnoticed.
The first stories about ' lsa are connected with Muham
mad's initial hopes that the Christians would recognize him
as a messenger of their God. In Medina he expected recog
nition first and foremost from the Jews. Their decisive and
insulting rejection inspired in the founder of Islam new feel
ings of sympathy for the Christian prophet.
The Quran contains three "stories" about ' lsa and nu
merous references to him. The Quran usually recalls ' lsa in
connection with the dispute with the Christians, their ideas
about a man-god and the trinity, which seemed to Mu
hammad a gross distortion of the principle of monotheism.
One can gain from the stories and individual motifs a sense
of what the seventh-century Arabians knew of Jesus.
The Meccan sura Maryam begins with an enumeration
of ancient prophets and righteous men. Each of their
names is prefaced by the refrain "And make mention in
the Scripture . . . " We learn here of l brahim's break with his
father, the "secret conversation" between Musa and God,
about lsma'il and ldris, who was "raised to high station".
----
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1 Wansbrough, Quranlc Studies, pp. 38-43.

But this is primarily the story of Zachariah, Maryam, and
the birth of '!sa.
Zachariah, the "slave of Allah", appealed to god with
a request to grant him offspring. His prayer was answered.
Allah revealed to Zachariah that a son would be born to him
by the name of Yahya, who would be t�e first to go by that
name. Zachariah could not believe that he, an old man, and
his barren wife could produce a sqn. He asked for confirma
tion through a sign. The sign appeared: " . . . thou, with no
bodily defect, shalt not speak unto mankind three nights"
( 1 9: 1 0/ 1 1 ) .
A son was born. He was god-fearing, pious, and obedient.
The passage continues, "And make mention of Mary in the
Scripture" ( 1 9: 1 6) . She left her kinsfolk for a "chamber
looking East" (the eastern part of the temple) and drew
a curtain over herself. "Our spirit" (the spirit of Allah - the
angel Jibril) appeared to her in the guise of a man. She took
fright, but he explained that he had been sent by the Lord to
tell her she would bear a "faultless son" ( 1 9: 1 9) . Like
Zachariah, she did not believe him, but for different reasons:
"no mortal hath touched me, neither have I been unchaste"
( 1 9:20). The messenger replied that Allah does what he
will, and it costs him no effort.
Maryam became pregnant and withdrew to a "far place".
When her contractions began, she took refuge by a palm
tree. At the moment of her greatest suffering, her newborn
son called out to her, calming her. Allah created nearby
a stream of cool water, and fresh fruit appeared on the palm
tree so that Maryam could rest and refresh herself. The in
fant then told her not to speak to him when they encoun
tered people, explaining that she had given a vow of silence
(like Zachariah). When she returned, Maryam's kinsfolk
reproached her for licentiousness, but the newborn spoke
from the cradle. He said, "I am the slave of Allah. He hath
given me the Scripture and hath appointed me a Prophet . . .
Peace on m e the day I was born, and the day I die, and the
day I shall be raised alive!" ( 1 9 :30/3 1 , 33/34) .
The touching account breaks off here, the rhyme and
meter change, and an accusation is leveled against the
Christians: "Such was Jesus, son of Mary: (this is) a state
ment of the truth concerning which they doubt. It befitteth
not (the Majesty of) Allah that He should take unto Himself
a son. Glory be to Him! When He decreeth a thing, He saith
unto it only: Be! and it is" ( 1 9:34/35-35/36). The Chris
tians are accused of distorting the image of Allah and sow
in g d issent; they are reminded of the coming " day of
anguish", Judgment Day (see also 5: 1 7 / 1 9).

Three miniatures on one sheet: The Virgin before the Crucifix; The Virgin and St. Luke;
Jbrahim ibn Adham and Angels. Album, SPB BIOS RAS, E 14, fol. 53 a

J '

Nativity of Christ. Album, SPB BIOS RAS, E 1 4, fol. 62 a

The Virgin Surrounded by Angels. Album, SPB BIOS RAS, E 1 4 , fol. 87 a

In the Medinan sura The Family of 'lmran ( A l 'lmran, 3 ) ,
the tale is enriched with many details. After the news that
Allah has chosen the lineage of lbrahim and ' lmran "above
(all His) creatures" (3:33/30), we learn how the wife of '!m
ran (as Musa's father is called in the Quran) dedicates to
Allah the son who is to be born to him. But a girl called
Maryam was born. The Lord accepted her and she was
installed in the temple.
The temple attendants cast lots to see who would care
for Maryam. The lot fell to Zachariah. Each time he entered
the room, he found that she had before her food miracu
lously given her by Allah.
Inspired by this miracle, Zachariah appealed to the Lord,
asking for offspring. During his prayer, the angels informed
him of the impending birth of Yahya, who would confirm the
verity of Allah's word and be a righteous martyr. Zachariah
did not believe it and was deprived of speech for three days
as a sign of the truth of what he had heard.
The angels then appeared to Maryam, announcing that
the Lord had chosen her "above (all) the women of crea
tion" (3 :42/3 7 ) , that she would bear a son, "a word from
him, whose name is the Messiah, Jesus" ( 3 :45/4 0 ) . H e
would speak with people both a s an infant and a s an adult.
She did not believe, the angels tried to convince her, ex
plaining that Allah would say, " B e ! " and it would come
to pass.
They foretold that Allah would teach the child wisdom
and the Holy Scriptures, making him a "messenger unto
the Children of Israel". 'lsa would say to people: "I fashion
for you out of clay the likeness of a bird, and I breathe into it
and it is a bird, by Allah's leave. I heal him who was born
blind, and the leper, and I raise the dead, by Allah's leave.
And I announce unto you what ye eat and what ye store up
in your houses" ( 3 :48/43) . He announced that he would
confirm the truth of the Torah's commandments, and that
he would make lawful for people some things that had been
forbidden.
After this double prophecy, where the angels foretell
what ' lsa himself will foretell about himself, we read that ' lsa
(already born) "became conscious of their (peoples'] dis
belief" and asked that he be given assistants. They were the
apostles (in the Quran, al-hawariyun) . Allah then appeals
to ' lsa, saying, "I am gathering thee and causing thee to
ascend unto Me", informing him that his followers will be
elevated above the unbelievers and that the unbelievers will
be punished even before the Day of J udgment, a s well
as after it. The phrase is addressed not only to ' lsa, but also
to Muhammad. Like the first man, he is created from dust
by the word of God, who merely said, " Bel"
Once again, the story e n d s with a polemic with the
Christian concept of ' lsa's divinity. lt goes on to speak of
the people who argued with Muhammad about ' lsa and
about the '!Judgement" between them. Allah commands

Muhammad and his opponents to gather about themselves
the members of their families and call out to God that he
might destroy those among them who are not in the right.
Tradition holds that this dispute occurred between Muham
mad and Yemeni Christians from Nadjran. Muhammad pro
posed a mubahala, mutual imprecations, the '!Judgement".
Surrounded by the members of his family, he went out to
meet his opponents, but they took fright at the trial. 2
The third story about ' lsa is told - once again, in a new
form and in a new context - in the Medinan sura The Food
( al-Ma 'ida, 5 : 1 1 0/ 1 09- 1 1 8) . It speak� of the end of the
world, when Allah will gather up his messengers. He ad
dresses first ' lsa, son of Marya m , reminding him of the
favors H e bestowed on him and his mother. This is no pro
phecy of the angels that has come to pass; it is a prophecy
of a memory that is yet to be, for the Day of Judgment has
not yet arrived. Allah recounts all of the episodes that were
mentioned in the prophecy of the Annunciation: the ap
pearance of the Holy Spirit to Maryam, the child who spoke
in the cradle, his education in wisdom and the Scriptures,
the bringing to life of the clay birds, the healing of the blind
and the lepers, the resurrection of the dead. Allah says that
he defended ' lsa from the sons of lsra'il, who considered his
miracles sorcery, that he appointed the apostles to aid him.
A l l a h goes on to say that the a postles requested of ' lsa
a miracle - that G od give them from the heavens a meal.
Allah did this as well for ' lsa, sending down a fully laden
table from the heavens. But Allah also threatened a terrible
punishment, "wherewith I have not punished any of (My)
creatures" (5: 1 1 5) , to those who do not believe after this.
Allah then engages, it seems, in a polemic with the Chris
tians over the Trinity. He asks ' lsa whether he truly required
people to consider him and his mother divinities together
with Allah. ' lsa hotly denies this, berating those who would
dream of such a thing after his death.
These are the three stories about 'lsa. Each has its own
form and context, and tells in the main the story of the
prophet's birth, including a number of episodes linked to
the anti-Christian polemic and charges that the Christians
deified ' lsa.
The Quran also contains several references to the story
of the flight to Egypt ( 23:50/52) and his ascent to the
heavens (4: 1 58/ 1 56 ) .
The Quran does not describe ' !sa's death, but the tale i s
presumed in the well-known phrase that denies his death.
Among the sins ascribed to the "people of the Scriture" are
their condemnation of Maryam and their false assertion that
'lsa died: " . . . (a]nd because of their saying: 'We slew the
Messiah, Jesus son of Mary, Allah's messenger' - they slew
him not nor crucified him, but it appeared so unto them;
�
2 For this dispute see this special study: Massignon, Mubahala.
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and lo! those who disagree concerning it are in doubt
thereof; they have no knowledge thereof save pursuit of
a conjecture; they slew him not for certain. But Allah took
him up unto H imself. Allah was ever Mighty, Wise"3
(4: 1 57 - 1 58/ 1 56).
The stories of Zachariah, Maryam and 'lsa take up rela
tively little space in the text. They contain virtually no repe
titions. Each of the three tales of the birth occur in various
forms and contexts that do not entirely parallel one another.
Yet these stories are in the Quran of great significance, for
they express both the tie and the confrontation of the nas
cent religion with Christianity, its great predecessor and
contemporary.
The stories about 'lsa are simultaneously part of two
cycles of Quranic narratives. They belong to the tales of the
prophets, but at the same time form part of the disputes
with other religions that occur even more frequently in the
Quran. The overriding motif in these discussions is an ac
cusation of distorting true monotheism. The two lines of ar
gument are clearly evident in the text. Accusations and
rebukes against the Christians seem to be additions to the
narratives. They differ from them in style and appear to
have intruded into these cohesive stories later, adding "ide
ological " conclusions or commentary to generally known
sto ries.
All three stories closely resemble each other in text and
in spirit, but they were "sent down" at various times. The
earliest story is contained in the sura Maryam and belongs
to the Meccan period. It is consistently narrative in nature
and belongs to a series of references to the prophets joined
togethe r by a recurring refrain. It tells only of the nativity.
Other events in ' lsa's life appear in the Medinan suras,
where the story of the nativity is augmented with the child's
multi-layered prophecies of his own miracles. In the Me
dinan sura The Family of 'lmran, the story of ' lsa is closely
linked with Jewish sacral history. The genetic link between
Maryam and the line of Moses-Musa is stressed; the story of
'lsa follows the mention of its offspring. The last story re
vealed (5: 1 1 0/ 1 09- 1 1 8) is marked by the idea of the Day
of Judgment and a final reckoning. Allah enumerates the
events of ' lsa's life. The description of the gathering at
the end of the world differs from the early, ecstatic images
that abound in the earliest suras. Allah now speaks with His
prophets calmly and without haste. These discussions
already conta in the motif of the prophets' intercession
on peo ple's behalf. In Islam, this later grew into a crucial
escha tological concept of Muhammad, the last prophet,
who interceded before Allah on behalf of all sinning Mus
lim s. Of Medinan origin are the ayats that refer to the cruci
fixion; they assert that ' lsa was not crucified.
A special feature of the Quranic stories about 'I sa is their
close connection to the story of Zachariah and Yahya. The two
episodes display obvious parallels. Both recount the mirac-

ulous birth of a child that would have been impossible under
normal circumstances. The context suggests that Zacha
riah began to ask Allah for a son when he saw fresh fruits
appear in Maryam's chamber. The commentators explain
that these were always fruits that were not in season. If fruits
could appear out of season, then perhaps an old couple
could produce a child. The angel's prophecy to Zachariah is
similar to Maryam's annunciation; the same words are used
for both ' lsa and Yahya. In the cases of both Zachariah and
Maryam, a real or imagined vow of silence acts as a sign.
The story of Zachariah also exhibits natural parallels with
the story of l brahim. The parallel motif of a son 's birth to
an aged father is conveyed with similar words and phrases.
Incidentally, the reference to lbrahim in the sura Maryam
occurs immediately after the tale of Zachariah and Maryam.
A New Testament story is thus structurally linked to a tale
from the Old Testament.
For Muhammad, 'lsa was a special prophet and prede
cessor. The parallels between 'lsa and Muhammad are not
�early as intentional as in the stories of the other prophets,
but they are especially significant. 'lsa, of course, was not
a god, but a man ( 5:75/79) . Yet he was no ordinary man .
Like Adam, he was created by God (and not merely chosen
like the other prophets ) . He belongs to those "brought near"
Allah, like the highest angels (3:45/40). He is not merely
a righteous man and a messenger, but also the "word of
Allah", "spoken truths". He, ' lsa, will be "knowledge" of the
coming Judgment ( 43:6 1 ) ; he will reappear before the end
of the world. This unusual prophet appears to have foretold
the coming of Muhammad, announcing ( 6 1 : 6 ) : "0 Child
ren of Israel! Lo! I am the messenger of Allah unto you, con
firming that which was (revealed) before me in the Torah '
and bringing good tidings of a messenger who cometh after
me, whose name is the Praised One [Ahmad]". Ahmad is
the second, and perhaps the first, name of Muhammad.4
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3 I am responsible for the division into sintagms and the punctuation. My inten
tion was to stress the polemic quality of the text.

4 Here the Quran offers an original interpretation of real Christian texts. In the
Gospel according toSt. John , Jesus talks with the Apostle and says, "And 1 will
ask the Father and He will give you another Counsellor to be with you forever"
( 1 4 : 1 6, cf. 26). "When the Counsellor comes, whom I will send to you from
the Father, the Spirit of Truth who goes out from the Father, he will testify
about me" ( 1 5:26); "he will do even greater things than these, because 1 am
going to the Father". This idea of the advent of yet another messenger of
God was assimilated by Muhammad and applied to himself. An extra stimu
lus for this kind of identification was the nature of the name of one of the
prophets of Islam. His name was Ahmad, which means 'supremely glorious'
(hamid) and initially was the superlative or comparative degree form of the
adjective hamld (glorious). This is a shortened ancient theophoric name
of the type "God is glorious". In one of the Evangelical phrases cited above
there is also a form of the comparison degree: "These things 1 have done he
will also do greater ones". Some of the legends and reproductions of this and
other phrases from the New Testament where inferred, in "slavish render
ing", to mean the name of a future messenger.

The remainder of the story about ' lsa and his relations
with people is the same as the story of Muhammad: "Yet
when he hath come unto them with clear proofs, they say:
This is mere magic" ( 6 1 :6). In the sura The Food ( 5 ), we
read of 'lsa: "those of them who disbelieved exclaimed:
This is naught else than mere magic" ( 5: 1 1 0) . Of Musa it
was said, "they said: Lo! this is mere magic" ( 1 0:76/77) ,
and this happens t o Musa dozens o f times. The unbelievers
addressed Muhammad on numerous occasions with the
same words: "This is naught else than mere magic" (34:43/
42; see also 46:7 /6; 43:30/29, etc . ) .
When Allah speaks of one of H i s greatest gifts to 'Isa his assistants - the special term for C hrist's apostles
(al-hawariyun) is used alongside the term ansar ( 'helpers' ) ,
which Muhammad used to refer to the Med inans who
accepted Allah and came to His aid at the most difficult
moment in his mission (see 3:52/45-53/46; 6 1 : 1 4) .
There i s another important parallel that is missing i n the
stories of the other prophets. Allah has an intermediary in
his communication with 'lsa, an aid to the prophet - ruh al
kudus (the "holy spirit"): " . . . We supported him with the
Holy spirit" (2:87/8 1 , 253/254) . To Christians, this called
to mind one of the elements of the trinity. To Muslims it
evoked phrases that applied to Muhammad himself: "The
holy Spirit hath delivered it [the Quran] from thy Lord with
truth... " ( 1 6 : 1 02/1 04) . This undoubtedly refers to the angel
Jibril (Gabriel ) , who conveyed the text of the Quran from
Allah to Muhammad. .
The story of ' lsa, the last prophet before Muhammad,
does not appear to have any tie to a calamity. But he is to
appear before the great, all-encompassing and final disas
ter - the Day of J udgment, and it is to warn of this for
the last time that Muhammad, so similar to ' lsa, is sent to
people . I n post-Quranic narratives, ' lsa became one of
the main protagonists of stories about events that precede the
Judgment. Descending from the heavens, he kills the terri
ble Antichrist Dajjal and together with ai-Mahdi establishes
a kingdom of justice on earth.
'lsa was undoubtedly a well- known figure in Arabia.
Many Christians, both local Arabs and immigrant traders

----
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In Oriental studies an opinion was widely spread that the Greek word parak/
ltos (comforter/counselor) had been mistaken for per/klltos (most glorious),
which was then translated into Arabic and misinterpreted as a name. This
theory of errors seems to be too complicated on the one hand and incorrect
in essence on the other. No distortions of this kind in the Greek text are
borne out by the history of the dissemination and translation of the New
Testament; moreover, the word periklitos was not in use in the Greek lan
guage of Muhammad's time (for this point see: Paret, Kommen tar,
pp. 476, 477; Schacht, Ahmad). lt appears more reasonable to describe it
not as erroneous borrowing, but as perception of the general idea and its par
aphrases and interpretations and their influence on Muhammad's forming
the idea of continuity from Jesus.

and hermits, lived in all parts of the peninsula. Christianity
spread to the courts of the Arabian kings, the Ghassanids,
Lakhmids, Kindites, the Yemeni nobility. Many of Arabia's
famed pre-Islamic poets were Christians. Among them is
the sixth-century poet from H ira 'Adi ibn Zayd, whose
verses abound in Biblical motifs. The Arabians also knew
of the Holy Scripture sent down to 'I sa; they called it the Injil
(the Gospels). But unlike many other prophets, the ' lsa
could hardly be shorn of its Christian religious significance.
We find circumstantial evidence of this in the Quran. Each
story about ' lsa is augmented with polemical remarks that
note the d ifference between the Muslim and Christian
understanding of the image of 'lsa-Jesus.
The Quranic tales of ' lsa contain several details that sur
prise readers; they have often been interpreted as gross
errors by Muhammad, who is alleged to have had a poor
knowledge of the tale he told. As in other such cases, the
accusations of "error" are based more on hostility toward
Islam and an unwillingness to seek other explanations than
on scholarly analysis.
But it is an analysis of the sources for the Quranic image
of ' lsa that gives us a unique chance to peer into the reli
gious environment in pre - I slamic Arabia. In particular,
these sources throw some light on the un-canonical and
Gnostic concepts and views whose adherents found in
Arabia refuge and followers. It was their views that repre
sented Christianity to the Arabians. The Quran sometimes
conducts a polemic with them, sometimes accepts them as
correct in opposition to what was at that time more or less
canonical.
Two passages in the Quranic tale of Maryam that speak
of her genealogy have evoked the irony of scholars. In the
sura Maryam ( 1 9:28/29 ) , when Maryam comes to her
kinsfolk after giving birth to 'lsa, they rebuke her and refer
to her as "0 sister of Aaron ... " Mary, the mother of Jesus,
had no brother by the name of Harun -Aaron. But the
Biblical Moses and Aaron had a sister by the name of Mi
riam ( pronounced Maryam in the Septuagint) . She was
considered a prophetess ( Exodus 1 5:20: "Miriam the
prophetess, the sister of Aaron" ) . Many have concluded on
the basis of this Quranic phrase that Muhammad simply
confused the two Maryams. The conclusion fits in well with
a general view of the Quran as a collection of poorly under
stood snippets from the Bible. But it is far from the truth.
Muhammad and those around him could not have ig
nored the vast chronological gulf (even in the epic, rather
than the historical, sense) that separated the Maryam of ' lsa
and the Maryam of Musa. Moreover, as we shall see later,
the Quranic story of Maria betrays a sound knowledge of
the so-called Protogospel of Jacob, the same apocryphal
text that provided all Christians with information and stories
about Maria's birth and her parents. Musa's sister is not

called by name in the Quran, but she does appear. She is
an independent character who investigates the fate of her
infant brother when he is set adrift on the water (20:3840/4 1 ; 28:7/6- 1 3/ 1 2) . There must be another expla�ation
for calling Maria - Maryam the sister of Harun; this is no
simple case of confusion.
In another, Medenin story about Maryam and '!sa, Ma
ryam's mother promises god her still unborn child (3:35/3 1 ),
Maria. This is a story from Christian legend about Maria.
But we encounter the same confusion. Maria's mother is
called the "wife of ' Imran", the mother of Harun and Musa.
Once again, we find Maryam, the "sister of Harun". Thus,
the Quran twice stresses Maryam's kinship tie to the line of
Musa. But the word 'sister' need not indicate direct kinship;
it can also mean 'a member of the same tribe'. This is
apparently not im error, but a stylistically complex meta
phor. 5 It underpins the idea of kinship between the two
great prophets. Such a concept is perfectly in the spirit of
early Judeo-Christianity, which strove to maintain a certain
unity of the two religions.
The Quran frequently joins chronologically distant events
and often employs the concept of generations and ge
nealogical ties. I have already noted that the single refer
ence to lbrahim's offspring - Ishaq and Ya'qub - does not
mean that they were both recognized as l brahim's sons.
It is rather an enumeration of generations. This "thinking"
in genealogies is evident in the phrase that precedes the
story about Maryam in the sura The Family of 'lmran: "Lot
Allah preferred Adam and Noah and the Family of Abraham
and the Family of ' Imran above (all His) creatures. They
were descendants one of another" (3:33-34/30) . As a de
scendant of ' lmran, Maryam is both the "sister of Musa" and
the daughter of the "wife of ' lmran".
----
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5 Paret, Kommentar, pp. 64, 65.
6 As a matter of fact, the Quran story does not claim that the Christians have
made Mary part of the Trinity, but says that they do deify 'lsa and Maryam; in
doing so, it makes reference to the commandments of 'lsa himself. As for
'lsa, he denies that he cannot have said any such things, that his words have
been misrepresented. Here we are faced with the Quran's characteristic
clai m that the Christians and Judaists have distorted the original teachings of
their prophets. Muhammad did have certain grounds for accusing some
Christians of deifying Mary. He might have heard about the exotic female
sect of Colliridians, who worshipped Mary and offered some phosphor of
bread in Mary's name. Cyprus Epiphanius (fourth century) reports in his
book on heresies that the sect had become widely spread in Arabia as well
(Ep iph, Haer, 78:23, 79: 1 ; Parrinder, Jesus, p. 1 35). He also informs us that
the Nabateans' former capital of Petrae there existed a special holiday of the
Virgin who had given birth to god, whom the Nabateans identified with their
ancient deity Dushara (Epiph, Haer, 5 1 :22; Schifman, Nabatean State, p. 95).
In the sect of the Sampseans they alleged the Holy Spirit was Jesus' sister
(Epiph, Haer, 53: 1 ).
In one of the extant texts of the New Gospel Testament from the Jews (sec
ond century) Jesus says: "My mother, the Holy Spirit, took me by a hair of
mine and transported to great Mount Favour" ( Los Evangelios, p. 35;
Dunkerley, Gospels, p. 1 05; Parrinder, Jesus, p. 1 36; Apocrypha, p. 68).

A tie between nascent Islam and Judeo-Christianity,
an early form of the Christian religion, appears in many de
tails; it is quite plausible, despite the seeming chronological
gap. Arabia long preserved the teachings, concepts, and
,
even adherents of sects that had elsewhere vanished long be
fore. For example, the Quran contains echoes of the teach
ing of the Qumran community. The main idea in the Qu
ranic i m a g e of J e s u s - that h e i s a great prophet a n d
a man, not the son o f God - is similar to what the Judeo
Christian Ebionites propounded.
Muhammad is sometimes "caught" in another "error".
He is alleged to have believed that Maryam-Maria was con
sidered by the Christians part of the trinity. On the Day of
Judgment, Allah, along with ' !sa himself, reproaches the
Christians for ascribing to the prophet the words "Take me
and my mother for two gods beside Allah" (5: 1 1 6) . Some
take this as an indication that Muhammad considered the
trinity as consisting of Allah, ' !sa and Maryam. The nature
of the stories about Maria recorded in the Quran shows that
among Arabian Christians of the 6th and early 7th cen
turies, widespread traditions underscored and elevated
the role of Maria. This was part of the general process of the
gradual emergence of a cult of the Blessed Virgin. The texts
of Christian Gnostics contain phrases that can be seen
as identifying the Mother of God with the Holy Spirit (when
the Holy Spirit is called the mother of Jes u s ) . 6 It would
thus be a simplification to see only an error here . More
likely, we w.i tness the incomplete reflection of specific
unorthodox views that circulated among the C h ristians
of Arabia.7
Muhammad came into contact with the views of various
Christian movements and sects. He sometimes selected
elements of their beliefs, and sometimes stood in opposi----
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The ancient Hebrew word roah (spirit) is of the feminine gender. The con
cept of the Holy Spirit as the mother spirit is found in the Scriptures. ft was at
times regarded as identical with wisdom (Hebrew hohma, Greek so{la) by
both the Jews and Gnostic Christians alike (see: Gerock, Versuch, p. 76,
note 1 ). The words did not signify that the Holy Spirit was Virgin Mary, but to
those who lived in the fifth and sixth centuries the already obsolete words
could be interpreted precisely like that (see also: "Song about a Bride", and
"Song about a Pearl" in the Acts of Apostle Thomas From the Shores o{lhe
Bosporus", pp. 1 47, 1 50, 328, 329).
The reverent and generally benedictory attitude of the Quran to Mary is in
keeping with the then growing Christian tradition. Mary is the main person
in the Quran ' s numerous ·�esus" stories. The plots themselves derive from
the series of legends reflected in the apocryphal gospels of nativity and
childhood, one of the most important inner messages of which was to ex
onerate and glorify Mary and to defend her character from any Judaists' at
tacks.

7 There

exists a legitimate, albeit not necessarily blameless, opinion that
the Quran's criticism is spearheaded against views held heretical by pious
Christians rather than against Christianity in general (Bell, Introduction,
p. 1 58). Nevertheless, it often appears that what Muhammad viewed as
heresy was ancient Christianity in its undiluted form (see: note 8 to this
chapter).
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tion to them. In connection with the story of 'lsa and
Maryam, the Quran is careful to note that the Christians
split into mutually hostile groups. For example, the ayats
about the nativity are immediately followed by the words
"The sects among them differ" ( 1 9:37/38) . We know little
of the world of Arabian Christians, and it is difficult to draw
direct links between it and the Quran. It is more likely that
the Quran itself can aid us to some extent as a source for
studying Arabian Christianity.
Scholars often link the Quranic assertion that 'Isa was
not, in fact, murdered with the teaching of the early
Christian movement of the Docetists, who refused to ac
cept the materiality of the body and earthly life of Jesus
and denied the reality of the crucifixion. Frequently cited in
this regard is the story, which goes back to the 2nd-cen
tury Gnostic Basilides, that it was not Jesus who was cru
cified, but Simon of Cyrene, who bore the cross of Jesus
and assumed his image. Jesus himself assumed the image
of Simon and, standing alongside him, mocked his oppres
sors.8 The Quranic denial of the crucifixion is also linked
with the teaching of the Manicheans, 9 or with extreme
Monophysite J u lianists, who considered not only the
divine essence of Christ, but his corporal shell as well,
to be incorruptible and impervious to death. 1 0 Whatever
the case may be, we see that here as well the Quran
recorded a plurality of views then current in the religious
life of the Near East.
The Quran exhibits closer parallels and similarities to
actual Christian texts known to us. The story of the birth
and upbringing of Maryam provides fragmentary glimpses
of unclear motifs - the curtain in the temple, the casting
of lots. The story begins with her mother's promise to de
dicate her child to Allah. The apocryphal Protogospel
of Jacob contains parallels and explanations for all of this.
We find there, in particular, a detailed story about a similar,
if not identical, casting of lots to choose the girl's caretaker,
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8 Parrinder, Jesus, pp. 1 09 - 1 1 1 . The Quranic words (on the Crucifixion and
death), " ... but it was only in their imagination ... " (4: 1 57/156), appear to
sound quite docetic. But the docetic denial of Christ's material human
essence contradicts the Quran's general concept of 'lsa as a man and
prophet (Bell, Origin, p. 1 54; Gerock, Versuch, p. 58). The general sense of
this ayat is to stress that the prophet escaped death. God deceived the Jews
and rescued the prophet, as he had formerly rescued all the others.
It seems therefore that the Quran reflected a more mundane idea that was
also shared by the Docets, the idea that Christ on the cross was replaced by
another man. It was this idea that was favoured, according to lrineus (fourth
century) by the famous Gnostic Vasilid (mid-second century) . Incidentally,
the claim Vasilid shared the idea that Christ had been replaced on the cross
by Simon of Cyrene has been disputed. Vasilid himself is not considered
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to be docetic ( Fortescue, Docetism, pp. 832, 833), but he undoubtedly was
close to the circle of Christian Gnostics of docetic outlook. Medieval com
mentators also gravitated towards this explanation. They generally named
one of the apostles, chiefly Judas, as the man who had replaced Jesus (see,
e.g., at-Tabari, Ta{sir, vol. 6, p. 9 - 1 3 ; Mukatil, Ta{sir, vol. 1 , p. 420).
9 See.: Quran (Krachkovsky), p. 537; Parrinder, Jesus, pp. 1 1 0, 1 1 1 ; Gerock,
Versuch, p. 58, note 1 ; see: Rudolph, Die Abhiinglgkelt, p. 82.
Manichaeism itself might have accepted docetic views and might have been
its conveyor into the world that surrounded Muhammad. It should be noted
that the role of Manichaeism in that world and its reflection in the Quran are
topics that have been studied little, although it is this ·area that holds great
promise

1 0 Honigmann, Eveques, p.

1 3 1 ; Piotrovsky, Southern Arabia, p. 1 66.

and about how Maria wove a precious curtain for the tem
ple's altar (chap. 8, 2; 9, 1 ) .U
The miracle of the clay birds brought to life, which ap
pears twice, is also found in the apocryphal infancy gospels
(in detail in the Gospel of Pseudo-Thomas) Y It is also pre
sent in the Arabic versions of the infancy Gospels; their
broad dissemination indicates their special, and apparently
longstanding, popularity in the Arab world. 13
The description of labor beneath a palm-tree calls to
mind the story of resting beneath a palm-tree on the way
to Egypt as it is described in the a pocryphal Gospel
of Pseudo-Matthew (chapter 20). 1 4 In general, the story of
Zachariah, Yahya-John the Baptist and Maryam is quite
similar to the first chapters of the canonical Gospel of Luke.
This set of parallels, which could be extended further,
demonstrates that the Quranic text had no direct source.
The Quranic narrative appeared in an environment filled
with various Christian and peripherally Christian motifs
linked to Christ. The nature of the material, style of exposi
tion, and image of Christ himself and the way of life of his
followers gained the sympathy of Islam's founder. Never-
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1 1 Proto-gospel of Jacob, or ·�acob's Story of the Birth of Mary", speaks of
Mary's childhood, of the Nativity and of the slaughter of the innocents. lt is
one of the works conventionally called 'nativity gospels'. lt is there that we
find the story of Mary's introduction to the temple on her parents' vow and of
angels bringing food to the girl while she lived in the temple. This motif of the
miraculous appearance of food is reflected in the Quran. In the Quran,
Zachariah takes part in a raffle by means of "writing canes" and after winning
the prize, becomes Maryam's guardian. Jacob's proto-Gospel says that when
Mary turned twelve years of age, all kinds of widowers were assembled there.
Each of them was supposed to bring a staff there. A pigeon flew out of
Joseph's staff. That was taken to be God's sign, and the little girl was given
over to him to bring her up. lt was in Joseph's house that Mary wove a purple
shroud for the temple. lt emerges in the Quran in the form of an insufficiently
clear motif: "Then she retreated from her family into an Eastern place and
arranged for herself a hanging to separate her from them" ( 1 9: 1 6 - 1 7). See:
Zhebelev, Gospels, pp. 87 -90; Los Euangellos, pp. 1 26- 1 76, chapters 1 -5,
8- 1 0; Apocrypha, pp. I 0 1 - 1 29; Parrinder, Jesus, p. 65; Paret, Kommentar,
p. 67. There exists a fairly old Arabian version (the oldest manuscript dating
from the tenth century) of Jacob's Proto-Gospel; this may serve as evi
dence, albeit indirect one, that it had been used in Arabic even before Islam.
See: Garitte, Protoeuangelli lacobl.
12 Once Infant Jesus violated Sabbath by modelling sparrow figures out
of clay. When a pious passer-by sent for Joseph, the latter began dressing
down the boy, Jesus clapped and shouted to the sparrows: "Fly!" and they
did fly. See: Zhebelev, Gospels, pp. 9 1 , 92; Los Euangellos, pp. 285, 286,
eh. 2: 1 -5; Apocrypha, pp. 1 30- 1 50; Parrinder, Jesus, p. 84; Paret, Kommen
tar, p. 69.
1 3 The Arabic Gospel of Childhood, which was probably translated from
Syrian, survives in several copies (one manuscript with illustrations). lt has

theless, disputes among the Christians and between the
Christians and the Jews convinced Muhammad of the
superiority of his own monotheism and his own personal
experience of communication with divinity.
'Isa-Jesus became the most significant figure among
the pre-Muhammadan prophets. He was the hero of es
chatological legends even after the Quran. There is a Mus
lim belief that in the mosque of Medina, next to the grave
of Muhammad, there is a place for 'lsa, who will descend
from the heavens before the end of the world, triumph over
evil, and die.
'lsa became a part of many folk tales, which are often
quite fantastic. Mubarak ibn Muhammad, a Bedouin of the
Nahd tribe, once cheered me as we stood by an abandoned
well among the ruins of the ancient city of Bir Hamad, in the
desert to the west of Hadramawt in Southern Arabia, with
the following tale: the date-palm, which provides suste
nance to the inhabitants of Arabia, was created by Allah
specifically for the birth of ' (sa, and this is why Muslims
venerate ' lsa. This interpretation may distort the Quranic
narrative, but it remains close to it in spirit.
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accounts of boy Jesus making figures of animals, animating them so that
they walked and jumped. He also produced clay figures of birds and made
them fly (see: Los Euangellos, p. 333, eh. 36; see also: Redin, Miniatures).
His reanimation of clay figures is mentioned also in the medieval Jewish de
scription of Jesus' life, To/dot Yeshu (see: Parrinder, Jesus, p. 8). Some
Muslim sources have it that the animation of bird figures by Jesus was men
tioned in Medina by some Christians who had come from Nadjran in
Southern Arabia (see: lbn Hisham, Slra, p. 4 1 4 ) .
One o f the manuscripts o f the Arabian Gospel contains a remark added a t a
later date which was also reflected in the Quran. lt says that Jesus spoke
when still in the cradle. He addressed his mother as follows: "I am Jesus, the
son of God, the word you have begotten as Archangel Gabriel told you" (see:
Parrinder, Jesus, p. 78).
1 4 The Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew survives it Latin version, probably of the
seventh century. lt contains an episode on the flight into Egypt, when Mary
and Joseph took seats under a palm tree to rest. Jesus ordered the tree to
bend and feed his mother and Joseph with its fruit. Then the infant ordered
that a spring should sprout from under the palm tree (Los Euangelios,
pp. 1 77-242, chapter 20: 1 -2; Parrinder, Jesus, p. 1 965; Paret, Kommentar,
p. 323). The Arabic Gospel of Childhood has preserved a story of Mary and
Child taking rest under a tree (sycamore or plane-tree) in Matarya, Egypt
(Los Euangellos, p. 323, chapter 24).
There is no evidence here of direct loans. The Latin apocrypha only indicates
the existence of a palm tree motif in the series of legends about the childhood
of Jesus and the Quran points to the possibility of the Nativity under a palm
tree. For there is also a non-canonical story of Christ's birth in a cave (Proto
Gospel of Jacob, chapters 1 8- 1 9) . The Quranic version does not originate
from any particular texts but draws from a sea of oral and written legends and
stories that gave rise to Gospels of Nativity and Gospels of Childhood.
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llah raised 'lsa, his best known prophet,
to the heavens. He also e levated to
heaven another prophet, about whom
we know virtually nothing - ldris. In the
sura Maryam ( 1 9 ) , which begins with
the story of 'Isa's birth, ldris is named
among the other great prophets of the
past whom Allah bids us remember, together with lbrahim,
Mu sa, H a ru n , and l s ma ' i l : "And make m e ntion in the
Scripture of ldris. Lol he was a saint, a prophet; And We
raised him to high station" ( 1 9:56/57-57/58). He is men
tioned in one other place together with other "steadfast"
ones ( 2 1 :85).
The context in which ldris is mentioned places him
among the most venerated prophets. But we learn nothing
about him, and his name reveals no evident parallels or pro
totypes in Biblical or Arabian accounts. Moreover, he is
brought up as a figure familiar to listeners. All of this seems
to suggest that narratives linked to this name circulated at
one time in Arabia, though we have not discovered them
yet. They probably spoke of ldris' steadfastness, his special
tie to God and, finally, his ascent to heaven. Perhaps little is
said about him becaus.e the Quran does not present him as
one of Muhammad's "doubles" ( like Nuh, for example) .
He is merely another link in the historical chain of prophets
that forms the core of world history that comes to fruition
in Muhammad.
The mysterious figure of ldris tormented both medieval
commentators and modern scholars. Naturally, the motif
of ascension led to the identification of ldris with the
Biblical Enoch, whom God raised up to heaven. European
scholars also accepted this identification. As concerns the
name, they traced it back to the Greek name Andreas,
used to refer to Alexander's cook in one version of the
Romance of Alexander. He tasted the water of life that his
master sought and became immortal. He is mentioned
indirectly in the Quran in the tale of Musa's journey to the
"place of confluence of two seas". One of the apostles was
also called Andrew. 1 The list could be extended, but we still
do not know how this name came to refer to a prophet
"elevated" to heaven.
The waters are further muddied by the fact that in a pas
sage stylistically parallel to the place where the name ldris
occurs, we find instead of ldris the name al-Yasa' (38:48 ),
a name evocative o f Elijah; yet i t could also b e a somewhat
distorted Arabian name, or even the name of an Arabian
divinity. There exists, for example, the widespread Sabean
name Yatha' 'amar ('Yatha' ordered' ) . 2

Another mysterious figure appears alongside ldris and
al-Vasa' - Dhu-1- Kifl ( 2 1 :85; 38:48). He is also one of the
"steadfast" and "chosen; " in other words, a prophet. His
name is Arabic in form. It begins with the particle dhu, indi
cating possession. What he possesses is expressed by the
Arabic word kifl
share, protection, guarantee, replace
ment. The prophet's name can thus be read as 'the one who
is guaranteed' ('who is protected' ) or 'he who vouched'
( ' replaced' ) , etc.
The name occurs in a list of prophets, so it seems natural
to seek the first analogies among Old Testament figures.
Our only key is the name itself, a polysemantic thing. From
the Middle Ages up through our time, a multitude of varied
figures have been linked to it, most frequently Ezekiel,
sometimes Hosea, Zachariah, etc.3
An Old Testament protagonist does in fact appear to be
one of the sources for this image. But he reached the Quran
through oral accounts, which Arabized the name or re
placea it with an Arabic sobriquet. Dhu-1-Kifl appears twice
as a well-known figure. Scholarship has yet to reconstruct
this and other cycles of Arabian legends and non-canonical
Biblical narratives that led both these mysterious prophets,
and others better known, to the Quran.
Several Old Testament figures are easy enough to recog
nize by name. Among them is the "righteous man" llyas.
In the sura The Rangers ( as-Sa[at, 37), after an emotional
tale in an abrupt meter about the Day of Judgment, para
dise and hell, Allah reminds people that he has already sent
them admonishers. P�ople did not heed them and were
punished for this. Allah cherished his prophets, though they
were persecuted by their fellow countrymen. This part
of the sura also exhibits an unusual meter. Each of the
prophets is either preceded or followed by the refrain
" Peace ( be unto him ) ! " All of the prophets named here
appear in the Quran several times. Among them is llyas,
whom the Quran mentions only once.
l lyas was one of Allah's messengers. He called on his fel
low tribesmen to stop appealing for help to Ba'al, but rather
to pray to Allah, "the Best of creators". The people did not
believe their prophet, and all of the unbelievers were pun-

�
1 Paret, Kommentar, p. 3 1 4.
2 Harding, Index, pp. 658, 659. The name sounds similar to the Syrian and
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Hebrew form of this name: Elisha - if the definite article a/- is regarded as
a misunderstood initial part of the name. As for the Yatha' name, the change
s->vs is admissible fo� oral speech in Arabia, although the s->vt change is
more common.
3 Quran ( Krachkovsky), p. 577.

ished. The passage ends with a glorification in which the
prophet's name is given in slightly altered form (for rhyme,
apparently) - instead of l lyas, l lyasin: " Peace be unto
llyasin!" (37: 1 23- 1 30). All ayats in this part of the sura end
with the syllable ln/un.
The sura is Meccan in origin and is one of the most artis
tically perfect sections of the Quran. The brief tale of llyas
stands out, as it is only told once, only in this section. Also
noteworthy is its reference to the divinity worshipped by the
unbelievers - Ba'al. In similar stories about the prophets,
with the exception of the story of Nuh, the names of pagan
divinities are not given. Ba'al here packs an additional emo
tional charge, juxtaposed as it is with the nearby term rabb.
Both Ba'al and rabb have the same meaning - 'lord', 'mas
ter' . But rabb in the Quran refers exclusively to Allah. Also
somewhat unusual is the assertion that Allah was the origi
nal divinity of llyas' kinsmen, but that they abandoned him
in favor of Ba'al: Allah is the "Lord of your forefathers".
References to the "forefathers" in the Quran are signifi
cantly more common from the opponents of the prophet,
as they strive to safeguard the faith of their fathers from
Muhammad's novelties.
This may, however, be linked to Muhammad's message.
One of the most difficult problems for the prophet was pre
cisely the issue of breaking with ancestral traditions. One
possible response to the accusation of distorting the ances
tral faith was that polytheism was not the original faith, but
itself represented a distortion of the "first" faith. This is why
lbrahim acquires such great significance, both as an ances
tor and as the first monotheist. llyas' sermon about restor
ing the ancient faith is in the same vein.
The roots of the story about llyas go back to a well
known passage in the first book of Kings ( 1 8) about how
the prophet Elijah struggled against the priests of Ba'al.
Some details in the Quranic text, in particular the form of
the name, indicate that the Biblical story reached the Quran
through Christian channels.4 The Quran itself provides in
direct confirmation. llyas appears on one other occasion in
the Quran in a chain of ancient prophets listed one after the
other (6:85 ) . The chain is broken down by ayat into three
g rou ps: a) Dau, Sulayman, Ayyub, Musa, Harun; b) Zaka
ria, Yah ya, ' lsa, llyas; c) lsma'il, ai-Yasa', Yunus, Lut. llyas,
as we see, stands among the Christian figures. For Muham
rnad and his fellow tribesmen, the prophet's name was ap
pa rently more evocative of the Christian tradition.
In the list of prophets favored by Allah given in the Mec
can sura The Cattle ( al-A n 'am, 6:84), Ayyub, the Biblical
Jo b, appears between Sulayman and Yusuf. As a prede
cessor of Muhammad he is mentioned in the Medinan sura
The Women ( an-/'llsa ', 4 : 1 63/1 6 1 ) between ' l sa and
Yunus. The story of Ayyub is presented to the faithful as an
instructive example of how Allah in the end always aids
those who place their faith in Him and are faithful to Him,

no matter how great the misfortunes that rain down upon
them. As we have seen, this idea runs through the Quranic
tale about Yusuf. The story of Yusuf is told in great detail.
Our i nformation about Ayyub is brief and fragmentary, oc
curring in two dialogues in two Meccan suras. This is a fine
example of Quranic stylistics: proof for a specific idea
appears in the form of isolated quotes from a story that is
intended to spring to the minds of listeners as soon as they
hear the quotes. We can grasp the gist only thanks to our
knowledge of the commentary or the Biblical story.
In the sura Sad (38:41 /40-44/43) Allah calls on Mu
hammad to endure the unbelief of his fellow countrymen,
reminding him that Allah has always come to the aid of his
prophets, elevated them, and saved them from misfortune.
H e reminds Muhammad of Da'ud, Sulayman, and then
Ayyub: "And make mention (0 Muhammad) of Our bond
man Ayyub". Ayyub cries out to the Lord that Shaytan has
sent down upon him misfortune and suffering. The Quran
does not specify further. Allah responds to Ayyub: "Strike
th� ground with thy foot. This (spring) is a cool bath and
a refreshing drink". The text is somewhat unclear, but the
analogy of the Biblical story suggests that the magic spring
is supposed to cure the sores on the prophet's body. Allah
then "bestows" upon him a family, that is, returns it. One
can th us surmise that among the misfortunes sent down
by Shaytan was the loss of Ayyub's family. Ayyub's stead
fastness receives special praise. An utterly incomprehen
sible phrase follows. Ayyub is commanded to take a tuft
(a branch?) and hit someone with it; and this will not be
a sin. The commentators explain that Ayyub was to strike
his wife, who once doubted that Allah would come to her
husband's aid.
The motif of Ayyub's disbelieving wife is present in the
Biblical account as well,5 but there we find nothing about
her being whipped. The disbelief of the great prophets'
wives is an important motif in the Quran, which makes spe
cial mention of the disbelieving wives of Nuh and Lut. The
motifs of wives and their conduct may have been stressed
in the oral narratives Muhammad used. Such stories com
bined entertainment and edification.
In the later Meccan sura The Prophets ( a l-A nblya ',
2 1 :83-84) we read once again of the favors Allah bestows
on his messengers. Ayyub is one of the examples, for he
cried out to the Lord: "adversity afflicteth me, and Thou art
Most Merciful of all who show mercy" . Allah deflects the
adversity and returns to Ayyub his family and "the like
thereof".
The Quranic story of Ayyub is directed not only to Mu
hammad's listeners, but to Muhammad himself. It is in--- �
4 Speyer, p. 406.
5

Ibid., p. 4 1 2.

tended to convince him (and others) that Allah sees all, and
that his aid is assured. lt sometimes seems that these in
cantations about Allah's ineluctable aid contain a response
to an inner prayer, a plea for help. Ayyub does not merely
endure; he asks for help. We recall how Nuh asked for help
and punishment for his enemies.
We know that in Mecca Muhammad was often in despair,
and we have seen how the prophet's doubts and despair are
reflected in various forms in the Quran. We encounter here
not only a historical parallel that secures the rights of the
Meccan prophet. Ayyub's words are filled with genuine
emotion: "adversity afflicteth me . . . " "the devil doth afflict
me with distress and torment . . . " Muhammad is trying to
convince both himself and others.
One can see in this an oblique indication that the story of
Job was known in Arabia. lt is difficult to convince oneself
with a story one has just heard. The brief Quranic exposi
tion of the story of Ayyub preserves only a few of the details
from the Book of Job, but the Quran conveys in full the
main idea of the Biblical narrative - the righteous man's en
durance of afflication and God's good will toward those
whom He has chosen. The Biblical concept entered directly
into the Quran's ideological framework.
The Quran contains evidence that yet another Biblical
story was popular in Arabia, that of Jonah-Yunus. At first,
the Quran does not call this prophet by name. Various suras
refer to him descriptively: "like him of the fishe". In the sura
The Pen (al-Qalam, 98:48-50), Allah reassures Muham
mad, embittered by his kinsfolk's resistance:
" But wait thou for thy Lord's decree, and be not like him
of the fish, who cried out in despair.
Had it not been that favour from his Lord had reached
him he surely had been cast into the wilderness while he
was reprobate.
But his Lord chose him and placed him among the right
eous".
In the sura The Rangers (37 : 1 39- 1 48), where " Peace"
is wished in turn on all the ancient prophets, we find the
story of Yunus as well, albeit without the refrain " Peace
(be upon him )! " The texts recounts that Yunus was a mes
senger, but ran away to a fully loaded ship, cast lots and
lost, and was swallowed by a whale. He was "blameworthy"
and would have remained in the belly of the whale until the
Day of Resurrection if he had not praised Allah. Allah cast
him out into the desert and raised a tree above him. Yunus
was then sent to 1 00,000 people and managed to convince
them to accept the faith.
Both stories contain much that is incomprehensible if
one does not already know that the "constriction" stemmed
from the difficulties the monotheistic message had encoun
tered. This is why the prophet fled and boarded a ship. But
the ship stopped in the open sea, for it held a stowaway.
They cast lots in order to find him. Yunus was unmasked

and cast into the sea, where a whale swallowed him up. In
the belly of the whale he cried out to Allah, who com 
manded the whale to disgorge Yunus on the desert shore.
We know part of this from the Bible, and part from the
Quranic commentators. Naturally, this suggests that Mu
hammad's listeners also knew what he was talking about.
The central episode in this story occurs in the sura
The Prophets ( 2 1 :87 -88), once again amid an enumeration
of the favors Allah bestows upon his messengers:
"And ( mention) Dhu'n-Nun, when he went off in anger
and deemed that We had no power ove.r him, but he cried
out in the darkness, saying: There is no God save Thee.
Be Thou Glorified! Lo! I have been a wrong-doer.
Then we heard his prayer and saved him from the an
guish. Thus we save believers".
I n the sura that bears the prophet's name - Yunus only one ay at refers to him directly ( 1 0:98). It tells of how
the inhabitants of the city where Yunus preached were
not punished for disbelief. They later accepted the faith
and were forgiven. Yunus, despite his momentary weak
ness, is considered a well-respected prophet, one of those
whom "We [did] prefer above ( Our) creatures" ( 6 : 86;
4: 1 63/ 1 6 1 ) .
Like Ayyub, the Quranic Yunus provides an example of
the prophet's interaction with God. They have, as it were,
mutual obligations. The prophet must be steadfast, while
Allah should help him to carry out his mission. Thus does
God elevate his prophet.
Virtually all of the excerpts that deal with Yunus are
Meccan, and they are intentionally presented as admoni
tions to Muhammad. The crux of the story is the condem
nation of the prophet for weakness of will. The condemna
tion of those who refuse to believe is secondary. The
condemnation of Yunus is directed squarely at Muhammad:
" . . . and be not like him of the fish" (68:48).
Both the exposition and the Arabic sobriquet show that
the story of Yunus was familiar to Muhammad's compan
ions. The same can be said, it seems to me, of the fact
that the Quran singles out the city where Yunus preached
in the general context of the Quran's prophetic stories.
This is the only city where the inhabitants did not pay for
their disbelief. Apparently, imposing the standard Quranic
scheme on a well-known tale would have been an overly
obvious ploy.
The legend the Arabians knew probably had a Christian
bent, as is indicated by the motif of condemning the
prophet and several details that occur mainly in Christian
accounts. 6 The Old Testament and Christian motifs in this
case successfully enliven Muhammad's image, creating yet
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Quran, sura 37. Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, E 20, fol. 59 6

He'd spent in the desert three days, maybe longer,
The dust in his eyes pinching stronger and stronger.
He looked in despair at the sand all around,
Till suddenly heard he a spring's purling sound.

another, different "double" for the prophet to cheer himself
subconsciously.
The Quran also m entions a certain 'Udhayr, a man
whom the Jews allegedly proclaimed one day to be the son
of Allah. In so doing, they, like the Christians, strayed from
the true monotheism that Islam sought to restore: "And
the Jews say: Ezra is the son of Allah" (9:30). The name
'Udhayr corresponds to the Biblical Ezra ( Ezdra) , a storied
figure in the history of Judaism who was, however, certainly
never deified. There may, however, have existed in Arabia
a hitherto unknown Jewish sect that singled out Ezra for
special veneration.7
The Quran contains yet another story that decries the
conduct of a righteous man. The " hero" is not called by
name. Later traditions would assert that he was a certain
Barsisa. The Quran recounts, "the devil when he telleth
man to disbel ieve, then, when he disbelieveth saith: Lo!
I am quit of thee. Lo! I fear Allah, the Lord of the Worlds"
( 59: 1 6) . The nature of the text - its concrete details and di
rect speech - suggest that it is based on a well-known tradi
tion. The commentators may have been close to the truth in
this instance. Whatever the case may be, we have no other
material at our disposal. According to tradition, the brothers
brought a sick girl to a certain hermit Barsisa and he agreed
to heal her. Shaytan convi nced the hermit to g ive in to
temptation, offering him protection. The hermit violated the
girl, and then killed her. When the girl's brothers came for
her, Shaytan helped them to u nmask and punish the
wrongdoer. 8
So many Biblical figures appear in the Quran that it
seems surprising that some of them are absent. In particu
lar, since the time of the medieval commentators, the ab
sence of the prophet Ezekiel has caused surprise. H e was
considered th,e prototype for many mysterious figures
such as Dhu-1- Kifl. Several of the Quran's fragmentary
narratives that, like the story of Barsisa, do not name their
protagonist, were linked to hi m . One of them inspired
Push kin:

He rushed to the palm where a well he could see
And avidly drank the great gift of the tree.
His blistering eyes and dry tongue he had wetted
And slept by his donkey, so tired and fetid, 
Thus many a year had passed o'er his head
As willed by the Lord of all living and dead.
The rider's awakening came at long last;
He rose and heard, "You've slept very fast.
And when did you go to this desert bed?"
"The sun was quite high in the heaven", he said,
"When yester I finally turned in to sleep,
From morn till the next one I've lain in a heap".
"You've slumbered much longer", he heard in reply.
"To bed as a youth, you wake up an old guy.
The palm-tree has rotted and the cool water well
Has dried to the bottom - bid it farewell!
It's covered with sand from the boundless steppes,
Your donkey's white bones away a few steps".
The instantly-aged was stricken with woe
And tremblingly weeping, he bent his head low. . .
And then the great desert a miracle saw:
The past came alive, more divine than before;
The tremulous palm tree is nodding its crown,
The well's full of water and mist all way down,
The donkey's poor bones rise up with a bray,
Regain their flesh and strong muscle again.
The rider feels joyful and strong as before,
His blood again playful, all young to the core.
The ardour he felt - holy was and profound,
And thanking Allah, he again started out.
Imitations of the Quran (IX)
(Translated from the Russian by R.S. Smirnov)

The rider got tired - he cursed but not prayed:
Of thirst he was suff'ring and dying for shade.
�
7 For information on 'Udhayr see: Helier,
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'Uzayr. Ezra (Ezdra), after whom sev
eral canonical Biblical and apocryphal books were named, is one of the cen
tral figures in the history of Judaism. His name is connected with the restora
tion of Judaism and the Hebrew community after the Babylonian captivity
in the fifth century B. C.
lt is possible that the Quran did not condemn a sect of Ezra's followers, but
on the contrary, merely repeated the discontent on the part of some "ortho
dox" Israelites with the official Judaism. There are reasons to believe that
a cross-section of the Arabian Jews treated with hostility Ezra's status
of authority and reverence in Judaism. The ancient legends of the Yemeni
Jews have preserved the information that their ancestors had a conflict with
Ezra, having turned down his appeal to return to Palestine's revived taber
nacle. An exchange of curses allegedly followed. In consequence of their

condemnation of Ezra the Yemeni Judaists were destined to misery and
humiliation. In consequence of his condemnation by the Yemeni, Ezra was
buried after his death outside the Promised Land. There is also a theory that
in their letters to Yemen the medieval Jews of Egypt thoroughly avoided any
standard formulas containing praise of Ezra. This indirect evidence may
have reflected the conflicting views within Judaism about special reverence
to be meted out to Ezra (see: Ahroni, Jemenite Jewry, pp. 4-8; Goitein,
Von den Juden, p. 1 2.
Perhaps it was the platform of such Judaists, who found Ezra's activity and
his cult pernicious innovations, that Muhammad viewed as remnants of
Moses' true theism; it must have been from precisely that viewpoint that he
criticized his contemporary followers of Judaism.
8 See: Abel, Barsisa.
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In the Quran, the story runs as follows: "the like of him
who, passing by a township which had fallen into utter ruin,
exclaimed: How shall Allah give this township life after its
death? And Allah made him die a hundred yea�s. then
brought him back to life. He said: How long hast thou tar
ried? (The man) said: I have tarried a day or part of a day.
(He) said: Nay, but thou hast tarried for a hundred years.
Just look at thy food and drink which have not rotted! Look
at thine ass! And, that We may make thee a token unto
mankind, look at the bones, how We adjust them and then
cover them with flesh! And when (the matter) became clear
unto him, he said: I know now that Allah is Able to do all
things" (2:259/26 1 ) .
Pushkin's version sounds better, of course. But here we
deal with translations. The beauty and effectiveness of the
original text are to a great extent a function of the Arabic
language and the specifics of the Quran 's poetics.
In the Quran, this legend is part of the story of l brahim,
included as additional evidence of Allah's ability to bring
what is dead to life. N umerous figures have been found, and
continue to be found, for the legend. Among them are
Ezekiel, Ezra, and Nehemiah. The Jewish and C h ristian
traditions contain many analogous stories. 9
A years-long sleep that seems short is a common motif
in edifying literature. The motif occurs frequently in the Qu
ran, for example, in the querying of people on the Day of Jud
gment (see 23: 1 1 2/ 1 1 4- 1 1 4/ 1 1 6; 1 7:52; 20: 1 03). At one
point this motif serves as the core of a well-known story
about the "people of the cave" - seven sleeping youths.
Their tale is told in detail and with evident enjoyment in the
sura called, logically enough, The Cave (al-Kahf, 1 8) .
The sura begins with a reminder that the Quran was
sent down in order to inform the faithful that they will be re
warded with everlasting good. It also warns those who said,
"Allah hath chosen a son" (the Christians) , that they have
erred and will be punished. A less standard address fol 
lows. Muhammad i s rebuked for his unease over whether
these unbelievers will or will not believe him: "Yet it may be,
if they believe not in this statement, that thou (Muham
mad) wilt torment thy soul with grief over their footsteps"
( 1 8:6/5 ) .
A reminder of Allah's might follows in the form o f a refer
ence to the plants that by his will appear on the earth and
by his will disappear. This brief "proof" gives way to an ex
tended tale i n the same vein, the omni potence of Allah.
A miraculous story is recollected from the traditions of the
same Christians whose hostility toward Muhammad rears
its head at the beginning of the sura. The miracle in ques
tion is only one of the many that Allah continuously works:
"Or deemest thou that the People of the Cave and the
Inscription are a wonder among Our portents?"
The crux of the story comes quickly at the beginning:
the youths hid in the cave and asked the Lord to take pity

on them and come to their aid. Allah "sealed up their hear
ing in the Cave for a number of years" ( 1 8: 1 1 / 1 0) . Allah
then resurrected them in order to determine which of the
disputing parties (groups of people) would correctly reckon
the time they had spent in the cave.
It would seem that the Muslims should win out in this dis
pute, for Allah goes on to say that he will now tell the story
as it indeed took place.
Certain youths accepted Allah and refused to espouse the
faith of their polytheistic fellow countrymen. But they en
countered compulsion, and Allah commanded them to take
refuge in a cave where he would defend them . They re 
mained there, shut off from the rays of the sun. They
seemed to stay awake, shifting from side to side. Their dog
stretched out at the entrance.
Allah then awakened the youths. They began to ask each
other how long they had been there. It seemed to them that
it was only "a day or some part of a day ". One of them set
out with their money for the city. They sent him to buy food
. and ordered h i m to be careful so as to not fal l into the
enemy's hands.
The Quranic story then seems to launch into the part
of the legend known to listeners and familiar to us thanks
to other versions and the commentaries. The youth at
tempts to buy food with ancient coins that are 300 years
old. The coins help show how long they slumbered in the
cave. By that time, Christianity had triumphed and they
had nothing to fear.
The Quran continues the story. The event was proof that
Allah keeps his promises, but this is not what caused
the dispute. People argued over how to commemorate
the cave. They built a prayer-house over it (in the Quran,
masjid, a 'place of bended knee', as Muslims call a mos
que ) . They argued over how many youths there were.
Some said three and a dog, others seven and a dog. The
Quran instructs Muhammad that only Allah and the chosen
few know the truth of the matter; arguments and disputes
are of no use.
The lively mood of an oral account then bursts into
the narrative. Allah addresses Muhammad : "And say not of
anything: Lo! I shall do that tomorrow, Except if Allah will .
And remember thy Lord when thou forgettest" . 10 The com
mentators explain that at this point Muhammad broke off
the tale, promising, like any experienced storyteller who
seeks to intrigue his listeners, to reveal the next day the
true number of years the youths were asleep. But he did
not add "if Allah wil l " . This breach of Muslim etiquette
�
9 See, e.g.: Quran ( Krachkovsky), p. 527; Speyer, p. 425.

---

10
The Russian translation is by me. I.Yu. Krachkovsky has: "Do not talk of
anything! 'I'll do it tomorrow' - without what Allah· will wish, and remember
thy Lord, when you forget Him". What I wanted to stress was Muhammad's
"transgression" in accordance with my interpretation of the ayat.

evoked the censorious revelation. The story then con
cludes, "And (it is said) they tarried in their Cave three
hundred years and add nine. Say: Allah is Best Aware how
long they tarried" ( 1 8: 26/27 ) . The "nine years" could refer
either to the years of slumber or the years the youths spent
after they awoke.
The dispute over the youths thus ends with an indication
from Allah. The story is structured as a discussion of a fami
liar, thorny problem. It "proves" that people know nothing;
only Allah knows. It "proves" this with the help of a story
that is itself "proof' of God's omnipotence. The structure is
also unusual, beginning with a brief summary that serves as
an introduction to the dispute and then presenting a story
that highlights certain details but does not retell the entire
plot.
The story of the youths is recounted once in the Quran;
nowhere else is it repeated or mentioned. It retained ele
ments of the lively atmosphere in which the tale was re
counted. One clearly senses the person of Muhammad
himself. He is at first ordered not to fall into despair because
of the non-Muslims. He then hears a Christian legend that
evokes among them many disputes; he correctly resolves
the difficult issues. Allah chides his prophet, explaining how
one should make promises about the future.
The story displays a clear tie to the listeners. The tale
was obviously familiar to them in its basic outlines. The dis
putes over how long the youths slept, how many of them
there were, etc. also convey the atmosphere of oral story
telling, with its special attention to illusory accuracy. The Mec
cans argued over the length of the youths' slumber. Mu 
hammad used the circumstances of the dispute to "prove"
once again the virtues and superiority of his God. After
expounding the main elements of the story from the point
of view of the disputants, he proclaimed that only Allah
knew the truth, and he will tell it to his prophet. The prophet
will convey the truth to the people, but only tomorrow, not
today. Thus did Muhammad attract and hold the attention
of his listeners.
The story itself was known, and Muhammad could omit
a goodly part of it. Nonetheless, in several places he pro
vides a great deal of detail , although it would seem that
a brief summary of the main points would suffice, as it does

in the beginning. I think that the detailed narrative is here
a result of personal involvement. Muhammad was telling
a story especially close to him.
The Quranic legend retells in a special form the famed
Christian narrative of the seven youths of Ephesus. 1 1 It tells
of how God put to sleep for three hundred years seven
young Christians who had fled oppression at the hands
of the Emperor Decius in the 3rd century. There is some
reason to believe that the Quran uses a particular version
of the legend that locates the notorious cave not in Ephe
sus, but in the Roman acropolis near Philadelphia ( modern
Amman).
A vault with seven sections has survived there to this
day. The legend of the sleeping youths has been associated
with it since early Islamic times. I was there. It is indeed set
up as it is described in the Quran. The rays of the rising and
setting sun do not penetrate it. The remains of small church
are visible above it. Scholars have contrived various explana
tions for the word Rakim . In fact, Rakim- Rekem is a com
mon term in Nabatean place names for Palestine and
Northern Arabia. It was the name for ancient Petra. Finally,
the text of the story contains a very specific usage of the
Arabic verb dhaka, common in the Syrian-Palestinian di
alect. It usually means 'to be pure'. In the Quran, the youth
who is going to buy food is told: "see what food is purest
there ( adhka)" ( 1 8: 1 9/ 1 8) . But in Syrian-Palestinian di
alect, adhka means 'tasty', 'tastier'. This meaning brings
the story down to earth and makes it more alive. The word
occurs not in a retelling, but in a quote from direct speech.
As we s ee, a n um ber of deta i l s point to the Syria n 
Palestinian region a s the source of the Quranic story.
We
•
know of accounts that commercial caravans brought Muhammad to Syria in his youth. These are often considered
unreliable, as the tales at times abound in fantastic details.
But one of the main Meccan commercial routes did lead
to Syria (and through Amman). There is no ferious reason
to doubt that Muhammad traveled along these routes.
The lively exposition of the legend, replete with its Syrian
Palestinian coloring, confirms this. Muhammad discussed with
the Meccans a legend, a version of which he himself had
heard and brought back with him from the Transjordan or
Syria.

----

�

1 1 Extensive literature on this legend exists. The most comprehensive
research work in Russian is: Krymsky, Seven Sleeping Persons. One of the
most recent studies is: Jburdain, La tradition. For a thorough analysis of
the Muslim legend see: Massignon, Les "Sept Dormants".
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ales of the kings who ruled the sons of
lsra'il served in the Quran, as in the Old
Testament, to demonstrate the might
of Allah.
After the death of Musa, the sons of
Isra'il asked the prophet (the reference
is to the Biblical Samuel) to set a king
over them. The prophet chose Talut ( Biblical Saul), but
many refused to submit to him. The noble Israelites averred
that they were wealthier than the king and would not obey
his orders. The prophet responded that Allah bestows
power on whom He will, and that He gave Talut "wisdom
and stature" (2:247/248) . He announced that the sign of
Talut's divine protection would be the appearance of angels
carrying an ark with a sakina and relics from the time of
Musa and Harun.
Talut then marched out against his enemies. He told his
warriors that Allah would test them with a river. Whoever
drank from it, cupping the water in his hand, was unfit to
serve as a warrior. He retained in the army only those who
held themselves back and did not drink. They were few.
This small force stood against a multitudinous foe and car
ried the day, although many doubted this could be possible.
The leader of the enemy, Jalut ( Biblical Goliath) was killed
by Da'ud ( Biblical David) (2:246/247-25 1 /252) .
These ayats were pronounced in Medina and addressed
to believing Muslims. They are accompanied in the text
by rules for living and prohibitions for "those who believe".
The Biblical story was of then-current relevance in Medina.
Speaking through an unnamed Biblical prophet, Muham
mad addressed his comrades-in-arms. Far from all of them
were overjoyed at the call to embark on armed conflict with
the unbelievers. Like the subj ects of Saul -Tal ut, they
pointed to their own small number. 1
This story contained yet another reference to Muham
mad's time. Not all inhabitants of Medina-Yathrib accepted
Islam. Nor were all who accepted Islam content with the
authority the newcomer had gained in the city. Many of
those whom the Quran dubs al-muna{lkun ( 'hypocrites ' ) ,
for example the leader of the Khazraj, Ubayy ibn Ka'b, felt
that by right of origin and wealth power should be theirs,
and not Muhammad's. Muhammad's claim was based on
the will of Allah, as was the right of Saul (Talut) . The Quran
reminded Medina's Jews and non-Jews of this.
The story the Quran tells is Biblical in origin. The Biblical
material is specially selected and may have reached Mu
hammad through non- Biblical or even Arab channels. We
see evidence of the latter in the arabization of the names.

The name of the enemy, Goliath, appears as Jalut. Saul's
name, Talut, does not come from the Bible. It forms a pho
netic pair with Jalut, a convenient and common device in
oral accounts (compare in the Quran Yajuj and Majuj in the
story of Dhu-1- Qarnay n ) . The word Talut is derived from
the Arabic root twl - 'to be long'. This shows that in the
Arabized narrative the concept of Talut's great strength and
height was significant. The Quran stresses this: "wisdom
and stature" .
I n the description of the ark, the Biblical term sakina
(ancient Hebrew shekhina) is used as though it were familiar
and comprehensible. The Jewish concept is of the "dwel
ling" or "presence" of divinity. Along with the Hebrew term,
we find in the Quran the truly Arabic word sakina, which
means 'calm' (compare 9:26). The merging of Arabic and
Hebrew terms produced a meaning acceptable to the Arabs;
it is similar to 'blessing' or 'grace'.
The pre-Quranic tale of Talut included a Biblical episode
unrelated to the story of Saul. The testing of the warriors of
the river goes back to the tale of Gideon (Judges 7:5-7).
The choice of passages, shifting of emphasis, and edifying
conclusions transformed the Biblical narrative into a Qu
ranic parable.
The story of Talut ends with the remark that Da'ud killed
Jalut. Allah, for his part, taught Da'ud "of that which He wil
leth" (2:25 1 /252) , bestowing on him power and wisdom.

----

�

Speyer, p. 366. An example of this is the hesitancy of a proportion of
the Medinites headed by 'Abd Allah b. Ubayy. Before the battle of Uhud
the "hypocrites" at first agreed to and then refused to advance from the city
to oppose the army of the Meccan pagans, which they thought too large
(lbn Hisham, S/ra, pp. 583, 584).
Ayat 246/24 7 contains direct reference to the Meccan Muslims. Asked by
the prophet whether they would fight, the sons of lsra'il replied: "Why should
we not fight Allah, if we have been driven from our dwellings and from our
children?" See what is said about the Muslims: " ... those who have been law
lessly driven from their homes" (22:40/4 1 ) - or: "to the poor who had been
evicted and driven away from their land" (59:8).
The Quranic castigation of the cowards who did not believe in victory was
reflected even in Alexander Pushkin's Imitations ofthe Quran (VI):
1

You're victorious - rejoice)
But shame upon the faint-of-heart,
Who wouldn't for the battle dart,
Not trusting any dream or voice.
But now, hankering for booty,
They do regret their desertion
And ask you for a tour of duty "No way", please, say, "you've had the option".
Imitations o{the Quran (VI)
(Translated from the Russian by R.S. Smirnov)

Wise king Da'ud-David was a righteous man who enjoyed
the special protection of Allah. God made him his deputy
( khallfa) on earth and sent down to him the Scripture
called Zabur (the Psalms ) . He taught Da 'ud to sjng and
made him master of the mountains and birds. Together with
him, they glorify Allah. Da'ud was also given a trade - iron
working ( "And We made the iron supple unto him", 34: 1 0)
and the making of coats of mail.
"And we subdued the hills and the birds to hymn ( His)
praise along with David. We were the doers (thereof) . And
We taught him the art of making garments (of mail) to pro
tect you in your daring. Are ye then thankful?" ( 2 1 :79-80) .
We find these words about Da'ud i n the sura The Prophets
( al-Anbiya ') in an enumeration of the favors that Allah has
bestowed on his messengers.
In the sura Saba ' (34), Da'ud once again appears as
an example of how Allah can do what he will with any man:
"And assuredly We gave David grace from Us, (saying ) :
0 ye hills and birds, echo his psalms o f praise! And We
made the iron supple unto him, Saying: Make thou long
coats of mail and measure the links (thereof) " ( 34: 1 01 1 / 1 0) . And there is more: "We subdued the hills to hymn
the praises (of their Lord) with him at nightfall and sunrise,
And the birds assembled; all were turning unto Him"
(38: 1 9/20).
The image of Da'ud, the singer and craftsman who com
mands the living and dead natural world by the will of Allah,
is one of the most romantic in the Quran. The author of the
psalms inspired Muslim mystics for centuries as they strove
for emotional oneness with God.
There was, however, another Da'ud, the wise ruler.
These words from the Quran are addressed to him: "0 Da
vid! Lo! We have set thee as a viceroy in the earth; therefor
judge aright between mankind, and follow not desire"
(38:27/26 ) . The Quran contains two references to Da'ud
in his capacity as judge and arbiter. In the sura Sad, the
passage that tells of the ancient prophets also recounts
the most extended story about Da'ud (38:2 1 /20-25/24) .
After noting the great power bestowed upon him by the Lord,
Allah addresses Muhammad: "And hath the story of the
litigants come unto thee?" Two disputants gained entrance
to the temple and came to Da'ud. He became frightened,
but soon learned they were brothers who had quarreled
and came to Da'ud that he might settle their dispute. One
of them had 99 sheep, while the other had only one. The rich
brother talked his brother into entrusting to him his only
sheep.
Da'ud decided that it would be unfair to add this sheep to
the large herd. He then realized that these people had not
come to him without a purpose. They had been sent by
Allah, who wanted to test Da'ud. He fell prostrate, begged
Allah for forgiveness, and was forgiven. The Quran does not
tell us what exactly Da'ud realized. That we know from the

'

Ysuf ai-Musawwir. Da'ud with Jalut's Head.
Psalter. Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, A 1 87, fol. 1 1 5 6

Old Testament and the commentators. The Meccans who
were Muhammad's audience seem to have known as it well.
Allah reminded Da'ud of his own injustice. Like the rich
brother, Da'ud had taken away the beloved wife of his mili
tary commander Uriah. It was of this that the king repented
and for this that he asked forgiveness (the prototype of the
Quranic story is 2Samuel 1 2: 1 - 1 0 ) .
Da'ud settled another dispute together with his son
Sulayman-Solomon. Allah says he was present when Da'ud
and Sulayman together resolved a conflict over a field that
had been trampled by cattle. Allah then "made [Sulayman]
to understand" the case ( 2 1 :78-79). "Made to understand"
means that he helped him to reach a more correct decision
than his father. It is difficult to reconstruct the details of the
case. The text is extremely brief. Some have tried to under
stand it with the help of Jewish traditions, but they propose

Rider Fighting a Dragon. Album, SPB BIOS RAS, E 1 4, fol. 95 a
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various solutions. 2 In the absence of more convincing evi
dence, we are compelled to turn to the commentaries on
the Quran drawn up on the basis of the same Jewish ac
counts . The owner of the field and the owner of t1'Ie live
stock that had trampled the field came to Da'ud and
Sulayman. Da'ud decreed that the owner of the field should
receive all of the livestock that had ruined his crop.
Sulayman's ruling was more just. The livestock was to be
given to the owner of the field until a new crop appeared.
After returning the livestock, he would keep their offspring
and fleece.
Da'ud is always mentioned in the same breath as the
greatest prophets and righteous men. This may be linked
with an anti-Jewish polemic. The king's greatness is de
scribed as a ·gift from Allah, but the story also shows that
the hero, like all of the main figures in Jewish sacred tradi
tion, is far from ideal. He can be unjust and make less than
perfect decisions.
The exposition demonstrates that Da'ud was a well
known figure. One only had to make reference to him.
In fact, in pre-lslamic poetry we encounter the name of this
king and mention of his coats of mail. 3
The recurring image of the mountains and birds singing
along with Da'ud apparently originates in psalm 1 48:9- 1 0.4
The Psalms - called Zabur (Scripture) - were widely known
in Arabia. The term is used in the Quran and outside it to
gether with lnjil (the Gospels) and Tawra ( Pentateuch ) .
Some see a Christian reworking in the motif of Da'ud's
repentance.
The Quranic image of Da'ud is close in spirit to the Bib
lical image, but he has his own identity, which allowed him
to become an organic part of Muslim culture.
The same is true to an even greater extent of Da'ud's
son, Sulayman the Wise, the Biblical Solomon. Thanks to
the Quran he became the hero of numerous Muslim narra
tives, parables and tales, the object of delight and imitation
for Muslim magi and enchanters.
Sulayman was endowed with many marvelous qualities;
more so than any other prophet. Allah taught him the lan
guage of the birds and beasts, made the winds and spirits,
shaytans andjinns his subjects, revealed to him the sources
of metals. The jinns toiled for Sulayman, fetching gems from
the sea, erecting temples, carving statues, casting enormous
brass vats and goblets. The Meccan sura The Prophets

�
2 See: Speyer, p. 377; Paret, Kommentar, p. 344.
3 For instance, 'Amr b. Ma'dikarib (ai-Anbari, Sharh, p.

----

4 1 5) , Abu Zu'ayb
(as-Sa'alibi, Simar, p. 56). See also: Horovitz, Untersuchungen, pp. 1 091 1 1 ; Hirschberg, Lehren, pp. 62, 63, 1 34, 1 35.
4 (Praise Lord of the earth ... )
Mountains and all hills, fruit-bearing trees and all cedars, Beasts and various
lifestock, reptiles and winged birds.

Ysuf ai-Musawwir. Da'ud at Prayer.
Psalter. Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, A 1 87, fol. 1 7 a

( al-Anbiya ', 21 ) lists the following among the favors Allah
bestowed on his messengers: "And unto Solomon (We sub
dued) the wind in its raging. It set by his command toward
the land which We had blessed. And of everything We are
Aware. And of the evil ones (subdued We unto him) some
who dived (for pearls) for him and did other work, and We
were warders unto them" ( 2 1 : 8 1 -82). And in the Meccan
sura Saba': ''And unto Solomon (We gave) the wind, whereof
the morning course was a month's journey and the evening
course a month's journey, and We caused the fount of cop
per to gush forth for him, and (We gave him) certain of the
jinn who worked before him by permission of his Lord. And
such of them as deviated from Our command, them We
caused to taste the punishment of flaming Fire. They made
for him what he willed: synagogues and statues, basins like
wells and boilers built into the ground" (34: 1 2/ 1 1 - 1 3/ 1 2) .
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Ysuf ai-Musawwir. Da 'ud.
Psalter. Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, A 1 87, fol. 1 6

Sulayman was a righteous enchanter who believed i n
Allah and gained access to concealed knowledge through
Allah. He was, however, not always steadfast in his faith.
Noble, well-proportioned horses were once brought to him:
"When they were shown to him at eventide lightfooted
.
course rs And he said: Lo! I have preferred the good things
(of the world) to the remembrance of my Lord; till they were
taken out of sight behind the curtain. (Then he said): Bring
them back to me, and fell to slashing (with his sword their)
legs and necks" (38: 3 1 /30-34/32) .
Various interpretations of these ayats are possible. One
explanation is that Sulayman was taken with the horses and
forgot to make mention of the Lord (to pray ) . He realized
this, but nonetheless ordered that the horses be brought
back so that he could admire them. This interpretation
establishes a logical tie with subsequent ayats, where Allah
proves to Sulayman the fragile basis of his royal power.

Another interpretation, and one accepted by the bulk
of the commentators, presents Sulayman in a better light.
R ecog n iz in g h i s l ove for earthl y d e l i g hts, Sul ayman
repented and asked that the horses be returned so that
he could slaughter them. This version presumes that the
action he performs on their " legs and necks" i n volves
a sword .5
The "critical" interpretation seems the more logical to
me, for it develops further into the motif of testing Sulay
man, his full conversion and his attempts to convert others
( such as the Queen of Sheba) .
Here i s how Allah tried the great king: "We . . . set upon
his throne a (mere) body" (38:35/33) . After this, Sulayman
converted and asked forgiveness of the Lord . He was
granted unusual power:
So We made the wind subservient unto him, setting
fair by his command whithersoever he intended.
And the unruly, every builder and diver
(made We subservient),
And others linked together in chains,
(Saying) : This is Our gift, so bestow thou, or withhold,
without reckoning. (38:37 /35-40/38)
The body on the throne hints at a legend known from the
Jewish tradition and Quranic commentaries. A certainjinn
assumed the form of Sulayman, gained power over him with
a magic ring, and seized his throne. Only after the king's
repentance did Allah expel the usurper and return to Su
layman his kingdom.
The central legend about Sulayman in the Quran is the
story in the Meccan sura The Ant ( an-Naml, 27). Sulayman
gathered a host ofjinns, people and birds and marched out
on a campaign. When they reached the valley of the ants,
one female ant began to chase all of her fellows indoors,
warning that Sulayman's forces would crush them without
even noticing them. The king, who understood the lan
guage of animals, heard hear, laughed, and thanked the
Lord for the marvelous abilities he had been granted.
He then began to review his troops and discovered that
among the birds the hoopoe was absent. The king grew an
gry and promised to make an example of him. The hoopoe
soon returned and began to make excuses for himself,
saying he had brought news of things about which Sulay
man knew nothing. He had been in the land of Saba' and
seen the woman who ruled it. She had a "great throne".
She and her people worshipped the sun, for Shaytan had
turned them away from belief in Allah. Sulayman decided
to verify the hoopoe's words. He ordered him to fly back,
cast a letter down to the ground and see what the Sabeans
would say.
The queen picked up the letter and showed it to her
nc;>blemen, asking th.e ir advice. The letter said: "In the name
of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful; Exalt not yourselves

against me, but come unto me as those who surrender"
( 27:30-3 1 ) . Sulayman demanded humility and submis
sion. The nobles answered that the decision was for the
queen to make. They felt that they had sufficient s�rength.
She said that when kings came to the villages, they laid
waste to them and killed their inhabitants. It was thus bet
ter to send Sulayman gifts and await the return of the am
bassadors.
Sulayman rejected the gifts, announcing that he had no
need of riches, for Allah had given him more than others. He
ordered that the queen be told that he would come to her
with a host against which none could stand. He would con
quer her people and drive them from their land.
The king then addressed his confidants, asking which of
them could bring him the queen's throne before she herself
appeared before him. 'lfrit of the )inns promised to do this
before Sulayman could rise to his feet. But anotherjinn with
"knowledge of the Scripture" volunteered to bring the throne
"before thy gaze returneth unto thee". The throne was deliv
ered. They altered its appearance somewhat and showed it
to the queen when she came to Sulayman. She recognized
the throne and announced that she had seen the truth. She
would submit and give up the false faith she had held.
They then led her into the palace, where the floor was of
smooth crystal. The queen took it for clear water and re
vealed her calves ( lifting the hem of her skirt ) . Upon learning
of her mistake, she once again recognized her earlier delu
sions and appealed to Allah in prayer, newly converted to
the faith of Sulayman (27: 1 7 -44/45).
This was the Jewish king's triumph. Allah decreed the
hour of Sulayman's death while the king stood leaning on
a staff. He remain�d there, upright and dead, until a worm
gnawed through the staff and the body fell to the ground.
Only then did the)inns learn that their master was dead and
they were free.
The Quran links with the era of Sulayman the two fallen
angels who languish in the dungeon of Babylon, teaching
people and shaytans magic:
"Solomon disbelieved not; but the devils disbelieved,
teaching mankind magic and that which was revealed to the
two angels in Babel, Harut and Marut. Nor did they (the two
angels) teach it to anyone till they had said: We are only
a temptation, therefore disbelieve not ( i n the guidance
of Allah) . And from these two (angles) people learn that by
which they cause division between man and wife . . . And
surely they do know that he who trafficketh therein will have
no (happy) portion in the Hereafter; and surely evil is the
price for which they sell their souls, if they but knew"
(2: 1 02/96).6
The narrative about Sulayman uses a well-known image,
gathering together various legends and episodes in order
to prove once again the majesty of Allah. Even the mighty
Sulayman is nothing before Allah. His glory is but a gift from

Harut and Marut languishing in a deep well in Babylon.
Zakaria ai-Qazvini, Adjaib al-mahluqat ua garaib
al-mawjudat. Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, E 7, fol. 4 1 a

�
5 See: Paret, Kommentar, p. 42 1 ; Speyer, p. 398, 399.
6 According to commentaries, angels that taught (with
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precautions) magic
and occult sciences to people were put into a well in Babylon for horrid
crimes. Living in heaven, they and other angels reproved people for their sin
ful life. Rebuking them, Allah said it was unknown what their own behaviour
might be if they lived amidst the temptations people were exposed to. To put
it to test, Harut and Marut were sent on to earth. Yet they sinned with the first
beautiful woman they came across and then killed the man who had wit
nessed their downfall. Allah's prediction came true, and Allah offered them to
choose a punishment from between the inferno and the earth. They chose
earth and have since been languishing in a deep well in Babylon. People and
shaytans who thirst to master the secret powers of magic find their way to the
well and get instruction from there. The warnings they accompany their les
sons with mean that this sinful activity is carried out under the supervision
of Allah and by his will. This is his way of testing people.
The motif of angels who descended on to earth traces its origins to the
Biblical motif of God's sons doing that and marrying daughters of men
(Genesis 6: 1 -4). lt was further developed in Judaic and Christian myths in
connection with stories about fallen angels. The Quranic tradition reflects
a certain independent version whose source is unknown to us. One of the
explanatior'i's of the origin of angels' names traces them back to the names
of the Zoroastrian "angels" from Avesta (see: Wensinck, Haru i) . A merging
of some elements of Judaic-Christian legends with Zoroastrian ones is pos
sible in principle precisely on the Southern Arabian soil, where elements of
different cultures converged and fused. In particular, Zoroastrian elements
were sufficiently pronounced in the culture of pre-lslamic Arabia. This was
reflected in the Quran as well. Unfortunately, however, the Zoroastrian

Allah, and his chief victory is the conver
The story t e l l s of the q u e e n of
sion of a mighty queen to the faith of
Yemen, the southern part of the Arabian
Allah. The Quranic tale of Sulayman
Peninsula, a place familiar to the Mec
reflects, but does not convey with com
cans. One cannot, however, identify it
p lete accu racy, various Jewish a c 
has a local Yemeni legend about Yeme
counts of King Solomon.7 As i n other
ni antiquity. The story exhibits too clear
cases, the nature of the exposition indi
a tie to the cycle about king Solomon
cates that they were known in Arabia Sulayman. It is a reworking of the
the hints that presume an informed lis
Biblical story of the Queen of Sheba,
tener. This holds for the story with the
although it differs in some respects. And
horses, the "body" on the throne, the story
like the Bibilical story, it is part of the over
with the staff, and the transparent floor
all tale of Sulayman, not an independ
in the chamber. Sulayman's name ap
ent story.
pears in pre- lslamic poetry and among
Still, several concrete details reflect
Arab poets contemporary to Muham
Yemeni specifics. One of them is the
mad, in particular Umayya ibn Abi-s
large, amazing throne. The culture of
Salt. Sulayman was known as a mighty
ancient Yemen was, in fact, typified by
king and great builder. 8
monumental thrones similar to build
Of special interest is the story of the
ings. 10 The use of translucent stones in
Queen of Sheba. It wins listeners over with
construction (as in the chamber floor in
its compositional perfection, like a well
the Quranic tale) is another well-known
rehearsed work of drama. The phrases,
characteristic of Yemeni architecture.
dialogues and words are carefully se
The ruler's council of nobles ( maswad)
Sulayman enthroned. Hafiz, Diwan.
lected and arranged. A recent scholarly
was a real element of the political sys
Manuscript, RNL, nHC 386; fol. 68 6
analysis of this story even revealed vari
tem of the ancient Yemeni states. It has
ous dates "encoded" in its structure recently become clear that the solar di
the days of the week (the number of invinity Shams played an important role in
the popular religion of ancient Yemen.
dependent plot units) , the coefficient for
converting the lunar calendar to the solar calendar (the
Folk talismans and incantations appealed to this god. lt was
number of phrases of direct speech) , the number of days in
also seen as guaranteeing the prosperity of the royal dynas
the lunar calendar (the number of words in the story) , etc.9
ties. The ritual hunt was dedicated to the divinity Shams
lt is unlikely that this numerical symbolism was integrated
throughout Yemen. In stressing the queen's worship of the
sun, the Quran is closer to the truth than many recent
into the story intentionally, but the mere possibility of such
scholarly works, which claimed that the worship of a lunar
an analysis demonstrates a certain structural integrity and
symmetry of narrative. The tale of the Queen of Shebq is
god was typical of Yemen and assigned the solar divinity
unlike other Quranic stories. Moreover, it contains an un
secondary status. 1 1
A close parallel with the Quranic story is found in the
expectedly large number of Muslim terms. lt is there, in Su
layman's letter, that the famed Muslim commencement
Ethiopian saga of Queen Makeda, part of the royal Ethiopian
phrase first occurs: "In the name of Allah, the Beneficent,
epic Kebra Nagast. But these two sagas were apparently in
the Mercifu l " . Allah, Shaytan, and monotheistic terms
dependent of each other, although they go back to the same
appear often. The queen's submission and conversion are
prototype, which circulated primarily in Southern Arabia and
designated with the same terms as the acceptance of Islam.
mainly in Jewish circles. The Ethiopian legend is also bound

----
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connections of Islam have been studied but very summarily so far (see,
for example: Bertels, Maidens o{Eden) .
Another explanation also carries us away into the live realm of Arabian leg
ends. Like many other pairs of names in the legends of the Quran, the
names Harut and Marut emerged round a combination of sounds favoured
in the Quran. Actually denotative is the second word, Marut, which in
Syrian means 'might', 'power' and might well have originally been the
name of an angel in a Christian or Judaic legend, whence it might have
come into an Arabian legend and later on into the Quran (see: Vajda, Harut;
Speyer, pp. 388, 389.

�
7 Speyer, pp. 383-402.
8 Horovitz, Untersuchungen,

---

pp. 1 1 6- 1 1 9; Hirschberg, Lehren, pp. 63,
1 35- 1 37.
9 See: Schedl, Su/alman.
10 See the reconstruction of huge stone thrones made by J. Pirenne on the
basis of stone parts with representations of elements of buildings, frequently
found in Southern Arabia. it is of them that monumental thrones were as
sembled (Pirenne, Notes).
11
For the deity Shams. see: Fahd, Le pantheon, pp. 1 50- 1 53; Lundin,
Shams.

Queen Balkis Listening to a Hoopoe, Sulayman's Messenger. Miniature, SH, VP 1 2 1 9

up with the cycle about Sulayman. It proudly proves that the
Ethiopian royal dynasty originated in the offspring of a mar
riage between Solomon and the Queen of Sheba.
One finds traces of the predecessor of this Arabian
Jewish legend in Iraq. The Aramaic Second Targum (trans
lation-retelling) of the Biblical book of Esfir (Esther) con
tains many details also found in the Arabian saga, but
absent in the Biblical text. The legend existed in Babylon as
well, which allows one to trace certain motifs to ancient
Iranian mythology; some see these (without good reason,
in my view) in the Quranic story of the Queen of ShebaY
As concerns the Biblical account of the Queen of Sheba
( 1 Kings 1 0; 2Chronicles 9), which is the ultimate source of
the Quranic story, the direct parallels are insignificant. The
general plot line and basic idea are the same. The Biblical
legend changed and grew richer as it accompanied Jewish
communities in their wanderings. It was broadened and
adorned in Babylon, then made its way to Yemen, the coun
try it depicted. Enriched with local color, it then spread wide
and far, finally settling in the Quran, where it was refash
ioned by the artistic genius of Muhammad, an artist who did
not recognize himself as such.

In the sura The Cave ( al-Kahf, 1 8) , which brings together
many of the Quran's most interesting and detailed narra
tives, the tale of Musa's journey with the "slave of Allah" is
immecliately followed by the story of Dhu-1-Qarnyan, the
Two-Horned One ( 1 8:83/82-98/97-98). It opens with the
words "They will ask thee of Dhu' l - Qarneyn. Say: I shall
recite unto you a remembrance of him" ( 1 8:84/83) . This is
a direct indication that the inhabitants of Mecca (the sura
is Meccan, second period) knew of this figure and asked
Muhammad what he could tell them about him. The Qu
ran's intent is also clear - to present its own interpretation
of a well- known story in an Islamic vein, showing it to be
a manifestation of Allah's will. This task, which is present
in all Quranic stories, is here clearly marked by the circum
stances of the story's appearance.

----
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See: Schedl, Sulaiman. For general history and versions of legends on the
Queen of Sheba see a special collection of articles by several researches
called Solomon and Sheba and two colourful publications: Daum, Die Koni
gin; Philby, The Queen.
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lskandar and Nushabe. Nizami, Khamsa. Manuscript, SH, VP 1 000, fol. 385 6

lskandar and a hermit. Nizami, Khamsa. Manuscript, SH, VP 1 000, fol. 393 a

Dhu-1-Qarnyan is an Arabic so
are let loose, and they hasten out
briquet; it means 'he who has two
of every mound" ( 2 1 :96 ) .
horns', 'the two-horned one ' . The
The story of Dhu-1-Qarnyan intro
horn in the ancient East was a sym
duces the Hellenic legacy as mate
bl e of power a n d m i g ht. In Arabic
rial to illustrate Quranic ideas. A Sy
riac Christian legend that goes back
legend, the sobriquet "Horned" des
ignated various kings and rulers .
to the Romance of Alexander - the
famed work of popular l i terature
Usually, however, the sobriquet re
mentioned above - receives a Qu
ferred to Alexander the Great; it ori
ranic interpretation. 1 3 I have already
ginated in the depiction of him as the
noted that fragments of this "ro
sacred bull Amon.
mance" entered the folklore of vari
The story begins with a reminder
ous peoples, including the Arabs
that all of Dhu-1 -Qarnyan's heroic
(often losing the name of the protag
feats were granted him by Allah: "We
onist and merging with the fantastic
made him strong in the land and gave
biographies of other ancient rulers).
him unto every thing a road. And
I have also pointed out motifs from
he followed a road". He reached the
the "romance" in the passage where
place of the setting sun and saw that
Moses journeys to the "place of con
it sank into a fou l strea m . People
fluence of two seas". Dhu-1-Qarnyan
lived nearby, and they asked him to
was known to the pre-lslamic poets
settle a dispute among them. He pu
as well. 1 4 As we have seen, the Qu
nished the unjust and bestowed fa
ranic text provides direct evidence
vors on the righteous. He then "fol
that
this was a familiar figure to the
lowed a road", reaching the place of
prophet's companions. We have no
the rising sun. There he found people
valid reasons to doubt that for the
with no defense against the sun. He
Quran the sobriquet evoked Alexan
also reached a place between two bar
der the Great, not as a historical fig
riers where people lived who barely
lskandar and Sirens. Nizami, Khamsa.
ure, of course, but as a mythical one.
understood h i s speech. They a p 
Manuscript, SH, VP 1 000, fol. 484 a
pealed to him for help, asking him to
Of special interest is the detailed
account of the construction of the
save them from Yajuj and Majuj (the
w all, replete with "technica l " de 
Biblical Gog and Magog) . Hostile to
scription of its encasement in iron. We may see reflected
people, these creatures are "spoiling the land". The people
here (either in the prototype or in the Quran itself) legends
were willing to pay Dhu-1-Qarnyan tribute, if only he would
common in antiquity and the medieval period that spoke
build a wall (a dam) to block the way of Yajuj and Majuj.
of
"Iron Gates" somewhere in the East (in the Caucasus or
Dhu-1-Qarnayn said that the goodwill of Allah was for him
Central Asia) that defended the civilized world from raiding
more important than tribute and that he would erect a bar
nomads identified with the Biblical Gog and Magog (Ezekiel
rier if people would help him, bringing "pieces of iron".
38:2; Revelation 20:7, 9).
Between the two slopes he raised a wall as high as the sum
Quranic heroes are almost always wise men, but one of
mits. He then commanded that fires be stoked and he
them
is a wise man first and foremost. He is called Luqman,
stopped up with cracks between the rocks with molten
and we learn of him in the sura that bears his name ( 3 1 ) .
metal. Yajuj and Majuj could not climb the wall, nor could
they break it down.
Dhu-1-Qarnyan announced that he had done this "as
---- �
a mercy from my Lord" , and that when "the promise of
1 3 Bertels, Novel; Noldeke, Alexanderroman; Friedlaender, Chadlrlegende.
my Lord cometh to pass", that is, on the Day of Judgment,
1 4 See: Horovitz, Untersuchungen, pp. 1 1 - 1 1 2. The nickname Dhu-1the wall would turn into powder ( 1 8:98/97-98 ). A descrip
Qarnayn was applied, along with Alexander, to some Arabian rulers from the
Iraqi family of the Lakhmids, as well as, occasionally, some Himyarit kings of
tion of the end of the world follows. The story of Dhu-1Yemen.
Qarnyan seems to connect tales of antiquity with the future
A recent study proposes a juxtaposition of some elements of Romance of
and the Judgment of people. I n the sura The Prophets
Alexander and the legend about Muhammad's Celestial Journey, comparing
( al-Anbiya ', 2 1 ) , in a passage about how all shall receive
them with eschatological Judaic stories. The picture thus presented shows
what they deserve on the Day of Judgment, one of the signs
the breadth of the context within which the Quran's historical texts were cre
ated (Wheeler, The Prophet).
Judgment's
impending
arrival
is
"when
Gog
and
Magog
of

There is, however, little to learn. The name, of course, is pre
sented as a well-known source of authority worthy of re
spect. He utters a series of injunctions in the form of a "Will"
Luqman conveys to his son. Luqman, it should be said,
does not acquire his wisdom on his own; it is bestowed on
him by Allah: "And verily We gave Luqman wisdom"
( 3 1 : 1 2/ 1 1 ) .
The wise Luqman addresses his son (3 1 : 1 3/ 1 2- 1 6/ 1 51 9/ 1 8) :
" 0 my dear son! Ascribe no partners unto Allah. Lo! to
ascribe partners (unto Him) is a tremendous wrong - . . .
0 m y dear son! Lo! though it b e but the weight of a grain
of mustard-seed, and though it be in a rock, or in the heav
ens, or in the earth, Allah will bring it forth. Lo! Allah is Sub
tile, Aware.
0 my dear son! Establish worship and enjoin kindness
and forbid iniquity, and persevere whatever may befall thee.
Lo! that is of the steadfast heart of things.
Turn not thy cheek in scorn toward folk, nor walk with
pertness in the land. Lo! Allah loveth not each braggart
boaster.
Be modest in thy bearing and subdue thy voice. Lo! the
harshest of all voices is the voice of the ass".
The will contains utterly unremarkable commandments,
but it summarizes in clear order the main tenets of Islam:
dogmatic (the singularity and omnipotence of God ), ritual
(prayer) , moral and ethical (good deeds, patience), every
day (calm conduct, an even voice). Here we see the image
of an ideal Muslim who would later be embodied for tradi
tion in the person of Muhammad. This is one more aspect
of the Muslim message. It is presented in the traditional,
particularly for Arabia, form of a will. It is yet one more form
of a "Quran within the Quran" that uses Quranic person
ages to repeat Quranic injunctions. The ideals promoted
are linked both with Muslim and traditionally Arab virtues
and exemplars. In particular, patience, or the steadfastness
(sabr) emphasized in the will of Luqman, was hailed by the
pre-lslamic Arab poets; it became part of Islam's ideal and
moral code.
Luqman was a well-known figure in Arabia. The poets
refer to him as a wise and long-lived ( mu 'ammar) . 1 5 Sagas
of long-lived men, together with "wills", were in pre-lslamic
times one of the Arabs' favorite forms of edifying folklore. 16
It was from this legacy of folklore that Luqman made his
way to the Quran. We read also of a "scroll of Luqman", 1 7
written texts linked to his name. They were even juxta
posed with the Quran. Using later Muslim accounts, one
can reconstruct with some degree of certainty several
Arabian legends of Luqman. He was descended from the
Arabian people of 'Ad. Together with a group of Adites,
Luqman set off for Mecca to pray for rain. Instead, he began
to ask Allah for eternal life and was rewarded with longevity
equal to the aggregate lifespan of seven eagles. The death

of the last of them, called Lubad, and the feelings that then
gripped Luqman, were the subject of several poems and
legends. Luqman outlived his people, destroyed by Allah
for their sins.
The figure of the long-lived wise man attracted several
wandering cycles of aphorisms, fa'iry tales and parables. In
this fashion, his name came to be associated with wise
utterances inherited from the centuries-long culture of the
East. Sayings attributed to Luqman have their direct origin,
or have direct parallels, in ancient Eastern texts. His name
is linked to sayings usually grouped around the Babylonian
wise man Ahikar. In the Muslim late medieval period, fables
analogous to motifs in Aesop's fables, came to be ascribed
to him. By manipulating the meanings of the root of his
name, commentators and scholars sometimes identified
him as the Biblical Valaam. 18
Like other wise man-heroes in the Quran, Luqman was
adopted by Muhammad from the "popular culture" of the
world around him. He introduced into the Quran yet an
_other part of the legacy of ancient peoples and civilizations.
Luqman thus aided the "infusion" of the ancient legacy into
Muslim culture. The names Luqman, Dhu-1-Qarnyan,
Da'ud, and Sulayman all point to this ancient Eastern
legacy.

---- �

15 Horovitz, Untersuchungen, pp. 1 32- 1 36.
1 6 See, for instance, their collection in the book The Elders and Testaments
by Abu Hatim as-Sidjistani (d. 863) or in Testaments o( Kings collection
ascribed to different persons. See: as-Sidjistani, AI-Mu 'ammarun; Piot
rovsky, Myth, pp. 28, 29.

1 7 At-Tabari, Ta 'rlh, 1 , p. 1 208. Muhammad allegedly offered poet Suwaid to
adopt Islam. Suwaid said, "Probably what you have is the same as I have?"
Allah's Messenger asked, "And what have you?" He replied, "Luqman's
scroll", meaning "Luqman's Wisdom". And Allah's Messenger said to him,
"These are good words, but I have something better than this - the Quran
granted to me, the right path and light!" And Allah's Messenger read the
Quran to him and called upon him to adopt it. And the other did not step
aside from him, but said, "This is good speechl"
18 See: Helier, Stillmann, Lukman; Piotrovsky, Luqman.
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he historical accounts of Arabia that
belong to a time relatively close to Mu
hammad's own life command our spe
cial attention. They illuminate concrete
events in Arabian history, preserved in
legend, but not yet forgotten. One es
pies in them the workings of the pro
cess by which history passes into legend, eventually be
coming an argument in a religious message.
Virtually all of these Quranic sagas are linked to the his
tory of Southern Arabia, Yemen, that part of the peninsula
where high culture and state structures had existed for cen
turies. The cultural, and, in particular, the religious legacy
of ancient Yemen played a notable role in the formation of
Islam.
One brief moment at first glance fits into a familiar
framework - "the prophet and his people" . In the sura The
Evident Smoke (ad-Dukhan, 44:37 /36 - 3 7 ) , Allah speaks
to Muhammad, responding to the attacks of the u n 
believers: "Are they better, o r the folk of Tubb'a and those
before them? We destroyed them, for surely they were
guilty".
The reference is to a people destroyed for their disbelief,
as the Adites, Thamud,·· and Madyan were destroyed. The
sura Qa{ ( 50: 1 3- 1 4/ 1 3 ) says as much: " . . . And (the tribe
of) A'ad, and Pharaoh, and the brethren of Lot, And the
dwellers in the wood, and the folk of Tubb'a: every one
denied their messengers, therefor My threat took effect".
Who is Tubba'? In accounts of the Islamic era, the word
tubba ' is a title (like "king" ) of rulers in the Himyarite dy
nasty that ruled in Yemen in the 4th-6th centuries. Tradi
tion usually calls king Abkarib As'ad, known as al-Kamil
( 'the perfect one') Tubba' (with a capital letter, so to speak);
he ruled in the late 4th - early 5th century. One legend al
leges that he converted to Judaism, and one version of his
biography claims that he was murdered by his people, who
did not wish to accept monotheism. All seems to fit into the
standard Quranic schema.
Things are not so simple, however. If one examines the
development of the actually saga of king As'ad, one finds
that earlier accounts were in the Islamic era altered to fit the
Quranic schema. The Quran's intentional identification of
Tubba' with Abkarib As'ad preceded this. 1
Originally, in Mecca at the time of the Quran's appeare
ance, the term tubba ' designated an Arabian ruler from
another land who once rode out against the Hijaz but was
repelled. It does not at present seem possible to determine
whom Muhammad had in mind. The first commentators,

his contemporaries, proposed no identifications. They
argued bitterly over another question - whether Tubba' was
a messenger to his people, and whether he was a believer.
After all, the expression "the people of Tubba'" could have
a meaning akin to that of the phrase "the people of Nuh;" a
prophet and a people who did not recognize him. But if
tubba ' is a king, and the expression is analogous to
" Fir'awn and his troops", then Tubba' was an unjust tyrant
like Fir'awn. The disputants gradually inclined toward the
interpretation that Tubba' was a righteous man. They then
found for him an appropriate prototype in Yemeni history.
Abkarib As'ad may in fact have been the prototype of the
Quranic reference, but this cannot be proven. We can only
say that the Quran appears to have referred to a legendary
account of a campaign by some Arabian ruler against the
Hijaz. The ruler could have been from Yemen, or from
Northern Arabia. Allah halted the campaign and helped the
defenders to rout the enemy. The Quran reminds us of this,
explaining the rout as the will of Allah, for the intruders were
unbelievers and did not heed some prophet. Thus, the stan
dard plot from the prophetic cycle merges with a plot simi
lar to the story of the "campaign of the elephant", which we
will discuss later in this chapter.
The best known state in ancient Southern Arabia was
called Saba' (Sheba ) . Neighboring peoples applied the
word to all of Southern Arabia. We have already discussed
the story of the Queen of Sheba. It goes back to the Bible.
There the arrival of the queen at the court of Solomon was
one of the key proofs of this ruler's greatness. The Sa
beans had been renowned for their wealth and prosperity
since the beginning of the first millennium B. C . Saba', and
Southern Arabia generally, were famed for the fragrant
resins obtained there (incense, myrrh ) . Sabean merchants
sold these rare, expensive goods, indispensable to reli
gious and medical practice, in the countries of the Me
diterranean. Moreover, much of the trade with India passed
through Southern Arabia. The states of ancient Yemen
flourished. Only after the birth of Christ did merchants
from Egypt begin to supplant them. By the 6th century
A . D . , Southern Arabian, and Arabian trade in general,
began to decline.
Profits from trade allowed the Yemenis to develop a tra
ditional system for i rrigating their lands. Twice a year
(in autumn and spring) rains lash Southern Arabia and

----
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1 See: Piotrovsky, Legends.
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roaring rivers rush down
but of the oasis after the
from the mountains to the
ruin of the dam. The fields
sea or sink into the soil.
and p a l m groves of a n 
If the water is quickly dis
cient Marib were, i n fact,
tributed over the fields, it
located on both sides of
will suffice until the next
the w adi, form i n g "two
rainy season. The ancient
garde n s " . According to
Yemenis created through
inscriptions on the dam,
out their land a system of
its body, which shielded
dams to distribute the ru
the valley, was called 'Arim.
shing streams (and mud
it is so called in the Quran.
slides) over as much land
The description of what re
as possible. These irriga
mained on the site of the
The Marib dam
tion works were s o m e 
deserted gardens tangibly
times i mpressively large
reproduces the real land
and massive, rising up like
scape of Arabia's semi
vast fortresses.
desert regions. The transSuch was the dam near the Sabean capital of Marib .
lation does not preserve the Quranic terminology, which
To this day the vast turrets of the sluice-gates stand there,
enumerates the plants in increasing order of size: the arak
composed of massive, evenly hewn boulders. Unlike many
bush (descriptively denoted in the text as ukul khamt, 'bit
others, this dam served to hold water for the constant irriga
ter fruit') , small asl trees ( atl), and large sidr trees.
tion of the palm plantations and wheat fields that sur
lt was felt until recently that the Quran preserved the
rounded the city. Maintaining the irrigation system required
memory of the same ruptures in the dam that are recorded
large-scale, regular organizational efforts. The decline of
in inscriptions (450, 542-545). Recent investigations of
Southern Arabian trade and internal political conflict led
the strata behind the Marib dam have shown that the last
to its gradual deterioration. More than once water broke
break occurred around 570, i.e. closer to Muhammad's
through the decaying Marib dam. The dam has preserved
time.2 Our only known source for this rupture is the Quran.
stone stelas with inscriptions in which the Yemeni rulers
The dew.iption is followed by the story of the demise
of the 5th-6th century describe the efforts they made to
of the commercial cities along the route from Yemen to
the Mediterranean. The decline in trade took place before
rebuild the dam. By Muhammad's time it had been de
the last rupture of the dam, and the account is not as con
stroyed. The Marib oasis was deserted.
crete (34 : 1 8/ 1 7-20/ 1 9) :
The Marib dam was famed throughout Arabia, as was its
"And W e set, between them and the towns which We had
demise, described by the poets and storytellers. A legend
later arose that after the dam burst, the majority of the
blessed, towns easy to . be seen, and We made the stage
between them easy, ( saying) : Travel in them safely both
Yemeni tribes migrated to the north of the Arabian Penin
sula. Such a historical event - a real and recent catastroby night and day".
The reference, of course, is to the system of commercial
phe - could not have escaped Muhammad's attention.
cities that saw to the rest and security of caravans as they
We encounter it in the sura of the same name - Saba ' (34 ) .
moved through the Hijaz.
After enumerating the favors bestowed o n Da'ud and
"But they said: Our Lord! Make the stage between our
Sulayman, the narration turns to Sheba:
"There was indeed a sign for Sheba in their dwelling
journeys longer. And they wronged themselves". Judging
by the general context, the passage refers to some m�ce
place: Two gardens on the right hand and the left (as who
nary intention, pos�ibly one city's desire to increase its
should say): Eat of the provision of your Lord and render
sphere of control (and collections of duty) at the expense
thanks to Him. A fair land and an indulgent Lord!
of other towns. it seems to me that we see here reflected
But they were froward, so We sent on them the flood of
disputes and rivalry between the cities. Whatever the case
'lram, and in exchange for their two gardens gave them two
may be, the inhabitants of these cities were punished for
gardens bearing bitter fruit, the tamarisk and here and there
a lote-tree.
their excessive desires:
This We awarded them because of their ingratitude.
Punish We ever any save the ingrates?" (34: 1 5/ 1 4- 1 7/ 1 6 ) .
We see i n this a remarkably specific description clearly
�
2 Piotrovsky, Southern Arabia, pp. 1 34- 1 38.
based on eyewitness accounts, not of the calamity itself,
----

"We made them bywords (in the land) and scattered
them abroad, a total scattering. Lo! herein verily are por
tents for each steadfast, grateful (heart).
And Satan indeed found his calculation true concerning
them, for they follow him, all save a group of true believers".
Historical fact, as we see, served as the basis for the
standard Quranic injunctions. People were not satisfied
with the virtues bestowed by Allah . They did not under
stand that all bounties came not from them, but from
Allah. They heeded lblis and demanded more than they
deserved. For this they were punished and destroyed. If the
tale of the cities did not abut the story of the dam, it would
be difficult to grasp its real basis, for the standard teaching
obscures it.
The two gardens in the story of Sheba are a historical
and topographic reality. But they are also a symbol of the
fleeting nature of earthly prosperity. In Arabia, fauna can
perish at any moment because of drought, or it can be
swept away by a powerful mudslide. But just as suddenly
desert ground can grow green after the rain or a flash flood.
This is why the Quran so often uses the image of plant life
that appears and disappears by the will of the Lord. 3
The garden appears in the Quran in a small parable
where the m a i n characters are not ca l l ed by name
( 68: 1 7-33). The commentators insist that the story took
place in Yemen. The Quran promises the unbelievers that
they will suffer the same fate as the owners of a certain gar
den. Expecting a bountiful harvest, they decided to gather it
on the following day without saying, "if Allah will " . In the
morning they set out for the garden, discussing how to
keep the poor away from the fruits. But during the night
Allah had sent down on the garden a calamity (in the text, a
ta 'ifun, "something all-encompassing" - a tornado? a
flood?), and all the fruits had perished. The owners were
shocked, for in an instant they had become paupers. They
realized that they had been punished for failing to praise
Allah. Full of repentance, they began to ask his forgiveness,
hoping for mercy. The parable ends there. Next comes the
statement that the retribution that awaits the sinners and
unbelievers after death is far more severe.
In the sura The Cave ( al-Kahf, 1 8 : 32/3 1 -44/4 2 ) , we
learn of two vineyards surrounded by palms and fields and
located along the banks of a waterway. By Arabian stan
dards this indicates the most prosperous possible farmer.
The owner of one of the gardens boasted to the owner
of the other garden that he was wealthier and his family was
larger. No future Judgment frightened him, he said, and
even if there were some Judgment, a rich man such as he
would undoubtedly garner a choice share. His neighbor
admonished him, reminding him that upon entering the
garden, he should say "as pleases Allah" or "there is no
power but with Allah". He said that, while he was poorer

than his neighbor, everything could change. The Lord could
bestow on him a better garden, or send a flood to wash
away his neighbor's garden, or take away the water that irri
gated the garden. In fact, the fruits suddenly vanished from
the rich man's garden. He began to lament that all his labor
had been in vain because he had not believed in the one
god, Allah. No one came to his aid. The Quran concludes
that only Allah can provide defense.
One other passage speaks of the destruction of fields.
The edifying words occur in the sura The Family of 'lmran
(Al 'lmran, 3 : 1 1 7/ 1 1 3) : "The likeness of that which they
spend in this life of the world is as the likeness of a biting,
icy wind which smiteth the harvest of a people who have
wronged themselves, and devastateth it. Allah wronged
them not, but they do wrong themselves".
The parables are based directly on Arab ian reality.
Hence, the action in the first of them was seen as possibly
taking place in Yemen.4 Modern scholars feel that the sec
ond can perhaps be classified as an actual event that took
. place around Muhammad.5 Within the text of the Quran,
both instances echo the tale of the two gardens of Sheba,
acting to generalize it and distance it somewhat from the
concrete story of the Marib dam. This gives rise to two di
mensions in the story of Sheba. It is on the one hand down
to earth ( I demonstrated earlier the remarkable vividness
of the description) , and on the other abstract and philo
sophical.
The third excerpt formulates the same ideas, but very
briefly. Even in this abbreviated formulation a different
composition is evident. The description of the catastrophe
is structured as in the tales of Arabian prophets - a terrible
calamity that ruins the crops. A person versed in analogies
hears in this an echo of the persecution that befell the pro
phet and a promise of retribution, later come to pass. The
"biting, icy wind" - rihun flha sirrun - described is conso
nant with the "fierce roaring wind" - rihun sarsarun - that
destroyed the Adites (69:6).
All of these plots and motifs could have been taken di
rectly from everyday life. Edifying tales based on the lives
of farmers were widespread in the didactic literature of the
Jews and Christians. Such stories are found in Talmudic
texts,6 and parables similar in spirit and form occur in the
Gospels. 7 They could have reached Mecca and Yathrib and
served as the subject of thought-provoking discussion

-·-�
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3 Paret, Kommentar, pp. 7 7 , 78.
4 Quran (Krachkovsky), p. 626.
5 Paret, Kommentar, p. 3 1 3.
6 Speyer, p. 434.

7 See, for instance, Luke, 1 2: 1 6-2 1 .

among their inhabitants. Muham
The Quranic sura al-Buruj ( The
Constellations, 85:4-9) contains
mad could also have drawn material
the following lines:
from the "popular culture" of his
people, as well as from stories he
"(Self-)destroyed were the owners
of the ditch
first heard from newcomers.
Of the fuel-fed fire,
Yemeni history in the centuries
When they sat by it,
leading up to Islam bristled with dra
And were themselves the witnesses
matic events. One of them was the
of what they did to the believers.
persecution and execution of the
They had naught against them save
Christians in the city of Nadjran at the
that they believed in Allah,
the Mighty, the Owner of Praise,
hands of the Jewish king of Yemen,
Him
unto
Whom belongeth
Yusuf As'ar, at the beginning of the
the Sovereignty of the heavens
6th century. Christianity and Juda
and the earth;
ism became fairly widespread in
and Allah is of all things the Witness".
Southern Arabia in the first centuries
The text segues directly into a de
after the birth of Christ. A Chris
scription of the torments of hell:
tian stronghold was the large com
" ... they who persecute believing
mercial city of Najran in northern
men a n d b e l i e v i n g women a n d
Yemen. Yemeni C hristians main
repent not, theirs verily will b e the
tained close ties with Byzantium and
doom of hell, and theirs the doom
Eth i o p i a , l e a d i n g to the g rad u a l
of burning" ( 85: 1 0).
strengthening of Ethiopian influence
The text is emotionally direct, con
a n d the esta b li s h m e nt of d i rect
veying real pain and indignation.
Incense burner in the form of a tower with
Ethiopian rule in part of the Yemeni
But the essence of what is depicted
a dedication to goddess Zat-Himyam.
lands. This angered the local nobility;
can be explained in various ways.
4th-2nd centuries B.C.
their revolt was headed by a man
Some see a reference to divine jus
Seyuan Museum, Yemen
who claimed to be the descendant of
tice with the aid of fire, where two
the Himyarite kings of Abkarib As'ad
faiths vie with one another and fire
ai-Kamil's dynasty. His name was
leaves unscathed only those pleas
ing to God. Thus runs the famed tale
Yusuf As'ar, dubbed Dhu Nuwas ( "he
of the men in the "burning fiery furnace" from the Book of
of the curls") by Arab tradition. Announcing his political op
Daniel,
or the Quranic story about the attempt to incinerate
position to Ethiopian influence and Monophysite Christianity,
lbrahim. Some see in this excerpt a simple description of
he converted to Judaism and made it the official religion of
the torments of sinners consigned to hell for persecuting
Yemen. The expulsion of the Ethiopians began, as did the per
the
believers. The majority of commentators feel - cor
secution of the Monophysite Christians who were their allies.
rectly, it would seem - that the source of this Quranic im
Their stronghold, the city of Najran, was seized. The Chris
age was the massacre of Christians in Najran, where they
tians of Najran who refused to give up their faith were mas
were incinerated in a ditch. The righteous Christians burn in
sacred in 525.
the ditch while the Jewish king and his lackeys sit above
The persecution c aused an outcry in the Christian
them and contemplate their agony. This probably reflects
world. Religion was, in this case, closely bound up with
historical fact. But there is one more link in the chain that
politics. Byzantium, vying with Iran, strove to establish its
connects it to the Quran. The general tone of protest and
control over the Southern Arabian trade route from the
indignation is reminiscent of Christian Monophysite propa
Mediterranean to Italy. Christian works and missives ap
ganda about the Najran martyrdom. It did not merely re
peared; with tragic pathos they described the sufferings
count; it called for vengeance. The Quran clearly interprets
the righteous C h ristians e n d ure d at the h a n d s of the
these episodes in j u st such a Christian vei n , adopting
Jewish tyrant. Poli ti c a l a n d m i l itary action fol l owed.
the C hristian story of martyrdom for the faith over more
Byzantium aided Ethopia, and the latter invaded Southern
Arabia. Acting in concert with the nobility who were dis
satisfied with Yusuf, the Ethiopians overthrew the Jewish
�
king. The brief reign of a Himyarite Christian king gave
8 Piotrovsky, Southern Arabia, pp. 2 1 , 22; Lundin, Southern Arabia,
pp. 1 7-60.
way to direct Ethiopian occupation. 8
---

the elephant". According to one ac
balanced narratives, which existed
count, it was in the "year of the ele
as well (for example, Nestorian Chris
tian accounts) and were preserved
phant" (the 570s) that Muhammad
in the works of Arab h istorians.
was born.U Mecc a' s m iraculous
The extreme emotional charge of
salvation provided the plot for one
this Quranic passage allowed it to
of the earliest, briefest, and most
become at once a story about the
b e autiful suras i n the Quran, the
atrocities of the unbelievers and an
sura a l-Fil ( The Elephant, 1 05 ) .
abstract description of the torments
The narrative is here as concrete
ofhell.9 This "abstraction" from a real
as the story of Sheba, but the de
historical basis was aided by the
tails are legendary and fantastic.
fact that for the Quran the Christians
The Quran relies on an already
are no better than the Jews. Both are
existing account, e x p l a i n i n g the
" people of the Scripture " , mono
miraculous s a l vation as the w i l l
theists who can be considered equal
o f A l l a h . It stresses t h e fantastic
parts believers in Allah and errant
details ( for example, the image
believers.
of the birds that cast stones down
Ethiopian power in Yemen did not
on the enemy) , further developing
rest on a firm foundation. In the midthe Meccan historical-epic tradition.
6th century the Ethiopian governor,
Here is the sura in its entirety:
Abraha (Abraham ) , practically put
Hast thou not seen how thy Lord dealt
an end to the rule of the Negus and
with the owners of the Elephant?
became the independent ruler of Sou
Did He not bring their stratagem
to naught,
thern Arabia, assuming the tradi 
Miriam (female head). Yemen.
And send against them swarms
tional title of Yemeni kings: " Ruler
1st century B.C. Alabaster and lapis-lazuli.
of flying creatures,
Freer Gallery of Art and
of Sheba and Dhu Raydan, and Had
Which
pelted
them
with stones
Arthur M. Sackler Gallery,
ramawt, and Yamanat, and their
of baked clay,
Washington
Bedouins in Tawda and Tiham". FolAnd made them like green crops
lowing in the footsteps of the Yemedevoured (by cattle)?
ni kings of the 4th-5th centuries, he
They threw at them stones
of fired clay.
renewed the ca m p a i g n s on the
And
He
made
them
look
like
north, striking into inner Arabia with the i ntention of
a cornfield with eaten grains.
restoring Yemeni control over the trade routes, halting the
advance of northern nomadic tribes on Yemen, and hinder
This, like all of the many varied accounts examined
ing the growth of new commercial and religious centers, in
above, was a v i v i d a rg u m ent in a p o l e m i c . " H istory"
particular Mecca. Extant inscriptions about Abraha1 0 indi
helped to prove the greatness of Allah and the rightness
cate that he conducted energetic offensive maneuvers
of Muhammad, his prophet and messenger.
along the two main trade routes in Arabia - the path from
Yemen to the east, through Yamama, and the path to the
south, through the H ijaz. Abraha's successors appear to
have continued this policy up through the end of the 6th
century, when Yemen was conquered by Sassanid Iran.
Traditional accounts from Mecca have preserved the
�
memory of how a king from the south, either an Ethiopian
9 Piotrovsky, Southern Arabia, pp. 1 64 - 1 65.
or a Yemeni (Abraha or his son) marched on Mecca, tried
1° For example, Ry 506. For translation and commentary see: Piotrovsky,
to seized it, and encountered defeat. An epidemic broke out
Southern Arabia, pp. 1 76, 1 77; Lundin, Southern Arabia, pp. 73-84.
11
among the besiegers and the king turned back. The city's
See: Pio.trovsky, Elephant's Expedlt/on.
This
new meticulous study demonstrates how the Muslim tradition inter
miraculous salvation left an indelible impression, especially
preted the "Elephant's expedition" bringing it typologically closer to the
since the attackers counted among their assets fighting ele
standard Hebrew plot about an attack on the Temple ( Premare, 1/ vou/ut
phants, which much amazed the Meccans. The year of sal
detruire le Temple) . In the context of various religions competing in Southern
vation from the elephant was one of the key dates in Mec
Arabia, many of the Arabian stories acquired motifs characteristic of polem
ical Judaic legends.
can chronology. The city calculated dates from the "year of
----

n the beginning was the Word, and the
Word was with God, and the Word was
God".
It i s common knowledge that this
i s the b e g i n n i n g of the G o s p e l of
John. The essence of these and next
p hrases i s that the Word, or G o d ,
found its embodiment in Jesus.
The Quran, which is viewed by Muslims as the Third
Scripture, says this of Jesus: "the word from Allah, the name
of whom is Messiah", i.e. ' lsa.
Also at the very beginning of the Testament of John it
was said: "In Him was life, and that life was the light of men.
The light shines in the darkness, and the darkness has not
overcome it" .
It is hard to refrain from recollecting one of the most
poetical passages of the Quran: "Allah is the light of the
heavens and the earth; a likeness of His light is as a niche in
which is a lamp, the lamp is in a glass, (and) the glass is as
it were a brightly shining star, lit from a blessed olive-tree,
neither eastern nor western, the oil whereof almost gives
light though fire touch it not - light upon light - Allah guides
to His light whom He pleases, and Allah sets forth parables
for men, and Allah is Cognizant of all things" ( 24:35). Don't
these two of many points of resemblance point not to loans
and derivation but to a single tradition of mystic attitude to
the world where the Word was the form of God's presence
passing on to the world His revelations?
By definition - or more accurately - by its name, the
Quran is an uttered word. lt was uttered to the prophet,
uttered by the prophet, orally memorized and orally handed
down. For a long time various notes were only crutches for
reading and learning by heart. In fact, even after complete
manuscripts of the Quran came into being and when spe
cial signs were evolved to differentiate between letters and
vowel phonemes, the written text retained its subsidiary
nature. The Quran is read aloud, learnt by heart and uttered
aloud.
For this reason it is not allowed, nor possible to translate
it. It was granted in verbal form in one language - Arabic.
The preponderance of the oral word over its written form
as a vehicle of God's revelations is well discernible in an
cient cultures.
It has one more aspect, often separated from the general
problem: its oral and later its lexical representation prevails
over its pictorial expression . An old stereotype, long re
jected by progressive scholarship, has it that there exists
a Semitic mentality, which is prone to abstracting and non
pictorial idiom, whereas Iranian and Turkic mentalities

favour picturesqueness and sumptuousness of style. In my
opinion the experience of the last century and new trends
of Islam in non-Arab regions have provided a reminder that
different traditions, if not different mentalities, did exist and
found expression during the Muslim epoch as wel l . Preoc
cupied with a zealous struggle with idols and idol worship
pers, the tradition of Judaism, as well as the pre-Muslim and
Muslim Arab culture, views God in an abstract way, em
bodying Him in uttered word. They dislike speaking of God
with the help of pictures. The phrase "do not create an idol
for yourself" is a vivid manifestation of this tendency, inher
ent not only in Islam, but also in some proportion of By
zantine Christianity and Protestantism. The verbal image
has its own power and to a greater extent depends on imag
ination than the pictorial one. While the pictorial image is
more colourful and accessible, it is also more intrusive. 1
Ancient Israelites handed down their legends by word of
mouth and preferred not to draw pictures. It is true that they
had tq make notes and therefore evolved written charac
ters. Admittedly, the texts of the Old Testament and even
the prophets' texts have a long written history. But prophets
are granted revelations verbally, reproducing them in oral
form as wel l . Afterwards comes a period when they get
recorded. In the history of world painting there is one great
exception to the rule: the synagogue in Dura Europos, all
the walls of which are covered with frescoes representing
scenes from Biblical history. The exception does not prove
the rule, but it shows actual life and the everyday use of no
tions and stereotypes. In the Iranian milieu the Biblical his
tory was perforce to find expression at least once. Yet the
face of Abraham in the scene of sacrifice was nevertheless
turned away from the viewer.
Verbal images have always been in conflict with pictorial
ones. In the history of culture this struggle is of particular
interest where it is linked with religion. In this situation the
word does not merely claim to be able to replace the pic
ture. It often proves that it is able to give a better represen
tation of tangible images than the picture can. And to a cer
tain extent this is true. I have just given a reminder of the
fact that religious pictorial art will at times place ancient
stories into scenes and circumstances of other epochs
( Biblical characters may be dressed in the costume of the

----
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But then, even in traditions favouring pictorial expression, the qualities
of abstraction and extra-historicity are achieved when obviously dated or pe
riod-inconsistent costur:nes and colouring are used by many. Owing to this
kind of pseudo-concreteness the story gains universality that uplifts it from
the earthly common sense.

Quran, sura 1 . The Khalili Collection. Manuscript QUR 89

Renaissance, wear Roman togas or the garb of Ottoman
Turks) . Iconographic traditions favour representations that
are ageless in their canonical detail; this circumstance does
not greatly stimulate the viewer's fantasy. By contrast, the
almost tangible detailed descriptions found in the Scriptures
and the Quran have been perceived by each reader both ver
bally and visually, each time in accordance with the individ
ual's background, fantasy, imaginativeness and tradition.
Without touching upon the numerous Biblical stories whose
pictorial potential became fertile ground for the whole of
European painting, I would only like to remind you of
Ezekiel's fantastic vision, outstanding for its concreteness.
"As for the likeness of their faces, each had a human
face. The four had the face of a lion on the right side, the
four had the face of an ox on the left side, and the four had
the face of an eagle. 1 1 Such were their faces. And their
wings were spread out above. Each creature had two wings,
each of which touched the wing of another, while two cov
ered their bodies. 1 2And each went straight forward.

Wherever the spirit would go, they went, without turning
as they went. 1 3As for the likeness of the living creatures,
their appearance was like burning coals of fire, like the
appearance of torches moving to and fro among the living
creatures. And the fire was bright, and out of the fire went
forth lightning".
This description is not only colourful and concrete, but
it is also almost tangible and this quality is achieved by the
great word of genius better than by an image.
Stories in the Quran are of quite a different nature. They
contain no serial development of the story, no movement of
characters (except for the story of Yusuf) , but they include
a profusion of details, which render historical allusions very
concrete and any local colours recognizable. And q uite
often they are superlatively palpable, eliciting sensations
that are concrete rather than abstract, even though they are
supposed to reinforce the latter.
This is what the Quran says of the history of the state of
Saba' and its end. The description is exceptionally concrete.

Quran, suras 1 , 2. Manuscript, SH, VP 1 325, fols. 1 6, 2 a

The might of the state is described by means of wonderful
gardens decorating the desert: two Gardens to the right and
to the left. "Eat of the Sustenance ( provided) by your Lord,
and be grateful to Him". The description is accurate: 'the
Marib dam, the wonder and symbol of ancient Arabia, cre
ated precisely two irrigated areas. Its ruin was naturally sent
by Allah for the people's sins by means of a concrete disas
ter, a flood, which is referred to by the right term, sell, and
by the proper noun retaining the original name of the dam:
'Arim. The devastated place turned into wilderness is de
scribed concretely and palpably by means of three types
of desert plants, which really formed the arid flora of Marib
in the days of Muhammad.
�
2 See, for example, the famous lines from lmru ai-Kais' Mu 'a/laqa (ode):

----

My buddy, did you see the lightning flash
Amidst thick clouds, like birdies' wings unfurling?
Or was it a hermitic lamp's oil splash,
When it was filled for better burning?
Translated into English by R . S. Smirnov from A.A. Dolinina's Russian
version (see The Arabian Antiquity, p. 28).
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The cave in the story of seven youths is described so
accurately that it can still be easily located in the vicinity of
Amman in Jordan. n�e precision is heightened by the use
of Syrian dialect words in the description. People truly
sensed what Muhammad narrated to them. In the story of
the Elephant the enemies are destroyed by fantastic stones
of baked clay thrown by fabulous birds. Thanks to them the
tale becomes surprisingly and unaccountably palpable. Let
me remind you that scholastic comments contain fairly
trustworthy information that the Yemeni- Ethiopian army
was killed by an epidemic. At times, in keeping with the
Quran's multifariousness of images and meanings, con
creteness overshadows the mystic sense. A shining exam
ple of this is the ayat on light, where God is likened to light,
the representation of which in a niche is very concrete and
repeatedly occurs in pre-Muslim Arabian poetry. This is the
light in a hermit's cave showing the way to a nocturnal way
farer.2 A multi-layer quality, entwined with symbolism, is
especially characteristic of the description of Paradise in the
Quran. It goes without saying that all its beautiful places
· and comforts have a symbolic meaning as signs of unity
with God and eternal bliss. They are expressed in the only

�----�-..,.-�

In many parts of the Quran there are picturesque and
even theatrically dramatic episodes, but the most vivid
ones are found in the story of Yusuf. The yell of the cara
van traveller letting down his bucket into the well: "0 good
news! This is a youth!" - immediately elicits a live picture.
The same applies to the famous episode of women peel
ing fruit with knives cutting their hands astounded by
Yusuf's good looks. This is yet another theatrical scene
with distinct visual key elements.
Quite thrilling and palpable are the Quran's disastrous
tempests that struck the sinning peoples. Adites, for ex
ample, suddenly saw a black cloud. Black clouds are
signs of beneficent rains. Instead, however, a hurricane
came. Here it comes, tempestuous, with thunderbolts and
lightning. Now it goes away, leaving behind ruined
dwellings and people lying like logs of palm trees. As for

Quran, sura 30. Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, E 4, fol. 2 6

available idiom fit for the expression of earthly pleasures
alone. This is the way mystics of all times and races wrote
and talked about unity with God. Intoxication and ecstasy
of love described in human language implied celestial
rather than earthly pleasure. This is true about the Quran as
well. Nevertheless, the earthly part of the image is a master
piece of concise but most sensual and palpable description.
Some European researchers even viewed them as reminis
cences of Christian mosaics. They are not, although it is
possible that the Muslim mosaics of the Dome of the Rock
and the Umayyad Mosque in Syria were indeed inspired by
the Quranic descriptions of Paradise. The rhythmic ayats
create a very simple and tangible image: canals with cool
water, shady trees, delightful beverages that do not intoxi
cate you, delicious food, the singing of birds, glittering rai
ment, excellent servants and girlfriends. All these are like
real human dreams that a wayfarer exhausted by the desert
may have when he craves to reach an oasis. These are his
sensations, and the Quran gives them expression. 3
Let me recall some other concrete details creating pic
tures: the sermon on the Thamudits, who hewed their
dwellings in rock or a mention of I ram of the Pillars. The lis
tener would immediately picture tombs in the rocks and the
ruined temples they had often seen on trade routes to Syria.
There was no need to draw or paint anything. Among other
important details were Sulayman's copperwares. Their
mention immediately evoked pictures of Arabian and non
Arabian temples decorated with a profusion of copper fi
gures.

---

Quran, sura 2. Manuscript, SPB BIOS RAS, A 976, fol. 2 6
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3 See: Piotrovsky, AL-Janna; Piotrovsky,

On Islamic Art, pp.1 28- 1 44.

the Thamudits, they were awakened at dawn by a yell, ac
companied by thunder and lightning. And again, only
dwellings stood, whereas people were scattered around
prostrate, their faces to the ground, like dry grass in live
stock enclosures. The pictures are very impressive and
quite realistic both in their imagery and metaphor. The be
ginning is dramatic and the ending is palpably tragic - ru
ined buildings with only their walls surviving and human
corpses lying between them.
The last catastrophe, the Doomsday, is described with
a compelling poetic strength acknowledged by everybody,
including skeptics. In its description there are also concrete
visual elements of picturesqueness, such as a disfigured
sun, fallen stars, moved mountains and overflowing seas,

the production of full-scale representations. This aspect,
however, has always been a sideline in the Quran-inspired
aesthetics and secondary to it.
What the Quran primarily generated and developed was
a different type of artistic pursuit: abstract art that was to
represent and reflect not only concrete visible details, but
general ideas and principles involved in the movement of
thought and word in the Quranic text.
The word uttered was memorised and repeated, occa
sionally noted down to help remembering it. It was as
a reading aid that a sacred Semitic text was used initially
and often enough this is the case now. This quality of being
a kind of inadequate as a text immediately invoices them
with special holiness. They are the symbols of the text

Ivory plaque inscribed with a quotation from the Quran (76: 1 9). SH, VP 1 3 1 6

pregnant camels rushing about unattended and - as a hor
rifying culmination - an infant buried alive asking what she
had been killed for (8 1 : 1 -9). Such things can only be de
scribed verbally, each element being a concrete and tangi
ble image. Their pinpointed accuracy and concreteness is
evident in the description of the inferno, which is no less
naturalistic and metaphoric than the account of Paradise. It
evokes memories and sensations in people who know what
the word "heat" means and what frightful heat is. The shade
of trees is no remedy for flames; boiling water and pus are
poured into the throat, fruit can be poisonous and people
always feel thirsty and hungry. 4 The concrete detail, which
is perceived by our sense perception as most palpable and
sensual, makes the Quranic message far more effective,
evoking in the listener specific associations and pictures.
These verbal pictures provide also some groundwork for

�
4 See: Piotrovsky, Jahannam.
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5 See: Piotrovsky, On Islamic Art, pp. 34-50,

1 1 2- 1 20.

and symbols of content. They are indeed icons, which are
banned in Islam. They are windows opening on to the world
whence the Word came. For this reason the mode of writing
them became important immediately, first for their sym
bolic and later for their mystic aspect. Their calligraphy,
instead of being a mere embellishment, very gradually
became the embodiment of the word by assimilating the
divine sense of the word acquired. Thus began the history
of different forms of writing, which were invariably different
styles of recording none other than the text of the Quran.
It was not until the late Middle Ages that handwriting modes
unsuitable for copying the Quran were evolved. The Kufic
script in all its early and late variations, as well as the fa
mous six canonical scripts formed in the tenth century, with
numerous derivations thereof, all of them, collected in Qu
ranic manuscripts, are symbols that bridge people and
the sacred meaning of the Word, which gradually became the
Book.
Calligraphy became also one of the artistic media for re
. producing the ideas of the Book. The aesthetic parameters
and peculiarities of handwriting were supposed to serve as

a constant reminder of the content that exists outside the
Book in the eternal sacred celestial tablet, in the world
space and in the memory of the worshippers. They also
bear their own aesthetic information aimed at giv,ing ex
pression to the solemn and powerful beauty of the word.
Originally Arabic script had symbols only for consonant
phonemes, and even some of those were alike and there
fore hard to distinguish: context was needed to identify
them. Various signs such as coloured dots and dashes were
gradually evolved to signal vowel phonemes. Mnemonic
writing gradually became a full-fledged script. The auxi
liary signs formed a new artistic element. Amidst the aus
tere forest of dark-coloured characters, there appeared
small signs in red, green and black. Gradually they were
enriched with other signs defining the shades of the oral
reading of the text. As oral reading remained the basis all
the time, great importance became attached to signs that
separated individual ayats or groups of them, as well as
signs showing where a prayer should be said or a bow made
and where the next stage of the ritual reading of the entire
Quran should be ended. Many of these signs included
ornamental elements, such as rosettes, palmettes, multi
coloured squares or lozenges. They were also invested with
symbolic meaning, signifying the sun, sky, earth and palm
trees. The Quranic texts are divided into chapters, or suras,
and their separating signs gradually developed into impor
tant e lements of the Quran decoration. They i n itially
resembled illuminations on Christian books, but gradually
evolved into an independent form: a rectangle combining

within it a calligraphic text and two other types of ornamenta
tion: an arabesque (foliate) and a geometric design.
Both ornaments, along with calligraphy, became the cor
nerstone of Islamic art in general. Both are linked with the
spirit and style of Islam. Basically, the arabesque is an orna
ment in the form of a continuously winding grape vine, en
twined with representations of most diverse plants and fruit
and, occasionally, even various animals. This ornament has
quite an ancient and respectable origin, but in the Muslim
milieu it proved to be a fitting commentary on one of the
main messages of the Quran: a reminder that Allah created
for humankind fruit, plants and animals, while they do not
properly appreciate the gift. On the other hand, the inter
minable vine motif was invested with the idea of cyclic dev
elopment and repetition in nature and history - an image
close to the Quran. The geometric ornament also origi
nated on the pages of Quranic manuscripts to become one
of the best embodiments not only of the abstract nature of
Allah Eternal and Infinite, but of the entire Muslim culture,
in which mysticism rests on mathematically precise and
minutely classified theology.
Abstract ornamental art as the basis of the idiom of reli
gious art found numerous prototypes and sources. The
style of the whole Book is ornamental. It is full of recurring
details, figures and expressions, which are intended to bring
home the main messages. At the same time, they create
a distinct ornamental pattern which if strengthened by the
rhythmic form of the Quranic text.'
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Adjaib al-mahluqat va garaib al-mawjudat.
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The multi-tiered sense of the holy book also contributed
to the acknowledgment of the fact that ornamentation had
become the main medium of both religious meditation and
artistic decor characteristic of the life in the world of Islam.
Islamic ornamental styles and forms are varied in terms of
images and meanings; they superseded one another in dif
ferent epochs, as do styles in architecture and other cre
ative pursuits. One is tempted to correlate these character
istic traits with certain stages in the development of Muslim
religious thought and theology. Since this is possible for
medieval Europe, it should be possible for the world of
Islam. First attempts in this direction have so far remained
single and await further headway.6
Abstract art was only partially generated by the general
principles of strict Islamic monotheism. It became highly
consonant with it and became a vivid manifestation of the
iconoclastic trend characteristic of Islam as a whole. The Se
mitic dislike of portrayal found in the Biblical command
ments appeared to be much in tune with the pathos of Mu
hammad's struggle with idols and idolaters. Idols, which were
often representations, became the main tangible enemies
of Islam. After their formal defeat as a result of the capture
of Mecca, the danger of return to idol worship lingered
on for a long time. For that reason Muhammad disapproved
of all sorts of two- or three-dimensional representations

(for instance, curtains woven with figures) that were pride
of place in many homes. Even children's toys caused sus
picion. One of the main messages of the first sermon was
the assertion of Allah as the only creator. God cannot have
had any companions, especially in creation. For this reason
the famous curse on musavvir sculptors, who will be com
pelled in the Last Judgment to infuse life into their works,
as Allah did when creating man. Rejection of pictorial
means in dealing with Quranic subjects became a Muslim
tradition, observed with greater or lesser accuracy in differ
ent parts of the Muslim world in different ages. I have al
ready mentioned it above that this rejection, caused by
trends of strict monotheism consonant with the Old Testa
ment, was shared with the Muslims by official Byzantium
for several centuries of iconoclastic epoch and is still shared
by the Protestants.
What I am speaking about is certainly a trend rather than
a complete ban, which does not exist formally. The ten
dency has been particularly strong in populist Islam, which
has always gravitated towards fundamentalism. Any strug
gle against idol worship in the form of revering graves,
departure from rigorous observance of rituals and tolerance
to visual representations has been effectively employed
by this iconoclastic trend .
Meanwhile, i t is i n human nature to depict what they see.
There is a remarkable well-known story: '"Abd Allah ibn
Abbas, Muhammad's uncle, saw a man in Mecca, who was
drawing or carving something. He sternly reminded him of
Muhammad's curse on sculptors, quickly adding, "If you
cannot help drawing, depict a tree or something that has
no spirit". This "depict a tree" became a motto and formula
of Muslim art, for which artistic reproduction of natural and
abstract beauty became a symbol of the paradise awaiting
every devout Muslim. 7
Even the inhabitants of Mecca liked drawing, to say
nothing of those communities that lived in the midst of rich
pictorial tradition in everyday life and religion. Syrians,
Iraqis, Egyptians, Persians, Sogdians and numerous others
did not abandon their traditions, but merely removed them
from the sphere of religion. This is fully confirmed by out
standing monuments of Muslim art. The iconoclastic ten
dencies did not uproot ancient skills, although they did put
forward a few difficult tasks, which were brilliantly solved
by different generations of Muslim artists.
In fact, nobody i ntended to i l lustrate the Quran.
Nevertheless, just as folk legends and foreign folklore be
gan to surround it, producing various commentaries, books
about prophets, historical compositions and poems - folk
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for instance: Necipoglu, The Topkapl Scroll, pp. 1 85-226; Tabaa,
The Transformation:
7 See: Piotrovsky, On Islamic Art, pp. 52-58.

pictorial traditions occasionally returned to the Quran as
well, creating what was not, of course, a secondary, but per
haps a tertiary or quaternary layer of the world in which
the Great Book exists.
In many areas of Muslim culture the Quranic figures,
characters and subjects found currency rather far from the
Quranic text itself or its theological essence, without losing
tangible connection with it. There, at a distance from the
Book, it was possible, and at times, necessary to illustrate
them. For it was good to know what the angel looked like
and it was pleasant to adorn the poem about Yusuf, in which
the love story overshadows the instructive plot, with a pretty
picture whose delicately designed figures and buildings
create a mood of sublime love.
Characteristically, books on science and education
became the first haven of pictorial art in Muslim culture.
Treatises on astronomy were decorated with dancing fig
ures of constellations. In instruction books on the making
of amusing mechanical figures and fancy clocks there were
bright pictures of people and animals, while in manuals for
pharmacists one could see pictures with scenes of medi
cine making and bazaar shops. There were famous master
pieces among those manuscripts. In between science and
entertainment there were books of the "miracles of cre
ation" type and "books about animals" . Creations de
scribed in books of this kind were most diverse: real, fabu
lous or legendary ones. And naturally, angels figure in
them. Angels of different grades are shown in the rare man
uscript part of which we are reproducing. It should be noted
in advance that Muslim pictorial art, like its Christian coun
terpart, easily and not altogether undeliberately, clothed
historical and legendary characters in apparel that is con
temporary with the artist. Even their faces often resembled
those of the artist's circle. The book miniature flourished
especially after the arrival of the Turks and Mongols in the
central regions of the Khaliphate. It is owing to this circum
stance that many of the historical personalities in the books
have slanting eyes and round faces.
Angels are also depicted in clothes contemporary with
the epoch; therefor, their likenesses can additionally serve
as sources on the history of Muslim costume. In this partic
ular case they are dated to the eighth century A.H., i.e. the
fourteenth century. The Turkic and Mongol invasions were
followed, after periods of rampage and devastation, by cer
tain stability in the eastern part of the Islamic word, where
the Iranians and Turks were responsible for a fervent revival
of the old tradition of pictorial art.
It practically conquered books that were in between
theology and instructive prose. In addition to ta{sir com
ments on the Quran, a new genre emerged: "stories about
prophets", which brought together the materials of all,
most diverse, old and new legends about the prophets
mentioned in the Quran. The books derived from verbal
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stories and they were deliberately made lively and enter
taining. They were often made stil l more entertaining
through the use of pictures showing the heroic exploits of
the prophets, chiefly Biblical ones. Muhammad did not fig
ure in stories of this kind. Other books were written about
him, and their genre was different. Pictures il lustrating
his life appeared much later, in the Ottoman period, but
the Prophet's face was not portrayed anywhere. It was cov
ered with a white curtain.
A distinctive genre of edifying religious literature is de
voted to the Miradj, Muhammad's miraculous ascension
and beholding Allah. The Heaven, the magic racing animal
Buraq, the joint prayer of all the prophets, etc. were tempt
ing subjects for the artist. For this reason miniatures often
appeared not only in books but also as separate pictures.
Old chronicles might have also been the pretext for
portraying historical personalities, including Muhammad.
The renowned masterpiece in this genre is the history of the
Mongol rulers of the world Jami' at-tawarikh (Collected
Stories) by Rashid ad-Din. Separate sheets of this famous
illustrated manuscript containing information on various
episodes and personalities, including Muhammad, Prophet
-

Ezekiel and Jesus Christ, are found in museums and li
braries the world over. The masterpiece opens up a special
stratum in the pictorial and book-based culture of the
Islamic world; its illustrations look like real drawings rather
than fairy tale pictures. They are linked to a greater extent
to the context of the book than its artistic design, as is often
the case with other book miniatures. Poets found inspira
tion in the lives of the ancient prophets. The great poet
Hafiz mentioned in one of his ghazals the valley where
prophet Musa stood by a burning tree.
The poet's diwan is accompanied by a miniature at the
bottom of which he is shown reciting his poems to friends,
while at the top M usa -Moses, the he ro of the poem,
touches the tree with a staff and flames gush out of it. The
picture is very rare. Not rare, however, are the series of
miniatures depicting the story of Yusuf or lskandar Dhu-1Qarnayn. Both of them were the main characters of nu
merous poems. Their stories became model plots to
demonstrate their skill used by a great many eminent and
less eminent Muslim poets of the late Middle Ages. The po
ems were embellished with a profusion of plots and
episodes borrowed from the Romance ofA lexander, com
mentaries on the Bible and the Quran, as well as from folk
or literary legends. Most of them have nothing in common
with the Quran, although some of them contain certain
episodes from the Book. There are quite a few solely
Quranic motifs in poems about Yusuf and Zulaikha (the
latter name is not present in the Quran). The moving story
about multiple betrayals, presented in the Quran in detail,
provided ample material for inspiration. Occasionally,
Quranic motifs were combined with the most popular liter
ary heroes. For example, the city of l ram is depicted in
one of the miniatures o f the Alexander ( lskandar) se
ries. Sulayman appears almost ubiquitously, and so on.
Miniatures for poem manuscripts, collections and an
thologies of poems became a special element of artistic de
sign. Poetry existed in verbal and written form. In its written
form (books) , calligraphy and miniatures became integral
parts of texts. Transition from the word to the pictorial rep
resentation resulted in a fine synthesis of the word uttered,
word written and word turned into a pictorial image. Those
images were most diverse, just as the handwritings of
manuscripts. The language was Persian or, occasionally,
Turkish - a long way from the Quran. Yet it was this re
peated use of Quranic characters in different spheres of
Muslim culture that invested them with viability, making
them an element of world outlook. Through ta{sirs and
chronicles, the stern summarily-treated images of the Book
turned into elements of history, through stories about
prophets they became elements of folklore legends and
beliefs and through poetry and miniatures they evolved into
elements of the aesthetic world of the Muslim peoples. Not
only did this decorate Muslim culture, but it also was one
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of the tools of what is Islam's most salient feature. Religion
was converted into a way of life. The Quran was the source
and guiding light of all its manifestations. The Quranic le
gends were merely a part of this process, but it was a very
important constituent with a very clear mechanism of tran
sition from the word to the picture. In the twentieth century
this tradition facilitated a fairly wide spread of illustrated
publications about prophets, but merely mentioning them
here is sufficient.
We have allowed ourselves to supplement this panorama
of the pictorial art world surrounding Q!-Jranic legends with
some miniatures that originated in Islamic milieu under di
rect influence of Christian art; they are illustrations of Chris
tian legends about Christ and come from India, Persia and
Turkey. Their emergence was due to extensive and close
contacts with Europe in the late Middle Ages. They bear out
the well known opinion that a certain artistic unity existed
in that period's Mediterranean world, where contacts and
interweaves of traditions never ceased.
There was a great deal in common between the art of
Islam and Eastern Christianity in earlier periods as well. For
this reason we have allowed ourselves to attach some like
nesses of prophets from Christian Arab manuscripts. In my
opinion all this visual evidence shows that there are far
more points of contact between Muslim and Christian cul
tures than some people are prepared to admit today.
We have also included pictures from the well-known
masterpiece of Muslim pictorial art - album E 1 4 from the
St Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies of
the Russian Academy of Sciences. This collection of
Persian and Indian miniatures dating from the fourteenth to
the eighteenth centuries contains superlative representa
tions of Christian subjects executed by eminent artists,
often under the influence of European art, particularly of
Dutch engravings. The righteousness of the stories com
mon for the two religions contributed to their mutual
enrichment and convergence of their artistic idioms.
The wonderful world of Quranic characters goes far
beyond the text of the Holy Book, but always returns to it
enriched by various influences and folk outlook, which is
always moving and wise.
The three forms in which Quranic legends exist the oral, written and pictorial ones - beautify the world that
is centred round the Quran. They emphasize its multidimen
sional, multilayered and polysemantic nature, which con
sistently parallels the clear and linear history of the world's
existence, through cyclic histories of prophets and pious
persons, from its creation to the Last Judgment.
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